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Now, whenever someone says 
that we live in a Rhetorical 

world, someone will immedi-
ately say… this means “Anything 
goes.”  No, what it means is that 

anything that can be made  
to go goes…

Something literary will have begun 
when it will not have been possible to 

decide if, when I speak of something, I 
speak of some thing (of the thing itself, 

this one here, for itself) or if I give an 
example, an example of something, or 

an example of the fact that I am able to 
speak of some thing, of my way of talk-

ing, of the possibility of speaking in gen-
eral of something in general, or again  

of writing these words, etc.

Stanley Fish, The Trouble with Princliple

Jacques Derrida, “Passions: an Oblique Offering”
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When asked what this book is about, what I’m working on, I typically an-
swer, “photography”—which rarely satisfies.  And so then I add, as though it 
might clarify my object or delimit it somehow, “the rhetoric of photography.”  
Skirting the exuberant incomprehension that the word “rhetoric” provokes and 
excuses, I go on to say, “The rhetoric of photography, in other words, if all I 
have to go on is the way people talk about photography, then what is photog-
raphy?”  This question ends most conversations—and not in a sudden flash of 
insight.  Why look away from photographs to what is said about them?  Why 
treat these several thousand words as a way in rather than as a way around, 
a way to avoid looking at photographs?  Because even this argument, this 
claim about the picture’s autonomy and exceptional power to outstrip and 
evade accounts of this very autonomy and power—even this argument is a 
way of talking about pictures.  Such an argument puts argument in second 
place and thus into a bit of a sophistic bind: if the argument is true, then it’s 
false.  

Before having another go at the question above on the basis of this latter 
paradox, let me try to say more about “rhetoric” as I’m here using it.  First 
I’ll describe two possible rhetorics of photography, two ways that the word 
“rhetoric” might be used in relation to photography—and from these I’ll too 
take my distance.  The first rhetoric might be called a visual rhetoric, a rheto-
ric that would attend to framing, composition, scale, exposure, depth of field, 
grain, sharpness, contrast, color, etc.  These many and varied traits articulate 
an internal, formal logic of photographic representation.  According to this 
rhetoric, looking at a photograph and making sense of its revelation and its 
force would depend upon how these differentially articulated traits perform.  

preface
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What the photograph shows would depend upon how it shows this “what,” 
how it stages what it depicts, how experience of this “what” is conditioned 
by the agency of these frames within the frame.  I could on the basis of this 
rhetoric launch a critical evaluation of the photographic medium and propose 
to trace its contacts and departures from other media.

The second rhetoric would attend to how photographs are served up and 
seized upon by a plurality of discourses and practices.  This rhetoric would at-
tend to how photographs are used to do certain things, how they are made to 
function (either “well” or “poorly,” either on purpose or against the grain) in 
various arguments, various games, various rites.  How photographs, for ex-
ample, facilitate love, remembrance, biography, and family romances, on the 
one hand, advertising, politics, criminology, historiography, anthropology, eth-
nography, astronomy, and warfare, on the other hand, and the fine arts, non-
fiction arts, arts of design, video, cinema, and digital media, on still another.  
I could show how each of these practices sustains and is sustained by a traffic 
in photographs, and how every photograph comes to have its place, its sense, 
and its force on the basis of aims that exceed it.  No one use ruins it for all 
the others, and so any single photograph may serve many masters.  

This rhetoric too would also tend the fields of production, consumption, 
and the proliferation of archives in and among the above, but would further 
consider how making pictures orchestrates bodies, places, and their intervals, 
how being-camera-ready or camera-shy, elusive or photogenic, more or less 
than meets the eye, constitute these bodies, places, and intervals.  Living and 
working so as to be and remain visible to the camera, either under surveil-
lance or loving the limelight, copping an attitude, taking in the view as a view 
to be taken, seeing stars, getting the shot, on or off the runway—these habits 
emerge with and proliferate photographic dispositions.  Moments become Ko-
dak moments.  Opportunities become photo-ops.  Black and white comes to 
define clarity, precision, and decision.  A rhetoric of photography would have 
to account for more than the specificity of the technical support and for more 
than the traffic in images; it would also take in the photographic disposition of 
things.

But these rhetorics aren’t really two, or even three: the so-called vis-
ible traits are what they are because they are put to work in certain contexts 
for certain purposes.  And these contexts and purposes and dispositions are 
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nothing without the specific articulation of material practices of signification.  
To the tune that a particular situation calls, visible traits dance, remain still, or 
even disappear, irrelevant to one task while material to another.  But because 
these uses must get a grip on something or other in order to proliferate and 
perform, a photograph comes into view and into its own.  The unit of analysis 
is neither a particular photograph (never found alone and without syntactic 
and contextual support) nor the use (never found without artifactual arma-
ture and engagement) but the relation of these two ultimately abstract limits.  
There is neither a photograph without a context, brute and self-evident, nor 
a pure context, all powerful but only potentially so.  Further, while there is al-
ways a context, no one context is the final one.  And thus to say what a pho-
tograph means or is or does is always to contest the relevance, fit, and force 
of one context with another.  And thus to say what photography is is always 
to have a particular photograph in view, an instance.  But because from no in-
stance, no finite set of instances, can I infer the meaning of photography per 
se, any definition is contingent, partial, an imposition of a totality on a field 
that exceeds totalization.

So, if a rhetoric of photography refers to how photographs and the con-
texts of their elaboration are done and made together, then saying and writing 
of this doing isn’t external to this doing and making.  But this would be true 
of anything upon which the phrase “rhetoric of…” might prey.  So why throw 
photography into the teeth of this genitive?  Because, as alluded to above, 
pictures have been said to be worth a thousand words.  And so a rhetoric of 
the image is always also a rhetoric of its argumentative translation and trans-
position.  But more importantly and less proverbially, because photographs, 
according to the French critic and philosopher, Roland Barthes, give me some-
thing that I cannot deny, something therefore inarguable, something above 
and beyond and outside and resistant to the grip of any particular context, 
and thus something above and beyond merely rhetorical determination.  On 
page 76 of his Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography (page 120 in the 
French, La chambre claire) Barthes writes,  

I call the “photographic referent” not the optionally real thing to 
which an image or a sign refers but the necessarily real thing that 
has been placed before the lens, without which there would be no 
photograph.  Painting can feign reality without having seen it.  Dis-
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course combines signs that have referents, of course, but these 
referents can be and are most often “chimeras.”  Contrary to these 
imitations, in Photography I can never deny that the thing has been 
there.  There is a superimposition here: of reality and of the past.  
And since this constraint exists only for Photography, we must con-
sider it, by reduction, as the very essence, the noeme of Photogra-
phy.

Barthes here opens an ostensibly extra-rhetorical dimension for photography, 
an essential and undeniable relation to a thing in its having-been-there.  For 
Barthes a photograph testifies, not to the meaning or significance or value of 
a thing, these being labile and made and unmade through use, but to its past 
existence.  A photograph may have many rhetorical lives, but its evidence, 
though possibly suppressed, abandoned, or effaced, though this evidence 
may be made to fit this case and that—its evidence survives as long as it sur-
vives.  Its evident reference to what-has-been haunts any and every subse-
quent rhetorical elaboration.  The “photographic referent,” as referent, comes 
into being within a structure of signification, and yet by this reference I am 
referred to what was has been, undeniably.

I am less interested in either defending or disputing Barthes’ claim, in 
either shoring or ruining his rule, in remarking the relation between this pho-
tography, on the one hand, and cinema, video, graphical user interfaces, and 
other modes of digital-electro-mechanical reproduction, encoding, transmis-
sion, and reception, on so many other hands—I am less interested in these 
than I am in the rhetorical constitution of what I’ll call the photographic ex-
ception, in how and why Barthes crafts what is for him undeniably not craft-
ed: photographic evidence.  My rhetoric of photography will then engage pri-
marily with the rhetoric of the extra-rhetorical in the work of Roland Barthes, 
his rhetorical constitution of the undeniably evident.  In other words, if all I 
have to go on is the way Barthes writes about photography in Camera Lucida 
and other works, then what is photography?  If all I have to go on are the 
arguments and stories Barthes makes and tells about and with photography 
then what is photography?  What is photography for Barthes?  What does he 
make of it and for what purposes?  And then on the basis of this photography, 
this particular rendering of the limit of rhetorical constitution, what can I say 
about rhetoric?  Will it come to open differently?  Yes, but how?  
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As I try to answer these questions, I will often appear to treat Barthes’ 
text (and several others, by him and by several others) precisely the way 
I say I should not treat a photograph: as though I could simply read it, as 
though it’s rhetorical structure were simply available to me above and beyond 
the situation and time and point of my analysis, without the situation, time, 
and point positively conditioning the legibility of what appears to be legible 
all by itself.  Thus, must my text necessary establish contexts within which 
his will do some things better than others and some things not at all.  To the 
degree that my arguments are persuasive, and to the degree that I succeed 
in vividly displaying a Barthes whose rhetorical means alter the current of his 
stated aims—to these degrees I’ll have given good-enough grounds for an-
other rhetoric of photography.
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A picture may be worth a thousand words, but only an idiot notes the ex-
change rate—and so I stumble upon this abyss.  According to the proverb, 
pictures are precisely priceless; the currency of words can’t fit the bill because 
words fail and fail to economize the image, fail to measure up to its brute im-
mediacy.  The more words weigh in for equivalence to some thing, some hap-
pening, somebody, the more belated, the more removed, the farther from the 
picture’s timely and incisive revelation.  Words don’t cut it, and when they ap-
pear to, something’s wrong.

For example, the Los Angeles Times ran a political cartoon by Paul Con-
rad on April 30th, 1992, the day after a jury acquitted four L.A.P.D. officers 
indicted for assault with deadly weapons and for excessive use of force under 
color of authority.1  Conrad seeks to outrage those for whom George Holliday’s 
videotape clearly evidenced injustice—or, as the riots the day after the ver-
dict indicated, the outrage already on display wanted the full measure of this 
context.2  Conrad’s drawing cites Holliday’s view of the attack and gives us 
Sergeant Stacy Koon and Officers Powell, Wild, and Bersiano striking King 
with batons and the latter suffering these blows.  “One picture is worth zero” 
reads the caption, counting upon and reiterating the certainties of the afore-

1 Paul Conrad, “Editorial Cartoon,” The Los Angeles Times, Apr 30 1992.

2 I choose the word, “riot,” here deliberately and so cite Avital Ronell’s position on the 
matter.  In her 1992 essay, “TraumaTV: Twelve Steps Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” 
about which I’ll have much more to say later, she writes: “I am not as opposed to the 
usage of the word riots as others have been, no doubt because I am not seriously sus-
ceptible to supporting the order or logic of reason to which the riot addresses itself.  As 
a type of noise and disturbance, riot belongs to the field of the ethical scream.” Avital 
Ronell, “TraumaTV: Twelve Steps Beyond the Pleasure Principle,” in Finitude’s Score (Lin-
coln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994), note 2.

section 1 of 15
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mentioned proverb.  Conrad asks, in effect, how could the words of defense 
attorneys and expert witnesses about Holliday’s picture have finally been so 
much more persuasive than the picture itself?3  How could an image worth so 
much have been so devalued?  For Conrad Holliday’s tape spoke loudly and 
unequivocally—no, it didn’t speak at all but delivered the simple, visible truth 
of the matter—and thus the words that turned this image away from its pat-
ent exposé of racist, criminal brutality were duplicitous.  Mayor of Los Angeles 
Tom Bradley said as much during a press conference: “Today, the jury told the 
world that what we all saw with our own eyes was not a crime.”�

But neither pictures nor words ever speak for themselves, and in the con-
text of the trial neither the words of the attorneys nor Holliday’s pictures were 
ever alone to simply speak or show the truth immediately—there were crowds 
of other words and other pictures, of contexts that were more or less relevant 
to the matters at hand.  The trial would decide which of the following descrip-
tions gives proper ground for the figures of King and Powell et al to emerge.  
Does the tape show us “a brutal, savage beating of a man lying helpless on 
the ground”? or “a careful police response to a dangerous ‘PCP-crazed gi-
ant’”?5  A contest raged over Holliday’s tape, and it’s in this contest that the 

3 From the closing statement of prosecutor Terry White: “This videotape it the central 
piece of evidence in this case.  We don’t need to rely on Stacy Koon’s words.  We don’t 
need to rely on Lawrence Powell’s words.  We don’t need to rely on what they say hap-
pen that night.  We don’t need to rely on what Mr. King says that night.  We have the 
videotape and the videotape shows conclusively what occurred that night and it’s some-
thing that can’t be rebutted.  It’s there for everyone to see.  It is the most objective 
piece of evidence you can have.  You have to determine what a reasonable person, act-
ing as a police office, would have done in this particular situation.  So it’s objective, not 
only do we…not only do we find out or determine what the officer was thinking, but then 
you have to determine as the trier of fact; was the officer’s actions objectively reason-
able.” “I issue a challenge to [attorney for the defense] Mr. Stone, to Mr. Depasquel, to 
Mr. Mounger, to play this videotape for you and to point out things in this tape that jus-
tify the continued use of the baton.  I don’t think they’ll do it.  I think they are going to 
get their little frames out.  They’re going to show you 3:23:14.  They’re going to show 
you 3:24:27.  They’re going to show you a frame here; they’re going to show you a 
frame there.  They’re not going to show you the entire videotape.  They probably won’t 
even play the entire videotape for you.  Cause they are afraid of the videotape.  They’re 
afraid because they know what that videotape shows.  Now who are you going to believe 
the defendants or your own eyes?”  It’s possible too that Conrad’s caption addresses 
the particular approach to the Holliday tape taken by the lawyers for the defense.  “One 
picture is worth zero”; i.e. individual frames of the moving picture lose the trait that give 
evidence of violence, movement and force.

4 Tom Bradley, “Reaction,” The Los Angeles Times, Apr 30 1992.

5 In “Professional Vision,” a subtle analysis of the Simi Valley trial, Charles Goodwin 
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meaning and force of the image came to be what it was, if not what it must 
always be.  Whether seeing–with–ones-own-eyes amounts to understand-
ing what one sees is itself a claim with which neither side would be comfort-
able—though the prosecution at times argued as much: “the videotape shows 
conclusively what occurred that night and it’s something that can’t be rebut-
ted.  It’s there for everyone to see.  It is the most objective piece of evidence 
you can have.”  And: “…who are you going to believe, the defendants or your 
own eyes?”6  The prosecution relied almost entirely on the claim that the jury 
need only see Holliday’s tape for themselves.  And the attorneys defending 
the officers agreed—but argued further that in order to see it for themselves 
the jury must be taught how to see it.  The defense persuaded the jury that 
they couldn’t understand what they were looking at unless they learned to 
see King’s actions as the officers were themselves trained to see them and to 
see the officers’ actions as a police academy teacher would see them.7  Such 

writes: “Opposing sides in the case used the murky pixels of the same television image 
to display to the jury incommensurate events: a brutal, savage beating of a man lying 
helpless on the ground versus careful police response to a dangerous ‘PCP-crazed giant’ 
who was argued to be in control of the situation.  By deploying an array of systematic 
discursive practices, including talk, ethnography, category systems articulated by expert 
witnesses, and various ways of highlighting images provided by the tape, lawyers for 
both sides were able to structure, in ways that suited their own distinctive agendas, the 
complex perceptual field visible on the TV screen.” [PV, 606]  Judith Butler writes, taking 
one step back and two forward, “… without hesitation, I wrote, ‘the video shows a man 
being beaten.’  And yet, it appears that the jury in Simi Valley claimed that what they 
“saw” was a body threatening the police, and saw in those blows the reasonable actions 
of police officers in self-defense.  From the two interpretations emerges, then, a contest 
within the visual field, a crisis in the certainty of what is visible, one that is produced 
through the saturation and schematization of the field with the inverted projections of 
white paranoia.”  She goes on to lay out this field and these projections as the grounds 
for judgment.  See Judith Butler, “Endangered / Endangering: Schematic Racism and 
White Paranoia,” in Reading Rodney King/Reading Urban Uprising, ed. Robert Gooding-
Williams (New York: Routledge, 1993), 16.

6 Deputy District Attorney Terry White closing argument for the prosecution is cited in Lou 
Cannon’s Official Negligence.  See [ON, 243-244].

7 Goodwin shows how the attorneys for the defense made the videotape speak to the 
perspective of these professionals: “While administering a beating like this is recognized 
within the courtroom as the craft work of a profession, no equivalent social group ex-
ists for the suspect.  Victims do not constitute a profession.  Thus no expert witnesses 
are available to interpret these events and animate the images on the tape from his 
perspective.  In the second trial Mr. King was called as a witness.  However he could not 
testify about whether the policemen beating him were using unreasonable force since he 
lacked ‘expertise on the constitution or the use of force’ [Goodwin here cites a Los Ange-
les Times report of March 10th, 1993]  ¶  The effect of all this is the production of a set 
of contradictory asymmetries.  Within the domain of discourse recorded on the videotape 
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tutelage revealed—or better, constituted—a fine structure for an event that to 
the layperson might appear to be sheer brutality.  For example: expert wit-
ness for the defense, Sergeant Charles Duke, divided the haze of blows into 
discrete phases; each phase begins with an escalation of force, followed by a 
de-escalation, and concludes with a reassessment period.8  Coding the actions 
according to these expectations sought to make “reasonable” and deliberate 
the delivery of every one of the 56 blows.  During the reassessment periods 
the officers, rightly according to Duke, judged King to be belligerent and so 
still a threat; the blows then recommence—but only in a painstaking effort to 
persuade him to comply with police requests to lay prone upon the ground for 
handcuffing.  According to the defense, “Rodney King and Rodney King alone 
was in control of the situation.”9  On this view Holliday’s video documents King 
skillfully managing the actions of four dutiful public servants who only give 
him precisely what he asks for, almost until the end.

The trial of Powell et al, however, doesn’t show the triumph of word over 
picture, but the triumph of one framing of that picture over another.  Per-
suading this jury on that day with that evidence required something more 
than see-for-yourself.10  The available means of persuasion were such that 

it is argued that King is in control of the interaction and this is what the first jury found.  
However within the discourse of the courtroom no one can speak for the suspect.  His 
perception is not lodged within a profession and thus publicly available to others as a set 
of official discursive procedures.  Within the discourse of the trial he is an object to be 
scrutinized, not an actor with a voice of his own.  However, within the discourse visible 
on the tape he is constituted as the controlling actor.” [PV, 625-626]

8 “The net effect of buying into the category system as a framework for the interpretation 
of the tape is a most consequential structuring of the dense and complicated perceptual 
field provided by the tape, with the suspect/victim King becoming the figure, the focus of 
minute scrutiny, while the officers performing the beating recede into the background.” 
[PV, 618]

9 Canon writes: “As Koon explained it, King could have stopped the beating at any time, 
as he eventually did by complying with police commands.  ‘Rodney King has control of 
the situation,’ Koon said.  ‘I have control of the officers.’” [ON, 448]

10 According to Cannon, the one juror who could see for himself could do so because he 
in fact had already seen it, i.e. he had been falsely accused of a crime, falsely arrested, 
and mistreated by the police.  He had eyes for the tape: “[Kevin] Siminski was probably 
the most conflicted of the jurors.  Although he was conservative and pro-law enforce-
ment, Siminski had been mistakenly arrested as a teenager because he matched the 
description of a robbery suspect.  [Deputy District Attorney Terry] White hoped that this 
youthful experience had taught Siminski that police can make mistakes and that it would 
enable him to see the arrest from the viewpoint of Rodney King as well as the defen-
dants.” [ON, 254]
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appeals to the naked eye were outweighed by the defendants’ rather magni-
fied presumption of innocence, by the jury’s racial real—police officers are 
the law, black men are dangerous until domesticated—and by the skillful 
constructions of visibility brought to bear by the defense.  Conrad’s cartoon 
presumes, however, not only the innocence of the visual and the culpability 
of courtroom rhetoric.  The cartoon poses the natural and proper superiority 
of visual representation against mere words and does so in order to meta-
phorize the natural order of other things as well, or, more importantly, the 
unnatural and thus unjust state of the state.  The caption aligns the picture 
itself with King—“worth zero”—and the words with the officers, with the law, 
and with state power as materialized in the brutal force of these instruments.  
The word is to the picture as the law is to this body and to these bodies.  King 
gets it three or four times.  First, the police put him down.  Second, this jury 
sees him as worthless, as brute and brute matter, only fit for force because a 
sheer force himself: the prosecution didn’t call King to the witness stand dur-
ing the Simi Valley trial, and so the jury could only too easily see him as the 
object of police conduct and not as a subject interested in his own safety and 
survival.  They saw him depicted and not depicting; he neither tells his story 
nor shows himself credible—which he does during the Federal trial.11  Third, 
the defense attorneys shred this other body, the metonymy for King that is 
Holliday’s tape.  They scrutinized, cut up and down, and reassembled Holliday 
for the sake of their arguments; the tape’s integrity as one picture is lost in 
a fog of freeze frames, diagrammatic assemblages, speculations about King’s 
intent to aggress, the officers’ states of mind.  And fourth, King becomes the 
metonymy not only for African American men always already criminal in the 
eyes of the law, not only for racial difference as reconstituted in this white on 

11 In a brief report for the New York Times headlined, “From Grainy Video Image to Flesh 
and Blood,” Seth Mydans writes: “Struggling with a faulty memory, Mr. King accused the 
police of threatening to kill him, taunting him with a racial epithet and provoking him to 
run before batting him down with baton blows.  Far from the image of a “drug-crazed gi-
ant” evoked by lawyers defending four police officers accused of violating his civil rights, 
Mr. King’s demeanor was meek and earnest. ¶  The Federal courtroom was utterly silent 
during his testimony.  It was a vital moment in a city fearful of a reprise of the racial 
rioting that followed the officers’ acquittal in a state-trial last year.  ¶  And yet only 100 
people heard him.  Radio, television and even tape recorders were barred.  For the anx-
ious residents of Los Angeles, Mr. King remained a mute image on a grainy videotape 
rolling about under the batons.”  Seth Mydans, “Image Becomes Real,” New York Times, 
Mar 12 1993.
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black institution of terror, not only for victims of police brutality and L.A.P.D. 
Chief of Police Daryl Gates indifference, and not only for the spectacle of a 
war that was out of visual bounds at the time—the Gulf War, visible only as in-
visible, registered its phantom form here and there, i.e., in the beaten body of 
this one man, about which I’ll have more to say later—King becomes the me-
tonymy too for Truth and Justice.  If this picture is worth zero then it has long 
been so; the apocalypse is still on the way and the oppressed still on the way 
to their obvious worth.  So long as the natural order of things remains topsy-
turvy, justice will be clear to all, available to none, a nearly broken promise.

This alignment, forceful as it appears, falters to the extent that the initial 
terms offer a difference already troubled, the so-called difference between 
words and pictures as posed by Conrad.  If California vs. Powell et al provides 
the occasion for competing perceptual frames, competing narrative frames, 
competing accounts of what there is to see in what there is to see, then 
Conrad’s cartoon proposes a tantalizing plenitude on the side of the visual 
itself.  But through such a proposition the cartoon is party to the very con-
test it otherwise presumes settled: a few words, “One picture is worth zero,” 
make a claim for the picture and so undermine the autonomous authority of 
the picture.  Arguably, this caption steers a rather meandering course for a 
reader not well on the way to outrage.  It requires a subtle relation to the vi-
cissitudes of irony.  That it is ironic or only ironic isn’t clear, and for good rea-
son: it was precisely the defense attorneys’ argument that without a proper 
and sobering context for understanding, one picture is worth zero.  The pros-
ecution too would have been able to sign on to the literal but with different 
emphasis: one picture is worth zero, without the sequence, i.e. the whole 
picture, the whole uninterrupted onslaught, any one picture, any one frame, 
is worth zero.  The freeze frame does away with violence to the degree that it 
does away with movement, speed, i.e. momentum.  What does this seman-
tic trouble do to the ostensible argument of the cartoon, to the politics of the 
political cartoon?  The caption doesn’t anchor the image, because it’s the im-
age in this case that cites what-everyone-already-knows, i.e. that we all wit-
ness a crime when we watch the tape, that we’re all responsible for the crime 
to the extent that the police, by definition, act in our name.  “One picture is 
worth zero” provides a frame, as does the surrounding page of the newspa-
per, devoted as it was to columns headlined “Dashing the Possibility of Trust,” 
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“Justice in the Court Doesn’t Mean Social Justice,” and “The Jury Saw All of 
the Evidence.”12  Rather than secure the image against revision—not every 
caption does or tries to, but this one, given the ostensible claim, should—the 
text leads the image astray.  Certainly the column, “The Jury Saw All the Evi-
dence,” which argues that, indeed, the jury had access to a visible totality be-
yond the letter of the Holliday tape13—the headline of the column alone turns 
“one picture is worth zero” to the purposes of the defense attorneys.  In sum, 
the caption undermines itself by supplementing an image it claims needs no 
supplementation, no frame, no interpretation—and the caption supplies equiv-
ocation rather than stiff anchorage for this very image, making the latter less 
rather than more certain. 

But to say that this image and caption are at odds with one another is 
to repeat the terms of the claim up for consideration: the image is clear, 
the words only interfere.  So more importantly, not only does the relation 
of drawing and caption complicate the claim for picture’s self-evidence, the 
drawing itself belies the claim the political cartoon makes for Holliday’s tape.  
Less a faithful transcription than a recasting of the scene, this drawing offers 
a view much too close to the action, as though the spectator were hovering in 
the air a dozen feet away from King instead of the ninety that actually sepa-
rated Holliday from the event in question.  The vanishing point is above the 
roof of the car and above the heads of the officers, which is consistent with 
Holliday’s perspective, but Conrad indicates proximity through the exagger-
ated elongation of the officer on the left: he is much taller than the three on 
the right, the ground tilted to force the perspective even more.  Instead of a 

12 Karen Grigsby Bates, “Dashing the Possibility of Trust,” The Los Angeles Times, Apr 
30 1992, Laurie Levenson, “Justice in Court Doesn’t Mean Social Justice: The L.A.P.D. 
Acquittals Don’t Change the Brutal Facts.  We, the People, Must Change,” The Los An-
geles Times, Apr 30 1992, Eric W. Rose and Steven S. Lucas, “The Jury Saw All of the 
Evidence: System Overcame Political Hysteria and Media Hype,” The Los Angeles Times, 
Apr 30 1992.

13 Rose and Lucas argue as follows: “Why did the jury not see what we the public saw so 
clearly night after night on the evening news?  ¶  The answer is that the jury was not 
subject to the same disadvantages that colored the perspective of the public.  For the 
jury, the videotape was one of many pieces of evidence to evaluate and weigh in a com-
plex case.  For the public, the videotape was the sole piece of evidence.”  Indeed, the 
“colored” perspective—and it would be good news if our white mythology were more col-
ored than it is—had other contexts available.  See Rose and Lucas, “The Jury Saw All of 
the Evidence: System Overcame Political Hysteria and Media Hype.”
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telephoto view, we’re given a wide-angle one, close enough to see what “re-
ally” happened.14  And Conrad provides detail where the tape gives only blur.  
King’s left hand comes into focus, his fingers splayed, digging into the pave-
ment.  This hand indexes King’s suffering but also his conscious perseverance, 
his stoic endurance of the attack.  The officers’ hands are full, so to speak, 
tightly wrapped around their batons, while King’s is empty, defenseless, vul-
nerable, but alert to his predicament.  This rendering depends less on Holli-
day’s tape than on a statement King made shortly after the incident: “I was 
scared.  I was scared for my life.  So I laid down real calmly and took it like a 
man…”15  Finally, Conrad’s lines all but weave the bodies of the officers around 
thin angular frames, taut as if the form and function of the steel batons dic-
tate their movements and not the other way around.  These bodies execute 
the imperatives of the batons, which become, as do the bodies of the officers 
themselves, metonymies for the mechanical applications of state power, less 
men—anything but calm, anything but scared as at least two of the officers 
testified to being—than blind functions.  Conrad also counts to four when two 
would have been more than enough: two of the officers—Powell and Wind—
struck King with their batons; Sergeant Koon tased King, supervised the ar-
rest, and was ultimately responsible for the actions of the three other officers.  
Bersiano famously delivered a stomp to King’s head at precisely the moment 
the latter, according to the federal prosecutors, manifestly complies with the 
request to put his hands behind his back.

Conrad makes his point: it was all there to see.  But only his supplemental 
sketch work, elegant and stark, allows the tape to speak for itself, to be worth 

14 The blind field of this framing includes not only officers of the law—L.A.P.D. and C.H.P. 
officers were all over the scene—but local residents who gathered around, some shout-
ing, “No, Don’t kill him!”  Seth Mydans of the New York Times wrote on March 18th, “Al-
though 11 officers are standing by during the beating by three patrolmen under the eye 
of a sergeant, none makes a serious effort to stop it.  And no one moves to care for King 
after he is hogtied, dragged to the side of the road and left bleeding until an ambulance 
arrives five minutes later.  ¶  The beating is carried out with impunity with no evident 
concern for the fact that, barely 60 feet away, up to 20 local residents are watching, 
some shouting, ‘No, don’t kill him!’ or that they are acting in full view of people in cars 
that drive slowly by.”  See Seth Mydans, Richard Stevenson, and Timothy Egan, “Vid-
eotaped Beating by Officers Puts Full Glare on Brutality Issue,” New York Times, Mar 18 
1991, A1.

15 For citation from the press conference see Richard W. Stevenson, “Tape Forever Ties Vic-
tim to Beating,” New York Times, March 19 1991.
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more than the zero he credits to the verdict.  To come into focus as the one 
picture that tells the truth, this other picture, Conrad’s, must offer support.  
The tape itself doesn’t speak for itself, it can only be cast in one role or anoth-
er, for example, in the role of “speaking for itself,” and is thus surrounded by 
words—words like “one picture is worth zero”—and other pictures, Conrad’s 
drawing, for example.  Video stills from the tape neither support nor exactly 
contradict Conrad’s rendering, and I won’t contest his version with another—
such would always be possible, the defense attorneys tried three times, suc-
ceeded once—rather I see that his version seeks to make explicit and clear to 
the eye certain details that are extra-evidentiary, based on something more 
than met or could ever have me the eye: King’s hand, the truncheon-like bod-
ies of the officers.  I do not fault Conrad for crafting an image, for assembling 
his own argumentative artifact, but I do think the irony of his performance is 
worth noting because it points to the powerful rhetorical status of revelation: 
that there should be one, that there should be evidence beyond argument, 
even if this “beyond argument” is the result of an argument that withdraws, 
disavowed.  

Doesn’t every trial proceed on the basis of a crisis of evidence, either by 
troubling the apparently unequivocal, or by crafting a legal fiction true enough 
to cross the thresholds of reasonable doubt?16  One way or another a verdict 
settles for something more or less contingent.  The day in court comes to an 
end—and does so even if the arguments fail the test of absolute certainty.  
True enough is good enough to put someone away.  But Conrad’s cartoon 
doesn’t decide for the prosecution; it seeks to alert us to the context and con-
tests of the courtroom.  The moment Holliday’s tape is treated as evidence 
it’s part of an argument, and instead of injustice visible, there’s a question, 
“what’s happening here?”  The evening of April 29th, another metonymy for 
the public—not the Simi Valley jury but the residents of South Central Los 
Angeles—decided this latter question, and they decided, like Conrad, that “in-
justice visible” answered the question “what’s happening here?”  That the jury 

16 Ronell writes, “The legal mode of the trial ‘dramatizes… a constrained and culturally 
channeled, institutionalized crisis of truth.  The trial both derives from and proceeds by a 
crisis of evidence, which the verdict must resolve.’  As a sentence, the verdict is a force 
of law performatively enacted as a defensive gesture for not knowing.” [TV, 325]  Ronell 
here cites Shoshana and Dori Laub Felman, Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Litera-
ture, Psychoanalysis, and History (New York: Routledge, 1991).
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looked like the public itself and the citizens on the street were said not to17 
teaches us only that one can ask “what’s happening here?” of anything at all; 
of an image, of a verdict, of any event—and that when a contest rages over 
this question, a contest can rage over this contest, without end.

A picture is worth a thousand words.  When words are worth more than 
pictures something’s wrong.  But something’s always wrong, and if some-
thing’s always wrong then nothing’s settled once and for all.  If I use the 
word “words” here as a metonymy for that which provides context, for struc-
tures of mediation, conditions of enunciation, argumentation, etc., as they 
are for Conrad; and if pictures stand in for the ostensible immediacy of lived 
experience, for the punctual flash of sight that brings the image to life, the 
evident—to the extent that immediacy is the achievement of a mediation, of 
relays and deferrals, whether disavowed or admitted, pictures are and should 
be in trouble.  Words are and should be worth more than pictures, as the 
sense of a picture is never its own.  Here “words” becomes the name for that 
which conditions the intelligibility of the visual field, prepares and certifies 
the ultimate sense of things as they are, litigates on their behalf.18  And even 

17 Charting displacements, time lags, and repetitions, Butler writes that President Bush 
“[held] responsible, once again, those black bodies on the street, as if the figure of the 
brutalized black body had, as anticipated, risen and raised its forces against the police.”  
See Butler, “Endangered / Endangering: Schematic Racism and White Paranoia,” 21.

18 This alignment has precedent.  In the Introduction to his Iconology: Image, Text, Ide-
ology W.T.J. Mitchell writes: “Why do we have this compulsion to conceive of the rela-
tion between words and images in political terms, as a struggle for territory, a contest 
of rival ideologies?  …[t]he relationship between words and images reflects, within the 
realm of representation, signification, and communication, the relations we posit be-
tween symbols and the world, signs and their meanings.  We imagine the gulf between 
words and images to be as wide as the one between words and things, between (in the 
largest sense) culture and nature.  The image is the sign that pretends not to be a sign, 
masquerading as (or, for the believer, actually achieving) natural immediacy and pres-
ence.  The word is its other, the artificial, arbitrary production of human will that disrupts 
natural presence by introducing unnatural elements into the world—time, conscious-
ness, history, and the alienating intervention of symbolic mediation.  Versions of this 
gap reappear in distinctions we apply to each type of sign in its own turn.  There is the 
natural, mimetic image, which looks like or ‘captures’ what it represents, and its pictorial 
rival, the artificial, expressive image which cannot look like what it represents because 
that thing can only be conveyed in words.  There is the word which is a natural image 
of what it means (as in onomatopoeia) and the word as arbitrary signifier.  And there is 
the split in written language between ‘natural’ writing by pictures of objects, and the ar-
bitrary signs of hieroglyphics and the phonetic alphabet.”  Within and without the realm 
of representation, there are posed against one another words and pictures.  Words are 
to pictures (within the realm) as representation (the realm itself) is to the world (what 
it seeks to represent).  And further: some words and pictures are to others as culture is 
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when a picture does its level best to stand for what is, arguments supple-
ment and supplant this standing.  For example, Conrad’s drawing assembles 
visual traits that, while not wholly of his invention, are inventions, i.e. the four 
batons, the open hand of King, the proximate perspective which overcomes 
the distance of Holliday’s blurred look—he assembles evidence of his own and 
invents anew the proper evidentiary status of Holliday’s tape.19  A self-evident 
and ideal image (Holliday’s tape) would be the achievement of this argument 
(Conrad’s drawing).  So, there both is and is not a self-evident image as pic-
tures and words can adjust to almost any exchange rate or can be posed to-
gether as insoluble to one another.

to nature.  See W. T. J. Mitchell, Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1986), 43-44.

19 But isn’t Conrad’s drawing an image?  And doesn’t the image speak for itself?  No.  His 
image manifestly litigates on behalf of another.
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And yet there’s another story.  The account above misses something for 
which I as yet have no name.  That there is evidence and thus an occasion 
for reading, an occasion for craft and contest—this I cannot contest.  And it’s 
this uncontestable business of the “that there is evidence” that calls for con-
sideration of its own.  However I constitute the what of the evidence, what-
ever arguments I invent and so try to give contour to or take it from the sen-
sible, that there is evidence and that there is contest—how to refer to these?  
How to evidence that there is evidence?  How to present and delineate (and 
so contest) the ubiquity of contest?  How to tell of these while partaking of 
these?  By taking a step back that remains a step within.  By showing how 
the limits of rhetorical constitution are themselves rhetorically constituted.  
By asking whether this fold within the rhetorical alters the rhetorical.  By ask-

ing whether this fold around the evident alters the 
structure of the evident, the conditions of its ap-
pearance. 

More cautiously and less dogmatically: there 
are three works that rehearse the relation of the 
what to the that, of what-there-is to that-there-is-
something, of what the contest is and what it pro-
duces, circulates, and silences, to the ineluctability 
of such contest: Roland Barthes’ novella, Camera 
Lucida, Roni Horn’s book of photographs and texts, 
Another Water (The River Thames for Example), 
and Avital Ronell’s essay on the Rodney King event, 
“TraumaTV: Twelve Steps Beyond the Pleasure Prin-

section 2 of 15
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ciple,” an essay to which I’ve already had recourse.  Barthes, Horn, and Ronell 
concern themselves with the that, with the imperatives that open and sustain 
the rhetorical dimension, and they do so under the sign of trauma.  I use the 
word “trauma,” as Ronell does in “TraumaTV,” to name events that so alter the 
structure of their own reception that my experience of life and limb is itself 
hurt.  “Trauma” names not only a category of events (some traumatic, oth-
ers not so much) but also a rent in the conditions and grounds of experience 
as such.  The event may or may not have literally hurt me, but its uncanny 
circulation and survival as a slice through my life and being-in-the-world—this 
does hurt.20  This cut hurts and yet becomes the condition for more life, sur-
vival’s very imperative.  In this way what she calls trauma lies neither in my 
past (it isn’t over and so has no place on the calendar) nor in the future (it 
comes to me as already having happened); it lies neither outside (as a dis-
crete object of experience and remembrance) nor inside (as either projection 
or hallucination).  After trauma—if there is such a time, if there is only such 
a time—I have trouble with all events, with knowing my way around, with 
knowing what happens, with knowing.

Ronell, Barthes, and Horn treat trauma as generalized and thus as a thor-
oughly contemporary crisis, “contemporary” because no longer happening in 
time but to time, to my place in it and to my place.  For them (and for lack of 
a better phrase) “here and now” I live in the light, not of truth, but of an irre-
missible crisis of truth, a crisis that undermines the here and the now.  Or as 
Ronell puts it, I live in “an era of constitutive opaqueness.” [TV, 308]  Because 
evidence, argument, and contest measure my distance from fully illuminated 
grounds, from clarity, understanding, and community—that there is evidence, 
argument, and contest refers to this distance, refers to a constitutive gap in 
understanding.  I must understand because I don’t, and I will not understand 

20 And as Ronell does, I also follow Cathy Caruth here, but will establish my other senses 
when Barthes and Ronell take over.  Of the one who suffers trauma, Caruth writes, “The 
pathology consists solely in the structure of experience or reception: the event is not 
assimilated or experienced fully at the time, but only belatedly, in its repeated posses-
sion of the one who experiences it.  To be traumatized is precisely to be possessed by 
an image or event.  And thus the traumatic symptom cannot be interpreted, simply, as 
a distortion of reality, nor as the lending of unconscious meaning to a reality it wishes to 
ignore, nor as the repression of what once was wished.” [TE, 4-5]  The works of Barthes, 
Ronell, and Horn will allow me to literalize what she calls “image” here, and thus to 
make common and even healthy the ostensibly pathological “structure of experience or 
reception.” 
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so long as the imperative to understand remains and insists.21  I know this 
imperative holds sway, because I set up evidentiary enclosures to support my 
claims; I know this imperative holds sway, because I disclose one thing as 
evidence of another.  At the same time do I impose an intelligible form and 
make this form arguable—the imposition doesn’t resolve a crisis of evidence 
but proliferates and sustains this crisis.  In what follows I want to show how 
Ronell, Barthes, and Horn, each in their own way, impose the evidentiary 
frame and trouble its fit; how they relate this trouble to what for them is in-
eluctable and hence beyond or before rhetorical constitution: that there is 
evidence.

For their part Barthes and Ronell explicitly consider the solubility of the 
evident a crisis and a gift, and so each tries to return the favor; each tries to 
invent another relation to what-happens on the basis of this crisis and from 
out of this crisis.  Each takes up the question of reading, of what calls for 
reading when the task of the reader isn’t only to make sense or argue but to 
show that the imperative to make sense, the imperative to say what is, the 
imperative to contest a reigning error—that these correspond to an ongo-
ing state of emergency.  Whether conceived as bringing some brute matter 

21 In “The Rhetoric of Testing” Ronell cites Schlegel: “There is a hermeneutic imperative 
[Es gibt einem hermeneutischen Imperative].”  And then she writes: “This imperative is 
bequeathed to us as a gift and burden; it names a task.  If there must be an imperative 
to understand, this is because understanding does not come but remains lost to us.  Can 
we come to an understanding?  Assuming that understanding were to be resurrected 
without an imperative lording over its provenance, this could happen only by turning 
away from what is incomprehensible.” [RT, 161]  The latter, i.e. turning away from the 
incomprehensible, from what she calls our fundamental stupidity, would render under-
standing impossible.  At the conclusion of the above passage she cites the following 
from Werner Hamacher’s essay, “Premises”: “If understanding understands itself, it has 
already forgotten the devastation, the astonishment, the wonder, and the eavesdrop-
ping from which it took its point of departure.  Since, however, it does not understand its 
provenance, it does not understand.  If, by contrast, it remains in astonishment, it does 
not understand yet again.  Something is ‘understood’ in every case only because it is not 
‘understood.’  Understanding is possible only between these two impossibilities of under-
standing—the hermeneutic parouisia in its autoposition and de-posing sans phrase—only 
between them, hence only insofar as the movement of self-positing must always be 
exposed and once again discharged by another understanding, and thus only insofar as 
its standing suspends itself in this unposited, groundless ‘between.’”  This groundless 
between, which I will discover in Barthes, Ronell, and Horn, is not a place, hence the 
quotation marks around “between,” it is for me more like the music and rhythm of two 
errors.  See Werner Hamacher, “Premises,” in Premises: Essays on Philosophy and Liter-
ature from Kant to Celan (Cambridge, Mass.; London: Harvard University Press, 1996), 
10-11.
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to sense and to my senses or as troubling a particular empire of sense for 
the sake of weak, fugitive, minoritized, uncommon senses, reading goes the 
way of common outcomes: sense.  Barthes and Ronell want something else, 
another invention of reading, an invention that contends (they too will make 
arguments) with the limits of every contest: the emergency to which these 
always somehow respond but as often efface.

Both turn to technologies of the visibly evident, Barthes to photography 
and Ronell to video, to dramatize their inventions of reading.  No, not to dra-
matize; photography and video won’t really put on a show, won’t finally and 
really give me something to see.  Pictures aren’t their recourse because words 
merely promise manifestation while pictures give and keep on shedding light.  
Barthes and Ronell write about pictures to allegorize and thus give word pre-
cisely because what there is to see isn’t all there is; paradoxically, the pleni-
tude of the visibly evident installs an absence; this plenitude installs and then 
screens this absence.  For Barthes and Ronell the evident is always already 
too late, after the fact, a lure and yet a sign that points to the withdrawal of 
something, perhaps of everything.  In writing about pictures, Barthes and 
Ronell allegorize the eruption of something other than sense, which calls them 
to something other than perception, something other than interpretation, 
something other than understanding, something other than argument.  Not 
that they shut their eyes; rather, they find themselves looking without per-
ceiving, looking without understanding—and it’s the grip and passion of this 
look that compels them to read what isn’t written and write of what is legible 
as illegible.  In this way they each enable and further the rhetorical afterlife of 
photographic evidence.22

Ronell deals explicitly with King and the L.A.P.D., but as the displaced 
phantoms of at least two world wars and several more: the Vietnam War, the 

22 Ulrich Baer’s fine book, Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma, establishes a 
relation between photography, trauma, and responsibility: “The photographs I discuss 
result from the conflict and cooperation between the photographer’s intentions, the pho-
tographed person’s lived experience, the viewer’s perspective, and the technical effects 
of the camera.  They show experiences that, although immemorial, outside of memory, 
directly shape memory, because they are not owned by the people undergoing them.  
We respond strongly to such photographs because they can make us, as viewers, re-
sponsible for the first time for a past moment that has been blasted out of time.”  From 
Baer, Caruth, and Ronell I borrow a future promised by time immemorial.  See Ulrich 
Baer, Spectral Evidence: The Photography of Trauma (Cambridge and London: The MIT 
Press, 2002), 13-14.
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Persian Gulf War, the war on poverty, the war on drugs.  These aren’t particu-
lars with only singular horizons but the living-on of a shock that continues to 
build pretty much everything, i.e. the state of the state, the state of every-
thing as a state of emergency.23  King et al live out the whispered commands 
of what she calls a traumatic history, and while Holliday’s tape exposes some-
thing of this big hurt and sotto voice, it does so in the strange mode of not-
exposing-it.  She writes:  

Under nocturnal cover, nomadic, guerrilla video captures no 
more than the debilitating discrepancy, always screened by televi-
sion, between experience and meaning which Freud associates with 
trauma.  This is why it could prove nothing but this discrepancy in a 
court of law. [TV, 324] 

Ronell would mar the faux health painted every hour on the hour by the 24-
hour news cycle and strictly legal proof; she would have this “debilitating 
discrepancy” show and tell of other harms, ones that can’t be presented, x-
rayed, or cat-scanned.  For her it’s precisely in cases where one can’t decide 
but must decide the question “what’s happening here?” that the whence of 
the imperative to decide, to decide what and who counts as real, shows it-
self.24  And since it’s not a what but a that, not the something happening but 

23 But which war was the first war?  A bad question.  “War” is the name of an ontological 
ground, not an ontic something or other.  War, castration, the ethical, finitude, techné: 
these names constellate the invisible limits of my pain, give and take that pain’s intel-
ligibility.  In “Activist Supplement: Reading Desert Storm,” Ronell writes of the first gulf 
war and the illness it was alleged to have cured: “One reason the Vietnam syndrome 
cannot be cured is because it is not an illness.  Rather, the illness resides in the drive to 
cure our mature resistance to war.  The war against Iraq has a peculiar symptomatology 
attended by all sorts of ghosts that were resurrected in the theater of operations.  One 
of those ghosts was the idea of a just and restorative, or healing, war.”  “Mature resis-
tance”—and we are still not mature, still not enlightened—doesn’t mean surmounting or 
getting over.  Resistance hurts and so has its own costs, but lower ones, less cataclysmic 
ones.  See Avital Ronell, “Activist Supplement: Papers on the Gulf War,” in Finitude’s 
Score (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1994), 296.

24 Let me establish a provisional ground upon which phenomenological and psychoanalytic 
modes of analysis share resources.  Only the broken tool reveals the otherwise imper-
ceptible being of the tool, its Zuhandenheit; only does being-at-a-loss-for-words promise 
one an experience with language itself—these are Heidegger’s claims (from Being and 
Time and his essay, “The Nature of Language,” respectively), and these claims have 
psychoanalytic analogues.  Lacan makes the interruption, the broken utterance, the 
parapraxis, and blunder speak the truth of the subject.  But this supposition that there is 
something there in the hiatus—this supposition can only be one, can only be a construc-
tion of analysis; or as Lacan says that Freud says: wo es war, soll ich werden.  Lacan 
writes, “The status of the unconscious, which, as I have shown, is so fragile on the ontic 
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the fact that something happens and that I don’t know what, the reference 
to this phenomenon borrows from the literature of manifestation—as I say, 
the imperative shows itself, or as she says, video “captures… the debilitating 
discrepancy”—while at the same time affirming its existence as phantom, a 
nothing.  Something is captured, which is nothing at all: a “discrepancy” and 
not a suspect, a discrepancy “associated” with trauma, and not the trauma 
itself.  Another health is possible, but no face to face with what debilitates, no 
face to face.

Barthes writes about hurt as well, about the pathos of reference, what 
Ronell calls the “debilitating discrepancy… between experience and meaning.”  
For Barthes, photographs can always be made to reiterate common senses—
he too thinks this reiteration builds a faux health; he calls it “assurance”—and 
like Ronell he has it in for trauma, not as an occasional worry but as a meton-
ymy for finitude and mortality.  In his essay, “The Photographic Message,” he 
claims that signification in general and photographic connotation in particular 
are institutional activities: “in relation to society overall, [their] function is 
to integrate man, to reassure him.”  But signification in general, according 
to a venerable tradition, first exiles man, first casts man out of paradise and 
into the need for shelter.  In the beginning was the word, before this word, 
infancy, totality, unity, love.25  Barthes seeks to invent something other than 
a “function” or use for this medium—it is to be something other than a balm.  
Or more precisely, he seeks to refer to that on the basis of which functions 
and uses and references emerge, an in-the-beginning, a hurt that he suffers 
to register by way of particular photographs.

plane, is ethical.  In his thirst for truth, Freud says, Whatever it is, I must go there, be-
cause, somewhere, this unconscious reveals itself.”  See Jacques Lacan, “On the Subject 
of Certainty,” in The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, ed. Jacques-Alain 
Miller (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1977), 33.  See also Martin Heidegger, 
“The Nature of Language,” in On the Way to Language (New York: Harper and Row, 
1971).

25 Strangely, I am to be reassured and reintegrated by what from the beginning cut me off 
from assurance and integration.  It is as if the cause and the effect remain so blind to 
proper sequence that I, wanting to make restitution for an injury, can only ever do more 
of the same harm to myself.  I should try to show that for Barthes not only can photog-
raphy dis-integrate this assurance and thereby expose me to original anxieties, but so 
can any mode of signification, whether linguistic or visual.  One can take absolutely any-
thing to have an indexical relation to anything else: “he thought of this place often,” “he 
would have loved the feel of this,” “this was his favorite song,” “he too often used this 
word.”
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In her book of photographs and brief texts, Another Water (The River 
Thames for Example), Roni Horn too handles injury, dread, and worry.  She 
purports to show that another substance, what she calls “another water,” now 
occupies London’s River Thames.  This river is something terrible; something 
terrible has happened, and something terrible continues to happen: the river.  
But few seem to notice, few seem to know what she knows, and the ones 
who do notice and do know are either too young or too dead: “Disappear-
ance: that’s why suicides are attracted to it.  It’s also why children fear it.” 
[AW, nm 2]  The photographs and texts of Another Water attempt to formally 
register this attraction and this fear while allegorizing a relation to them that 
exceeds their terms.

Like Barthes and Ronell, Horn treats photographic evidence as leading 
elsewhere than the altogether visible.  For example, on the flap that unfolds 
from the front cover of the book she offers these notes:

7  Hidden by the dark.  It’s only night and that will pass.  But the 
blackness of the water won’t pass.  The blackness and the water 
pass by but they never go away.

8  Looking at an image like this you may never get to the idea of 
water at all.

9  Looking at an image like this, if you get to the idea of water at 
all, then you’ll have to wonder what water really is. 

10  (But water is you.)

Black water is to be the rule here in this, her example; and so, in an image 
like this, light is precisely what this photograph shows to be out-of-order.  
And yet to show this there must be some light, some water, just enough wa-
ter for this water to appear black.  And so Horn smartly tunes to the paradox 
channel: “water” is what I wonder about as I see the absence of water that 
is nonetheless floated by a photograph of another water.  That’s a definition.  
Of water.  She aligns her photographs with the opacity of another water, but 
the relation to them and to the notes presupposes the survival of water, an 
idea and ideal and image of water that keeps wonder, a productive non-un-
derstanding, alive.  She photographs the Thames but only to show that the 
Thames is itself a photograph, a photograph of water.  She circulates her 
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photographs as both transparent and as opaque screens.  She wants me to 
look at them and through them to what they show, but she also wants me to 
see that I want to see water where there precisely is none: not only is there 
a photograph instead of water, the photograph is of another water rather than 
water.

First, I will establish Barthes’ authority over the matter of both the rhetori-
cal constitution of the visibly evident and the latter’s traumatic and inacces-
sible ground.  I will not only show that he argues for this distinction, I’ll show 
how his arguments allegorize the latter, how he addresses what is only for-
him to me.  Next, I will critically examine Another Water as another rhetoric 
of photography, paying particular attention to the relation she puts to me and 
puts me through; “me” in the guise of a “you,” a “you” that I am to read and 
see by means of what she calls “water”—though there may be none.  Barthes 
will come back here, mostly to help me deliver an aspect of his photography 
that Horn explicitly treats and discovers as a permanent possibility: its sur-
face.  Seeing a photograph properly means not seeing it as a photograph.  If I 
am to remain in the bright light of its vivid disclosure then I must not see it as 
a silver-gelatin print, as silver on paper, as but one more body on its way to 
dust, dust and not residue; even “residue” implies the grammar of the geni-
tive: residue of…  Horn explicitly foregrounds blackness as residue; and thus, 
only so long as black water offer a trace of the very water it supplants does 
water remain possible.  In an interview Horn declares, “I think of water as a 
verb, I think of it as something one experiences in its relationship to other 
things.”26  This thought, her thought of water, is to be the survival of these 
other things (she, me, and you) beyond and in spite of all evident extinctions.  
Where there is surface, transparency goes under.

Finally, I will return to the threads and patches provided by Conrad’s one 
picture of King.  Ronell’s work offers another version of the evident and an-
other protocol for its care and feeding.  I will explicate her reading of the 
court proceedings and show that she proceeds so as to allegorize the differ-
ence a reading makes: whereas the trial effaces its constitutive confusions 
(for example, did King step or did he charge? as she reports, “the footage 

26 This interview can be found at http://www.pbs.org/art21/artists/horn/clip1.html#.  See 
Susan Sollins, “Structures,” in Art: 21-Art in the Twenty-First Century (PBS, 2005).
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seemed unclear” [TV, 307]) she enacts an ethical recollection of the illegible: 
she quietly but insistently recollects a passage from an essay of Derrida’s in 
order to stage her relation to it and my relation to hers.  I read her only when 
I see and remark the labor of the illegible difference.
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In Camera Lucida Barthes famously invents two instruments with which 
to compose photography: the studium and the punctum.  These are less tools 
of analysis, ways of unweaving and reweaving a mass of visible traits and 
features, than ways of apportioning and distinguishing degrees of affective 
intensity.  The term studium helps Barthes explicate what he calls an average 
feeling; this feeling can be extreme or extraordinary as long as it’s extreme 
or extraordinary just like everyone else’s.  With this word Barthes hopes to 
circumscribe the coded, cultural, and ultimately normalizing rapport to what 
I see in what I see, to what goes without saying, to where I go with what I 
see and what I can come to know and share.  I can speak of the studium and 
everyone will understand; I can point to what characterizes the studium and 
everyone will see what I see.  

For example, about the photograph “Mayday, 1959” Barthes writes, “[Wil-
liam Klein] teaches me how the Russians dress (which after all I don’t know).” 
[CL, 30]  Here, what is called teaching brings the one to the everyone.  
Though there are details (“I note a boy’s big cloth cap, another’s necktie, an 
old woman’s scarf…”) and a subsequent acknowledgement of fetishism (these 
“partial objects… can flatter a certain fetishism of mine: for this ‘me’ which 
likes knowledge, which nourishes a kind of amorous preference for it”) there 
is no break from the everyday and common sense of things.  In this teaching, 
he writes, “I invest my studium (which is never my bliss or my pain [qui n’est 
jamais ma jouissance ou ma douleur].”  [CL, 28; CC, 51].  For Barthes, bliss 
and pain measure some other degree of affection, a disturbing intensity.27  

27 On the distinction between pleasure [plaisir] and bliss [jouissance], Barthes says the 
following in an interview: “Pleasure is linked to a consistence of the self, of the subject, 

section 3 of 15
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The “certain fetishism” to which Barthes here refers provokes a thoroughly 
public, thoroughly cultural pleasure.  My studium—the attention I invest and 
in so doing facilitate and repeat the very reality of the average—animates 
what I share without in turn animating the fact of this sharing, the fact that 
fragility and contingency rule the scene.  

The punctum points to this other, disturbing intensity.  If the studious di-
mension of a photograph shows me that I necessarily know and feel along 
with everyone else, then the punctum assures me that I and I alone am at-
tached to and moved by something—inexplicably.  Something touches me.  I 
can speak of the punctum, but no one will feel what I feel; I can point to a 
few things, to a locale, but no one will see what I see in what I see.  Someone 
may see that I see it, may be persuaded that there’s something there for me, 
but Barthes here seeks to account for a reticence, a solitude, that comes on 
these certain occasions.  With the word, punctum, Barthes wants to refer to 
something that pierces the studium’s frame of reference.  The studium would 
leave him in the world of average concern, while the punctum is to carry him 
beyond the frame of this world to something else.

For example, Barthes writes:

There is a photograph by Kertész (1921) which shows a blind 
gypsy violinist being led by a boy; now what I see, by means of this 
“thinking eye” [oeil qui pense] which makes me add something to 
the photograph, is the battered dirt road [chaussée en terre bat-
tue]; the texture of this dirt road [le grain de cette chaussée ter-
reuse] gives me the certainty of being in Central Europe; I perceive 
the referent (here, the photograph really transcends itself: is this 
not the sole proof of its art?  To annihilate itself as medium, to be 
no longer a sign but the thing itself?), I recognize, with my whole 
body, the straggling villages I passed through on my long ago trav-
els in Hungary and Rumania. [CL, 45; CC, 74-77: translation modi-
fied]

To be able to say what it shows, that it shows “a blind gypsy violinist being 
led by a boy,” is not nothing—saying so partakes of an semi-average intelligi-

which is assured in values of comfort, relaxation, ease… On the contrary, bliss is the 
system or reading, or utterance, through which the subject, instead of establishing it-
self, is lost, experience that expenditure which is, properly speaking, bliss.”  See Roland 
Barthes, “Twenty Key Words for Roland Barthes,” in The Grain of the Voice: Interviews, 
1962-1980 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 206.
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bility: some can see this much, can see the “blind gypsy violist” in what Ker-
tész only calls “The Violinist’s Tune,” but by no means everybody.28  Further, 
the type, “blind gypsy violinist,” reiterates connotations readily available to a 
few others: Indigence, Diaspora, i.e. this stateless Other in the Same of Eu-
rope, object of both fascination and derision; so much pathos, so much con-
descension.  As with the Klein, Barthes could have let this photograph teach 
him about the Roma or about certain myths of “Eastern Europe.” He could 
have settled into and for the limits of the studious relation: this photograph 
could have sated his amorous preference for such knowledge.  But with the 
Kertész another scene takes over the terms of the first.  What he calls an oeil 
qui pense sees through le grain de cette chaussée terreuse to a road that is 
and isn’t there.29  This eye is both extracorporeal and hyperbolically corpo-

28 Barthes writes of this intelligibility in “Rhetoric of the Image,” apropos an ad for Panzani 
pasta and sauce.  “…[I]n order to ‘read’ this last (or first) level of meaning, all that is 
needed is the knowledge bound up with our perception.  That knowledge is not nil, for 
we need to know what in image is (children only learn this at about the age of four) and 
what a tomato, a string-bag, a packet of pasta are, but it is a matter or an almost an-
thropological knowledge.” [RI, 36]  Whether Barthes knows what an image is, or wants 
to know, is precisely in question.  Writing about photography he moves, often with great 
effort, back and forth across the border here marked by the child.  I’ll have more to say 
about the child in Barthes, the infans, the one without speech.

29 The Kertész photograph allegorizes a dilemma that I savor and to which I’ll return.  
While one grain provides a surface texture that measures two bodies in contact, Barthes’ 
“whole body” and the road, another grain disappears entirely: le grain photographique.  
Barthes, who invented the le grain de la voix in order to account for the body in writ-
ing, for “language lined with flesh,” does and doesn’t attend to the photographic grain.  
To hear the grain of the voice is not to hear a sound but to feel the absent body in the 
scripted score.  For Barthes there’s always a body playing upon the keys of the letter.  
Ideally.  Impossibly.  I see through the language to “the grain of the throat, the patina 
of consonants, the voluptuousness of vowels, a whole carnal stereophony; the articula-
tion of the body, of the tongue, not that of meaning, of language.” [PT, 66]  Could he 
not have invented a photographic grain to relay the same carnal pulsions?  But he does.  
The grain de la voix isn’t the grain of the letter and if it were he would, as is his want, 
see through the letter to another surface, to another play of relations.  I would make 
him say: one never sees the letter as such, the grain as such; one sees through what-
ever there is, on and on.  The dilemma: he doesn’t just see the texture of the road, he 
sees that he sees it, that the photograph participates in the confusion of objects.  So, if 
the photographic grain disappears in order that the grain of the battered earth appears, 
if the grain of the letter disappears so that the grain of the voice bodies forth, it’s this 
double aspect, this flickering, that commands his attention.  Later, when discussing Roni 
Horn, I’ll invent another punctum, a punctum of surface.  This will fill the gap signaled 
here: Barthes will treat photographic grain as both sterile (when he gets to it, he sees 
that he sees nothing but the end of his affection) and voluptuous (a mortal germ, a 
sprouting of silver that requires care and feeding).  With this punctum I try to account 
for the intensity with which both Barthes and Horn address the surface of the photo-
graph, its stubborn opacity.
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real: it both sees what isn’t there for anyone else to see—“my long ago trav-
els”—and it sees such that something called “my whole body” hits the road.  
What is this “whole body”?  The phrase extends the lexicon first articulated 
by terms of the distinction: the punctum cuts, pierces, wounds, and touches 
me.  A body is there through this opening violence; the punctum doesn’t sim-
ply remind Barthes of a corporeality otherwise discretely working the limits 
of an ideal communicative relation, of my studium—though it does this too.  
The body found here has extraordinary capacities.  The parenthetical remark 
in the above passage sets up these capacities by opening an account that 
Barthes will take the rest of Camera Lucida to fully credit.

Barthes asks me, parenthetically, to consider the possibility of a medium 
that annihilates itself and in so doing realizes a dream of the communicating 
body: immediacy.  For Barthes photographs don’t mediate my relations the 
way words, being arbitrary and contingent elements of a digital code, medi-
ate between whomever and me.  Instead, this medium, photography, isn’t 
only subject to encoding.  This medium, unlike any other, puts me in touch 
with what lies at a distance without my having to traverse this distance.30  
Barthes’ other eye puts the whole of this “whole body” in direct contact with 
battered earth and, via metonymy, with “long ago travels.”  Again, about the 
Klein he could have written something similar; he could very well have discov-
ered himself touched by and touching something so close at hand as to be in 
hand: the boy’s cap, the texture, le grain, of the wool.  Details, like the road 
itself, lead elsewhere, as will fragments and part objects in other photographs 
in Camera Lucida—or not.31  Klein’s contacts don’t spark, don’t lead Barthes 
away so that something else comes close; for Barthes “Mayday, Moscow” at-
tenuates rather than announces the paradox of a self-annihilating medium.  

With these photographs Barthes reconfigures a claim that stayed with him 
for decades: photographs are messages without a code.  But to the degree 
that a photograph isn’t only a photograph but also a sign available for new 

30 At first I wrote “face to face,” but this supposes a distance, and in Levinas’ language, 
both an infinite distance and an absolute hierarchy.  Does Barthes’ ethics have room for 
the infinite?  Could Levinas’ other ever be my lover?  Could I ever enjoy the other?

31 Not part vs. whole, detail vs. totality, ornament vs. form, or figure vs. ground, but dif-
ferent intensities of affection.  With the punctum quantity of affect becomes quality: the 
photographs that move Barthes, that hit him with a jouissance or dolour in excess of 
plaisir reveal a different order of relation.
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and ultimately unlimited connotations, it is available for coding all the way 
‘round: my studium measures the proper functioning of its discursive func-
tions, its meanings, whether actual or possible—or rather my studium isn’t 
mine at all; because its knots are tied in me and through me by discursive 
functions that ultimately exceed me.  But with the punctum Barthes hopes 
to finally measure the scandal of the without-code and with it the scandal of 
my alleged singularity.  He invents the punctum in order to stage photogra-
phy as productive of an intimacy, a proximity that occurs over no distance 
and brooks no argument.32  According to Barthes, while I can contest the 
modes of mediation that deliver the learning and share out the average, my 
punctum occurs elsewhere.  And yet he knows very well that such a claim to 
immediacy, to incontestable affect, to physical force, precisely because this 
claim is a claim, falls to others’ assent.  He makes arguments and tells sto-
ries to persuade me that arguments and stories fall short of the experience 
of the punctum.  I could say that being in touch with things through the pho-
tograph develops only a fictitious body: no body touches anything, the road, 
the texture, etc.  But then I would have assumed to know what a body is and 
can do—which is precisely what Barthes puts at stake here: such knowledge 
(knowledge won’t cover it), such possibility (impossible and a promise).

Barthes invents these tools, studium and punctum, while attempting to 
say just what it is about certain photographs that move him, or rather, he in-
vents these terms because such idiosyncratic attachment had been for him a 
rather base matter, unworthy of serious treatment—precisely because idiosyn-
cratic, dumb, his and his alone.  He begins the book with an excuse for hav-

32 The letter of the photographic sign is so literal as to not be a letter at all, or rather, so 
thick, so opaquely the letter it is that nothing else, no spirit gets through.  What appears 
here for Barthes?  Not the so-called referent but my relation to it.  And since this rela-
tion is no thing, no object, he writes of effects, of the punctum.  He invents metonymies 
for these effects: “my whole body,” a “thinking eye.”  Rather than settle into the light 
drama of connotations, for example, the “blind gypsy violinist,” he registers a shock.  
Le grain hits his body.  This body is not a natural ground but a figure for what comes 
through this medium that isn’t one.  When Barthes wants to register the scandal of im-
mediacy he draws on and stretches the lexicon bodily capacities.  As I will show Barthes 
runs physical distance into the ground so that another one, another ground and another 
distance, can appear: the no distance of the “whole body” in contact with le grain comes 
at the expense of being.  What I hold no longer exists, for I am, as he writes, “a witness 
of the Inactual.”  Pensive, my eye sees what exists in the mode of not existing; being no 
longer there, the “long ago” measures out a mode of presence that Barthes will attend 
to in and with great pains. 
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ing turned from this idiolect to the contours of the lexicon…  and here I will 
start to read Camera Lucida with some peculiar ends in mind.  Slowly, I will 
work toward the claim that punctual intensity and the attendant astonishment 
reveal relation to be a consolation prize of sorts; I am consoled and assured 
by the promise of an audience.  The one who cultivates astonishment, in this 
regard, preys upon and prays for infancy, looks before and after infancy and 
thus forward to the end of language, to a death that came before the begin-
ning.  Words, having yet to begin, come to an untimely end.  “Photography” is 
the name Barthes will give to one way by which this look to the end lands on 
the previous nothing: nothing to see, nothing to say, nothing to do, nothing to 
hope for.  He recoils (thus the astonishment) and sees himself recoiling before 
this catastrophe, a catastrophe that, as he will say, has already happened.  I 
will be at pains to develop Barthes’ peculiar use of “photography,” a use that 
would have no use for uses, that would offer an inevident, invisible evidence, 
evidence beyond argument.
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Barthes begins Camera Lucida with an excuse for having turned away 
from what moved him.33

One day quite some time ago, I happened on [je tombai sur] 
a photograph of Napoleon’s youngest brother, Jerome, taken in 
1852.  And I realized then, with an amazement I have not been 
able to lessen since: “I am looking at eyes that looked at the Em-
peror.”  Sometimes I would mention this amazement, but since no 
one seemed to share it, nor even to understand it (life consisted of 
these little touches of solitude [la vie est ainsi faite à coups de pe-
tites solitudes]), I forgot about it.  My interest in photography took 
a more cultural turn [tour plus culturel]. [CL, 3; CC, 13]

Since no one shared, I turned to what everyone shares; I call this “cul-
ture.”  Barthes’ “more cultural turn” wasn’t only that, and I don’t have to take 
him at his word here because his word invents this forgetting as much as it 
invents the “one day” of recollection.  But the articulation of his amazement, 
his astonishment will remain in this particular place throughout Camera Luci-
da: the place of solitude, the solitude of “one day, quite some time ago” which 
itself opens to the look of another, the look of eyes that looked into another 
time and place.  Barthes’ solitary astonishment provides the discursive occa-
sion for his sharing, for his writing of this book: the text seeks to constitute 
an audience moved by an appeal that precisely didn’t find an audience, so as 
if to say, you and I share my having been unable to share this with anyone, 
the embarrassment of this.  Barthes’ is a strange solitude.  Not entirely bereft 
of relation, his solitude is defined by a stubborn attachment to the fading, to 

33 It only moved him.  In two senses: that’s all it did, and it did it for him alone.

section 4 of 15
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the distance of others, to their lack of understanding as well as to the possi-
bility of communicating these very things—to someone.  The addressee of this 
solitude is to understand that no one understood and finally what no one un-
derstood.  The studium of this photograph would account for what everyone 
could see and everyone could share with or without Roland Barthes: Jerome 
Bonaparte.  It would too account for what I might learn about the “Jovial 
King” by the book, by his martial attire, and by the Bonaparte pose.34

But its punctum is not only the astonishment Barthes reports—“I am look-
ing at eyes that looked at the Emperor”—but its alleged incommunicability.  
He sees what no once else sees—is he seeing things? yes—and sees what de-
parts the order of the visible: a brother seen by a younger brother.35 

The contact with Jerome Bonaparte—in name only, for he does not illus-
trate his reference with a version of the photograph—yields a transit to Na-
poleon, the Emperor; and so, Jerome isn’t there for himself or as himself but 
is a witness to another, one who counts.36  As with the Kertész, this example, 

34 This reproduction appears on page 104 of L’Histoire de la Photographie by Raymond 
Lecuyer, published in 1945 along with other photographs of blood relatives.  See Ray-
mond Lécuyer, Histoire De La Photographie (Paris: Baschet, 1945).

35 One could motivate and capture this astonishment according to rather potent biograph-
emes: Barthes’ younger brother was a stepbrother, Michel Salzedo.  “Barthes and his 
brother had lived together for practically the whole of their lives, for many years in the 
same flat, then three floors away from each other.  [Philippe] Sollers was one of Barthes’ 
best friends.  Yet although he was vaguely aware that Barthes had a half-brother, he had 
never met him.”  Louis Jean Calvet, Roland Barthes: A Biography, trans. Sarah Wykes 
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), 251.  The thunder es-
capes Barthes’ astonishment when mapped to the eyes of his own brother: his own maj-
esty comes into focus through the younger brother, Michel.  This other scene, out of the 
picture but brought into focus by the discourse of effacement, now has a visibility of its 
own.

36 “Once when Jerome was in great straits for money, and Josephine had none herself, 
his brothers being absent and brother-in-law, Murat, probably refusing to give him any 
more, he resolved to try his luck with Uncle Fesch.  But he met his match when he 
placed before him his request for a ‘loan’ of 500 francs.  Fesch, who was already a mil-
lionaire at the time, asserted, as usual, that he had no money.  This did not in the least 
impose on Jerome, who resorted to a ruse.  He drew his sword and placed himself in 
front of a portrait of a man by Van Dyck and exclaimed in simulated anger: ‘I won’t let 
this scoundrel annoy me.  He seems to be gloating over the defeat I have just suffered.  
I’ll run him through the eye!’  This was effective, for Fesch suddenly produced the re-
quired 500 francs, which at any rate was a smaller loss than would have resulted had 
Jerome slashed the valuable picture by the famous Dutchman.  When Napoleon later 
heard of this piece of roguery, he laughed; but probably less at Jerome’s audacity than 
at the trick his brother had played on the miserly uncle.”  See F. M. Kircheisen, Jovial 
King: Napoleon’s Youngest Brother, trans. H. J. Stenning (London: Elkin Mathews & Mar-
rot, 1932), 6.  See also Philip W. Sergeant, The Burlesque Napoleon, Being the Story of 
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which testifies to Barthes’ touch of solitude, enacts a jump-start, a leap from 
the front and center of the evident to the shadowed periphery of the witness, 
the one who sees for me.37  Like Jerome, Barthes stands in relation to what 
withdraws.  And like Jerome, Barthes isn’t there for himself, isn’t to be there 
at all for me.  He explicitly remarks upon this withdrawal as the very situation 
of Camera Lucida:  

…[N]o doubt, the astonishment of “that-has-been” [JHM: the 
punctum of time, which will occupy me soon enough] will also dis-
appear.  It has already disappeared: I am, I don’t know why, one 
of its last witnesses (a witness of the Inactual), and this book is its 
archaic trace. [CL, 94]

Enacting the irony of his predicament he writes of his astonishment and 
of his apprehension of it as equally and doubly tied up with time.  Testimony 
is belated, and thus that to which I testify—that photographs only and always 
testify to what-has-been, that photography is testimony somehow purified 
of the witness—is itself a has-been.38  One trace, the photograph, meets its 
maker, i.e. the book, another trace.  I testify to this peculiar testimony and in 
so doing announce its obsolescence… it will disappear and it has already dis-
appeared.39  Why am I the one to say this?  What Barthes calls photography 
only is as it has ceased to exist, ceased to be what he calls it.  To take him 
at his word: there is no longer a referent to this text that refers constantly to 
photographic reference.  When Barthes claims that photography “annihilate[s] 
itself as medium” [CL, 45], yielding the referent without mediation, without 
code, he further splits the referent of his own meditation: photography and 

the Life and the Kingship of Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte, Youngest Brother of Napoleon 
the Great (London: T. Werner Laurie, 1905).

37 In other words, I am never the witness.  The witness is no one.  If I were a witness then 
I would see for myself, but as witness I see for another: testimony speaks me, and so I 
am not even myself.  To the degree that I am a witness, what I see, what I hear, what I 
feel don’t belong to me, aren’t for me.  The witness as witness can’t be for-himself, but 
only and ever for another.  Barthes helps to invent these relations. 

38 Note to self: I need to take the full measure of the phrase, “witness of the Inactual.”  
Why?  Because of the rather immediate paradox: I can precisely not witness (experi-
ence) the Inactual and can only witness (tell of) the Inactual.  And the moment I say 
that what I have to say refers to what can’t be presented then my testimony is disquali-
fied as evidentiary.  Testimony on and of the Inactual can only be fiction.

39 To anticipate: that she is dead and is going to die will happen and has already happened.  
Here Barthes makes the book itself a photograph.
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the textual elaboration of photographic reference fall apart here and have al-
ready done so.  That to which he testifies and the testimony itself, these are 
vanquished.  The writing becomes an example of the very phenomenon it 
seeks to describe—and suddenly “photography” is the name, not for one me-
dium among others but for a mode of disappearance.  Barthes can only refer 
to this mode, not produce the referent; he can’t present the disappearance 
itself as an evident phenomenon.  

In the absence of astonishment, in the absence of others—in two senses 
now—Barthes turns to culture.  What is culture for Barthes such that this as-
tonishment and this doubly belated testimony have its measure?  The first 
paragraph of Camera Lucida tells not only of astonishment but also of what 
consoles the one who suffers because his astonishment appears incommuni-
cable.  At the conclusion of the passage Barthes performs his “cultural turn” 
and speaks of it as a balm for the cut of his solitude.  This “cultural turn”—
what’s mine is never mine alone because I live in a thoroughly significant, 
thoroughly interpreted world—would mark out the discourse on sharing, the 
community of understanding that Barthes’ early labors would explore under 
the sign of semiology, so as if to heal the very cut that this paragraph retroac-
tively posits.  Since no one understood, I forgot about my astonishment, and 
went on to the shared lands of non-astonished understanding, to culture—not 
that the one who demystifies culture and what-goes-without-saying makes 
many friends.  The bloody bite of Barthes’ wit—“His [he speaks of himself in 
the third person] connection with the world is of the order of sarcasm,” he 
writes in an early text of the cultural turn, “Myth Today”—isolates as surely 
as an incommunicable, private astonishment.40  But not only does the work of 
the cultural turn turn against culture, the broken share of astonishment, of-
fered on every page of Camera Lucida, is already on offer, already front and 

40 Here is the full citation from “Myth Today,” the last sentence of which I quote above: 
“…[T]he mythologist cuts himself off from all the myth consumers, and this is no small 
matter.  If this applied to a particular section of the collectivity, well and good.  But when 
a myth reaches the entire community, it is from the latter that the mythologist must be-
come estranged if he wants to liberate the myth.  Any myth with some degree of gener-
ality is in fact ambiguous, because it represents the very humanity of those who, having 
nothing, have borrowed it.  To decipher the Tour de France or the ‘good French Wine’ is 
to cut oneself off from those who are entertained or warmed up by them.  The mytholo-
gist is condemned to live in a theoretical sociality; for him, to be in society is, at best, to 
be truthful: his utmost sociality dwells in his utmost morality.  His connection with the 
world is of the order of sarcasm.” [MT, 156-157]
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slightly off-center in Barthes’ earlier, founding treatments of photographic ref-
erence.

Camera Lucida restages a bit of trouble Barthes has always had with his 
own project.  In doing so it reconstitutes the latter as a turn away from some-
thing that caused him pain and embarrassment.  What did this turn make of 
communicability such that the orders and play of studium and punctum come 
to stand not only for what every photograph may yield but also for the narra-
tive pattern of the text and the narrative pattern of a life?  The first passage 
of Camera Lucida suggests that average, everyday sense doesn’t articulate a 
totality but a veneer that covers for the one who wants to forget.  The punc-
tual reopens wounds healed by forgetting, by re-immersion in what goes 
without saying.  Previous texts, most notably, “The Photographic Message” 
and “Rhetoric of the Image,” worked up a version of this story, but only with 
Camera Lucida does the interruption of sense and not its proliferation, not its 
structures and rituals, its pleasures and ruses, take precedence.

For example, in his 1961 essay, “The Photographic Message,” he writes by 
way of conclusion: 

[P]hotographic connotation, like every well-structured signifi-
cation, is an institutional activity; in relation to society overall, its 
function is to integrate man, that is to say, to reassure him [c’est-à-
dire de la rassurer]. [PhM, 31; O1, 948]

The man who needs institutions, who needs reassurance and integration—for 
Barthes this man is and always has been in trouble.  While this text wants to 
show how this integration works, how significations are structured and not 
what assurance and integration keep at bay, Camera Lucida doesn’t ignore 
the neediness of the needy.  On the contrary, Barthes stages a particular dis-
integration, an attempt to turn away from “institutional activity” both for the 
sake of a solitude to come—“my total, undialectical death” [CL, 72]—and in 
the mood of a solitude already too pressing.41  

41 Barthes remains sensitive to the irony that the very discursive inventions that promise to 
crack the frozen cultural strata themselves tend toward rigidity: “For each time, having 
resorted to any such language [to sociology, semiology, psychoanalysis, etc.] to whatev-
er degree, each time I felt it hardening and thereby rending to reduction and reprimand, 
I would gently leave it and seek elsewhere: I began to speak differently.  It was better, 
once and for all, to make my protestation of singularity into a virtue…” [CL, 8]  Either 
Barthes shares the cultural language or the critical language; in either case, singularity 
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The opening passage of Camera Lucida already sets the lights on this 
staging, as do these concluding ones:

Mad or tame?  Photography can be one or the other: tame if its 
realism remains relative, tempered by aesthetic or empirical habits 
(to leaf through a magazine at the hairdresser’s, the dentist’s); mad 
if this realism is absolute and, so to speak, original, obliging the 
very letter of Time to return to the loving and terrified conscious-
ness: a strictly revulsive movement which reverses the course of 
the thing, and which I shall call, in conclusion, the photographic ec-
stasy.

Such are the two ways of the Photograph.  The choice is mine: 
to subject its spectacle to the civilized code of perfect illusions, or to 
confront in it the wakening of intractable reality. [CL, 119]42

For Barthes aesthetic and empirical habits rest assured, and the restlessness 
of what he calls “intractable reality” could very well remain asleep, perma-
nently under the covers of habit and forgetfulness—but for my choice.  This 
first paragraph cites a canonical scene from “Myth Today,” which I now cite to 
flesh out Barthes’ “habits” as the habits of a career:

I am at the hairdresser’s, and a copy of Paris-Match is offered to 
me.  On the cover, a young Negro in a French uniform is saluting, 
with his eyes uplifted, probably fixed on a fold of the tricolour.  All 
this is the meaning of the picture [sens de l’image].  But, whether 
naively or not, I see very well what it signifies to me [me signifie]: 
that France is a great Empire, that all her sons, without any color 
discrimination, faithfully serve under her flag, and that there is no 
better answer to the detractors of an alleged colonialism [colonial-
isme prétendu] than the zeal shown by this Negro in serving his al-
leged oppressors [ses prétendu oppresseurs]. [MT, 116; MA, 223: 
translation modified]

To leaf through this magazine, whether in Camera Lucida, or “Myth Today,” 

lies beyond.

42 “Folle ou sage?  La Photographie peut être l’un ou l’autre: sage si son réalisme reste 
relatif, tempéré par des habitudes esthétiques ou empiriques… foole, si ce réalisme est 
absolu, et, sil l’on peut dire, original, faisant revenir à la conscience amoureuse et ef-
frayée la letter même Temps: mouvement proprement revulsive, qui retourne le cours 
de la chose, et que j’appellerai pour finir l’extase photographique.  ¶  Telles sont les 
deux voies de la Photographie.  A moi de choisir, de soumettre son spectacle au code 
civilisé des illusions parfaits, ou d’affronter en elle le réveil de l’intraitable réalité.” [CC, 
183]  
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“whether naively or not,” is to retrace the course of one for whom leafing 
through a magazine consummates and recirculates common connotations, 
common virtues, in this case, French paternalism.  Though Barthes puts the 
sense he mimics here on the defensive—alleged colonialism, alleged oppres-
sors—it’s clear that defense just is the work of mythic speech.  The needy one 
who sees very well indeed sees what reassures; he sees the other’s zeal for 
servitude as a simple, obvious, and natural fact and not the beginning of an 
argument.  Barthes writes:

If I state the fact of French imperiality without explaining it, I 
am very near to finding that it is natural and goes without saying: I 
am reassured [me voici rassuré].  In passing from history to nature, 
myth acts economically: it abolishes the complexity of human acts, 
it gives them the simplicity of essences, it does away with all dia-
lectics, with any going back beyond what is immediately visible, it 
organizes a world which is without contradictions because it is with-
out depth, a world flaunting its obviousness [un monde étalé dans 
l’evidence], it establishes a cheerful clarity [clarté heureuse]: things 
appear to mean something by themselves. [MT, 143; MA, 252: 
translation modified]

Rather than enjoy the wanton display of the obvious, I am to explain imperial-
ism, stay with history, go beyond what is immediately visible, discover depth, 
contradiction, opacity, the complexity of human acts—these imperatives speak 
against me to the degree that I have heretofore been interpolated as ow-
ing no one an explanation, as believing in the self-evidence of the evident.  
Barthes’ imperatives oblige me to renounce a certain comfort and prepare for 
shock and something other than good cheer.  Camera Lucida too attacks em-
pirical and aesthetic habits of defense, but not in order to demystify mythic 
speech, not in order to restore to speech its lost contingencies, its political 
efficacy, its transitivity.  Mythologies takes these matters to task43 while Cam-

43 That the world is made (and made to go), that culture is the outcome of struggle and 
history and not a natural, eternal order of things—the mythologist focuses upon the way 
these truths are obscured: “Bourgeois ideology continuously transforms the products of 
history into essential types.  Just as the cuttlefish squirts its ink in order to protect itself, 
it cannot rest until it has obscured the ceaseless making of the world, fixated this world 
into an object which can be for ever possessed, catalogued its riches, embalmed it, and 
injected into reality some purifying essence which will stop its transformation, its flight 
towards other forms of existence.” [BT, 156]  Camera Lucida offers another line of flight, 
one that sees in fixation, embalming, and arrest a revelation.
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era Lucida operates on another body: not the conflation of nature and culture 
but the imbrication of time and the intractable, not the assurance of the evi-
dent but a madness that photographic evidence, if left untreated, cultivates 
nonetheless.  The solitude that hits Barthes in the book’s opening passage 
will not come to strip Jerome of his Emperor, will not demystify imperiality or 
the myth royal blood.  The look into the eyes “probably fixed on a fold of the 
tricolour” does so to better articulate the myth of empire, while the eyes that 
look at eyes that have looked at the Emperor come to have done so in order 
to demonstrate, not a counter-mythic instance and not an explanation, but a 
solitary astonishment shared only by and only in the writing.

For now though I’ll leave Barthes’ solitude alone; in particular, I’ll leave 
“the very letter of Time” unopened and the aforementioned confrontation be-
tween illusion and reality, dream and sleep, uninterrogated.  Here and now I 
only want the previous passage to measure the proximity of Camera Lucida’s 
cultural turn to “The Photographic Message” and “Myth Today.”  On the one 
hand: whereas “Myth Today” closes Barthes’ eyes to what he calls the “biog-
raphy of the Negro” in order that he see how “the image… receiv[es] its signi-
fied” [MT, 118: translation modified], Camera Lucida squints at the latter re-
ception—it has its place, just not a position of command and control—so that 
something like bio-graphy, a scriptable life, can emerge.44  There he writes, 
“It is possible that Ernest, a schoolboy photographed in 1931 by Kertész, is 
still alive today (but where? how? What a novel!)” [CL, 84]  Without precisely 
reducing Camera Lucida to the affirmation of what the mythologist sets aside 
for the sake of elaborating the second order systems of connotation, i.e. 
myths, this version of the cultural turn does lead away from astonishment 
and toward a calm, critical appraisal of the shared grounds of common cul-
ture.45  In Mythologies the subject of semiotics just is the subject of Barthes’ 

44 In her book, Barthes and Utopia: Space, Travel, Writing, Diana Knight points out such 
details in the issue of Paris-Match, the cover of which Barthes reads in “Myth Today.”  
The issue publicizes a military display—sponsored by Paris-Match itself.  She writes, cit-
ing the magazine: “The saluting boy (‘Little Diouf’) has come from Ouagadougou (then 
Upper Volta, now Burkina Faso) ‘with his friends, children of A.-O.F. [Afrique-Occidentale 
française] soldiers’, to take part in the opening ceremony.”  See Diana Knight, Barthes 
and Utopia: Space, Travel, Writing (Oxford England; New York: Clarendon Press; Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 102-03.

45 For the most part.  I can’t resist citing the near recantations that occur in the final foot-
notes of “Myth Today.”  He writes in note 29: “It is not only from the public that one 
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analytic.46  But “The Photographic Message,” on the other hand, leaves open 
the question of whether what Barthes would call myth, i.e. “photographic con-
notation,” accounts for the structure of the uniquely photographic message.  
It doesn’t.  For Barthes connotations, the habits of “civilized codes,” only ever 
blunt, deflect, mask the blow of the latter.  When he tells us that photography 
is a “message without a code”—a claim he never renounces nor generalizes 
to other media, to other techniques of inscription—he prepares the ground for 
the Camera Lucida by preparing the ground for what he tells us is possible but 
perhaps imperceptible, even unendurable: a pure denotation.  What is this?  
And why would exposure to such purity disturb?

According to Barthes, insofar as the photograph of an object and the ob-
ject itself are continuous, separated by no relay, no transformation, the pho-
tographic connotation is only ever the “imposition of a second meaning on the 
photographic message proper.” [PhM, 20]47  As one type of connotation proce-

becomes estranged; it is sometimes also from the very object of the myth.  In order to 
demystify Poetic Childhood, for instance, I have had, so to speak, to lack confidence in 
Mionou Drouet the child.  I have had to ignore, in her, under the enormous myth with 
which she is cumbered, something like a tender, open, possibility.  It is never a good 
thing to speak against a little girl.”  And note 30: “Even here, in these mythologies, I 
have used trickery [j’ai ruse]: finding it painful constantly to work on the evaporation 
of reality, I have started to make it excessively dense, and to discover in it a surprising 
compactness which I savoured with delight, and I have given a few examples of sub-
stantial psychoanalysis about some mythical objects.”  These two notes, though they 
presume argumentation that I can’t lay out here in detail, index a discomfort with se-
miology as a project and as an effect of his proper name.  These notes attack the myth 
of structuralism as absolute corrosive, liquidator of substance, enemy of positive terms 
for the sake of differential relations.  To paraphrase: while it may be good to speak 
against the little girl, it is never good to speak against a little girl, this one, there.  Or 
as Nietzsche might say, don’t attack persons, attack names.  Barthes will rediscover this 
little girl in the Winter Garden Photograph.  He wants to write not of the mother, but a 
mother, his, this woman.  An impossible distinction to maintain—anywhere but in writ-
ing, which is everywhere.  In a later section I will address what Barthes calls the utopia 
of writing.

46 For a provocative analysis of Barthes as semiotician see Kaja Silverman, The Subject of 
Semiotics (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983).

47 The following paragraph gives the context for the claim: “What is the content of the 
photographic message?  What does the photograph transmit?  By definition, the scene 
itself, the literal reality.  From the object to its image there is of course a reduction—in 
proportion, perspective, colour—but at no time is this reduction a transformation (in the 
mathematical sense of the term).  In order to move from the reality to its photograph it 
is no way necessary to divide up this reality into units and to constitute these units as 
signs [JHM: as one divides up the elements of speech, discovers phonemes and the digi-
tal code which governs their occurrence, the tissue of differences that account for signi-
fication], substantially different from the object they communicate; there is no necessity 
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dure Barthes offers what he calls the pose.  For example, a photograph shows 
then presidential candidate John F. Kennedy in profile, eyes looking upward, 
hands clasped.  For Barthes this pose signifies “youthfulness, spirituality, pu-
rity” and does so “because of the existence of a store of stereotyped attitudes 
which form ready-made elements of signification…” [PhM, 22]48  The pose is 
legible, meaningful, if and only if it cites the lexicon; l understand because I 
already understand, am already at home in the mother tongue of iconologies 
more or less shared, more or less sedimented.49 

After detailing the various signs that make common cultural sense of the 
photographic image, Barthes returns to the unsettled and unsettling business 
of denotation: 

… [C]onnotation extends a long way.  Is this to say that a pure 
denotation, a this-side of language [un en deçà du langage], is im-
possible?  If such a denotation exists, it is perhaps not at the level 
of what ordinary language calls the insignificant, the neutral, the 
objective, but, on the contrary, at the level of absolutely traumatic 
images.  The trauma is a suspension of language, a blocking of 
meaning.  Certainly situations which are normally traumatic can be 
seized in a process of photographic signification but then precisely 

to set up a relay, that is to say a code, between the object and its image.  Certainly the 
image is not the reality but at least it is its perfect analogon and it is exactly this analog-
ical perfection which, to common sense [JHM: ?!], defines the photograph.  Thus can be 
seen the special status of the photographic image: it is a message without a code; from 
which proposition an important corollary must immediately be drawn: the photographic 
message is a continuous message.” [PhM, 17]

48 Barthes’ analytic tour de force comes in “Rhetoric of the Image.”  There, Barthes reads 
the codes that structure the signification of an advertisement for Panzani tomato sauce, 
pasta, and cheese.  He locates four signs: the shopping bag’s “return from the market” 
signifies freshness and preparation from scratch and “abundance”; the tricolor hues of 
the scene signify what he calls Italianicity as does the tomato, pepper, and pasta; a third 
sign emerges from the “total culinary service” [RI, 34] which the products announce, 
and the fourth sign “sends us to an aesthetic signified: the ‘nature morte’…” For legibility 
each of these signs “require a generally cultural knowledge” [RI, 35], and this legibility 
has its historical and cultural limits: whether the open bag says “return from the market” 
and “abundance” certainly depends on whether the “market” is or is not a supermarket 
as opposed to a fresh produce market.  I don’t obviously get to “from scratch” from this 
bag and its contents.  See Roland Barthes, “Rhetorique De L’image,” Communications 4 
(1964).  

49 Importantly, this connotation procedure would have as much relevance to an analysis of 
JFK on stage or on television or in the living room.  There is no specifically photographic 
dimension to this procedure.  The same could be said of the photograph of the salute 
from “Myth Today.”  Barthes’ analysis there takes no specific account of the photograph 
as a photograph.
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they are indicated via a rhetorical code which distances, sublimates 
and pacifies them.  Truly traumatic photographs are rare, for in 
photography the trauma is wholly dependent on the certainty that 
the scene ‘really’ happened: the photographer had to be there (the 
mythical definition of denotation).  Assuming this (which, in fact, is 
already a connotation), the traumatic photograph (fires, shipwrecks, 
catastrophes, violent deaths, all captured ‘from life as lived’) is the 
photograph about which there is nothing to say; the shock photo [la 
photo-choc] is by structure insignificant: no value, no knowledge, at 
the limit no verbal categorization can have hold on the process insti-
tuting the signification.  One could imagine a kind of law: the more 
direct the trauma, the more difficult is connotation; or again, the 
‘mythological effect’ of a photograph is inversely proportional to its 
traumatic effect. [PhM, 30-31; O1, 948]50

“Denotation,” a word that in my dictionary means meaning, the literal mean-
ing of words, which when spelled out in more words fill dictionaries—“deno-
tation” here denotes a stutter, a stutter of language in language, a stuttered 
reference that repeatedly tries but repeatedly fails to pick out a referent; 
hence the hesitation in Barthes’ own steps through the paragraph above.  
He wants to write of this difference, the difference between a photographic 
image with connotations and one without, but shows precisely how this dif-
ference is each time recuperated by a connotation procedure.51  Yes, there 
might be “truly traumatic photographs” but there would also be “situations” 
that are “normally traumatic”: this oxymoron both measures and closes the 
gap between the traumatic instance and the normal one.  Since connotation 
procedures impose sense, this imposition meets and overcomes a resistance 
to sense and makes certain shocks normal, everyday, generic, and thus ulti-
mately “reassuring”; these shocks are pacified because already circulating a 
common currency of shock.  I am shocked as everyone else is shocked and so 
am reassured that I belong to a community of fine feeling.  As Barthes writes, 
“…recourse to a code is thus always an opportunity for man to prove himself” 

50 Camera Lucida will keep a few of these claims and abandon others.  The shock photo 
finds its way into the studium while the nothing-to-say will remain a clue to the punc-
tum.

51 I could as easily cite and work through the portions of S/Z which remark that denotation 
is only ever posited retroactively as what came before connotation.  The literal becomes 
an addition; I disavow this addition and believe in a natural and motivated rather than a 
cultural and contingent relation of language and world.
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[PhM, 31].52

Which shocks appear as the shocks against which we are accustomed to 
proving ourselves and which shocks actually rend?  When Barthes provides his 
list of true traumas, “fires, shipwrecks, catastrophes, violent deaths,” he im-
mediately undermines their seriousness and their difference with a final quali-
fication: “fires, shipwrecks, catastrophes, violent deaths, all captured ‘from 
life as lived.’”  “Life as lived,” this phrase hung between quotation marks, the 
signs of what-they-say, names a connotation.  The sequence performs as an 
allegory of connotation itself: the names for the true grit point only to their 
generic status and to their sublimation at the hands of “life as lived.”53  Con-
notations already lard the photographer’s being-there-on-the-scene-with-his-
own-eyes, so even what Barthes calls the “truly traumatic photographs” suc-
cumb to what he calls the “mythic definition of denotation.”  

The passage in question exemplifies the paradox of example: at best and 

52 In another idiom, one I’ll have occasion to revisit at length, Heidegger distinguishes 
between the authentic experience of anxiety which reveals the nothing at the bottom 
of Dasein’s existence and the everyday worries, cares, and tribulations of das Man, the 
“they”: “We take pleasure and enjoy ourselves as they take pleasure; we read, see, and 
judge about literature and art as they see and judge; likewise we shrink back and from 
the ‘great mass’ as they shrink back; we find ‘shocking’ what they find shocking.  The 
‘they,’ which is nothing definite, and which are all are, though not as a sum, prescribes 
the kind of being of everydayness.” [BT, 164]

53 The essay on an exhibition of shock photos in Mythologies speaks with more confidence: 
“it is logical that the only true shock-photos of the exhibition… should be the news-
agency photographs, where the fact, surprised, explodes in all its stubbornness, its 
literality, in the very obviousness of its obtuse nature.” [ET, 73]  The distinction Barthes 
makes here is between photographs wherein the presence of the photographer ob-
trudes, for example by way of too skillful framing, too fortuitous juxtaposition.  In these 
cases, he writes, “someone has shuddered for us.” [ET, 71]  “The Photographic Message” 
doesn’t shy from this analytic cut but binds it up again in connotation.  In Camera Lucida 
Barthes again mentions shock photos but does so not in order to examine the relation of 
denotation to connotation but to forestall the identification of the punctum with thematic 
elements: “News photographs are very often unary (the unary photograph is not neces-
sarily tranquil).  In these images, no punctum: a certain shock—the literal can trauma-
tize—but no disturbance; the photograph can ‘shout,’ not wound [la photo peut ‘crier,’ 
non blesser].  These journalistic photographs are received (all at once), perceived.  I 
glance through them, I don’t recall them; no detail (in some corner) ever interrupts my 
reading: I am interested in them (as I am interested in the world), I do not love them.” 
[CL, 41]  Barthes doesn’t preserve the distinction between trauma and disturbance.  This 
passage should at the very least make difficult the fit of the early formulations and those 
that appear in Camera Lucida.  For a truly provocative analysis of the punctum in terms 
of the difference between the audible but invisible “shout” and the inaudible but visible 
“wound” see Fred Moten, “Black Mo’nin’,” in Loss: The Politics of Mourning, ed. David L. 
Eng and David Kazanjian (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003).
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at worst, the passage that purports to give an example of pure denotation is 
itself an example of traumatized writing, at least in terms that Barthes him-
self offers: the stutter step, the inability to describe the difference between 
connoted and un-connoted denotations performs as the effect of the very 
shock it cannot show otherwise.54  He would here present an example of pure 
denotation, but the passage exemplifies instituted effects, proliferating confu-
sions and not a cause.  This thing called “pure denotation” remains elusive, a 
name for what comes either before the imposition of a code or for that which 
troubles the fit of subsequent encodings—the nothing-to-say registers this 
misfit—much as Barthes’ own writing shows the trouble of saying how the dif-
ference would manifest.  Barthes can refer to “pure denotation,” can coin the 
term, but can’t tell a story that brings its referent into the frame.  In “Rhetoric 
of the Image” he retreats from this reference, from referring to denotation as 
bound up with trauma but not from denotation as trouble for the reading of 
the photographic sign.55

Written three years later this text rehearses the same problem but treats 
it differently.  The examples which shock and trauma were to be in “The Pho-

54 The last words of the passage complicate the argument further.  Barthes defines the 
shock photograph as a photograph about which there is nothing to say, and goes on: 
“the shock photo is by structure insignificant: no value, no knowledge, at the limit no 
verbal categorization can have hold on the process instituting the signification.”  Cer-
tainly he has plenty to say about the nothing-to-say, but lest I forget that he begins and 
ends with photographs of traumatic events and not with traumatic events themselves, 
he concludes with a reminder: there is a process instituting the signification, one that 
exceeds the grasp of another process instituting signification, a verbal one.  Though the 
photographic message transmits without symbolization, it nonetheless remains a process 
of signification.

55 Denotation also troubles the literary sign, but for precisely the opposite reasons.  Silver-
man writes, “[In S/Z] Barthes abandons the notion that denotation always comes first, 
and that it has an authority and innocence which connotation lacks.  Instead he pro-
poses that denotation is the agency of closure—that it represses the play of meaning by 
insisting upon ‘true’ and ‘literal’ signifieds.”  She goes on to cite Barthes: “…denotation is 
not the first meaning, but pretends to be so; under this illusion, it is ultimately no more 
than the last of the connotations (the one which seems both to establish and to close the 
reading), the superior myth by which the text pretends to return to the nature of lan-
guage, to language as nature: doesn’t a sentence, whatever meaning it releases, subse-
quent to its utterance, it would seem, appear to be telling us something simple, literal, 
primitive: something true, in relation to which all the rest (which comes afterwards, on 
top), is literature?”  The “simple, literal, primitive” are here a reduction; in Camera Lu-
cida they insist and traumatize.  See Roland Barthes and Honoré de Balzac, S/Z, trans. 
Richard Miller, 1st Amer. ed. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1974), Silverman, The Subject of 
Semiotics.
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tographic Message” withdraw—only to return as the effect of photography per 
se and not the theme of any particular photograph of ‘life as lived.’  He writes:

Only the opposition of the cultural code and the natural non-
code can, it seems, account for the specific character of the photo-
graph and allow the assessment of the anthropological revolution it 
represents in man’s history.  The type of consciousness the photo-
graph involves is indeed truly unprecedented, since it installs not a 
consciousness of the being-there [l’etre-là] of the thing (which any 
copy could provoke) but a consciousness of its having-been-there 
[l’avoir-été-là].  What we have is a new space-time category: spa-
tial immediacy and temporal anteriority, the photograph being an 
illogical conjunction between the here-now [l’ici] and the there-then 
[l’autrefois].  It is thus at the level of this denoted message or mes-
sage without code that the real unreality of the photograph can be 
fully understood: its unreality is that of the here-now [l’ici], for the 
photograph is never experienced as illusion, is in no way a presence 
(claims as to the magical character of the photographic image must 
be deflated); its reality that of the having-been-there [l’avoir-été-
là], for in every photograph there is always stupefying evidence: 
this is how it was [cela s’est passé ainsi]: we possess therefore, by 
precious miracle, a reality from which we are sheltered [à l’abri]. 
[RI, 44; O1, 1424-1425: translation modified]

On the next page he concludes: 

… the photograph in some sense can elude history… and repre-
sent a “flat” anthropological fact, at once absolutely new and defini-
tively unsurpassable, humanity encountering for the first time in its 
history messages without a code.  Hence the photograph is not the 
last (improved) term of the great family of images; it corresponds 
to a decisive mutation of informational economies. [RI, 45]

An “anthropological revolution,” “a type of consciousness… truly unprecedent-
ed,” “a new space-time category,” “absolutely new and definitively unsurpass-
able,” “humanity encountering for the first time in its history,” “a decisive 
mutation of informational economies”—Barthes lays it on thick.  His hyperbole 
begs the question though: what has happened?  Not only has something hap-
pened, something has happened to “happening” itself, to occurrence, in histo-
ry and to history, to time and space, to the reality of the real.  Or rather, and 
perhaps it’s the same thing, something has happened to a consciousness that 
is or was formerly “sheltered.”  Formerly, it was not so exposed to occurrence.  
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Formerly, it could protect itself from what happened without even the fact of 
shelter mattering.  Formerly, we were sheltered even from being sheltered, 
but here and now we are brought face to face with… with what precisely?56  

In “Rhetoric of the Image” Barthes answers with little of the vivid debris 
that later fills Camera Lucida; he, as he will say there, necessarily gives him-
self up when he gives his examples, when he writes of the slices that come 
to him from Kertész, Gardner, Mapplethorpe, Avedon, his mother.57  Here he 
gives only the barest indication of the illogic in play, not the pain and bliss 
that later bind his attention.  He only says that the “evidence” of cela s’est 
passé ainsi, this-is-how-it-was, this-is-how-it-happened, is itself a reality, not 
a belated, secondary, image of reality, not a copy, not an illusory presence 
of the past, but a spatially immediate presence of what is temporally absent.  
No, he doesn’t use the words “presence” and “absence” here—except to say 
that what is experienced in the photograph “is in no way a presence”—he 
doesn’t rely on these words freighted as they are with the metaphysics of 
substance and philosophical dramaturgy.58  He prefers these nominalized de-
ictics and tensed copula stitched together by hyphens: l’etre-là and l’avoir-
été-là, l’ici and l’autrefois.59  These paired phrases hope to measure out 

56 With my phrase “here and now” I find myself enjoying the following paradox: if one 
claims that something just happened to happening, then to say that this something too 
“happened” and can be marked historically is to ruin the claim with argument.

57 “…[T]o give examples of punctum is, in a certain fashion, to give myself up.”  [CL, 43]

58 I’m thinking of what Heidegger does with absence.  According to Marc Froment-Meurice, 
for Heidegger “[t]he eye is, as simple eye, blind.  For example, how could it see the 
absence of anything whatsoever?  To see an absence (a thing or a person as absent), 
we must already have what hides itself from optical “vision” in view.  But this thing that 
hides itself, even inasmuch as it does not appear, nevertheless appears as such—as lack-
ing or having disappeared.”  See Marc Froment-Meurice, “The Eye of the Word,” in That 
Is to Say: Heidegger’s Poetics, Meridian: Crossing Aesthetics (Stanford: Stanford Univer-
sity Press, 1998), 49-50.  Within the phenomenological horizon, absence is only ever a 
mode of appearance and thus a modification of a presence.  In these terms, strictly op-
posed to presence is not absence but nothing.

59 In Camera Lucida Barthes drops these nominalized forms and opts instead for sentences 
like, “cela sera et cela a été,” which he writes when articulating his relation to the hand-
some boy in Alexander Gardner’s photograph of 1865, and “ça a été,” which he says is 
the noeme of photography.  These sentences take a propositional form but have a more 
peculiar role to play in Barthes’ script than as claims in need of proof.  Someone speaks, 
and the syntax, though elementary, spare to the point of exemplarity, where the sen-
tence is less an utterance than an example of grammatically correct utterance—the syn-
tax makes the utter simplicity of utterance possible.  The deictics, “this” or “that,” pre-
sumed to be elementary particles of speech, are nothing without a place in a sentence 
that marks their time and the time and place of enunciation: “this is” vs. “this was” vs. 
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categories of relation, both temporal and spatial, within which someone and 
something occur.  And it’s the matter of relation, which isn’t a matter at all, 
at least traditionally conceived, that Barthes wants to catch on the tines of his 
hyperbole.  He doesn’t say that some new thing, some new object has come 
into being, but a new consciousness, a new mode of experience.  These terms 
might come with the dark territory of a phenomenological subject, but it’s not 
clear until Camera Lucida that Barthes presumes such a subject even during 
the daylight hours of semiology.  Suffice to say that here he understands pho-
tographic evidence as unintelligible, unintelligible insofar as intelligibility has 
heretofore made no place for such phenomena as the “illogical conjunction of 
the here-now and the there-then”; hence, he writes that this evidence is “stu-
pefying.”

“Photography” will be his name for my access to and experience of some-
thing astonishing, or rather my access to the inaccessibility of something that 
shows itself otherwise than here and now.  Barthes begins to compose the 
singularity of photographic reference according to his version of the opposi-
tion between nature and culture, the having-been-there of the referent and 
the sheltering imposition of connotation procedures.  As he writes a few para-
graphs later: “the denoted image naturalizes the symbolic message, it inno-
cents the semantic artifice of connotation…”  And further: 

…the absence of code disintellectualizes the message because it 
seems to found in nature the signs of culture.  This is without doubt 
an important historical paradox: the more technology develops the 
diffusion of information (and notably of images), the more it pro-
vides the means of masking the constructed meaning under the ap-
pearance of a given meaning. [RI, 45-46; O1, 1425]

This passage emphasizes the means by which signs of culture appropriate 
photography’s “stupefying evidence,” making the latter signify as mere real-
ity effect, one among many effects of connotation.60  But this emphasis not 

“this will be” vs. “this has been” vs. “this will have been.”  Under what conditions can 
only the first of these be said to actually refer, while the rest are somehow figurative, 
since the referent is only if it is present.  He gives us a language with which to speak 
of reference as a temporal predicament.  The nominalized forms from “The Rhetoric of 
the Image” don’t do this as forcefully; as they don’t perform reference so much as offer 
present categories for the past and present.

60 From Barthes’ essay, “The Reality Effect”: “Semiotically, the ‘concrete detail’ is constitut-
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only describes recuperation, it performs one as well.  The historical paradox 
here (the more artificial the artifice, the less artifice appears as artifice at all) 
trades upon the former claims to rupture.  The imperative shifts from “look, a 
strictly photographic evidence!” to “look, culture is here too, and all the more 
so when it doesn’t appear as itself but as nature!  Here is how this new nature 
falls prey to culture.”  Just when photographic reference was to have made all 
the difference, suddenly Barthes speaks of “images” in general, of technology 
per se, of the general diffusion of information.  

Earlier I effaced a remark on film that signals the effect of this shift; I let 
it fall into an ellipsis in the two cited quotes: 

Film can no longer be seen as animated photographs: the hav-
ing-been-there [l’avoir-été-là] gives way before a being-there of the 
thing [être-là de la chose]; which omission would explain how there 
can be a history of cinema, without any real break with the previous 
arts of fiction, whereas the photograph can elude history… [RI, 45; 
O1, 1425]

Why cite this now?  Because given that for Barthes cinema simply achieves 
the being-there of the thing—a claim he repeats in Camera Lucida—and closes 
the opening of the “new space-time category,” the manifest illusion of cinema 
would in turn be the better route for the “diffusion of information (and nota-
bly of images),” and a better means to mask “the constructed meaning under 
the appearance of a given meaning.”  In this version of the story the unprec-
edented disturbance, the stupefying evidence that is photographic reference 
meets its becalming shelter with film, and Barthes just as calmly moves back 
on to the tracks laid by his title, toward a rhetoric of the image—the photo-

ed by the direct collusion of a referent and a signifier; the signified is expelled from the 
sign, and with it, of course, the possibility of developing a form of the signified, i.e., nar-
rative structure itself… This is what we call the referential illusion.  The truth of this illu-
sion is this: eliminated from the realist speech act as a signified of denotation, the “real” 
returns to it as a signified of connotation; for just when these details are reputed to de-
note reality directly, all that they do—without saying so—is signify it; Flaubert’s barom-
eter, Michelet’s little door finally say nothing but this: we are the real, it is the category 
of “the real” (and not its contingent contents) which is then signified; in other words, 
the very absence of the signified,  to the advantage of the referent alone, becomes the 
very signifier of realism: the reality effect is produced, the basis of that unavowed veri-
similitude which forms the aesthetic of all the standard works of modernity.”  See Roland 
Barthes, “The Reality Effect,” in The Rustle of Language, ed. François Wahl (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1989 (1978)).
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graph subverts the rhetorical—towards the modes and ruses of shelter and 
reassurance and away from what he called real unreality.61  In this way the 
projection of photographic reference according to the premises of semiology 
flattens the possibilities that Barthes himself announces.  

“Rhetoric of the Image” ends by recapitulating the concluding gesture of 
“The Photographic Message.”  He writes:

…[T]he works of mass communications all combine, through di-
verse and diversely successful dialectics, the fascination of a nature, 
that of story, diegesis, syntagm, and the intelligibility of a culture, 
withdrawn into a few discontinuous symbols which men ‘decline’ in 
the shelter of their living speech. [à l’abri de leur parole vivante]. 
[RI, 51; O1, 1429]

This isn’t a verbal declination one can decline; I must take it up as the very 
life of my living speech.  To live and speak with one another is to provide and 
share this shelter, the shelter that is “the intelligibility of a culture.”  Whereas 
the traumatic photographs of “The Photographic Message” give way to pho-
tography as itself a rupture of history in “Rhetoric of the Image,” the latter 
has no special instances to offer semiology, no “fires, shipwrecks, catastro-
phes, violent deaths,” and so Barthes doesn’t even try to analyze the rupture 
in semiotic terms but rather sticks to and yet defers phenomenological ones.  
If he merely mentions the latter and writes as if all that matters is the ruse 
and rule of connotation it’s because by definition there’s nothing to say about 
this version of the nothing-to-say, of stupefaction—or rather his semiology 
suffers a power outage, and only a more fundamental account of the experi-
ence to which he refers can show the limits of this semiology.  Barthes’ new 
consciousness, the consciousness of cela s’est passé ainsi, since it is not as 
well sheltered from reality as is the “old” one, since its experiences are not 
synchronized to spatial and temporal regularities, it is not be comforted by 
the regular habits of signage at all.  Rhetoric of the Image closes the door on 

61 Just after this passage and before he writes “the absence of code disintellectualizes the 
message,” he refers again to the Panzani poster discussed above and says the follow-
ing: “Although the Panzani poster is full of ‘symbols,’ there nonetheless remains in the 
photograph, insofar as the literal message is sufficient, a kind of natural being-there of 
objects [d’être-là naturel des objets]: nature seems spontaneously to produce the scene 
represented.” [RI, 45; O1, 1425]  Whereas before, consciousness of the being-there of 
the referent was inadequate to describe photographic reference, here it suddenly is.  The 
last pages of the essay repeat this claim.
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shelter having nonetheless opened and sustained a strange solitude, the soli-
tude of the one with a view outside the intelligibility of culture.  Can this truly 
be a view?  Barthes uses the old words, “consciousness,” “experience,” for 
what he can’t yet describe.  Can the experience of this limit remain an experi-
ence?

Camera Lucida attempts to write this view into its richness and hardship, 
into the short-lived astonishment with which Barthes’ own eyes greeted the 
eyes that looked at the emperor.  The opening lines of the book, cited previ-
ously but spelled out now according to the details of the two earlier texts, 
are of a piece with the cultural turn: for Barthes culture turns away from (or 
stages and domesticates) that which doesn’t simply decline.  Culture is the 
name for a detour around what stays proximate but undercover, what he 
calls in Camera Lucida “intractable reality.”  Barthes gives other names to this 
strange attractor on the other side of shelter and assurance: “grief,” “love,” 
and “pity.”  These are the most obvious but perhaps not the most worrisome; 
he also calls it the primitive.  He writes, “…looking at certain photographs, I 
wanted to be a primitive, without culture.” [CL, 7]  He repeats this gesture 
halfway through the book, but in the present indicative: “…I am a primitive, 
a child—or a maniac; I dismiss all knowledge, all culture, I refuse to inherit 
anything from another eye than my own.”62  [CL, 51]  Primitive, mad, and 
childish is this eye that, while willfully blind to semiosis, sees nonetheless.  
The family romance cuts off one line as it delivers power to another: no in-
heritance, nothing handed down by way of tradition, blood, and soil.  For the 
one who succeeds to such vision the referent of photographic deixis is simply 
there, without mediation, without significance, yes, even without deixis.  “My-
self, I saw only the referent, the desired object, the beloved body,” [CL, 7] 
he writes.  These adjectives, “desired” and “beloved,” don’t predicate the be-
loved, the unqualified per se, nor are they only to call upon strata of connota-
tion; they answer the question, “who?” and “which one?”  For Barthes “pity,” 
“love,” and “grief” are to be the unique names, not for my experience of a 

62 I could shrug and say that what marks the civilized is precisely the desire to be primi-
tive, the latter constituted always and only within the colonial imaginary.  And further: 
the primitive doesn’t only exist in fantasy; I inscribe the primitive on the bodies and 
lives of the others.  Barthes could hardly be accused of naivety though—the passage 
cited above from Mythologies should dampen this blow.
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presence, but for my unique relation to the disappearance of the unique being 
whose disappearance appears uniquely and only for me.  

Just as paradox structures the attempt to share solitude—I address to 
another my inability or refusal to address another—so too does paradox struc-
tures the attempt to write of what disappears as what will only have hap-
pened once.  As Barthes himself might say an image of the unique joins with 
the connotation “unique”63 and so one no more gets to the literally unique 
than one gets the literal, the denotation, the message without the code.  The 
effort to write of the punctum, the singular, gives us, gives me, only the punc-
tum one can write about, the singular repeated as singular, the metonymy of 
what only appears by way of a legible say so.  I share with you what I can’t 
share with you… but that I can’t share it with you, that I can try to share.64  
Love and grief are thus not to be the names for modes of significance, the 
necessarily public counting-for-something that halos an object, that empties 
the object of its very objectivity and fills that empty place with culture, with 
public economies of meaning and value—even the “private,” the “intimate” 
and the “primitive” as publicly constituted rise and fall on the carousel of cul-
ture.  On this view, all things are fetishes insofar as no “thing” is what it is by 
itself, though it is invariably treated as possessing properties of its own.  This 
very treatment still being an operation from without upon the altogether emp-
ty core of things, its blows ricochet, landing upon everything but the so-called 
object.  The child, the primitive, the maniac are the ones who for Barthes act 
as if they truly and simply love, pity, and grieve—not that they can, but they 
go on as if they do.  Ridiculous.  So too would Barthes like to go on.

That is to say, Barthes won’t surrender his attachments to the others.  In 
fits and starts he testifies to the quality of a relation, and, as photography for 
him performs the severity of the having-been-there, l’avoir-été-là, of what it 
shows, he finds in photography the literalization of a consciousness that has 

63 He writes of naiveté this way in “Rhetoric of the Image”: “We have seen that in the im-
age properly speaking, the distinction between the literal message and the symbolic 
message is operational; we never encounter (at least in advertising) a literal image in a 
pure state.  Even if a totally ‘naïve’ image were to be achieved, it would immediately join 
the sign of naivety and be completed by a third—symbolic—message.”  [RI, 42]

64 Barthes shares his solitude just as he shares his love: “I am mad to be in love, I am not 
mad to be able to say so, I double my image: insane in my own eyes (I know my deliri-
um), simply unreasonable in the eyes of someone else, to whom I quite sanely describe 
by madness: conscious of this madness, sustaining a discourse upon it.” [LD, 120] 
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one eye too many: the normal complement for seeing what is and a third for 
seeing what-has-been.  His testimony bears finally not on the referent per se, 
its apparent “fullness,” proximity, and immediacy, but on the stubbornness 
of this other relation, a relation to what is not apparent.  And so by “rela-
tion” I indicate not simply what ostensibly occurs between this Barthes and 
the referent, but also to what must be said to occur there and then: there is 
in addition a relation of an account to an addressee.  How to characterize this 
address?  Barthes’ testimony bears finally on the priority of testimony itself 
over the visibly evident: he must write alongside the punctum—otherwise the 
punctum can’t exist, be said to exist, can’t emerge as the occasion for dis-
course and address.  He makes this priority explicit:

In front of the only photograph in which I find my father and 
mother together, this couple who I know loved each other, I realize: 
it is love-as-treasure which is going to disappear forever; for once 
I am gone, no one will any longer be able to testify to this: nothing 
will remain but an indifferent Nature. [CL, 94]  

Because the visible withdraws in the light of the punctum, there it nothing 
literally there, no evidence, to corroborate this testimony.  On the one hand, 
the studium involves me in what we see: in that I can persuade you that you 
see it too, I facilitate a testimony grounded in the visible as it is intelligible, in 
the visible world as a shared world.  The studium involves me because it in-
volves us already.  On the other, the punctum involves me in what else I see.  
Without seeing what I see, I ask you to credit my account.  My punctum can 
involve us if and only if you give me credit, though without good reason, with-
out even a promise of corroboration.  Good grounds, good reasons—these are 
lacking.  You can only take only my word for it.  In that I can persuade you 
that I see through what there is to something that is precisely not there, I fa-
cilitate a testimony grounded nowhere but in the possibility of a certain empa-
thy.  I say, see that I see it, and moreover, see like I see, see that something 
regards you.  Just so do I hope to involve you in this address, in an address 
which stages the appearance of no thing but the address itself, no referent 
but reference—and though I want to write “reference itself,” I hesitate, hop-
ing to preserve the enigma: “reference” can’t name a something; it names 
the structure of relation within which a something and a someone come to 
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lose each other.  The photograph refers him, not to something here and now, 
but to what has been, and this what-has-been regards him still, involves him, 
touches him.  He remains concerned precisely because he can’t remain con-
cerned: on the one hand, there is nothing there, and on the other, “once I am 
gone, no one will any longer be able to testify to this.”  This is the emergency.  
“Once I am gone” coupled with the nothing-there just is the precondition 
of his writing; the writing repairs nothing, restores nothing, and celebrates 
nothing but these lapses.

For example—and the analysis of this example will help me show how 
Barthes tries to address the hither side of the rhetorical and how he succeeds 
in failing to protect himself from his many deaths.  For him finitude won’t 
mean, “I’m going to die,” but “I’m dead already.”  So for example, about Al-
exander Gardner’s 1865 photograph of Lewis Payne, Barthes writes: 

In 1865, young Lewis Payne tried to assassinate Secretary of 
State W. H. Seward.  Alexander Gardner photographed him in his 
cell, where he was waiting to be hanged.  The photograph is hand-
some, as is the boy: that is the studium.  But the punctum is: he 
is going to die [il va mourir].  I read [Je lis] at the same time: This 
will be and this has been [cela sera et cela a été]; I observe with 
horror an anterior future of which death is the stake.  By giving 
me the absolute past of the pose (aorist), the photograph tells me 
death in the future.  What pricks me is the discovery of this equiva-
lence.  In front of the photograph of my mother as a child, I tell 
myself: she is going to die: I shudder [je frémis], like Winnicott’s 
psychotic patient, over a catastrophe which has already occurred.  
Whether or not the subject is already dead, every photograph is 
this catastrophe. [CL, 96; CC, 148-150]

While by the end of the paragraph Barthes delivers a claim not just for this 
one photograph but for Photography, in the first part of the paragraph he 
plays up the drama of reference so as if to answer the question, what is there 
to see?  What is it that we can see?  Lewis Payne, a.k.a., Lewis Paine, a.k.a., 
Lewis Thornton Powell, a “boy” of 21, a handsome boy, a handsome photo-
graph of the handsome would-be assassin of a member of Abraham Lincoln’s 
cabinet.  Barthes sees through the image to what it shows us, to the osten-
sible aim of the reference, to this Payne.  

To tick off the details therein and there-about is to take the measure of 
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our common sense of things, what I do and don’t already know to be rel-
evant: the boy’s name and names, the pocked iron walls of the ship—yes, it 
is ship, the ironclad warship “Saugus”—the collarless sailor’s shirt, Powell’s 
own clothes confiscated as evidence in an investigation that will ultimately 
prove his undoing: bloodstains on the cuffs of his shirt will index the repeated 

knifing that wounded but did not kill Seward; the heavy 
cuffs—they’re called lily irons—that keep his hands 
apart.  I could open a contest over the what and ask, 
for example, how does one interpret Powell’s demeanor, 

his relaxed shoulders and faraway eyes—are they relaxed; are they faraway?  
He looks but doesn’t look at me.  Is he looking at something or not looking 
at me?  On the basis of what ultimately contingent lexicon of corporeal habits 
would I answer these questions?  Is his a studied stoicism or the dull igno-
rance of fate?  And is he or is not handsome?  And what makes for the hand-
someness of this image?  Is it the pose, Lewis’ hands, each thumb pressed 
to each forefinger?  Barthes often remarks the hands and fingernails of the 
bodies that move him through and over certain photographs: Mapplethorpe’s 
hand, which has “the right degree of openness, the right density of abandon-
ment” [CL, 59], or the hand of Tristan Tzara which rests “on the door frame: 
a large hand whose nails are anything but clean” [CL, 45], or in a portrait of 
Warhol by Duane Michals, “the slightly repellent substance of those spatulate 
nails, at once soft and hard-edged” [CL, 45], or in a photograph of three San-
dinistas by Koen Wessing, “one of them holds a gun that rests on his thigh (I 
can see his nails). [CL, 25]65  Or to speak for myself and thus of myself: is it 
the bunched fabric of Powell’s shirt at the shoulder that mimics a flaw in the 
emulsion directly above Powell’s head, or the glassy light that sculpts the wall 
and Powell’s visage, that gives them that rich mid-tone glint, iron and flesh 
brought to same bed of silver?  Or is it the off-center framing that empha-
sizes the blunt finality of death by attending a bit too much to the wall to the 

65 Neither of the body’s living and breathing tissues nor entirely free of them, neither liv-
ing nor dead, neither of the subject nor an object, the fingernail helps define a liminal 
zone.  Barthes writes, “Very often the Punctum is a ‘detail,’ i.e. a partial object.  Hence, 
to give examples of punctum is, in a certain fashion, to give myself up.” [CL, 43]  For a 
consideration of such textual details as “privileged point[s] of contact between reader 
and text,” see Naomi Schor, “Desublimation: Roland Barthes’ Aesthetics,” in Reading in 
Detail: Aesthetics and the Feminine (New York and London: Methuen, 1987).
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right of Powell?  Do the scars on the iron, which lean to the right in the fore-
ground countering the lean of Lewis’ body and shadowing the scarring—do 
these scars show me the violence that came to Seward and that will soon 
enough come to Powell?  And if these formal traits conspire to bend my will 
then according to what codes would do they do so?  What dossier of poses 
gives me this pose and my desire such that handsomeness reigns as signi-
fied, as connotation?  How to decompose and make pluralities of this singular 
body such that the many in my loves and phantom limbs plot to make this 
boy one boy whom I too already love? 

I can see these things and ask these questions, as it were, on my own—
but always on the back of Barthes’ things and questions.  Barthes also pro-
vides claims that stand in relation to what there is to see as a frame stands 
in relation to a picture.  He tells us for example that Powell “was waiting to 
be hanged.”  In fact—and here I register another dispute, my “fact” will con-
tend for credibility—Powell has yet to be tried on the charges.  Barthes tells 
us too that Powell is in his cell.  In fact he is on the deck of the Saugus, the 
light below insufficient for Gardner’s glass plate negatives.  To continue by 
way of the “In fact” and “for the record”: on the evening of April 14th 1865 
John Wilkes Booth assassinates Lincoln; that same night Powell, according 
to Booth’s plan, tries to kill Seward.  Having inexpertly passed himself off as 
a physician’s delivery boy, he barely makes his way to his bed-ridden victim.  
Held by two other men he slashes at Seward’s face and neck doing only su-
perficial damage.  He flees, wanders around the woods surrounding Washing-
ton, then makes his way to a boarding house where several co-conspirators 
had lodged.  Powell is arrested there on April 17th and held on the Saugus 
at the Washington Navy Yard until the 31st—Gardner made the photographs 
there on April 27th.  Powell turns his head during several exposures, blurring 
the image.  A supervising officer strikes him on the arm for this attempted 
subterfuge.66  On the 3rd floor of the Arsenal Penitentiary the trial of the Lin-

66 “One day the provost marshal in command tried to have a picture taken of Payne, who 
moved his head from side to side to hide his face.  The officer, angered by his failure, 
struck at Payne’s arm with his sword or cane.  Eckert [JHM: Thomas Eckert, assistant to 
Secretary of War Edwin Staton] told the officer he had no authority for striking a pris-
oner, or even for taking his picture.  In this he was upheld by Secretary Stanton, who 
directed that Payne would be placed in Eckert’s custody, and he so remained until the 
day of his execution.  At the next meeting of the two, Payne said that the remark to 
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coln conspirators begins May 9th and concludes June 30th.  The special military 
commission finds Powell and seven others, George Atzerodt, David Herold, 
Mary Surratt, Samuel Arnold, Edward Spangler, and Dr. Samuel Mudd, guilty 
of conspiracy.  Powell, Atzerodt, Herold, and Surratt are sentenced to death.  
On July 7th at approximately 1:25pm they are hung.  Soldiers inter them be-
side the gallows in shallow graves dug the previous night.

On October 1st, 1867 Powell is disinterred and reburied along with Atze-
rodt, Herold, and Surratt in a warehouse at the Arsenal.  Powell is disinterred 
again in 1869 and reburied in Graceland Cemetery near Georgetown.  The 
cemetery endures subdivision in 1870 and Powell is again moved, this time to 
Holmead Cemetery, Washington D.C.  Powell’s father and brother claim his re-
mains in 1871 and, as per his mother’s dying request, try to bring him home 
to Geneva, Florida.  But on the journey south his father falls ill with pneumo-
nia, and as an expedient, they bury Lewis on a farm in North Carolina.  He 
stays there until 1879.  He is then removed and finally buried at his mother’s 
side in the Geneva Cemetery, Seminole County, Florida.  But in January of 
1992 while sorting through Native American remains in the Anthropology 
Department of the Smithsonian Institute (as per the 1990 Native American 
Grave Protection and Repatriation Act bones and funereal artifacts are to be 
repatriated to tribal descendants67) a worker finds the skull of a young, white 
male.  The tag reads “Cranium of Lewis Payne Hung at Washington City for 
Complicity in the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln.”  In 1869 an undertaker 
had removed Lewis Powell’s skull and had resealed the coffin bound for Grace-
land.  On January 13th, 1885 the skull was recorded as anatomical specimen 
number 2244 in the Army Medical Museum housed in Ford’s Theater, the site 

the officer who struck him was the first sympathetic expression he had heard for many 
months.”  See David Homer Bates, Lincoln in the Telegraph Office: Recollections of the 
United States Military Telegraph Corps During the Civil War (New York: The Century Co., 
1907), 380.

67 N.A.G.P.R.A. stipulates that “within 5 years of enactment, all Federal agencies and all 
museums which receive federal funds, which have possession of, or control over, any 
Native American human remains or associated funerary object (items which are found 
with a specific body), are to compile an inventory of such remains or objects and, with 
the use of available information they have, attempt to identify them as to geographical 
and cultural affiliation.  Upon completion of the inventory, the appropriate tribe or Native 
Hawaiian organization is to be contacted.  If it is clear which tribe or Native Hawaiian 
organization is related to the remains or objects and that tribe or organization wishes 
the return of the items, they are to be returned.”
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of Lincoln’s assassination.  In May of 1898 the skull was turned over to the 
Smithsonian Anthropology Department.  In 1994 the museum returns Powell’s 
skull to a surviving relative who buries it in the existing plot next to his moth-
er, Caroline.68 

Through research and light reading I can register the surprises and narra-
tive complications of the other-than-21st century.  Barthes would treat these 
surprises, these questions, my narration—no matter the answers, no matter 
the revelations of my prose—as proper to the domain of my studium.  My am-
orous preference for these details, for this knowledge, guides the investment.  
A discourse oriented to either the boy or the picture that takes what there is 
to see as both a problem and an end, as the occasion for putting-into-words-
or-deeds, making it mean something or say something to someone—for 
Barthes this discourse would only seek the bottom and top of the evident, in 
fact or in principle.  I can go on and on with my previous ekphrasis, draw-
ing formal qualities into the handsomeness of the image, and I can go on to 
lament the failure of these words to do justice, all the while decanting more 
words.  I can even say that there’s no end to what I might say; I can carve 
up the sayings according to various rhetorical ends, various addressees, vari-
ous histories, both imagined and real—I cleave to the studium nonetheless.  
Words can’t fail here because sense, howsoever contested, rules the scene, 
the figures and the grounds.  The one who exclaims about Kertész’ Ernest, 
“what a novel!” doesn’t precisely want that novel, doesn’t precisely look to a 
mass of prose as the punctum’s consummation, its justification or manifesta-
tion otherwise.69  Instead, Barthes’ exclamation registers the at-the-same-

68 For detailed but conflicting chronologies see Betty J. Ownsbey, Alias “Paine”: Lewis 
Thornton Powell, the Mystery Man of the Lincoln Conspiracy (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 
1993), James L. Swanson and Daniel R. Weinberg, Lincoln’s Assassins: Their Trial and 
Execution: An Illustrated History, 1st ed. (Santa Fe, N.M.: Arena Editions, 2001).  I 
could mine these veins for other motives: Powell’s circuitous journey back to the side-
by-side of his mother; the headless boy whose shackled hands, like the hand of Map-
plethorpe, the hands of Tzara and Warhol, just are the face-to-face upon which Barthes 
writes his desires.  I should try to motivate Barthes’ love affair by way of these severed 
parts, by way of this mother and son, who, at the time of this writing, are still on the 
way to their death-do-us-part mass grave.  Barthes in 1980 must “know” that Powell 
and Caroline are not wholly on common grounds.  Happily ever after, Barthes will be 
buried with his mother—long before Powell.

69 Likewise, Barthes sets aside this novel for reasons other than those elaborated in “Myth 
Today”: he’s not after the rhizome of connotation.
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time” of “so much to look forward to!” and “so much has happened!”  My 
slight contestation and clipped recitation of the tale may provide more weight 
to the cut that divides one from the other, but does it make a difference to 
the form of the cut, to what the cut reveals to Barthes about relation as such?  
No.70

That is to say, Barthes asks, not what else is there to discover about this 
photograph than “he is going to die?” or about any photograph than “this-has-
been,” but rather: how does this relation affect me?  How does this relation 
to exposure further expose me?  And: if I address this relation to another, if I 
testify to its grip, then what relation obtains through such testimony?  In the 
“Rhetoric of the Image,” the new consciousness that comes to call had only to 
do with the cela s’est passé ainsi—and in that case said mutation of informa-
tional economies didn’t have descendents that survived that text’s selection 
pressures: the rhetoric of the image killed off “the absolutely new and defini-
tively unsurpassable.”  But the one who reads “at the same time: this will be 
and this has been [en même temp: cela sera et cela a été]” has discovered 
something else—hence the horror, the shudder, the catastrophe.  Whereas 
“Rhetoric of the Image” opens and calmly closes the door on the shelter of 
the code, Camera Lucida gives a diagnosis of the one who goes on living in-
side after seeing his no way out: psychosis.  That’s what this rapport does to 
me: it insists; it breaks the logic of every other.

“Like Winnicott’s psychotic patient…”: under the cover of simile Barthes 
invokes the following passage from D. W. Winnicott’s posthumously published 

70 Or, perhaps, yes and no.  No: according to Barthes the “defeat of time” [CL, 96] occurs 
in “every photograph.”  Regardless of my affection, through the photographic evidence 
I witness the awakening of oblivion, each and every time and whether I acknowledge it 
or not.  Yes: this defeat of time wounds Barthes because Barthes finds the boy hand-
some and himself attracted; it wounds him because he can only find a bit of his mother’s 
survival on condition that she is to die, again.  This “yes and no” has its potency though.  
It helps me understand the relation between two puncta, what he calls the punctum of 
form and the punctum of intensity.  The latter he seeks to exemplify by way of Gardner’s 
portrait of Powell and by the Winter Garden photograph, the former by way of Kertész 
and a host of other photographs where a detail, which I come to share, leads him to 
his elsewhere, which I too can share, but only by way of a testimony that does without 
the visibly evident.  I can always declare, “this-has-been”; I can always read, “this is no 
more, this is going to end.”  Though every photograph can (emphasis on the possibility, 
perhaps so fugitive as to be impossible, of my relation finding its measure here) sustain 
this catastrophe for me, it happens only to the degree that I come to grieve the end of 
my desire.  I should argue that this punctum of intensity interrupts the punctum of form.
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article of 1974, “Fear of Breakdown”:

It is wrong to think of psychotic illness as a breakdown, it is a 
defense organization relative to a primitive agony…

I contend that clinical fear of breakdown is the fear of a break-
down that has already been experienced.  It is a fear of the original 
agony which caused the defense organization which the patient dis-
plays as an illness syndrome…

There are moments, according to my experience, when a patient 
needs to be told that the breakdown, a fear of which destroys his or 
her life, has already been.71

Barthes cites Winnicott once in Camera Lucida but several times in A Lover’s 
Discourse: Fragments.  The above passage in particular makes an appearance 
in the section of the latter called “Agony”:

The psychotic lives in the terror of breakdown (against which the 
various psychoses are merely defenses).  But “the clinical fear of 
breakdown is the fear of a breakdown which has already been expe-
rienced (primitive agony)… and there are moments when a patient 
needs to be told that the breakdown, fear of which is wrecking his 
life, has already occurred.”  Similarly, it seems, for the lover’s anxi-
ety: it is the fear of a mourning which has already occurred, at the 
very origin of love, from the moment when I was first “ravished.”  
Someone would have to be able to tell me: “Don’t be anxious any 
more—you’ve already lost him/her.”72

71 D. W. Winnicott, “Fear of Breakdown,” The International Review of Psychoanalysis 1 
(1974): 104.  I read to the end of the article before seeing that Winnicott had died, that 
the catastrophe of his death had already occurred—Barthes must have known and must 
have registered this too.  I, authoritatively commanded by Barthes’ imperative, “see 
like I see,” divine the punctual otherwise: whenever this text, Camera Lucida, regards 
me from elsewhere, for example, in Winnicott, I am traumatized by my non-reading.  I 
don’t understand Barthes; instead I find him everywhere, saying the same thing.  In S/Z 
I read the following script for this operation: “Rereading, an operation contrary to the 
commercial and ideological habits of our society, which would have us ‘throw away’ the 
story once it has been consumed (‘devoured’), so that we can then move on to another 
story, buy another book, and which is tolerated only in certain marginal categories of 
readers (children, old people, professors), rereading is here suggested at the outset, 
for it alone saves the text from repetition (those who fail to reread are obliged to read 
the same story everywhere).”  My irony: I can only read and read again that I have yet 
to reread Barthes.  Rather than reread Barthes I try to turn Camera Lucida into the al-
ready-read, my culture.  See Barthes and Balzac, S/Z, 15-16.  Cited in Barbara Johnson, 
“The Critical Difference,” Diacritics 8, no. 2 (1978 (1977)).  

72 Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments, trans. Richard Howard, 1st American 
ed. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978), 29-30.  I’ve maintained the alterations that oc-
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Barthes’ shudder before the photograph of his mother—je frémis—sustains 
the life of a body tuned to a double rather than a single tense: it will come 
and it has come already.  Winnicott’s analysand dreads what will come and 
precisely doesn’t and can’t acknowledge that it has come already.73  Accord-
ing to the analogy, like this psychotic Barthes fears a breakdown.  He fears 
that she will die, that his mother will die.  He fears that Payne will die—but 
also that his affection for the handsome one will die.  And so he too fears that 
he himself will die.  A photograph of his mother as a child has led him to this 
place, to the confluence of photography, death, and time that metonymically 
invests the photograph of Powell, and likewise “every photograph.”  But like 
Winnicott and unlike the psychotic Barthes has made a place for the supple-
ment of the other scene, for analysis itself, for someone who might have 
said, “don’t be anxious any more—you’ve already lost her.”  Barthes invents 
a collusion in which the photograph both protects him from what has hap-
pened (“don’t be anxious…”) and puts him through the worst.  In other words, 
Barthes’ bit of psychosis, this bit of mania referred to earlier, doesn’t perform 
to the letter.74  He fears what will come and knows what has come; as the 

curred to Winnicott under the pressure of English to French to English translation.  Rich-
ard Howard, Barthes’ translator, must not have consulted Winnicott’s text.

73 Or more exactly, mere acknowledgment wouldn’t retrieve and work through the original 
agony—at least, not without the major supplement of the analytic transference Winnicott 
writes: “…the breakdown has already happened, near the beginning of the individual’s 
life.  The patient needs to ‘remember’ this but it is not possible to remember something 
that has not yet happened, and this thing of the past has not happened yet because the 
patient was not there for it to happen to.  The only way to ‘remember’ in this case is for 
the patient to experience the past thing for the first time in the present, that is to say, in 
the transference.  This past and future thing becomes a matter of the here and now, and 
becomes experienced by the patient for the first time.  This is the equivalent of remem-
bering…” [FB, 105]  Interestingly, the “analyst’s failures and mistakes” [FB, 105] are 
what open the possibility of a repetition. 

74 Not that there is such a letter.  I just want to signal that the Barthes’ citation of psy-
chosis in particular and of psychoanalysis in general is complex.  He both borrows the 
authority of this other discourse, and plays fast and loose with its terms.  He’s offered 
comments on his version of psychoanalysis.  A fragment in Roland Barthes by Roland 
Barthes reads, “His relation to psychoanalysis is not scrupulous (though without his be-
ing able to pride himself on any contestation, any rejection).  It is an undecided rela-
tion.” Roland Barthes, Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes, trans. Richard Howard (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1977 (1975)).  And in an interview he is asked, “Is there a relation 
between the imaginaire, that central theme in your work, the image-repertoire, and 
Lacan’s imaginaire?”  He answers, “Yes, they’re the same thing, but I’m sure I deform 
this theme by isolating it.  I have the impression that the image-repertoire is almost the 
poor relation of psychoanalysis.  Trapped between the Real and the Symbolic, it seems 
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caption states: “he is dead and he is going to die.”75  The photograph of his 
mother as a child gives him something to fear, “death in the future,” and thus 
postpones this death—not just this death, but death, his, others’—this death-
in-the-future disavows the catastrophe that it nonetheless avows.  He sees 
that she will die …as will the rapport that binds him to her …as will he.  This is 
his fear.  He fears these deaths, death in the plural, suddenly prolific and con-
taminating.76 

But the catastrophe, her death, has already occurred—and so too have all 
the others.  There is death.  For Barthes, this photograph defends her only in 
order to attack her anew, only in order to attack him who sees a way to see 

underrated, at least by the psychoanalytic vulgate.  My book, on the other hand, will be 
an affirmation of the Imaginary.”  Barthes here maps the Lacanian text according to a 
family drama of its own (such a poor relation this Imaginary!) and goes on to treat its 
trinity as both righteous (there is an Imaginary!) and repressive (how it suffers!).  This 
amounts to creative parody: I don’t suffer my psychosis (because for me the paternal 
metaphor failed and still fails to take hold); instead I suffer just as the Imaginary suffers 
(because the paternal metaphor in fact must take hold).  Barthes accepts the Lacanian 
drama as a drama, the better to affirm its literary craft and disrobe its ascetic priests.  

75 Strangely, this caption, though hung between quotation marks, is not a quotation.  He 
nowhere in the text writes, “he is dead and he is going to die.”  If the quotations seek 
to perform according to photographic protocols—pointing to what-has-been in the text—
then I could with some justice and no little pain argue that these captions undermine the 
claim to certainty Barthes makes for such reference.  His captions introduce alteration 
at the very moment—but is it a moment?—that I expect absolute fidelity.  Photographic 
reference doesn’t work—just like citation doesn’t work.  Or, this break in fidelity is the 
condition of impossibility of reference.  What defends me from breakdown is no more 
resistant to breakdown, to decay and infidelity, than the loved body.  

76 In the opening pages of his essay, “The Deaths of Roland Barthes,” Derrida writes, “The 
proper name would have sufficed, for it alone and by itself says death, all deaths in one.  
It even says death while the bearer of it is still living.  While so many codes and rites 
work to take away this privilege, because it is so terrifying, the proper name alone and 
by itself forcefully declares the unique disappearance of the unique, I mean the singular-
ity of an unqualifiable death (and this word ‘unqualifiable’ already resonates like a quo-
tation from one of Roland Barthes’ texts that I will reread later).  Death inscribes itself 
right in the name, but it does so in order to immediately disperse itself there in order to 
insinuate a strange syntax—in the name of only one to answer to many.”  Derrida is here 
working over the title of his piece, accounting for the plural, giving a word, “death,” and 
taking it back as redundant.  Not just Barthes’ name, but the proper name itself, and 
with it all names—these say death already.  These declare the unique disappearance of 
the unique; and because the unique can never be presented without being repeated, the 
unique is lost as it is said.  On the other hand, no repetition actually repeats the same 
and so the alteration installed by the photographic trait will have its specificity, even if 
this specificity can’t itself be made to appear as a something.  See Jacques Derrida, “The 
Deaths of Roland Barthes,” in Philosophy and Non-Philosophy since Merleau-Ponty, ed.  
Hugh J. Silverman, Continental Philosophy (New York and London: Routledge, 1988), 
259.
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her again.  But as he says: whether or not the subject is dead, every photo-
graph is this catastrophe.  A strange formulation however: the photograph 
provides defense, shows the absolute past of the pose, shows the handsome 
boy as handsome, gives him a redoubled beauty: a handsome photograph of 
a handsome boy.  I can’t help but preserve the handsomeness of the boy, the 
handsomeness of the picture colluding to keep and make present and durable, 
present and permanent, this relic, a bone of paper and silver, which, more 
than flesh and blood, lives beyond everything—and so gives the lie to finitude.

According to Barthes’ version of Winnicott’s logic, if I fear death (and suf-
fer this fear to the point of immobility and tears and solitude—“but she’s al-
ready dead,” the other may say, trying to help but reiterating my isolation) 
then what I fear is a death that has already come.  My fear of death is a de-
fense: not only is she dead already, I too am dead already.  Somehow.  I died 
before.  Long ago.  So did everyone else.  There’s nothing coming that’s not 
already here, so there’s nothing to fear.  The question is not, how can I pre-
pare for the death that is coming, but how can I recall and remember and af-
firm having died already?  Who will authoritatively tell me not to worry?  Who 
will persuade me that I’ve already lost… Lost what?  Everything.  How can I 
work through the catastrophe of my own death as a death that isn’t on-the-
way, but has already happened?  

These questions may indeed have other contexts,77 but they too have an-
swers in the context of Barthes’ tale.  The child and the primitive have their 
privilege for Barthes the psychotic, the “maniac” who allegedly lives without 
culture.  In the same essay Winnicott writes:

Many men and women spend their lives wondering whether to 
find a solution by suicide, that is, sending the body to death which 
has already happened to the psyche.  Suicide is no answer, how-

77 In Being and Time authentic Being-towards-death reveals my finitude and the essential 
fragility of every mode of world disclosure, every understanding of being.  Heidegger 
attempts to distinguish death from demise, the latter being the ontic end of a life, the 
former being the name for an ontological condition.  He gives the name “Death” to the 
nothing beneath Dasein’s projects, plans, and commitments.  What I do will always 
come to naught—for me.  But then my being-towards-death is too the source of my 
openness to what comes: that other commitments, marginal and minor and contestable, 
can orient a world is possible only on the basis of this originary gap.  That I died already 
means not that I am factically always dying, i.e. inexorably heading towards my demise, 
but 
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ever, but is a despair gesture.  I now understand for the first time 
what my schizophrenic patient (who did kill herself) meant when 
she said: ‘All I ask you to do is to help me to commit suicide for the 
right reason instead of for the wrong reason.’  I did not succeed and 
she killed herself in despair of finding the solution.  Her aim (as I 
now see) was to get it stated by me that she died in infancy.  On 
this basis I think she and I could have enabled her to put off body 
death till old age took its toll. [FB, 106]78

Barthes gets it so stated.79  Insofar as a photograph gives the permanence 
of the pose—“the absolute past of the pose (aorist)”—it inculcates the fear 
of impermanence.  With this fear I seek to defend myself against an imper-
manence already at work, already consuming everything and everyone.  The 
handsome boy, the handsome photograph: the studium rewards as it con-
soles, gives the body to beauty and to my story which keeps its own time and 
to knowledge and in so doing seeks to shield everything from obliteration.  
The nothing-to-say of the punctum—the same-time of he is dead and he is 
going to die—gives permanence a frame and breaks this frame: I see it, and I 
see that it is no longer there where or when I see it.  My vision is certain and 
is nonetheless at odds with anything visible.  Barthes both indulges the temp-
tation of permanence and is open to the cut of his losses.  This “both… and” 

78 Had she only found the right reason to kill herself—What then?  Weren’t there good rea-
sons not to kill herself?  Winnicott would have tried to break this logic with another one: 
not, “don’t kill yourself,” but “you’re dead already.”  Or: what you want to kill in yourself 
died long ago, in infancy.  Now you must understand and say ‘yes’ to your having indeed 
survived this death.  Winnicott makes a remarkable confession in this passage: “I did 
not succeed.”  He writes, “Death, looked at in this way as something that happened to 
the patient but which the patient was not mature enough to experience, has the mean-
ing of annihilation.  It is like this, that a pattern developed in which the continuity of 
being was interrupted by the patient’s infantile reactions to impingement, these being 
environmental factors that were allowed to impinge by failures of the facilitating environ-
ment.”  Without naming names Winnicott tells a story of first causes and lasting effects: 
an infant suffered a bit of annihilation but this bit is somehow still to come.

79 Note to self: infancy makes too many appearances here.  The so-called infant never is, 
never is without speech, but is said to be, is very often called upon to say, “I can say 
nothing.”  What’s the point of this child branding?  If Barthes cites this Winnicott busi-
ness about the death of the infans, then I can legitimately glaze these remarks with a 
classical topos: to gain the word is to fall for substitution; to fall into language is to die.  
The primitive that Barthes would be is the primitive he would have already been—which 
never was.  The dossier would open to recent works by Georgio Agamben and Christo-
pher Fynsk.  See Giorgio Agamben, Infancy and History: The Destruction of Experience 
(London; New York: Verso, 1993), Christopher Fynsk, Infant Figures: The Death of the 
Infans and Other Scenes of Origin (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2000).
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both structures the photographic encounter and exceeds the strictly photo-
graphic frame.  For Barthes “every photograph” both sustains the fear of im-
permanence and seeks to dissolve this fear; every photograph both sides with 
the defense as well as exposes such defense to corruption and contamination.  
I get it so stated: in that I’ve already lost everything I’ve never possessed 
anything, even the claim to having sheltered anything, myself, my beloved, 
anything from time.80  Barthes stages diagnosis and cure, which doesn’t end 
anything, just the survival of a shudder—“je frémis”—a certain body touched 
by what touched it already and left an impression, a print. 

But here I risk making structural a relation to catastrophe that Winnicott 
cultivates only in and for particular circumstances.  Not everyone is plagued 
by a “clinical fear of breakdown”; not everyone dies in infancy the way Win-
nicott’s suicide may have.81  Because Barthes’ simile authorizes application 
of Winnicott’s logic beyond the bounds of psychoanalytic cases and contexts 
and beyond the passage in question, I want to argue that Winnicott’s death 
sentences bear repeating whenever Barthes uses an infant to make his point.  
And further, that these infants help Barthes formulate his otherwise than rhe-
torical approach to the evidentiary.  

80 In this living-on and dying-always I am interested precisely because I too died already.  
I, the infant, the child, the “primitive,” died.  I the one who wasn’t an “I” yet died in or-
der that I come into being.  If I can’t face this agony now it’s because I wasn’t there to 
face it in the first place.  I am the one who survived silence, survived infancy, though I 
precisely wasn’t there in some tense or other to survive anything.  I am, however, the 
one who discovers himself saying, “I survived”—somehow.  I am that I am a survivor.  
Though I wasn’t there, she was.  I rely on her not only to testify to the reality of my 
agony—that there was a disaster, that infancy “ended” never having begun in a time 
I can call my own: to fall out of infancy is to fall into time, to fall into the time of the 
other, to fall into the shelter which I’ve called culture, a shelter which isn’t truly one at 
all but a makeshift, an artifice.  Rather than ratify my agony she defends me from it’s 
having happened at all.  As long as she is, I remain oblivious to this death.  I remain an 
infant, this solitary one who in talking to everyone else doesn’t talk to her.  By definition, 
no one can talk to the parent as parent because a parent shelters and reassures only the 
infant.  As long as she is my mother I am yet to find my way to speech—not that she is 
only this, or I only that.  But if I prefer not to prefer this—the death of the infant—it’s 
because I would rather fear a catastrophe as though it were still to come than suffer that 
I lost her already and at the beginning.  So, rather than dread the end of infancy, which 
came at the beginning, I dread my mother’s death.  Is she dead?  Yes and no.  I kill her 
as I survive my infancy.  But to the extent that I revive the latter she lives.

81 But why not?  Why not err—and mostly I will—on the side of this death before death?  
Perhaps the word “clinical” qualifies the claim well enough: while some must hit the 
clinic, others are plagued by less severe, less paralyzing fears.  I’m putting Winnicott to 
work the way Barthes does, which respects little if any measure.
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For example, in A Lover’s Discourse an infant best articulates my rapport 
to the beloved: 

I shall be like the infans who contents himself with a blank word 
to show something: Ta, Da, Tat (says Sanskrit).  Thus, the lover will 
say: you are thus, thus and so, precisely thus.”  Designating you as 
thus, I enable you to escape the death of classification, I kidnap you 
from the Other, from language, I want you to be immortal.  As he is, 
the loved being no longer receives any meaning, neither from my-
self nor from the system in which he is caught; he is no more than a 
text without context; I no longer need or desire to decipher him; he 
is in a sense the supplement of his own site.  If he were only site, I 
might well, someday, replace him, but I can substitute nothing for 
the supplement of his site, his thus.” [LD, 221-222]82

Speaking otherwise than speech and yet out loud, the lover as infant points to 
someone or something other than a who or a what.  The lover seeks to refer 
to the thus-that-he-is, neutralizing the who-he-is or what-he-is.  For Barthes, 
the questions who? and what? situate identities and substances, call for con-
text and narration, make a site where many could fit the bill of my affections: 
someone who is, for example, my type.  Barthes writes: 

I love the other, not according to his (accountable) qualities, but 
according to his existence; by a movement one might call mystical, 
I love, not what he is, but that he is. [LD, 222]

The lover’s discourse would stubbornly resist accounting for and recount-
ing qualities; it avoids the questions who? and what? and instead finds itself 
repeating groundless declarations: “it’s him!” or it’s her!” or “that one!”  Or 
rather, Barthes’ amorous subject finds himself saying, “I don’t know why I 
love him, but…” or “yes, everything and everyone speaks against it, neverthe-
less…”  So, if I ask this subject, “precisely what in the other is to be without 

82 Barthes next crafts an analogy: “in restaurants, once the last service is over, the tables 
are set again for the next day: same white cloth, same silverware, same salt and pepper 
shakers: this is the world of site, of replacement: no thus.” [LD, 221-222]  The structur-
alist vs. the lover: the “same white tablecloth” is only the same from the point of view 
of the structure.  Not that tablecloth, that one, but the tablecloth, any one that does and 
performs as any other does in this context and as this context.  The structure governs 
the intelligibility of the terms as terms.  The tablecloth and the napkin are what they are 
because of their difference from one another.  A supplement to this site would neces-
sarily fall outside this intelligibility and every other—to the extent that he is for me and 
sustained without being caught in a logic of difference.
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qualities, kept from language, free of system, of context, irreplaceable be-
cause not a coin in a system of exchange, untranslatable?” then I’ve asked 
the wrong question.  I’ve asked the wrong question because if his excellence 
amounts to a communicable something or other then the amorous relation 
is reducible to an order of predicates, to a system.  That he is: this is the in-
tractable, both out of play and the playground itself.  And only by virtue of my 
desire and say so, my infantile “thus,” is he to be irreplaceable and incorrupt-
ible, i.e. the one I love.83  Irreplaceable, incorruptible, site-less, without con-
text, immortal: for me—not immortal for others.  The others can’t love him as 
I love him, and so he doesn’t exist for them.  For the others he is a bundle of 
qualities and intelligible traits.  

But because the questions, “who?” and “what?” can’t account for my love, 
because the lover loves with neither reason nor good grounds—directly con-
testing those many discourses (for Barthes powerful all) that purport to out 
the mothers and fathers and secrets of an always already Oedipal desire, that 
purport to make love move according to the turns of culture, that purport to 
show how historical and thus contingent are the social formations that gov-
ern the rites and rituals of coupling, of matrimony, of sex, of the perversions, 
whether valued or not, whether made criminal, medical, or “private”—because 
the lover loves without these reasons the lover must positively protect himself 
and the other from these reason, these disciplines, languages, and contextu-
alizations.  Or rather and importantly, Barthes writes as though acknowledg-
ing that it’s already too late.  It’s always too late.  Thus, the other must be 

83 To be irreplaceable.  Not that he is or can be without me.  Barthes in this text would give 
what he calls only the discourse of the lover, which is not to decide certain vulgar onto-
logical questions: whether or not there can be any such beings, whether the lover can 
be or should be cured of these afflictions, whether asking “why him and not another?” 
deserves an answer.  This lover’s discourse is also a mourner’s discourse; in a 1980 
interview with Laurent Dispot for Le Matin, Barthes says as much: “The first part of… 
[Camera Lucida] could have been called [The Pleasure of the Image].  But I then begin a 
more painful reflection on an episode of mourning, on grief.  I try to discover and explain 
what causes this painful impression: the violence of ‘what was there.’  This is ‘photo-
graphic ecstasy’: certain photographs take you outside yourself, when they are associ-
ated with a loss, an emptiness, and in this sense my book is symmetrical to A Lover’s 
Discourse, in the realm of mourning.”  See Roland Barthes, “From Taste to Ecstasy,” in 
The Grain of the Voice: Interviews, 1962-1980 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1991), 351.  The lover’s discourse and the mourner’s discourse are discourses of the “as 
if,” as the epitaph from Barthes on Barthes makes explicit: “It must all be considered as 
if spoken by a character in a novel. [Tout cici doit e’tre consideréré comme dit par un 
personnage de roman].”  See Barthes, Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes, 1.
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led away, must be kidnapped, i.e. must be led away against the law, must be 
affirmed above and beyond the here and now of the world.  In another frag-
ment of the Discourse… Barthes writes: “The world is full of indiscreet neigh-
bors with whom I must share the other.  The world is just that: an obligation 
to share.” [LD, 110]  I must share… but I won’t.84  As I want him to be free of 
the world I register the grip of the world; as I want him to be immortal I reg-
ister the coil of the all too mortal.  As stated before, if I am anxious over los-
ing him—to the world and to death—it’s because I’ve lost him already.

Camera Lucida rehearses much of this logic and this infans.  In fact it’s 
difficult to avoid the following isomorphism: the studium is to the punctum 
as the qualities of the beloved are to his impossible thus.  The first person of 
Camera Lucida simulates the lover’s discourse whenever the visible matter of 
the punctum dematerializes, whenever the “for me” of the punctum seeks to 
break not only from why? and what? but altogether from the shelter of cul-
ture.  Just as the cultural turn would liquidate my astonishment by situating 
it within a system of connotations procedures, so too would the cultural turn 
institute one of its discourses as the proper site of the lover’s.  Barthes all but 
invites the assimilation: 

Each time I would read something about Photography, I would 
think of some photograph I loved, and this made me furious.  My-
self, I saw only the referent, the desired object, the beloved body; 
but an importunate voice (the voice of knowledge, of scientia) then 
abjured me in a severe tone: “Get back to photography.  What you 
are seeing here and what makes you suffer belongs to the category 
‘Amateur Photographs,’ dealt with by a team of sociologists; nothing 
but the trace of a social protocol of integration, intended to reassert 
the Family, etc.”  Yet I persisted…  [CL, 7]

Or:

The studium is that very wide field of unconcerned desire, of 
various interest, of inconsequential taste: I like / I don’t like.  The 
studium is of the order of liking, not of loving… [CL, 27] 

And Camera Lucida’s infant, the child-primitive-madman, explicitly cites that 
of A Lover’s Discourse: 

84 But I do share this not sharing; only the other, the other who is not a neighbor, can re-
lieve me of this sharing.
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In order to designate reality, Buddhism says sunya, the void; 
but better still: tathata, as Alan Watts has it, the fact of being this, 
of being thus, of being so; tat means “that” in Sanskrit and sug-
gests the gesture of the child pointing his finger at something and 
saying: that, there it is, lo!” … the Photograph is never anything but 
an antiphon [JHM: the antiphon is the response within a dialogic 
relation, an answer to a call] of “Look,” “See,” “Here it is”; it points 
a finger at certain vis-à-vis, and cannot escape this pure deictic lan-
guage.  [CL, 4-5]85 

I love the photograph because I love the beloved body.  I see through the 
photograph to the one I love.  Photography responds to Barthes’ call, to the 
deictic pronouncement, “here he is!”  The “furious” one, who persists despite 
the severe tones of the reasonable, happily surrenders to them “the very wide 
field of unconcerned desire.“  This instantiation of the lover’s discourse, like 
the other, won’t give up on the impossible, but continues to invent a site for 
what is to remain free of site, of context.  And this instantiation too returns to 
the fable of the barely speaking infans, both to the origin of language and the 
originary encounter with the Real before and as it is lost.  Before semiosis, 
before exchange and substitution, before context and site, there is to have 
been what he calls “the absolute Particular, the sovereign Contingency, matte 
and somehow stupid, the This…” [CL, 4]  What difference does photography 
make for this claim that Camera Lucida shares with A Lover’s Discourse?  In 
the latter Barthes translates the lover’s deixis as that-he-is; the lover divides 
figure from ground in an immortal and immutable present.  The antiphon of 
the lover’s address is the immortal text without context, the beloved in his 
impossible ideality, his singularity.  

Similarly, in Camera Lucida Barthes translates photography as the an-
tiphon of a deixis, but the response spans tenses unavailable to the lover’s 
discourse.  I, enrapt by the photograph, do this thing that the child is said to 
do—and also something else: I immortalize and obliterate.  The photograph is 

85 The use of antiphon here is curious.  Perhaps I should look forward to the encounter 
with the Winter Garden photograph, which he likens to a “dead theater of Death.” [CL, 
90]  But I can say this: no one says, “look!”  The image comes whether I want it to or 
not.  If the photograph is the answer, then I’m always left to wonder after the question 
and the imperative, but always too late.  Barthes writes, “The photograph is violent: not 
because it shows violent things, but because on each occasion it fills the sight by force 
[chaque fois elle emplit de force la vue], and because in it nothing can be refused or 
transformed...” [CL, 91; CC, 143]
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handsome as is the boy: look, this boy lives forever, but he is also dead, and 
so this boy is going to die, forever.  Winnicott’s psychotic shudders along the 
contours of both texts, but the photograph makes literal, formal, and visible a 
relation to the other that A Lover’s Discourse leaves unremarked.  

When drawing up the figure of “The Absent One” in A Lover’s Discourse, 
Barthes writes: 

Endlessly I sustain the discourse of the beloved’s absence; actu-
ally a preposterous situation; the other is absent as referent, pres-
ent as allocutory.  This singular distortion generates a kind of insup-
portable present; I am wedged between two tenses, that of the ref-
erence and that of the allocution: you have gone (which I lament), 
you are here (since I am addressing you).  Whereupon I know what 
the present, that difficult tense, is: a pure portion of anxiety.  

Absence persists—I must endure it.  Hence I will manipulate it: 
transform the distortion of time into oscillation, produce rhythm, 
make an entrance onto the stage of language (language is born of 
absence: the child has made himself a doll out of a spool, throws it 
away and picks it up again, miming the mother’s departure and re-
turn; a paradigm is created).  Absence becomes an active presence. 
[LD, 15-16]

…for me: the absent beloved is there for me as absent insofar as I can manip-
ulate him by manipulating the various spools of my desire; I speak of him and 
he is here as he is here and there, da and fort.  I transform his going away 
into my game and my terms and so build the language game of my anxiety.  
This anxiety isn’t a state of mind but a particular way of doing things with 
words and things.  His mode of being-there, his not-being-there—which is a 
continuous modification of his being-there—can hurt me, but now this pain is 
mine; I play with it as I undergo it.  I transform every “where did he go?” into 
“I sent him away and can bring him back…”  But when attuning to the photo-
graphic apparition of his mother Barthes surrenders the prose of such com-
mand and control:

Here again is the Winter Garden Photograph [Voici de nouveau 
La Photo du Jardin d’Hiver].  I am alone before it/her [seul devant 
elle], with it/her [avec elle].  The loop [boucle] is closed, there is no 
escape.  I suffer, motionless [Je souffre, immobile].  Cruel, sterile 
deficiency: I cannot transform my grief, I cannot let my gaze drift; 
no culture will help me utter this suffering which I experience [cette 
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souffrance que je vis] entirely on the level of the image’s finitude 
(that is why, despite its codes, I cannot read a photograph): Pho-
tography—my Photography—is without culture: when it is painful, 
nothing in it can transform my grief into mourning.  And if dialec-
tic is that thought which masters the corruptible and converts the 
negation of death into the power to work, then the photograph is 
undialectical: it is a denatured theater where death cannot “be con-
templated,” reflected and interiorized; or again: the dead theater of 
Death, the foreclosure of the Tragic, excludes all purification, all ca-
tharsis. [CL, 90; CC, 140-141: translation modified]86

I want to establish the failed traffic between these two passages and 
in doing so want to register what doesn’t pass between love and grief: the 
lover’s discourse would put absence and loss into words, grief insists upon 
the failure of words to handle suffering.  While the lover’s version of fort and 
da might be said to allegorize photographic reference (there she goes! here 
she is again!) for Barthes the Winter Garden photograph doesn’t symbolize 
or allow me to take the place of anything.  While my studium might allow a 
photographic image to substitute for and stand in a contingent and conven-
tional relation to anything at all, to mean something and teach me something, 
my punctum insists upon dumb pleasure and dumber injury.  Voici de nou-
veau my grief… and not mourning, grief and not a working-through over and 
through the corpus of a photographic “work,” a work of mourning that econo-
mizes on death.  According to Barthes, the Winter Garden Photograph shall 
not be a monument to his grief, shall not monumentalize and settle his grief.  
It shall not be the displaced scar of a prior wound but instead the wound it-
self, or rather, the wounding itself ever renewed, ever renewable, again and 
again; it wounds and this wound remains untransformed, unremitting.87  In 

86 The original French version of Camera Lucida, La chambre claire, includes marginal 
notes.  Here there occurs a reference to Phillipe Lacoue-Labarthe’s 1978 essay “La cé-
sure du speculatif.”  For a fine English translation see Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Typog-
raphy: Mimesis, Philosophy, Politics, trans. Christopher Fynsk (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1989).

87 In another idiom: not an effect that refers to a cause, but the cause itself in its naked 
power.  Classically, I could settle into and for metonymy, the trope that substitutes an 
effect for the cause.  I could do this rather than work up to Pierce’s version: the indexi-
cal sign.  Barthes does take the photograph to be “ literally an emanation of the refer-
ent” [CL, 80].  The Nietzsche of “On Truth and Lie in an Extra-Moral Sense” and The Ge-
nealogy of Morals would remind me of the proleptic structure of such a relation.  There 
are no (first) causes, just a chain of effects that relate by force of convention.  Barthes’ 
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other words, this, my suffering, only has a future: it will come again and 
again.  In this way does the photographic performance traumatize: though 
it comes again in coming at all, I am permanently unprepared for what will 
come.  I can’t situate the future of these losses in the frame of a past experi-
ence because the experience is just never past.  I missed the encounter.88  I 
missed (her) having died already.  Her death strikes me over and over; her 
death strikes me over and over as not having happened, then or yet.  I am 
both too late to prepare for the one just past and too early for the one on the 
way.  

Whereas the lover’s discourse is said to transform the absence of the 
beloved and counts on the infant’s “first” word to suspend every other dis-
course, every other system, the one answered by the photographic antiphon 
finds other linguistic prostheses out of play and powerless to break this circuit 
of call and response.  I say, “there she is,” and then all I can do with this pic-
ture is repeat these words.  The one who so grieves doesn’t seek to protect 
his beloved from the corrosive touch of system as the lover might; he finds 
rather that language, classification, and system fail to give time and measure 
to the loss.  This grief isn’t a process and doesn’t progress; I don’t interiorize 
anything.  “Voici de nouveau” runs on its own.  The end is not in sight.  

While according to A Lover’s Discourse “culture” is the name for what 
threatens my love from within (the beloved might speak89) and without (I 
must share him and have already shared him), according to the passage 
above culture is the name for what can’t protect me from this supplement of 
grief: he writes, “no culture will help me utter this suffering which I experi-

point though appears to be of another subtlety: I see through the effect (my pain) to a 
cause (her death) that both has happened already and hasn’t happened yet.  I shudder 
because nothing here can persuade me not to try to save her, as though my pain were a 
warning sign, a precursor of what is to come and not a result of something having come 
already.  He may call this psychosis, but his psychosis is constitutive of another relation.  
It’s either psychosis or nothing.

88 I will reschedule the missed encounter when I turn to Ronell, who, apropos the steps of 
Rodney King, writes, “our encounter with the real is a missed appointment.” [TV, 322]

89 “In the other’s perfect and ‘embalmed’ figure (for that is the degree to which it fasci-
nates me) I perceive suddenly a speck of corruption.  This speck is a tiny one: a gesture, 
a word, an object, a garment, something unexpected which appears (which dawns) from 
a region I had never even suspected, and suddenly attaches the loved object to a com-
monplace world.” [LD, 25]  And: “Quite frequently, it is by language that the other is al-
tered; the other speaks a different word, and I hear rumbling menacingly a whole other 
world, which is the world of the other.” [LD, 26]  
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ence.”  With his “thus, that he is!” the lover registers the promise (an escape 
from language) and a constitutive impotence of the lover’s discourse (already 
and before everything I’ve lost him to the others).  With his photographic 
translation, which register the defeat of time in a “thus that he was,” Barthes 
suffers a place and a time in which a place and a time are disjoint: alone with 
her, alone with it, he too is photographed, immobilized, sterilized, speech-
less, unable to read, unable to transform, unable to look away.  I can’t have 
done with it, can’t use it up as a resource, if it can’t and won’t end.  My suf-
fering will have been in vain, because if it’s not in vain then my suffering is 
no longer suffering; if it’s not for nothing and no reason, then this suffering 
has its uses, leads to knowledge, experience, a new life, catharsis, a work of 
art perhaps.  According to Barthes I use up my suffering in order to get over 
and done with its cause.  Thus do I hold onto the cause and onto the cause of 
the cause, her and I, by sustaining the suffering, by allowing the suffering to 
nourish me.

Barthes writes this scene—perhaps the only scene possible in the dead 
theater of death90—as though his very body, now said to be paralyzed and 
aphasic, necessarily mimes the photographic performance.  This photograph 
photographs him, the one who finds himself repeating, “voici de nouveau…”  
Who or what says “voici de nouveau”?  No one.  And yet there it is again.  
The opening words of the passage read as an allegory of the photographic 
performance.91  I exclaim to you, again and again, here it is again, because to 
me it does this thing, again and again.  It, saying the same thing, says noth-
ing.  This is its mode of not speaking, of remaining silent.  As she is dead, I 
am dead already, without a voice and without a body, lost; but as she is dead 
and going to die, going to die again, I suffer these losses anew and speak 
of them, saying, “voici de nouveau,” my only resource.  Photographed, I am 
caught between her death and her life and so myself don’t live the suffering 
as an event, but as the suspension of all happening.  I suffer without precisely 
undergoing anything like an experience.  In this way does the sentence, “I 

90 Performative contradiction: does his dramaturgy show that drama never has done with 
anything?

91 The preceding lines read: “Motionless, the Photograph flows back from presentation to 
retention.  ¶  I can put this another way [Je puis le dire autrement].  Here again is the 
Winter Garden Photograph…”  “Motionless, the photograph” becomes “I suffer, motion-
less.”  Paralysis contaminates, as does animation.
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suffer, motionless,” perform like an oxymoron: to the extent that I am not 
moved, I can’t be said to suffer; to the extent that I am moved, I am animat-
ed.  But here I am moved to the point of immobility, so animated as to have 
given up animation.

It wasn’t always this way.  “I suffer, motionless” appears to collapse much 
of the work of Camera Lucida upon the common sense of still photography.  
In Part One and through scrupulous phenomenological attention Barthes had 
affirmed photographic animation, adventure, and movement.  He thereby 
disturbed the understanding of still photography as precisely still.  I want to 
retrieve these affirmations for the apparent freeze frame of the Winter Garden 
Photograph.  I will find that his two puncta—of form, desire’s metonymy, and 
what he in regard to the Gardner photograph calls “intensity”: “this new punc-
tum, which is no longer of form but of intensity, is Time, the lacerating em-
phasis of the noeme (‘that-has-been’)…” These two puncta compose together.  
The latter doesn’t supplant the former, doesn’t clip the metonymic wings; 
rather the former disseminates and gives life even to injury.

In the early pages of Camera Lucida Barthes speaks of animation:

…[S]uddenly a specific photograph reaches me; it animates me, 
and I animate it [elle m’anime et je l’anime].  So that is how I must 
name the attraction which makes it exist: an animation.  The photo-
graph itself is in no way animated (I do not believe in “lifelike” pho-
tographs), but it animates me: this is what creates every adventure. 
[CL, 20; CC, 39]

And he does so later while defining what he will call the “blind field [champ 
aveugle]” opened by the punctum.  He writes:

When we define the Photograph as a motionless image, this 
does not mean only that the figures it represents do not move; 
it means that they do not emerge, do not leave [qu’ils ne sortent 
pas]: they are anesthetized and fastened down, like butterflies.  Yet 
once there is a punctum a blind field is created (is divined)… [CL, 
57; CC, 90]

What there is to see interests me and so provokes only my studium, but the 
punctum, when it comes, not only moves me, it moves me to move beyond 
what is there.  For example, the erotic photograph
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…takes the spectator out of the frame, and it is there that I ani-
mate this photograph and that it animates me [je l’anime et elle 
m’anime].  The punctum, then, is a kind of subtle outside [de hors-
champ subtil]—as if the image launched desire beyond what it gives 
us to see [comme si l’image lançait le désir au-delà de ce qu’elle 
donne à voir]: not only toward “the rest” of the nakedness, not only 
toward the fantasy of a praxis, but toward the absolute excellence 
of a being, body and soul together.  [CL, 59; CC, 90-93]

Erotic animation—which here gives the name “erotic” to photographic adven-
ture as such—appears to allow Barthes to distinguish between studium and 
punctum in nearly literal terms: in terms of the visible and the invisible, in 
terms of immobility and mobility (still photography and true motion pictures), 
in terms of inside and outside, inside the frame and beyond it: a champ aveu-
gle that is a hors-champ not-so-subtle.  

But Barthes supplements the literal with a turn of phrase that calls for 
some other eye: he turns me not only toward the rest of a body, not only to-
ward the rest of a praxis—these too—but also “toward the absolute excellence 
of a being.”  The excellence of a being: where is this, and what is this?  Here’s 
his instance:

This boy with his arm outstretched, his radiant smile, though his 
beauty is no way classical or academic, and though he is half out of 
the photograph, shifted to the extreme left of the frame, incarnates 
a kind of blissful eroticism; the photograph leads me to distinguish 
between the “heavy” desire of pornography from the light desire of 
eroticism; after all, perhaps this a question of “luck”: the photog-
rapher has caught the boy’s hand [la main du garçon] (the boy is 
Mapplethorpe himself, I believe) at just the right degree of open-
ness, the right density of abandonment: a few millimeters more or 
less and the divined body would no longer have been offered with 
benevolence… the photographer has found the right moment, the 
kairos of desire. [CL, 59; CC, 95]

With this example Barthes would dramatize not only the off-frame body but 
the so-called absolute excellence of this being, not only animation per se, but 
what he means when he writes, “je l’anime et elle m’anime.”  How does he 
make the “absolute excellence” of this being legible?  He judges “la main du 
garçon” to have the “right density of abandonment,” and thus does he come 
to see there benevolence.  I note the claim less to evaluate it than to register 
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Barthes’ habit of mind: for him an open hand doesn’t signify benevolence in 
opposition to a closed hand or fist, which might be said to signify diffidence 
or avarice or threat.  Or: an open hand doesn’t signify abandonment, loss, 
having-given-up everything—while the closed hand would signify possession, 
the firm grip of concept and percept.  Rather, what signifies loss and by way 
of loss, benevolence, for Barthes is the hand somewhat open and somewhat 
closed, the hand neither open nor closed, the hand opened just enough but 
not too much.92  Benevolent is the hand caught between the terms of a binary 
code, a code already at work, between common measures—and thus unmea-
sured: as though benevolence were in play here for Barthes precisely because 
out of play at the level of the code.93  Benevolent is this hand and thus is he 
who moves the hand, the “divined body,” and thus a body and a soul.  Just so 
does he see his way to excellence.  

Barthes’ reading pivots—again, I won’t evaluate the claim, won’t contest 
his just enough with one of my own, his benevolence with another quality or 
lack thereof—Barthes reading pivots on a break in a strict coding of a differ-
ence, a break in the studium to which open hands and fists might be said to 
belong.  This hand, open just enough, has it’s measure—all others being on 
the side of a not—but an idiosyncratic one, a term in Barthes’ idiolect, com-
municable only by way of invention and say so, his “for me…”  What there is 
to see puts me through to what lies beyond by means of a rent in the fabric 
of my understanding, the fabric of my studium.  Just as the right moment of 

92 I’m reading with Camera Lucida in one hand and The Pleasure of the Text in the other, 
in particular, the following passage: “Neither culture nor its destruction is erotic; it is 
the seam between them, the fault, the flaw, which becomes so…  ¶  Whence, perhaps, 
a means of evaluating the works of our modernity: their value would proceed from their 
duplicity.  By which it must be understood that they always have two edges.  The sub-
versive edge may seem privileged because it is the edge of violence; but it is not vio-
lence which affects pleasure, nor is it destruction which interests it; what pleasure wants 
is the site of loss, the seam, the cut, the deflation, the dissolve which seizes the subject 
in the midst of bliss.  Culture thus recurs as this edge: in no matter what form.” [PT, 7].  
He’s putting Sade in first place, accounting for the eroticism of the latter by referring 
not to the depictions of sexual acts: as he says, “[in Sade] pornographic messages are 
embodied in sentences so pure they might be used as grammatical models.” [PT, 6]  The 
grammatical model would be the very model for culture’s reign and reproduction, and 
the “embodied” pornographic message would, in this instance, provide the body to cut 
against the former grain.  Loss constitutes its own site; there is no site for loss, but the 
site that comes into being at the moment (when?) of loss.  

93 When Barthes encounters the Winter Garden photograph he sees there his mother’s 
kindness.  Where is this kindness?  Nowhere but in the disqualification of legible traits.  
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desire, the kairos of desire, isn’t to be by the chronos, isn’t to be by the clock, 
so too does the hand open just enough for me.

“Je l’anime et elle m’anime,” that is to say, a code that is not a code takes 
over; Barthes’ idiom takes over, takes over what there is to see and his way 
of seeing what there is.  And so the other punctum, the punctum of intensity, 
of the defeat of time, comes into focus.  The Winter Garden photograph and 
Gardner’s portrait too open a blind field—but onto precisely nothing, onto the 
nothing and nowhere of deanimated and deanimating bodies.  La Photo me 
désanime et je la désanime.  The passage that opens with the photographic 
performance, voici de nouveau…, registers another punctum: the writing 
both closes around the wound and opens itself as a wounded site.  As a lover, 
moved by and moving au-delà de l’image érotique to the future of a body, he 
sees only possibility and writes as though the punctum animates itself, “end-
lessly” animating its own renewal, its own life, its own elsewhere: it animates 
me to animate it to animate me.  This loop too is closed, but the closure 
opens onto more time, more to say, more to see, other codes than the code, 
to the affirmative utopia of the lover’s discourse.  The one who can’t let his 
gaze drift has suffered another punctum, one that ruins the conditions of its 
own possibility, that appears to close the account on the drift of other differ-
ences, and thus on life, on time, on moving or being moved by anything else.  

And this ruin always obtains: in other words, this boy too will die; Robert 
Mapplethorpe will die.94  This photograph too is handsome, as is this boy.  I 
too shudder over a catastrophe that has already occurred.  He is going to die 
and he is dead already.  But more, as he writes, “whether or not the subject 
is already dead, every photograph is this catastrophe.”  Thus does the punc-
tum of Time confront every other punctum.  On the one hand, he and I go on 
living in that I continue to animate him and he continues to animate me; I 
continue to invent differences from the ruins of my studium, an open hand; I 
continue to receive his benevolence as the very gift of the giving.  On the oth-
er, he and I go on dying in that je le désanime and il me désanime.  The ruin 
obtains and so sustains the defeat of time even and especially when I am rav-
ished by an excellence: “he is going to die” stains this excellence, overwhelms 
one intensity with another.  On the one hand, there is benevolence, on the 

94 Robert Mapplethorpe dies March 9th, 1989.
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other, this benevolence has no more to give.  Or more precisely: it goes on 
giving its having no more to give.

But here Barthes addresses this defeat to me and hopes to have me say 
to him what he can’t say to himself: “don’t be anxious any more—you’ve 
already lost him…”  He addresses this defeat to me, and thus would my em-
pathy supplement his solitude, and thus is every de-animation but a mode 
and moment of animation.95  Barthes animates the disanimating grip of the 
photographic relation, animates it for me, for the one who would read—“je 
lis…”—“he is dead and he is going to die” without seeing either, and thereby 
inaugurates something other than a lover’s discourse and something other 
than a discourse of grief.  

At the end of Camera Lucida Barthes opens this other site by way of a 
complex recasting of the photographic performance seen above: 

Is one not in love with certain photographs[?]… yet it is not 
quite that.  It was a broader current than a lover’s sentiment.  In 
the love stirred by Photography (by certain photographs), another 
music is heard, its name oddly old-fashioned [bizarrement démo-
dé]: Pity.  I collected in a last thought the images which had pricked 
me (since this is the action of the punctum)… In each of them, in-
escapably I passed beyond the unreality of the thing represented, I 
entered madly [follement] into the spectacle, into the image, taking 
into my arms what died, what is going to die [ce qui est mort, ce 
qui va mourir].” [CL, 116-117; CC, 179]

The two handsome boys, Mapplethorpe and Powell, and the girl of the Winter 
Garden Photograph, his mother—and I should remember Jerome Napoleon 
here as well: they give Barthes this other body, this body of empathy, whose 
arms are said to do this thing whether he likes it or not, “inescapably,” as he 
says.  They give him arms and ears with which to apprehend an inaudible 
music.  To fully render the forced entry of this body I would have to restore 
and account for tableaus kept too carefully out-of-sight: preceding this pas-

95 Ulrich Baer puts Barthes’ blind field into play when writing of photographs of the Lodz 
ghetto taken by Walter Genewein, a Nazi accountant.  Baer writes, “when we look at 
photographs taken by those who are overwhelmingly dominant over those they picture, 
the Barthesian wish to see ‘beyond what it [the image] permits us to see’ assumes an 
ethical dimension.”  I will attempt to assume this ethical dimension as well—and in rela-
tion to an ongoing and structuring futility.  See Baer, Spectral Evidence: The Photogra-
phy of Trauma, 144.
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sage there occurs a brief but potent homage to Frederico Fellini’s 1973 film, 
Casanova, and in particular to a scene of a mad, perpetual waltz with “la 
jeune automate,” which Barthes likens to the predicament of one enrapt by a 
photograph.  Thus does Barthes borrow his arms from the eponymous hero of 
this film, and thus does he characterize the “music” which he will call Pity, and 
thus does his notion of “animation” collide with a literal instance: la automate 
of Fellini.  And to avoid some other pleasurable troubles I also dropped the 
concluding lines of this passage, which after, “taking into my arms what died, 
what is going to die,“ reads:

…as Nietzsche did when, as Podach tells us, on January 3, 1889, 
he threw himself in tears on the neck of a martyred horse: gone 
mad for Pity’s sake [il se jeta en pleurant au cour d’un cheval mar-
tyrisé: devenu fou pour cause de Pitié].” [CL, 117; CC, 179]

What trouble?  I would need to note the audacity of this Nietzsche, of Barthes’ 
final Nietzsche—and will do so because it will help me affirm the sake of pity, 
the other discourse.  

To align Nietzsche with the cause of pity appears to ironize the ostensible 
project of the revaluation of all values, pity being human, all too human: for 
Nietzsche the one who pities indulges in mere neighbor love, a love that inter-
feres in the destiny of others, depletes one’s reserves, and lies what is good 
for me (an exercise of power) into something good for you.96  Barthes’ claim—

96 In the Gay Science Nietzsche writes, “It is the very essence of the emotion of pity 
that it strips away from the suffering of others whatever is distinctively personal.  Our 
‘benefactors’ are, more than our enemies, people who make our worth and will smaller.  
When people try to benefit someone in distress, the intellectual frivolity with which 
those moved by pity assume the role of fate is for the most part outrageous; one simply 
knows nothing of the whole inner sequence and intricacies that are distress for me or 
for you.” [GS, nm 338, 269]  Cited in David E. Cartwright, “Kant, Schopenhauer, and Ni-
etzsche on the Morality of Pity,” Journal of the History of Ideas 45, no. 1 (1984).  In sec-
tion 225 of Beyond Good and Evil Nietzsche doesn’t oppose pity as such but rather poses 
one pity against another, one empathy against another: “In man, creature and creator 
[Geschöpf und Schöpfer] are united…  [Y]our pity [Mitleid] is for the ‘creature in man,’ 
for that which has to be formed, broken, forged, torn, burned, annealed, refined—that 
which has to suffer and should suffer [leiden muß und leiden soll]?  And our pity—do you 
not grasp whom our opposite pity is for when it defends itself against your pity as the 
worst of all pampering and weakening—Pity against pity, then.”  He won’t tell the reader 
outright, but, since he positions the reader as an enemy, this should come as no sur-
prise.  Testing, testing.  It’s nearly clear from the context how “I” am to grasp this other 
pity: pity those who, when suffering, succumb to the meddling of others, and thus lose 
themselves, lose their destiny.  But even in this case if pity depletes rather than aug-
ments my vitality, my strength, then I best guard against it.  See Friedrich Wilhelm Ni-
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“gone mad for Pity’s sake”—folds Nietzsche into his biography.  Barthes would 
model his sentiments on those of one who, though he named pity as one of 
the great temptations, one of the great affective pathologies, finally succumbs 
to it.  But Barthes doesn’t mock Nietzsche; he affirms his evaluations: yes, it 
is unseemly, ignoble, old-fashioned, beneath me to find myself overwhelmed 
by these feelings, to find myself speaking on behalf of love and grief and pity 
rather than against them as mere hesitations, as interferences or as precisely 
material to seize and work through.  Barthes cites Nietzsche’s case in or-
der to acknowledge pity’s unseemly current, not to rehabilitate the pity that 
Nietzsche puts down.  What does pity look like?  A man throwing his arms 
around the neck of a carthorse.  In other words, pity looks ridiculous.  Nor 
would Barthes speak up for sympathy and grief and love as fine feelings.  He 
does not say that these feelings serve a purpose, promote some better rela-
tion or world.  Rather, he both testifies to their being futile and sustains a dis-
course, his testimony, on and through this futility, on behalf of this futility.  He 
speaks up for futility without in that way giving futility a purpose.

Without purpose, without claim, his pity arrives too late.  And as I’ve al-
ready shown, “too late” just is Barthes’ mode of being on time.  Thus will pity 
remain bizarrement démodé: old, futile, done, but bizarrely so.  It shouldn’t 
be this way, it couldn’t have happened, I won’t permit it, nonetheless it is and 
it did and I did permit it.97  That’s not just what it is but what it does: pity, 

etzsche, Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude to a Philosophy of the Future (Harmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1973), 136, Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, Jenseits Von Gut Und Böse; Mit Der 
Streitschrift, Zur Genealogie Der Moral, 1. Aufl. ed. (Frankfurt am Main: Insel, 1984), 
137.

97 But I risk obliterating a distinction Barthes maintains: pity isn’t bizarrement démodé, a 
name is.  According to Barthes, “pity” is a name that no longer does what it once did, 
no longer “names” as well as it once did.  Those who use this name may aim to say one 
thing but find they say something else: such an old-fashioned word, anyone who goes 
on talking of such things in this day and age risks appearing naïve.  And so Barthes 
treats the word as here a photograph: the word to others appears démodé, to him it’s a 
wound.  It measures out its own loss of context, its failure to refer.  Though he doesn’t 
recount the glory days of pity I would put this day on the calendar: “I think I need not 
fear contradiction in attributing to man the one natural virtue…  I speak of compassion 
[pitie], a disposition well suited to creatures as weak and subject to as many ills as we 
are: a virtue all the more universal, and all the more useful to man, in that it comes be-
fore any kind of reflection, and is so natural a virtue that even beasts sometimes show 
perceptible signs of it… An animal never passes the corpse of a creature of its own spe-
cies without distress.  There are even those which give their dead a sort of burial.” Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, “Discourse on the Origins and Foundations of Inequality among Men,” 
in A Discourse on Inequality (London: Penguin Books, 1984), 99-100.
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this name, is a démodé preserve and it preserves the démodé as démodé, as 
late.  I am too late.  Or to repeat the same lesson otherwise: the photograph 
is handsome as is the boy, and the boy is dead and going to die.  That is to 
say, “pity” is the name Barthes gives to a relation that both preserves my am-
orous preference for such bodies (excellent beings and excellent pictures) and 
exposes all preference to the most futile, embarrassed, pitiful and naïve pos-
tures.  No matter what I love and no matter how I love, everything is already 
broken, useless.  I supply the life-support, and yet I can only save the re-
mains, and what remains isn’t there either.  Futility, belatedness, dust; these 
aren’t the external limits, the impediments to my going on, to my continuing 
to be, to my passions.  On the contrary, this love is constituted by futility, 
constituted by ends and collapses of sense.  My studium makes sense of ev-
erything but the intensity of my punctum, which in turn supplants the serious-
ness, the good sense and shared value of my studium.  While the discourse of 
the lover may have a handle on absence, this discourse, and it doesn’t quite 
have a simple name though he obliges me to call it the discourse of pity—this 
discourse can’t handle anything.  It stammers, blubbers, and embarrasses it-
self.

In this last allegory of photographic attachment futility constitutes his love 
as mad; futility moves him to do what no one in his or her right mind does 
and to see what no one else can see.  The prose betrays his eyes: see, it’s 
like this, these couples fell for it, and so I make a spectacle of them as I fall 
in with their falling: Nietzsche and his horse, for me a curbside tableau vivant 
and nature morte, Casanova and his automaton, another vivid scene, vividly 
recounted, of a permanent pirouette at the edge of my grave.  By these imag-
es do I measure my pity, and by this pity do I measure what photographs are 
according to what they continue to give me, what they give me to do: I must 
retrieve the “too late” and “not enough” as precious, as singular, as out-of-
play for others but nonetheless addressed to me and so too addressed to you.  
In each of these photographs I am thrown beyond the unreality of the thing 
represented; by each I am entered madly into the spectacle, into the image; 
what has died, what is going to die, these give me my arms, give me time.98  

98 In Lover’s Discourse Barthes prefigures the embraces here on display, “It was as if I 
were trying to embrace one last time, hysterically, someone about to die—someone for 
whom I was about to die: I was performing a denial of separation.” [LD, 109]  He then 
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“Image” and “spectacle” are names for the relation I discover myself sustain-
ing and being sustained by.  I don’t see these pictures from without; I am in 
these pictures and yet seen by no one.  I address this invisible for me to you.

That there is evidence: I here invent a discourse that both registers the 
wonder of a rather banal discovery—that-has-been—and enacts the futility of 
trying to thereby save, recover, protect my loves with these words.

cites Winnicott: “Just before the loss is experienced, we may discern in the child, in the 
excessive utilization of the transitional object, the denial of the fear that this object may 
lose its signification.”  The reiteration of futility, Barthes repeated attempts in Camera 
Lucida to describe his embrace, constitutes what Winnicott would call “excessive utiliza-
tion.”  The discourse of grief would then be a work on the way to transition.  Performing 
the denial of separation nonetheless acknowledges separation.  See D. W. Winnicott, 
Playing and Reality (London: Routledge, 1991).
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I staged the works of Paul Conrad and Rodney King to argue for the rhe-
torical constitution and maintenance of the evident.  Conrad puts the evidence 
of his case to work as the immediate, as the clear and present and visible an-
swer to the question “what’s happening here?”  But I showed that what’s hap-
pening emerges as visible or hopelessly obscure only against the background 
of argumentative ends and common grounds of understanding—ends and 
grounds that are either made firmer or softer or entirely unavailable according 
to the “case” at hand.99  If I were to say that this or that picture speaks for it-
self then I have just as certainly framed that picture, that video clip, that pho-

99 Put another way and in line with Heidegger’s existential analytic: “What we ‘first’ hear 
is never noises or complexes of sounds, but the creaking wagon, but the motor-cycle.  
We hear the column on the march, the north wind, the woodpecker tapping, the fire 
crackling.  ¶  It requires a very artificial and complicated frame of mind to ‘hear’ a 
‘pure noise.’  The fact that motor-cycles and wagons are what we proximally hear is the 
phenomenal evidence that in every case Dasein, as Being-in-the-world, already dwells 
alongside what is ready-to-hand within-the-world; it certainly does not dwell proximally 
alongside ‘sensations’; nor would it first have to give shape to the swirl of sensations to 
provide the springboard from which the subject leaps off and finally arrives at a ‘world.’  
Dasein, as essentially understanding, is proximally alongside what is understood.”  If 
instead of the motorcycle I hear a Ducati as distinguished from a BMW, or if my daugh-
ter hears my neighbor, Glen, whenever she hears a motorcycle or other staccato motor 
because Glen owns a vintage Volkswagen Beetle with modified pipes—these differences 
and other even more subtle modes of relation take the measure of the within-the-world.  
Apropos King, that I first or even last see a man being mercilessly beaten rather than 
a dangerous criminal being subdued shows the contours of different worlds of different 
ways of dwelling alongside others.  To be open to persuasion on the matter is to be open 
to the possibility of other modes of dwelling.  A “better” lawyer would have known the 
distance that the Simi Valley jury would likely have to travel to get to the mode of dwell-
ing where it’s just not obvious that the police aren’t out to kill you.  The difference isn’t 
in the video but in the practices of dwelling that give it context.  When I argue over what 
there is to see I always, whether explicitly or implicitly, argue over the conditions of that 
seeing.

section 5 of 15
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tograph, that drawing had I said that only by first establishing a proper frame, 
a rich and detailed context, for the image can it be made to speak and speak 
clearly.  When I say that the facts speak for themselves, I frame those facts 
as obvious and so seek to make myself a plain speaker, a speaker without 
designs, with neither a hand in what comes nor one behind my back, a pure 
channel for a pure transmission—when I say the facts speak for themselves 
I seek to constitute my audience as equally perspicacious, as able to see for 
itself what should be clear to everyone without assistance and without delay.  
When I say that all is clear to see I take my place on the field of rhetorical 
contest but adopt the pose of one for whom such contest is superfluous, even 
an insult to my and your good grace and intelligence.  

The question for me now is how and whether to map Barthes’ excursions—
from studium and punctum to the latter’s particular mode of affection, pity—
according to this script.  For example, the astonishing is precisely not the 
obvious; the latter is and should be clear to everyone, while the former is said 
to touch only me.  But because I address my astonishment to another, I pub-
licly constitute my solitude, my “for me,” as for you as well, as your possible 
“for me.”  To the extent that anyone acknowledges my “for me,” to the extent 
that my testimony counts as authoritative, my astonishment is in play as out 
of play for others; to this extent it is arguable as inarguable, for me because 
for me for us.  Either you credit my “for me” as mine or you don’t.  But if you 
don’t, then I respond, “That’s because it’s mine and not yours.”  This bit of 
turnabout doesn’t prove anything; I only rehearse another way of sharing the 
predicament of nothing-to-share.

Instead of falling for the claim of astonishment, instead of taking Barthes 
at his word, I could simply have asked, how does the loss of a beloved ap-
pear to me and to others as the loss that it is?  Under what rhetorical condi-
tions and according to what discursive frames do such events appear as loss, 
as what we call “loss”?  For what purposes and to what practical, rhetorical, 
and argumentative ends does talk of loss come to function as a means?  What 
way of doing things emerges for the one who sees the way Barthes sees, who 
wants us to see with him that he is in fact blind, who testifies at length to 
his aphasia, to the futility an belatedness of testimony?  After the astonish-
ing but still at the beginning of Camera Lucida Barthes returns to the cultural 
turn, to his own best effort to dissolve the obvious and taken-for-granted, to 
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delineate the contests that establish the inarguable.  Does Barthes, however, 
seek to discover a site over and above the contestable fact that something is 
and was?  And if so, must I show how easily I can recuperate that gesture, 
as Barthes himself would were the matter what-goes-without-saying, for ex-
ample, the myth of French imperiality?  In the case of Camera Lucida, must 
I say that the punctum is only ever a studium in the rhetorical guise of the 
astonishing, the singular, the ineluctably finite and never to be repeated?  If 
I come to understand his astonishment, his suffering, his finitude as my own 
then have I drawn the curtain once again?  For example, I declare the picture 
and the boy to be handsome, I say, “He is handsome,” and then come forward 
with evidence to support these claims.100  I make arguments and attempt to 
ground my claims in what there is for anyone to see and do so in terms of 
what has already been seen in advance: handsome boys, handsome photo-
graphs, bodily surfaces and picture planes, my understanding and contact 
with these.  But then I declare, “he is dead and he is going to die,” or more 
generally, this-has-been.  Have I done something different?  Does Barthes not 
present evidence to support this claim?  Yes, perhaps the claim that a photo-
graph is a message without a code fails to convince: I challenge this as non-
sense, these features being co-constitutive in a particular account of commu-
nication and thus structurally inseparable.  A message without a code isn’t a 
message at all—Barthes says as much in the opening paragraphs of “Rhetoric 
of the Image.”101  Or perhaps I read, “the photograph is literally an emanation 
of the referent” [CL, 80] and say, well no, the referent is precisely nowhere; 
the photograph is its “emanation” only metaphorically, even metonymically, 
never literally.  I can treat the photograph as an emanation, can use it as 
such, can say that it is this, can try to have my word on the matter count and 
keep on counting—but the photograph is literally nothing but paper and silver 
halides suspended in emulsion.  That is to say, if a claim suffers establishment 
through argument then it is hardly inarguable.

The Barthes of Camera Lucida, however, would deform these formula-

100 Barthes here at a stroke covers the play within which an aspect dawns: whether I see 
the picture or see the boy I can register a care and concern for what is.

101 There he tells us that in the photographic message the “relation between the signifier 
and the signified is quasi-tautological,” and that “we are brought up against the para-
dox… of a message without a code.” [RI, 36]  “Paradox” and “quasi-tautological” indicate 
the internal limits of the conceptual order involved.
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tions and try to slip these accusations.  He proffers the following paradoxical 
rewrites: here I will show how under certain conditions and in a certain frame 
a lack of condition and a lack of frame appear; here I will show that under-
standing founders, that my understanding doesn’t protect me from what I 
love, from what wounds me; here I show that my studium tries to obliterate 
the trauma of the evident as it captures it and puts it to work; here I show 
how this medium, photography, assures me of what nonetheless ruins all as-
surance—and thereby precisely fails to mediate my relation to obliteration and 
loss, fails to put this relation to work, to provide significant recompense or 
ever more lively substitutes for the dead letters of time.  Photography will do 
what every other medium is said to do: it “assures me.”  But it assures me of 
what no other medium can.  

How?  Near the end of Camera Lucida Barthes writes, nearly by way of 
conclusion:

The noeme of Photography is simple, banal; no depth: “that has 
been.” I know our critics: What! a whole book (even a short one) to 
discover something I know at first glance [que je sais dés le premier 
coup d’oeil]?  Yes, but such evidence can be a sibling of madness.  
The Photograph is an extended, loaded evidence [une evidence 
poussée, chargée]—as if it caricatured not the figure of what it rep-
resents (quite the converse) but its very existence. 

…Pause: not evidence of madness, but mad evidence.  If this evidence be-
longs to the family tree of madness then common senses aren’t to flow from 
its timely apprehension.  This will be evidence about the evidentiary, about 
what counts as the evident, about its time and its force.  The critics who say, 
I know, je sais, presume to know what has struck them there—coup d’oeil—
but they don’t know that what strikes them this way, on these terms, puts out 
their eyes and disqualifies their claim to knowledge.  Photographic evidence is 
nothing evident.102

Barthes continues:

102 I want to write, the essence of the evident is nothing evident—and thereby rearticulate 
Barthes’ meditation as ontological.  Near the beginning of “The Question Concerning 
Technology” Heidegger remarks, “…the essence of technology is by no means anything 
technological.”  See Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” in The 
Question Concerning Technology and Other Essays (New York: Harper Colophon Books, 
1977), 4.
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The image, says phenomenology, is an object-as-nothing.  Now, 
in the photograph, what I posit is not only the absence of the ob-
ject; it is also, by one and the same movement, on equal terms, 
that this object has indeed existed and that it has been there where 
I see it.  Here is where the madness is, for until this day no repre-
sentation was able to assure me [pouvait m’assurer] of the past of 
a thing except by intermediaries [des relais]; but with the Photo-
graph, my certainty is immediate: no one in the world can unde-
ceive me [personne au monde ne peut me détromper].  The photo-
graph then becomes a bizarre medium, a new form of hallucination: 
false to the standard of perception, true to the standard of time: a 
tempered hallucination, as it were, modest, shared [hallucination 
tempérée, en quelque sorte, modeste, partegée] (on the one hand 
“it is not there,” on the other “but it has indeed been”) [(d’un côte 
“ce n’est pas là,” de l’autre “mais cela a bien été.”)]: a mad image 
chafed by reality [image folle, frottée de réel].

I am trying to render the special quality [spécialité] of this hal-
lucination… [CL, 115; CC, 177]

Other media assure me by way of relays and intermediaries, i.e. codes.103  
And into the gap thus introduced may my doubt insinuate itself—certainty 
would miscarry, and so apparently, instead of assurance and shelter, I would 
find doubt, exposure, dread.  Lacking such assurance, I avoid the “past of 
the thing,” preferring instead the faux presence established by the codes and 
relays, the pleasures of so-called ordinary language.  According to Barthes 
semiotic transactions assure because, as he writes elsewhere, “recourse to a 
code is… always an opportunity for man to prove himself [de se prouver], to 
test himself [de s’eprouver] through a reason and a liberty…” [PhM, 31; O1, 
948]  These test runs secure me but also reveal fundamental anxieties: the 
test exposes everything to failure; if I must test and prove then I must still 
have something to prove, if I must test and test again I reveal my reasons to 
doubt the ongoing solidity of the world.104  And so, though Barthes doesn’t, I 
should put capital letters on Reason and Liberty: mythic substances, mythic 

103 “In order to move from the reality to its photograph it is no way necessary to divide up 
this reality into units and to constitute these units as signs, substantially different from 
the object they communicate; there is no necessity to set up a relay, that is to say a 
code, between the object and its image.” [PhM, 17; emphasis added]

104 For the invention of this definitive line of questioning see Avital Ronell, The Test Drive 
(Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2005).
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achievements, compensatory powers.  But with photography (this message 
sans code) my certainty is to be immediate: no relays, no codes, no gap, no 
reality testing.  Without the apparition of such immediacy, no certainty.  “Cer-
tainty” here isn’t the name for the ground of sanity; certainty doesn’t accom-
pany the “truly” veridical but rather the falsely veridical.  That is to say, my 
certainty opens and closes on madness.105  Why?  Because I call what I see a 
hallucination but do not on that account give up the ghost.  Madness, incom-
municability, haunting: the price he would have us pay for this immediacy.

For Barthes this photographic hallucination is not an illusion, but neither 
is it simply a restoration of past plenitude.  This hallucination, the distillate 
of Barthes’ encounter with the photographs that move him, divides temporal 
from perceptual dimensions: it serves up a “true” temporality and a “false” 
phenomenality.  And so what he calls a hallucination is already not a halluci-
nation strictly speaking; it is not the psychotic’s production and defense but 
something else.  Or recalling the run through Winnicott’s corpus, Barthes’ 
psychosis has it both ways: because I see something there I protect myself 
from there being nothing, but because I see something there, I have right 
there before me my own proper measure of finitude’s ongoing injury.  

Barthes welcomes paradox to his prose the better to disturb the account 
of the evident presumed to rule over the photographic instance.  Typically one 
speaks of hallucination as itself synonymous with the false, with seeing what 
is not there, thus would the phrase “false hallucination” be redundant.  Or 
perhaps one could speak of hallucination as true in the sense that a hallucina-
tion is itself a phenomenon, an appearance that has a truth of its own; i.e., 
there are hallucinations and one could ask what they are in truth.106  Barthes 
distinguishes differently.  The hallucinated beloved is not there now and has 
been there.  I posit her absence and I posit her having been there.107  This 

105 Is Barthes’ a Cartesian meditation?  He is certain and deceived.  Doubt, having been 
neutralized, can’t close on the cogito ergo sum.  Lacan puts certainty to work in and for 
his version of the unconscious.  

106 Lacan writes, following but not citing Heidegger, “…the unconscious may operate in the 
direction of deception, and… this does not in any way count as an objection for [Freud].  
Indeed, how could there not be truth about lying—that truth which make it perfectly 
possible, contrary to the supposed paradox, to declare, I am lying?”  See Lacan, “On the 
Subject of Certainty,” 37-38.

107 Here I can acknowledge Barthes’ debt to Sartre’s “L’Imaginaire”: “Every consciousness 
posits its object, but each does so in its own way.  Perception, for instance, posits its 
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hallucination has something to do with truth because, according to the pos-
ited proof positive of this phenomenology, she has undeniably been there.  
Thus the hallucination is true, not because it is a perceptual phenomenon, an 
experience, but because the photograph of the beloved essentially testifies, 
certifies, evidences.  But then why would “hallucination” be the right word to 
pair with “true”?  Because the true, the present, and the evident are typically 
understood to share the same page for every being qua being.  There is no 
being and the photograph delivers the truth—it has been, ça a été—without 
there being anything present but the empty reference, the mechanical deic-
tic, which refers to and constitutes the past-ness of the past without thereby 
making it presentable.  When Barthes writes “I posit [je pose]” an ellipsis has 
swallowed the forces that compel this grammar: my “I” doesn’t command the 
stage but is the outcome of the rapport that seizes these grounds.

Hence the insistence on the chain: hallucination, deception, madness.  
And hence the last compelling figure: “a mad image, chafed by reality [im-
age folle, frottée de reel].”  His verb, “frottée,” means to register the amorous 
contact between the two modes of absence: the image (nothing) touches, is 
touched by, “the past of the thing“ (also nothing but nonetheless real, “tem-
poral” as he says, as though spatial extension did not matter; res extensia 
gives way, res temporalis takes its non-place).  Strictly speaking, this is im-
possible—and this is what he sees, and this is what hits him, rubs him the 
right and the wrong way, forces his “I” to posit.  “Real” is not the name for 
what is there; “real” is the name for what-has-been; the real is what returns 
as absent, dead, going to die again and again.  This is what Barthes calls 
the true hallucination.  This hallucination is the hallucination of the “this,” of 
a graphic deixis, this child’s finger, whose reach, here literalized, chafes and 
rubs the there-and-then of the one who was.  Perhaps I should write, “would 

object as existing.  The image also includes an act of belief, or a positional act.  This act 
can assume four forms and no more: it can posit the object as non-existent, or as ab-
sent, or as existing elsewhere; it can also ‘neutralize’ itself, that is, not posit its object as 
existing…  This positional act—and this is essential—is not superimposed on the image 
after it has been constituted.  The positional act is constitutive of the consciousness of 
the image.”  For Sartre “image” is the name for a relation of consciousness to its object, 
not the name for a kind of object.  I don’t see an image; I see something as an image.  
When I imagine something I don’t have a mental image I see this something as an im-
age.  Imaginative consciousness and perceptual consciousness are distinguished accord-
ing to the status of the object, not according to the location of the object, one “inside” 
consciousness and the other outside it. [PI, 16]
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chafe and rub” because photographic reference certifies, provides evidence, 
only on condition of the structural impossibility of touch, contact, immediacy, 
evidence.  What is here and now is that what-has-been is neither.  The hal-
lucination occasions a certain madness: one is certain that the beloved was 
there but not that the beloved is anywhere but in the constitutive laminate of 
photographic reference.  The photograph is both a false and a true hallucina-
tion, and since no one can un-deceive him, personne ne peut se dé-tromper, 
he is deceived.108

So, madness, this madness—the context being given maximum force—
comes through a rhetoric of persuasion: to be beyond persuasion and at the 
same time to concede that one is deceived, to be certain and manifestly de-
ceived—for Barthes this is madness.  I admit that I am deceived, nonetheless 
you can’t persuade me to abandon my attachment; or rather, you can’t re-
duce this attachment without doing violence to me, without injuring me.  The 
claim of the photograph, the obligation of the photograph, trumps any and all 
counter charges.  The one so persuaded will neither see through this decep-
tion nor give up his certainty; or rather, he precisely does see through his de-
ception and only through it, by way of it.

Photography is a medium.  But it is not one.  Photography does what ev-
ery other medium does: it “assures me,” allows me to prove myself, locate 
myself and have a culture.  But whereas other media assure by way of codes 
and connotation procedures, by way of proving grounds and well-tested un-
derstanding—and my studium happily worries over these contests, takes 
sides, hopes for the best and the worst—photography assures on the basis 
of its sans, the without-code.  How so?  For Barthes only the photographic 

108 In his seminar on the psychoses Lacan gives us Barthes’ word on certainty: “Reality is 
not the issue.  The subject admits, by means of all the verbally expressed explanatory 
detours at his disposal, that these phenomena are of another order than the real.  He is 
well aware that their reality is uncertain.  He even admits their unreality up to a point.  
But, contrary to the normal subject for whom reality is always in the right place, he is 
certain of something, which is that what is at issue—ranging from hallucination to in-
terpretation—regards him.  ¶  Reality isn’t at issue for him, certainty is.  Even when he 
expresses himself along the lines of saying that what he experiences is not of the order 
of reality, this does not affect his certainty that it concerns him.  This certainty is radical.  
The very nature of what he is certain of can quite easily be remain completely ambigu-
ous, covering the entire range from malevolence to benevolence.  But it means some-
thing unshakeable for him.”  See Jacques Lacan, The Psychoses 1955-1956, ed. Jacques-
Alain Miller, trans. Russell Grigg, 1st American ed., vol. III, The Seminar of Jacques 
Lacan (New York, N.Y.: W.W. Norton, 1993), 75.
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medium assures me of what every other medium passes over in silence: fu-
tility, death, finitude, exhaustion, even silence.  Only the photographic me-
dium assures me that there will have been no assurance.  My punctum tunes 
into these vulnerabilities, doses my permanent exposure to onslaught and 
madness.  What Barthes above calls “the past of the thing” may serve up a 
poignant delight, but it still busts my chops; “thing” shouldn’t ring innocent 
here: recall this “thing” which is the past, the astonishing things that are al-
ways dead already and are always going to die: Jerome, Mapplethorpe, the 
Winter Garden Photograph, Powell, Winnicott, and Barthes himself.109  The 
Winter Garden Photograph assures him of the past and when such assurance 
happens he is photographed—“I suffer, motionless…”—anguished, delivered 
from his animation to an aphasic stutter: he is dead, he is going to die, she 
is dead, she is going to die, or: it is not there, but it has indeed been.  Pho-
tographic evidence amounts to these bicameral translations, not to any-thing 
perceptible, anything arguable.  The photograph assures me of the “past of 
the thing” only to put me out of play: “no one in the world can undeceive 
me.”  I can address my certainty to this no one, but it remains my certainty 
even if someone answers, even if some one among this no one doesn’t take 
me at my word.  

This certainty cuts no public figure, and neither does the evidence before 
us—though he must and can only publicly say so and write so.  Photographic 
evidence is queer in this regard: no regard captures it; it’s not for the eyes 
though it passes beneath all of them.  Barthes finally puts what he calls evi-
dence away for good.  A few pages before his true hallucination he writes:

If the Photograph cannot be penetrated, it is because of its evi-
dential power [sa force d’évidence].  In the image the object yields 
itself wholly, and our vision of it is certain—contrary to the text or 

109 I here recall the “thing” that does double duty in Wordsworth’s poem, “A slumber did 
my spirit seal”: “A slumber did my spirit seal;  / I had no human fears: / She seemed 
a thing that could not feel / The touch of earthly years. // No motion has she now, no 
force; / She neither hears nor sees; / Rolled round in earth’s diurnal course, / With 
rocks, and stones, and trees.” [JHM: emphasis added]  By the second stanza the phrase, 
“a thing that could not feel,” becomes the death sentence it always was and will be.  
The past of the “thing” is already its oblivion.  For the poem and its definitive reading 
see Paul de Man, “The Rhetoric of Temporality,” in Blindness and Insight: Essays in the 
Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism, Theory and History of Literature (Minneapolis: The 
University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 222-223.
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to other perceptions which give me the object in a vague, arguable 
manner [d’un façon floue, discutable], and therefore incite me to 
suspicions as to what I think I am seeing.  This certitude is sover-
eign because I have the leisure to observe the photograph with in-
tensity; but also, however long I extend this observation, it teaches 
me nothing.  It is precisely in this arrest of interpretation that 
the photograph’s certainty resides: I exhaust myself realizing [je 
m’épuise à constater] that this-has-been… [CL, 106-107; CC, 163: 
translation modified]

For Barthes the photograph arrests interpretation, puts an end to all teach-
ing and learning; strangely my studium would have everything to do with the 
latter but nothing to do with what he here calls evidential power, the force of 
photographic evidence.  “Strangely” because “evidence” should have been the 
name for what there would be to see, for what you and I could mobilize for 
the sake of some thesis or other.  Every other object would have been given, 
by some medium, in a vague, arguable manner; and this vague, arguable 
manner then calls for argument, contest, trials of strength and force.  But sa 
force d’évidence is irresistible, fundamentally persuasive, always felicitous—is 
it still a force then?  It exhausts me and overwhelms me, photographs me.  
Arrested, I can only realize one thing, “this-has-been,” which is really two 
things in one: this is dead and this is going to die, I am dead and I am going 
to die.  I can realize and state, constate, these one things, but I cannot build 
on them.  I cannot see something else or go somewhere else.  Or rather, this 
punctum marks the adventure of the coming end of adventure—which, rather 
than simply efface, I animate and address to him… so that something may 
come back.
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Or not.  For me photography might simply perform as yet another medium 
of effacement, as the forgettable supplement to my total amnesia.  Were I 
to orient only and always to the quiet mania of my studium, to my amorous 
preference for knowledge, to my aesthetic and empirical habits—then every-
thing might be ok, everything might simply go on as before, without interrup-
tion or untimely shudder.  Ok, the interruptions, my deaths for example, are 
more than a nuisance: the others too pile up; the schedule of grief looks full; 
defenses sometimes fail; I hallucinate dissolution and not reparation.  But 
perhaps these phantom pains matter to no one else—and yet they appear to 
concern everyone, if only because the injuries seem to keep coming and keep 
going under.  And I wonder whether and how I’m responsible for the things I 
see.

section 6 of 15
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New images never seen before arose and interfused and be-
came visible begins around him, and every wave of the lovely ele-
ment clung to him like a tender bosom.  The waves appeared to be 
charming girls dissolved, which momentarily embodied themselves 
as they touched the youth.110

(Love’s atopia, the characteristic which causes it to escape all 
dissertations, would be that ultimately it is possible to talk about 
love only according to a strict allocutive determination; whether 
philosophical, gnomic, lyric, or novelistic, there is always, in the 
discourse upon love, a person whom one addresses, though this 
person may have shifted to the condition of a phantom or a creature 
still to come.  No one wants to speak of love unless it is for some-
one.) [LD, 74]

143  Water is sexy.  (I want to swim in it—to move, song-like, 
through it.  I want to swim in it—push, kick, thrash, slide myself 
through it.  I want to swim in it.  I want to be held by it).

In 2000 Roni Horn completes a book entitled, Another Water (The River 
Thames, for Example).  It bears this title, 51 sumptuous color photographs, 
832 brief notes, 7 reports that detail Thames River suicides, and various para-
texts.  She arranges these elements as follows: the photographs are bled top, 

110 Novalis, Henry Von Ofterdingen: A Novel, trans. Palmer Hilty (Prospects Heights, Ill.: 
Waveland, 1990), 16.  The German for this passage reads, “…neue, niegesehene Bilder 
entstanden, die auch ineinanderflossen und zu sichtbaren Wesen um ihn wurden, und 
jede Welle des lieblichen Elements schmiegte sich wie ein zarter Busen an ihn.  Die 
Flut schien eine Auflösung reizender Mädchen, die an dem Jünglinge sich augenblicklich 
verkörperten.”  See http://gutenberg.spiegel.de.

section 7 of 15
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right, and left across the gutter.  The notes march along the bottom, black 
text against a white ground, roughly 14 to a double-page spread.  The sui-
cides occupy the right side of otherwise blank double-pages spreads, spaced 
evenly through the book: 6 or 7 photographs, then a suicide report.  Water, 
water, water, water, water, water, then a body, water, water, etc.  The well-sto-
ried dead float among these, her slices of river—or perhaps the former have 
simply washed up on the banks of the latter, the relation of the photographs 
to these texts formally repeating the predicament of the naïve sightseer.

The 832 notes aren’t unique.  Notes 1-285 are repeated almost exactly as 
notes 545-832.111  Notes 286-544 are unique, though note 526 repeats some 
of 19, and note 527 repeats 20.  

Paratexts sit between note 821 and 822 on the inside of the back flap.  
They include a dedication: “Another Water is for Georgia Loy,”112 acknowl-
edgements, production and publisher’s credits, a copyright notice, and the 
following descriptive index: “Another Water was photographed on the River 
Thames in the Central London area in January and May of 1999.”

The front cover of the book is also the first and last page: the notes begin 
there and also wrap from the back cover.  On the front the first note stands 
next to the eight hundred and thirty-second.  The notes also bleed over the 
right and left edges of the front cover, spilling to an inside flap and coming 
from the back cover and spine.  Thus does the book return me to the begin-
ning, the covers less like borders than the quick blades of a turbine; the book 
doesn’t begin and end so much as churn and swirl.

The notes themselves aren’t exactly aphorisms though some are aphoris-
tic; they aren’t exactly footnotes though on occasion they do reference nov-
els, paintings, the lyrics of popular songs, poems, other rivers, and even other 
notes; they aren’t exactly captions though some do refer to the photographs 
above them; they aren’t exactly anecdotes though some do offer narrative ac-
counts and personal reflections; they aren’t exactly addressed to the reader 
though many do use the second person singular; they aren’t exactly a meta-

111 The “almost” here measures variations and interpolations of some consequence.  I’ll dis-
cuss a few later.

112 Georgia Loy is Horn’s niece, with whom she composed another photographic work, This 
is Me, This is You.  The book version of this installation work is also endless: two books 
glued back, spines facing opposite directions.
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commentary on the status of Another Water as a work though a few do refer 
to the book and its reader as involved in what calls a “confluence,” and the 
notes themselves aren’t precisely sequenced, aren’t organized to continuously 
develop, repeating as they do—though longish, coherent sequences do occur.  

I’m less interested, however, in the luscious array of discursive resources 
that Horn brings to bear upon the book and its photographs than in abrupt 
shifts between what I could call formal and informal rhetorical modes, but 
which I will track, following Barthes, as referential and allocutionary ones, 
or “speaking of…” and “speaking to…”  If I were to reduce the notes to naked 
claims I would deflect two potencies that flow from these modes.  On the 
one hand, I would pass over the rhetorical constitution of the evident in this 
work (she not only tells me about another water, she tells me as well about 
water), and on the other, I would pass over the relation of interlocution to the 
claims she makes for her twinned elements, water and another water.  For 
her the latter hand leads the former, leads it and sustains it.  The narrator of 
the notes plays fast, loose, and deliberate with the pronominal shifters “you,” 
“I,” and “me.”  These not only refer to an ostensible reader and an ostensible 
narrator, Horn perhaps, but also constitute the conditions of enunciation.113  
For Horn this book, Another Water, will itself be watery to the degree that it 
grants and lubricates the very relation of which it speaks.  What follows are a 
few examples of the diversity of resources and this doubling of aims.  

The following note proffers an apparently simple claim, one to which I’ll 
later return:

159  The opacity of the world dissipates in water.

113 Two other works of Horn provide similar clues: This is Me, This is You and You are the 
Weather, gallery installations and subsequent book projects.  See figures 27 through 
30.  Thierry de Duve writes about them this way in an essay on the former, which de-
picts Horn’s young niece, Georgia Loy, in a series of paired portraits: “I have argued 
elsewhere that the conceptual content of You Are the Weather is the shifting of the ‘you’ 
from model to spectator.  This is Me, This is You shifts the ‘you’ from artist to specta-
tor, via the model’s gaze, with the result that the triangle is completed when the ‘you’ 
gets shifted back and forth from spectator to artist.  I, Georgia, address you, Roni, and 
through you, the viewer.  You, the viewer, witness Georgia busy drawing a likeness of 
Roni as a ‘you,’ of the artist as addressee.”  De Duve shows how the titles of these works 
elaborate the field and substance of the photographs.  Another Water will draw the read-
er into a “you” cast on both sides of the photograph: looking at black water while being 
in water.  See Thierry de Duve, “This Is Me, This Is You,” in If on a Winter’s Night... Roni 
Horn... ed. Urs Stahel (Göttingen: Fotomuseum Winterthur, Winterthur, and Steidl Ver-
lag, 2003), 59.
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By itself this note doesn’t yield much to interpretive scrutiny.  What’s “opac-
ity” for Horn?  What’s “the world”?  Is this a definition of water?  Is this a 
definition of what it is to be “in” water?  All of the above and more.  And so 
the one hand of the two appears here and will reappear below: what is water 
for Horn?  How do the notes and photographs conspire to dissipate or solidify 
the opacity of the world?  

These next notes, both questions, address the reader directly.  They refer 
“me” to the photograph above them and to a painting—or rather, to a painter:

88.  Doesn’t this picture look familiar?89.

89.  Are you thinking of Claude Monet too?

As though appealing to the convention of the footnote, note 88 cites note 89, 
but the latter repeats and extends the former rather than sources it.  Un-
like note 159, these notes explicitly seek to solicit assent and so establish 
common grounds of attention.  Note 159 worries neither about the reader’s 
comprehension nor about shared experience, while notes 88 and 89 posit the 
latter and fill in the former: not just familiarity but a specific likeness.  She 
could have written, “this picture looks familiar” and “I am thinking of Claude 
Monet,” but the questions constitute the scene of reading as a scene of inter-
locution and the scene of the scene, “this picture,” as compelling assent.  And 
thus do these notes offer the possibility of a shared predicament.  So works 
Horn’s other hand.

This next group proffers a story and an argument as well as less direct ap-
peals to the other’s horizon:

16.  There was a story in the newspaper not long ago about 
a drunk falling into the river one night and dying a few days 
later.  Something to do with rats, they said.  But a story like this 
makes me think of the virulence of the water itself.  It’s no act of 
imagination to associate this outcome with its appearance.  Maybe 
there are some really sick rats in this water.  But I’m thinking that 
the water itself is becoming diseased.17

17.  See Chapter 1. “On the Look Out,” in the novel Our Mutual 
Friend, by Charles Dickens.18.

18.  So maybe it’s less diseased than it was 135 years ago, but 
falling in is still a terrifying prospect.
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Note 16 advances an argument: this water kills, and does so because it’s sick.  
They say, “something to do with rats.”  I say, “I think that the water is dis-
eased.”  She hedges and takes care of her thoughts with her “I think…”  But 
the footnote, note 17, registers in cool, deliberate, and formal language, addi-
tional evidence to support her claim: I am to “see” Dickens’ novel, Our Mutual 
Friend.  The second footnote in the nest doesn’t extend the appeal to Dickens 
so much as answer an objection, as though between 17 and 18 someone had 
challenged the reference as outmoded, irrelevant.  Her “maybe” concedes a 
little; the tone of 18 concedes even more: in notes 16 and 18 she frames her 
observations as her own (”I think… I’m thinking…”) and thus as subject to ob-
jection and refutation, even when properly sourced.

The next two notes refer to themselves and directly address the reader:

287  What about this note?  Do you like it?  I could have moved it to 
another page but that might have changed its content.

288  Are you following the notes in their proper order, or are you just 
picking out the ones you like?

The narrator calls attention to the surface of the text, to the number of the 
note as arbitrary and yet determinate, and openly worries about aiming only 
to please—while apparently ignoring the ostensible object of inquiry, water, 
the River Thames, whether the water itself is becoming diseased.

This next note refers to a suicide reported in more detail on a preceding 
page:

42.  A young Parisian woman came to London recently to drown 
herself in the river.  It’s curious how the Thames attracts people 
from far away.  I’ve never heard of any other river doing this.  
(Usually it’s just the locals.)  I mean people don’t travel from 
Canada to kill themselves in the Hudson—or even from Ohio.

The first sentence of this note recalls a suicide report that takes up a whole 
page earlier in the book.  There, among other things and under the heading, 
“Jeanne Falcon,” Horn gives me this: 

Body was found floating face-down in the vicinity of H.M.S. Bel-
fast.  Shoulder strap of handbag was wrapped tightly around neck.  

This report adopts the clipped discipline of an official story: instead of “the 
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body,” “the shoulder strap,” “the handbag,” or “the neck,” I read, “body,” 
“shoulder strap,” “handbag,” and “neck.”  Even to speak of “body” and not 
“Ms. Falcon” or “the woman” is to have vanquished suicide and death as 
events worthy of report; the finding of these things called “body” and “hand-
bag” takes its place.  Apparently, the boat deserves its name, carving out as it 
does a place; the body deserves neither name nor gender.  Ms. Falcon didn’t 
just die, she disappeared; she disappeared into a language only concerned 
with remarking her residues.

In note 42 Horn retrieves this body for the sake of the “young Parisian 
woman” who, according to her first sentence, isn’t even dead: she came to 
kill herself.  What’s the point of the mention?  The next sentences articulate 
the narrator’s aim.  She could have written, “The Thames attracts people from 
far away,” but the initial qualification, “It’s curious,” shows that there’s an 
opinion underway and at risk.  “It’s curious” further registers an informal and 
cautious appeal: would that you were curious too, would that you too were 
more than curious, then the alarm would have already sounded.  Similarly, 
the phrase, “I mean,” which heads the final sentence salutes the chatty and 
amplifies the hedge of “it’s curious…”  This narrator doesn’t take her credibil-
ity for granted, and she constitutes her reader as one with whom she must in 
turn conspire and upon whom she must work a bit to share.  Horn separates 
the report from the notes that cite them because she puts the former to use 
explicitly, not just as evidence but also as a history that is not yet shared, not 
yet intelligible.  Her qualifiers, “It’s curious…” and “I mean…,” here mark gaps 
within this history and address these gaps to me.  

This next series of notes refers to the photograph directly above them and 
finally to the blind field of the narrator’s affective life:

470.  Is this a ripple or a disturbance?

471.  Is this a disturbance or an undulation?

472.  Is this an undulation or a depression?

473.  Is this a depression?

474.  Is this a depression or a discoloration?

475.  Is this a discoloration or an aberration?
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476.  Is this an aberration or a rare formation?

477.  Is this a rare formation or an illusion?

478.  Is this an illusion or a defect?

479.  (I think it’s a defect.)

480.  (This wave reminds me of a wave I saw when I was a kid—it 
was on my bed.)

481.  Ephemeral objects: more elusive treasure!

482.  Is this a wave?

483.  (Maybe a wave of sorts but also a soft place to lay myself down, 
tuck myself in.)

The parentheses in notes 479, 480, and 482 set them apart; they become 
private interventions in a quasi-rigorous demonstration.  Her line of ques-
tioning though doesn’t focus my attention on the photograph, on its “what”?  
Rather, I focus on the odd presumption of logical disjunction and the paren-
thetical interruptions.  If “this” is a ripple, is it thus not a disturbance?  These 
notes appeal to logical form but to something other than logical form.  Is this 
a rippled form?  A disturbed form?  A logical aberration?  She concludes the 
series of questions with her answer, “I think it’s a defect.”  But this conclusion 
hardly enters the equations, set off as it is by her parentheses and her prefa-
tory, “I think.”  Note 480 introduces a new term, “wave,” about which note 
482 worries; and then 483, as though responding to this worry, as though 
accepting the rule of an answer, “yes, this is a wave…,” suggests (parentheti-
cally again) that note 480 was really the right way to dissolve the question.  
Maybe a wave but also a bed, a reminiscence, a soft place, a soft place and a 
soft time when I was a kid.  The parentheses establish a lazy-ass counterpoint 
to Horn’s hard-ass analytic; they as well open and maintain this gap between 
her view and mine: I can ask her questions, but can’t answer for her child-
hood.    

This next series of notes not only refers to the photograph directly above 
it but also concludes with an argument predicated on the failure of questions 
similar to those above to establish meaningful differences:

28  Is this khaki or beige?
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29  Is this beige or ochre?

30  Is this ochre or yellow?

31  Is this yellow or tan?

32  Is this tan or brown?

33  Is this brown or black?

34  Is this black? 

35  Under the cover of ugly, evasive colors, black is constant.  These 
useless, hopeless colors coagulate around this black place.

This sequence appears to reiterate the form of the previous one, but unlike 
the previous, this sequence does aim to settle something positive about “this.”  
Black.114  Under the cover of ugly, evasive colors, colors like khaki, beige, 
ochre, yellow, tan, and brown, black is constant.  Like note 159, which reads, 
“The opacity of the world dissipates in water,” these notes make a claim upon 
language and thus upon reference and relation: what is “black” for Horn?  
Black is not the simple absence of light and color but some thing that posi-
tively threatens visibility and sense from without.  I’ll return to the relation of 
light to black, water to black water, and of the book’s relation to these.

At times the notes even seem to be propelled by a taste for and worry 
over the letter.  For example:

301.  Roiled?  Or real?

302.  The Thames is turbid.

303.  Turbid, not turgid!

304.  Turbid, not turgid!  But sometimes I have the sense that the 
Thames is turgid, too—bloated with another water.

305.  (But then it appears that there are occasional turgid moments 
too.)

114 Notes 572-579 repeat this sequence, though instead of “Is this ochre or yellow?” she 
offers “Is this ochre or green?” and instead of “Is this yellow or tan?” “Is this green or 
tan?”  The photographs above the respective sequences may account for this difference, 
but the conclusion—“black is constant”—does away with this difference as meaningful.  
I’m left to wonder, however, how the repeated deictic, “this,” split as it is between two 
photographs, fails to sustain clarity about opacity.  I’m left to wonder, which one?
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306.  A corpse, especially one found in a river, is likely to be turgid.  
But the water itself, at least in this river, is definitely turbid.

307.  Putrid! (Putrid is good because there’s the idea of life in it.  Vile 
is good—but no life.)

308.  What about lurid?  Lurid as in gruesome?—or repugnant?  This 
water’s definitely got a lurid quality.

309.  What about lurid?  Lurid enhances the river’s appeal.

310.  Rancid?  (Personally, I doubt it.)

The distinctions between “real” and “roil,” on the one hand, and “turbid” and 
“turgid,” on the other, appear to provoke her consideration only because of 
their basis in assonance and consonance; these pairs form alliterative constel-
lations and apparently must therefore be divided, clarified.  She implies that 
the resemblance of these sensuous forms disqualify there both being appli-
cable, there both being suitably descriptive.  “Real” and “roiled,” “turbid” and 
“turgid” are in no ways opposites, and they don’t obviously repeat each other 
as synonyms, and yet the narrator traffics an expectation of opposition, a 
presupposition of opposition.  And so when Horn writes, “But sometimes…” in 
note 304, she builds the force of this “but” on the assertion, repeated twice, 
“turbid, not turgid.”  Putting it forward and taking it back, the drama then 
turns around each succeeding word, suggested merely on the basis of the 
shared suffix, “-id”: “turgid” and “turbid” lead her to “putrid” then “lurid” and 
finally to “rancid.”  

Is she here trying to find the right words, the right adjectives, the ones 
that refer to and adequately nominate the substance that flows in Thames?  
Certainly, but the questions as posed and presupposed, “Real or roiled?” and 
“Turbid or turgid?”—these questions constitute a strange ground for interlocu-
tion, as though looking alike or sounding alike were enough to provoke sus-
picion of a secret alliance, a threatening mimicry.  The “wrong” word might 
pass as the right one, and so she and I must remain vigilant; she and I listen 
for and preserve the differences.  If the Thames, as she will argue, is bloated 
with another water, if another water mimics water, then our language could 
be bloated with, for lack of a better word, another language.  It’s just as im-
portant perhaps to separate and contain another language as it is to separate 
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and contain another water.
But, a few pages and a few photographs later, she takes back a few of the 

previous claims: 

341.  This is a turgid moment.

342.  Turgid, not turbid!  But then, in fact, the Thames is turbid, too, 
endlessly roiled.343

343.  A glass of water from the river is full of turbid details.344  They 
might settle to the bottom eventually, but they’ll be waiting to get 
stirred up again.

344.  Roiled—not real.

“This is a turgid moment” means to refer me, to build upon the reference 
to the photograph just above.  It’s what she sees here.  But the language is 
still in as much trouble as the water—and only and importantly because she 
says so, and only because she presumes that I am an audience for this say 
so.  Note 344 appears to settle the question raised earlier by 301.  But these 
terms, “real” and “roiled,” circulate through the notes, spawning the following 
variations:

53.  Real!—Not roiled.

112.  (Roiled and real.)

157.  (Roiled but real.)

442.  Real!—And roiled.

Given the definition she offers of turbid, “endlessly roiled,” it’s more than cute 
to suggest that the terms, “real” and “roiled,” are themselves roiled by this 
complete set of coordinating conjunctions (“and,” “or” and “but”), by the spur 
of dashes, and even by the sotto parentheses.  She not only speaks of the re-
lation between real and roiled, she puts this relation to me as itself roiled and 
turbid, perhaps even turgid, lurid, anything but lucid.  She doesn’t so much 
argue that something bloats the language, as imply it through the idiosyncra-
sies of her logic.  She implies that “real or roiled?” is a serious question and 
then does her level best to submerge it.  Why?  

As with “Is this khaki or beige?” and “Is this a ripple or a disturbance?” 
and “(Maybe a wave of sorts but also a soft place to lay myself down, tuck 
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myself in.)” the coordinating conjunctions in the sequence above dress her 
questions and claims in the garb of decision while undermining the ground for 
such decision.  On the basis of what can I see the difference between khaki 
and beige when “black” is the color she would have me see?  What stands or 
falls on the difference between a ripple and a disturbance?  And does the re-
trieval of the soft place preclude, include, delude, or dilute the former?  She 
nearly exhausts the permutations that would relate “real” to “roiled” and, 
as I wrote above, roils these relations.  She posits a reader at the edge and 
ledge of these relations, as though words like “and,” “but,” and “or” were as 
troubled, as in need of clarification and purification as the River Thames, as 
though whenever I run across the joinery of coordination I’m “in” her water 
and “in” conversation to the degree that I thirst for the relations promised by 
these words.

I sample the generic and thematic diversity of Horn’s notes not only to 
hint at the difficulty of synopsis, but also to get at the two demands Horn 
makes upon her reader: a. read for the rhetorical constitution of her various 
matters, for example, “black water,” and b. read for the solicitation, emer-
gence, and submergence of the reader.  Rather than take it all in and all of 
these notes around, I’ll take aim at what I take to be the aim of the work: 
to establish its title, to establish and exercise the referential power of this 
phrase, “another water.” Below the title and below the photograph over which 
it floats, Horn’s notes begin.  I’ll quote the first notes at length because the 
argument of the work will in that way better show its ligature.  My distinction 
between speaking-of and speaking-to haunts this sequence as well:

1  In the waiting room of a doctor’s office some years ago I 
overheard a mother talking about how her kids were afraid of it.  
If they couldn’t see into it, they wouldn’t go into it.  It’s like being 
dismembered.  When you wade into this dark fluid, a kind of milk 
without nurture, you disappear.

2  Disappearance: that’s why suicides are attracted to it.  It’s also 
why children fear it (see preceding note).  It’s a soft entrance to 
simply not being here.  When I imagine the river, it’s something 
I can enter, something that will surround me, take me away from 
here.  But then the pain of it is less imaginable, too.  Less than 
violence or chemistry.
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3  Sometimes when I look at the river I can see into it slightly.  Not 
very far, not more than an inch or two, but it gives the feeling that 
the water is occupied almost to the exact volume of the river with 
something other than water—perhaps another water.

4  Thinking about water is thinking about the future—or just a 
future.  My future—yours.  It’s a personal thing—especially now.  It 
makes sense that children fear water they can’t see into (see note 
no. 1).  And then too doesn’t it make sense for someone who can’t 
imagine a future to be attracted to it, to this semblance of water, to 
this other water?

5  It is night.  The darkness of the water reflects the darkness of 
the sky.  But when daylight comes again the water will remain dark, 
cutting everything in it off from everything beyond it.

6  The water is opaque.  It is comforting to imagine that once 
you are in it, you won’t be visible any longer and you won’t see 
anything, either—relief from the unending demands of simple sight.

7  Hidden by the dark.  It’s only night and that will pass.  But the 
blackness of the water won’t pass.  The blackness and the water 
pass by but they never go away.

8  Looking at an image like this you may never get to the idea of 
water at all.

9  Looking at an image like this, if you get to the idea of water at all, 
then you’ll have to wonder what water really is.

10  (But water is you.)

I cite these first ten notes to motivate anew the title of the book, Another 
Water (the River Thames for Example)—note 3 explicitly gives it weight—and 
to introduce the book’s thematic and argumentative strains, touched on al-
ready but briefly.  Here I could go and stay local; I could stay with this river 
and this example and Horn’s experiences thusly indexed: “when I look at 
the river…”  Here I could also embroider the bundle of traits that Horn car-
ries through these and all subsequent notes: the talk of deception, disaster, 
and utopia that amplifies her “detective anguish”115 and the logical opposi-

115 I borrow this phrase from Barthes: “One day I received from a photographer a picture 
of myself which I could no remember being taken, for all my efforts; I inspected the tie, 
the sweater, to discover in what circumstances I had worn them; to no avail.  And yet, 
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tions upon which this talk depends, the oppositions between light and dark, 
transparency and opacity, appearance and disappearance, visibility and invis-
ibility, life and death, pleasure and pain, integrity and dismemberment.116  But 
instead I want to focus on her explicit rhetorical aim: to persuade the reader 
that another water occupies the Thames, not something other than water, but 
“this other water.”

I take her aim here so seriously because I fully credit her discursive, pho-
tographic, and artifactual means as means: with this book she seeks to move, 
wrangle, and disturb.  I want to see just how and whether the argument of 
the text conditions the photographic evidence, conditions the photographs as 
evidence.  I argue—and thus will I put her aims and means through my own—
that Another Water gives me a photography turned against what Barthes 
calls, the “self-annihilating medium.”  Not consistently.  Not resolutely.  But 
when I read above, in note 9, “Looking at an image like this, if you get to the 
idea of water at all, then you’ll have to wonder what water really is,” and note 
10, “(But water is you.)” not only do I “have to wonder” precisely what Roni 
Horn wants this “you” to get?  Water?  Another water?  Itself?  I also have 
to wonder whether she has me look at “an image like this” in order to per-
suade me that I don’t yet know what I am looking at.  So, I have to wonder 
too about this appeal to an evidence that isn’t evident, and thus I have to 
wonder about the constitution of a reader who is also to look, who needs help 
looking, who looks without seeing and so must be taught how to see beyond 
and through what there is to see.  Further, if I have to wonder because she, 
this narrator, tells me I have to wonder, then how do I relate what she says 
to this elaboration of her authority, to this elaboration of interlocution?  How 
does this pose of forceful communion contribute to these photographs?

I won’t leave everything to her own devices, but I do want to note the 
work of these devices—and this requires an elaboration of her argument’s 

because it was a photograph I could not deny that I had been there (even if I did no 
know where).  This distortion between certainty and oblivion gave me a kind of vertigo, 
something of a ‘detective’ anguish [angoisse policière] (the theme of Blow-Up was not 
far off); I went to the photographer’s show as to a police investigation, to learn at last 
what I no longer knew about myself.” [CL, 85; CC, 133-4]

116 These oppositions aren’t pure: for example, for Horn another water isn’t dark; it’s black.  
She reserves “black” to name a quality beyond the structuring relation of light and the 
absence of light.
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topoi, the places granted and sustained by the book, as well as its mode of 
address.  So, how can “an image like this” support her argument?  Because 
for her—too simply—when I look at this image, I am not looking at water: I 
am looking at another water.  Because, for her when I look at this image, I 
am not looking at water: I am looking at a surface (“I can see into it slightly”) 
laminated to an impossible depth (“this dark fluid, a kind of milk without nur-
ture”).  Because, for her when I look at this image, I am not looking at water: 
I am looking at a photograph.  This latter “not” would prove little more than 
banal did Horn not commit serious time and artifactual resources to defining 
the difference between another water and water in terms of the difference be-
tween a transparent medium and a thick one, between one photography and 
another photography.  Her argument depends on how the river gives itself to 
the camera, on how the river appears, on how the visible river, the entangled 
allure of its surface, further blackens already black water.  Another water is a 
photograph of water, but not a clear one, not one that I see clearly and dis-
tinctly.  Thus does Horn’s book elaborate a photographic threat, a specifically 
photographic betrayal.  She doesn’t try to represent another water by photo-
graphic means so much as induce a sympathetic alchemical transformation.  
Horn doesn’t say, I photograph things to see how things look photographed,117 
but rather, I photograph this thing, the river, because photography mimics 
the river—which means that for me that photographic mimicry mimics the 
mimicry of the river.  I don’t need to see how this water looks photographed, 
because to me it already looks that way.  The Thames is already a photograph 
of water, a semblance of water.  Where others see water she sees a specifi-
cally photographic translation of water: another water.  Just as no one would 
confuse a photograph with its referent—but of course, Barthes does, and so 
I’ll have to return to this claim—just as no one would confuse a photograph 
with its referent, so no one should confuse another water with water; no one 
should confuse the water of the Thames with water.

But while “photography” might name the proliferation of dangerous simu-
lacra, for Horn these photographs enable an idealizing and ultimately creative 

117 Susan Sontag quotes Gary Winogrand: “I photograph to find out what something will 
look like photographed.”  See Susan Sontag and St. Martin’s Press/Tor Archive (Brown 
University), On Photography, 1st Picadore USA ed. (New York: Picador USA; Farrar 
Straus and Giroux, 2001), 197.
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turn.118  That’s how I take and give back note 9: “Looking at an image like 
this, if you get to the idea of water at all, then you’ll have to wonder what 
water really is.”  How does Horn use “idea” here?  Loosely?  “Idea” flows from 
the Greek word, idein, “to see,” and so “idea” and “image” aren’t here rigor-
ously distinguished.  Why not this translation: if I see water when I look at 
the photograph, then I have to wonder what water is.  But if I were to apply 
Barthes’ phenomenological prescription here, rather than write, “image of wa-
ter,” I would write, “water as an image,” i.e. inaccessible, immaterial, a water 
to come and a phantom water.  I could then try this: because I here see water 
in its absence I have to wonder what water is—thus would this narrator have 
implied that water is fundamental, never an object but a condition of possibil-
ity, and as such it couldn’t be absent.  And thus does she write: “But water is 
you.”  You, the one who wonders, in wondering, discover her immanence, her 
confluence.  Within the terms and realities of her argument and world, I as-
sert the following: I get to water if and only if I see that these photographs 
get me to the absence of water, which she’ll call “another water”—not by 
showing me another water per se, but by participating in its effects, by relay-
ing the effect of its semblance.  

I will work through Horn’s book and, through a detour through Camera 
Lucida, will there compose another punctum, a punctum of surface.  Barthes 
conjures two: a punctum of form and a punctum of intensity; I add another, 

118 According to Jean Baudrillard’s polemical definition, a simulacrum is not simply a “bad” 
copy, as Plato argues, but a copy without an original.  Or rather, the difference between 
copy and original, between map and territory, sign and referent, has for us imploded.  
“Simulation” is his word for the ontological status of just about everything; he thus 
paints this everything with the acid colors of a dissolved reality.  See Jean Baudrillard, 
Simulations (New York City, N.Y.: Semiotext(e) Inc., 1983).  For Deleuze, on the con-
trary, this implosion isn’t destructive, there being nothing to destroy, but creative: “The 
simulacrum is not a degraded copy.  It harbors a positive power which denies the origi-
nal and the copy, the model and the reproduction.”  Brian Massumi contrasts Baudril-
lard and Deleuze this way: “The reality of the model is a question that needs to be dealt 
with.  Baudrillard sidesteps the question of whether simulation replaces a real that did 
indeed exist, or if simulation is all there has ever been.  Deleuze and Guattari say yes to 
both.  The alternative is a false one because simulation is a process that produces the 
real, or, more precisely, more real (a more-than-real) on the basis of the real. ‘It carries 
the real beyond its principle to the point where it is effectively produced.’  Every simu-
lation takes as its point of departure a regularized world comprising apparently stable 
identities or territories.  But these ‘real’ entities are in fact undercover simulacra that 
have consented to feign being copies.”  See Brian Massumi, “Realer Than Real,” Copy-
right 1, no. 1 (1987), 92.  And see Gilles Deleuze, The Logic of Sense (New York: Co-
lumbia University Press, 1990), 262.
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a., to account for the way Horn’s photographs work, and b., because Barthes 
adds this other when the “self-annihilating medium,” photography, doesn’t 
annihilate itself (doesn’t deliver the so-called “referent” cleanly and without 
remainder) and yet does annihilate itself (fades and dies).  Another Water re-
quires this conception because the photographs get in the way, and, because 
they get in the way, they sustain that with which they interfere, perhaps only 
barely, possibly not for long.  Horn’s photographs aren’t self-annihilating; for 
her they’re positively thick, obdurate, sticky.  For Horn the River Thames is an 
annihilating medium—calling all suicides—but thus not a medium at all; the 
traffic through its surface aims for nowhere and goes precisely nowhere.

And now, and so as not fall completely for the authority of her notes and 
their entitlement, I’ll attend to the photographs, not only to what I see there, 
ostensibly the River Thames, but to how the book shows it to me.  Typi-
cally, I look down on Horn’s cutlets of river water and from a middle distance.  
Neither too close nor too far, water takes up the entire frame, the surfaces 
mostly sharp and clear, without disappearing into the obscurity of mere detail.  
She gives me neither horizon nor a proper foreground, a place from which 
to launch my look.  All is middling and neutral, at sea but with neither the 
drink nor a star.  Horn and her photographer, Nic Tenwiggenhorn—one Horn 
with another Horn—look down upon the water from their boat, the cameras 
(there appear to be several) positioned about 14’ above the water’s surface, 
the camera tilted about 45 degrees.  The framing will neatly exclude the 
boat—could it really be called the Regarder?119—the shadow of the boat, and 
the wake of the boat.  The outer reaches of the frame will also exclude banks, 
other boats, structures and craft of all kinds.  The photographs typically do 
reveal the tilt of the camera and so indicate a medium length lens, a “normal” 
lens as it would be called.  Another neutral.  It’s a view one could happen 
upon, for and with some eye, but it’s also a view that excises the skin of this 

119 But is this really London?  It’s been suggested to me that the river depicted in this pho-
tograph is more likely the Seine, given Horn’s mention of this river in interviews, and 
the name of the boat.  Is the Thames-ness of Horn’s Thames truly in doubt?  Sandra 
Percival, then Director of the Public Art Development Trust in London writes to me, “Yes, 
most definitely this picture is of the Thames and a shot from the production of Another 
Water.  It is the only body of work on a river Roni did with Nic Tenwiggenhorn…  ¶ … The 
woman below deck is Helena Blacker who worked with PADT [JHM: Public Art Develop-
ment Trust] on the production of Another Water.”  From a private correspondence. 
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water from the bones that support it.  I am only to see the water and not to 
see that I am seeing it from somewhere or to see that there is a particular 
depth, a particular distance from shore, a particular meander of the Thames’ 
London passage.  I am not to see that I am seeing it.  I am held aloft, the 
ground no ground at all, the photographs providing both the lift and the secu-
rity of a pose.

For Horn these photographs are to prove that what flows in the Thames 
is not water.  They are to show that this “what” is what she calls “another 
water.”  So, without the argument of the book, these photographs might re-
fer me to water; without the argument of the book, these images would be 
handsome, remarkable for their thorough elaboration of waves, ripples, quali-
ties of light, and tonal variations.  Seen all together, either in sequence or in 
a pile, one might wonder whether these photographs, which exclude relevant 
contextual features, show the Thames at all.  One might wonder whether the 
Thames is in fact its waters, the mere and pure surface of its substance, its 
watery colors, its watery lights and extravagantly visible, watery textures.  
This visible Thames seduces, and so it perhaps only offers appearances and 
not the essential matters: what of its places, its way of offering, making, and 
being a place, i.e. the city of London, the history of London, the London of 
Dickens and Conrad, Our Mutual Friend and Heart of Darkness, of Rome and 
A Clockwork Orange?120  The river itself, whatever that is, is nothing; the river 
is nothing but the network of historical and practical relations that give the 
Thames, this name and this waterway, its roles and speaking parts.  To get 
into and after this river shouldn’t I come to see these relations rather than 
the mere surface of this thing?  

Horn deliberately offers these images and notes askew from such atten-
tion.  She conducts a veritable symphony of contexts, but her music treats 
the Thames as corrosive of context, as an absolute limit—and she gives this 

120 I here refer to works that Horn cites in the notes.  Her narrator goes to these notes to 
prove her point, as though these testimonies have yet to register.  About A Clockwork 
Orange she writes, “See the film A Clockwork Orange.237 Especially the part where Alex, 
reconditioned and homeless, contemplates suicide.  In the scene Alex is just standing 
there gazing at the water, Albert Bridge is in the background.  You watch him watching 
the water—the view closes in, lingering on the eddies, and then cuts back—tight, on Al-
ex’s transparent face.  There’s a sense of time pausing before the aggression resumes.” 
[AW, nm 236]
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excess a context of its own:

750 When I look at a map of London it’s hard to imagine a Thames 
that isn’t black.  I mean the city is so enormous, so thick and 
chaotic and deep. London seeps into the river.

This London doesn’t put the river to work and good use; the river is residue: 
“so enormous, so thick and chaotic and deep” predicates the city but then 
the river as well, as though the city is then conditioned by the river, by it lan-
guage.  London seeps into the river because the river has seeped into Lon-
don.  In Another Water I am to see the visible surface of the river as the limit 
of context, and I am to see this limit as precisely photographic.  I not only 
see details of surface, I see the surface as that which registers a world, if only 
obliquely.  In this way too the Thames is a photograph of water and the city, 
is the performance of a photographic mimicry.  For example, occasional blurs 
[176, 243, 289, 349, 398, 444, 520, 571, 664, 673]121 measure the camera’s 
shutter speed against the too speedy pirouette of a wavelet and thus against 
wind, current, and weather.  There’s also the occasional debris [546, 361, 
389], occasional froth or a spattering of bubbles [124, 274, 223, 689, 729], 
occasional but tangled reflections: trees [148, 223], railings [275, 639], the 
solid dappling of a nearby wall [815], bridges, [99], unknown shapes [134, 
493], perhaps clouds [65, 546, 761].  This water registers, records, and fixes; 
this water is a sticky, and ultimately, sensitive surface, a treasury of disas-
ters, effects, blurs, debris.  A photograph of another water is a photograph of 
a photograph; that’s what and how I’m to see: not a photograph per se but a 
photograph of a photograph.  I’m to see the labor of this oblique reframing.

But I don’t simply annex these recordings.  Occasionally too the images 
unmoor my view [673, 815]; for example, the scale of things can be difficult 
to read, or light and color may combine to graphically confuse the spatial 
disposition of things.  Occasionally too the colors aren’t of a piece; as seen 
above, the misfit of “khaki,” “beige,” “ochre,” etc. to the photographic issue 
only serves to reveal a “black” that I can’t exactly see, that I see as what I 
can’t see.  Occasionally I’m even in the weather—rain or strong winds fold 
and pepper the surface [194, 588], they render the surfaces stand-ins for my 

121 See figures 45 through 50.  I refer to the individual photographs by the number of the 
first note below that page’s spread.
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skin, my exposure to its exposure, en abyme.  But, though it’s not to separate 
what I see from the conditioning of my look, I rarely worry about my foot-
ing, not because the photograph helps me orient or floors me without flooring 
me, somehow; rather, the notes along the bottom give me a ledge, the book 
isn’t only a book (I go places), but it is a book also (stubborn and insistent), a 
book in my hands, paginated and anchored by a ledge of notes and a ledge of 
paper and glue and ink.  I look at the book and from there look down at the 
notes, the water tilting and parrying above.  My peripheral vision flies up and 
over the notes to the blur of the photographs.  Because the typeface is small, 
while I read I see only the falling away of the photographic slur.  The rela-
tion of image to text enacts a turn both away from and towards the suicide’s 
predicament.  My eyes creep along these ledges.  She’s talking me into it and 
out of it, away from it, into her language, out of taking this water as water, 
away from another water and toward her own water, a water to which she will 
refer me but which she cannot show me.  As long as I’m reading and turning 
the pages, perhaps I’m in her water rather than the Thames.  As long as I’m 
reading, holding, turning, and falling from page to page, perhaps I’m not fall-
ing over this edge.  I hold onto the book, as though it were my railing, a raft 
at sea.122

So, why open Another Water in the context of my work on the rhetori-
cal life and of photographic evidence?  Because Horn too works at and on the 
preconditions of this life.  Her book will let me write of a work that not only 
purports to put photographs to work as evidence, but also explicitly delimits 
their efficacy, the strength and pull of their evidentiary force on the basis of a 
prior disclosure.  The photographs of Another Water don’t just show me what 
she will call “black water,” and they don’t just fail to show me this black wa-
ter, its invisible depths, its deep figure sans figure.  Rather, the photographs 
themselves are said both to further blacken the water and to float the idea 

122 I’m not sure.  I would rather, as I’ve already demonstrated above, articulate another 
risk, the risk of another language.  The appeal to argument and proof, the various tropes 
of persuasive speech—these proliferate various contradictions and paradoxes.  For ex-
ample, the difference between “real” and “roil” appears crucial and serious, but she 
affirms every possible logical relation of these terms, and on the basis of a simple if ar-
bitrary homonymy.  So, if it’s credible to align the transparency of water with the trans-
parency of her argument, then the argument is itself black, opaque.  The argument that 
would establish the opacity of black water over and against the transparency of water is 
itself opaque.
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of water, water as a surviving ideality; the photographs themselves float the 
idea of water away from its more toxic double.  That will be their adventure, 
their promise of a blind field, an adventure into the very water they otherwise 
obliterate.  The photographs further the devastation upon which they also 
merely report, but they also support another view than their own.  On the one 
hand, the photographs are offered as proof: see, look here, you can see for 
yourself that what flows in this River isn’t water.  But on this same hand, the 
photographs quiet, still, and thus ruin the run of water, the wetness of water, 
its transparence, its movement, its depth.  Nothing wet, nothing clear, nothing 
moving, nothing deep survives the photographic transcription.  This water is a 
photograph, sticky and still—which means that it’s not water.

The Thames resists the view that would take it in, and this I am to see 
also as proof that an uncanny fluid occupies it fully.  I come to look at the 
surface of the water and not only see that I can see into it only slightly, I see 
as well the surface of the printed page as that into which I see only slightly.  
With her notes and photographs she choreographs this “slightly.”  She dresses 
this thickness with a certain dread.  The photographs rise as screens such 
that these waters too rise as screens.  The waters rise as photographs.  The 
river has its film and sheen, photographs their emulsions: a toothy, obdurate 
thickness that admits no depth; or rather, the depth of the surface is another 
depth.  I come to see that I see through them only slightly; I come to see 
that they turn me towards their figures and surface details as indices, as trac-
es of pressures that remain unseen.  Camera obscura, not camera lucida.  

Horn’s photographic transcriptions meet their perfect match here: two 
surfaces, one the antidote to permanence, the other its untimely parody.  For 
Horn the surface of this water has a thickness of its own, but it will hold noth-
ing.  What dissolves everything, what dismembers and kills, is underneath, 
and the underneath withholds its potency.  She wants to put these photo-
graphs to work, have them work up the fact of this substance called “another 
water,” but she also binds the photographic transcription to the emergence of 
this doppelganger.  The photographs are to the Thames as the river is to wa-
ter.  I want to see whether everything she notes about the relation of water to 
the river can be said about photographic transcription.  To the degree that the 
latter does float upon the former, how does the argument of the book sustain 
a photography that breaks from the evidentiary set-up?  How can I see the 
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photographs as something other than evidence?  
I’ll begin again with a note that tests the reader’s reflexes and the photo-

graphs’ place.  She here rather ostentatiously seeks to establish the relations 
between the photographs, their ostensible referents, the notes, and the pho-
to-textual artifact, this broken whole:

285  This notation (and all the others) gives confluence to this picture 
of water, to the undulations in the water, to the greenish color of 
the ink deployed to image the water, to the idea of water, all water, 
to the sensual surface of this paper, to the moment when you 
happened upon this note, and to you in that moment.

I happen upon this note.123  She brings me to it, brings me to bring myself 
to it, has it happen to me, and tells me what is here happening—which hap-
pens too.  Note 285 happens as she tells me what has here happened.  Ac-
cording to this note, when I happen upon it I am opened to and by what she 
calls a confluence.  The note that tells me that it includes me in a network of 
flows seeks to include me in a network of flows.  And thus do I want to note 
and claim the doubling of her object, water—or rather, I say again that “wa-
ter” for Horn doesn’t name a substance or an object but the utopic promiscu-
ity of all relations, relations that brook no distinction between representation, 
the represented, and the subject of representation: immanent to one another 
are the pictures, the undulations, the greenish color of the ink, the idea of 
water, all water, the sensual surface of the paper, the moment, and me.  As 
she writes, “714  Water is utopic substance.”  For Horn “water” names the im-
manence of relations.  Water is then the doubling fold of this address.

And so what of the note itself?  Is it to be immanent as well?  Or do the 
givings of this note preclude its inclusion in the confluence it’s said to propel?  
Does the note, in dictating the locales and courses of all flows, become a still 
point?  Does it float above and outside the relations it attempts to so force-

123 Note 832, the last note of the series, nearly repeats 285.  Look for the color change and 
the numb conclusion: “832  This notation (and all the others) gives confluence to this pic-
ture of water, to the undulations in the water, to the brownish color of the ink deployed 
to image the water, to the idea of water, all water, to the sensual surface of this paper, to 
the moment when you happened upon this num-”  I love the last word, a hyphen turning 
“number” into “num-,” perhaps her way of not saying “note” and her way of saying that 
“numb” happened in that moment.  The end (of the book) is this kind of disappearance, 
a fading of my body as a body of flesh and feeling and its appearance as mere sub-
stance.  The hyphen enacts the cut that would separate, impossibly, these two bodies. 
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fully name?  Elsewhere and downstream, she all but answers these questions:

466  These notes, rootless, flowing one into another, are tiny 
landmarks of relation.

467  These notes, rootless, flowing one into another, are 
precipitations: the fugitive reactions of perception.

468  These notes, rootless, flowing one into another, like overrun 
tracks in the snow—tracks that precede you—are the projections of 
seeing and knowing.

469  These notes, rootless, flowing one into another, are the crumbs 
of cognition: connections that frame the view, connections that 
name the view.

She has it both ways: the notes flow and rest—or rather, both ways are 
on the way to what she calls “confluence.”  On the one hand, these notes 
don’t so much give confluence its place as partake of confluence.  The rep-
etition of the opening syntactic pattern, “These notes, rootless, flowing one 
into another…,” enacts the flow: each succeeding note repeats and alters the 
prior one, first subsuming difference and then elaborating one.  If this is flow, 
then flow looks like repetition and elaboration, a rhythm that stages and then 
blurs the discrete.  But on the other hand, the notes—as what she calls land-
marks, precipitates, tracks, and crumbs—congeal; the notes stick to and rise 
above the surface; they remain behind, residues.  In this brief series of notes 
she appears to refer to the very letter of her text.  The terms, “landmarks,” 
“precipitates,” “tracks,” and “crumbs,” constitute the notes as sediments, as 
metonymic variations on debris, remnants, residue, sediment.  The notes 
are both in excess of the process that deposited them and immanent to this 
process: inscriptions and indices.  But no one wrote them, and no one reads 
them.  According to the notes themselves, water writes, and water reads.

With the notes themselves gathered firmly within her use of the word, 
“confluence,” I want to affirm a second spasm of self-reference, one that con-
nects her photographic translations to the book as such.  “Confluence” is on 
both sides of her predication: all waters flow into one another, and to show 
me how she shows this flow, she appeals to flow.  Simply put, “confluence” 
isn’t a metaphor so-called: there’s nothing I already know about water and to 
which I could here appeal to help me understand water since it’s precisely the 
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latter that remains to be seen, remains to be thought, remains to be named 
and delimited and felt as that which gives everything.  “Confluence” doesn’t 
help me understand; rather, it helps me misunderstand, but perhaps in the 
right way.  “Confluence” doesn’t only unsettle the reading and thinking of her 
water.  If, according to these notes, this artifact, Another Water, mimics the 
flows it would thematize, then I understand neither this artifact, nor this wa-
ter, nor this other water outside Horn’s complex structure of mimicry.  Water 
is not the model upon which she structures the book, and the book is not the 
truth of water, true water.  Rather, the relation, the mimicry within which the 
two come to be inextricable, is the object here, the object I would allegorize 
and to which I would have surrendered already.

But I worry about the following eddy, a disturbance situated at the level of 
the notes’ grammar.  Since when does something “give confluence” to some-
thing else?  I question the syntactic fit of this subject, this verb, this direct 
object, and these indirect objects.  And so the sentence that would tell me 
of confluence, and keep me from simply understanding it, this sentence that 
purports to performatively secure the terms and routes of gift exchange—this 
sentence strains credibility and thus drops me out of this very confluence.  
Her phrase, “…gives confluence to…,” gives me nothing so simple.  My worry 
sustains this bit of effluvia— from the Latin, effluere, “flow out”—as though 
it were the cost of doing this business: no flowing together without loss, no 
water without another water, no transparency without thickness and opacity.  
The notes do this too.

But this is the good news.  According to this good book something new 
and terrible happened here, and the book doesn’t simply tell of this terror; 
the book registers it and proliferates it, formally and thematically.  Something 
terrible keeps happening here.  And because it does, she comes to under-
stand this “here,” the Thames, not as a place but as the very substance of this 
terror, its palpable, ever conspicuous, ever impressive and impassive reality.  
This is not water under the bridge; no water is ever finally under the bridges 
of her London.  This “semblance of water,” what she will call “black water,” 
goes by without passing away; the same horrors well up, survive, permanent-
ly contagious.  As though naively succumbing to a powerful metonymy, she 
invites me to see the river itself, not as water, but as an ongoing catastrophe, 
as the weapon, the blow, and the subsequent injury, the cause of death and 
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death itself, causes and effects confused and fused, confused and fused on 
both sides of her modes of address.  She wants to tell of this, and she wants 
her telling to do this to me; she wants to show me this, and she wants her 
showing to do this to me.  And so she tells of fears, suicides, and murders, of 
various limbs, missing torsos, and drowning babies—these support the river, 
carry it along and span her version of London, her version of modern city liv-
ing.  Unlike aspic or amber the river doesn’t so much treasure and preserve 
its corpses as digest them, waste them away.  For example: 

212  Yesterday I read in the Evening Standard: “A passer-by spotted 
a man’s head and limbs sticking out of the mud…”  Eleven body 
parts were found in the river, but, “significantly, not the torso.”213 
(more river traffic.)

213  Where is the torso?

214  Body parts (victim of murder), corpses (suicides—mostly 
jumpers) sewage (human waste), heavy metals (lead, mercury, 
cadmium, for example).  Herons and cormorants lighten the look, 
but not much—and only briefly.

215  (The Thames is us.)

216  There was an article in the newspaper some time ago about 
a young man jumping off a bridge.  He strapped his bicycle, a 
black phantom, to his chest and jumped in.  (It took six months to 
identify the body.)217

217  Isn’t that what you’d expect?  Isn’t that what you’d be after—to 
lose your identity? (The Thames looks like a solvent for identity, 
doesn’t it?)

218  The river is a drain.

And then, this reminder scattered further downstream:

238  (Did you find the torso?)

And later:
347  (Did you find the torso yet?)

But finally:

398  (The torso was never found.)  
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The suicides, murders, and other chum cook and bubble up—in the river 
and across the pages of her book.  She reports upon the crimes, has the 
crimes occur, and even implicates the reader in this mess.  She exploits the 
grammar of her question, “where is the torso?”  Am I to look for it?  Is she 
asking me or simply asking one and no one in particular?  Not only am I to 
look for it, but also, if the Thames is us, then I’m also what I find there when 
I look and read.  I may not find the torso but I do find her mentioning the tor-
so repeatedly, addressing this torso to me and as me, addressing this torso to 
the water.  I find the torso the way she finds it: in the paper.  She begins this 
sequence casually: “Yesterday I read in the Evening-Standard…,” and note 
216 begins, “There was an article in the newspaper some time ago…”  In both 
cases she’s a passer-by telling of other passers-by for my sake; as a reader, 
yet another passer-by.  The torso is in and of the water and it is also the tex-
tual lure.  Horn puts her reader in the position of the one who says, “Yester-
day I read…,” and finds a body.  

Flesh spills over the pages of her book—where I “expect” it to but not 
where I most expect it, i.e. in the notes but precisely not among the photo-
graphs.  But isn’t that what I should expect?  If the Thames is to look “like 
a solvent for identity” then I must find the solvent and not the dissolved.  I 
come to expect not having found it as a finding of another kind.  Though she 
shows me photographs of water, photographs of nothing but the water, she 
steeps these waters in the much hotter liquid of her rhetorical ambition.  Do I 
finally see what she doesn’t show me directly: the abyssal black of black wa-
ter as a flesh of another color?  She insists that it’s there though it’s precisely 
not visible, not presentable, not amenable to light because black, because 
deep, untouchable because the end of feeling and touch.  Black water would 
be the other of light and dark entirely, the end of light and not darkness.  
Black water would be the other of matter and form because the end of feeling 
and force.

How then are Horn’s photographs to convey this blackness, convey it be-
yond the most literal transcription of dark color and a well-rendered opacity?  
Sometimes the narrator appeals to the brute fact of the photographs, orient-
ing them precisely to her aim and the reader to their look and feel, as though 
looking carefully at them and deeply into them were enough to substantiate 
her claims:
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394  There’s nothing ambiguous about this color.  The problem 
is believing that it’s water.  Do you think the photograph wasn’t 
exposed properly, that it’s too dark? but what about the reflections 
and debris floating on the surface—they’re not too dark.

According to this note, because the photograph evidences the ever-so-literal 
color of the water, it shows that something other than water occupies the 
river.  But something isn’t working: she addresses me in my doubt.  Perhaps 
the photograph was underexposed; perhaps it is water after all.  She’s wor-
ried that her claim will be exposed as naked, as incredible.  She tells me, “the 
problem is believing that it’s water,” and yet follows that stipulation with a re-
mark that implies my absent rejoinder, “no, the problem is believing that it’s 
not water.”  Between “The problem is believing that it’s water” and “Do you 
think the photograph wasn’t exposed properly, that it’s too dark?” there’s pre-
cisely a gap of belief: I doubt the photograph rather than the water.  Because 
she would have me doubt the water and thus join her in her “problem,” she 
refers me to the specifically photographic evidence.  In this case the photo-
graph itself would secure the difference between water and black water, but 
she has me look closely because the photograph so easily thickens, surfacing 
doubts as certainly as certainty.

But Horn’s as likely to have her narrator pull the photographs apart, pull 
them from the paper upon which they’re here printed so as to disable their 
ostensible transparency, their evidentiary force.  She writes: 

124  This photograph is an image of a moment on the Thames.  It 
is also a moment similar to other moments of moving water and 
especially moments of rapidly moving water that were hardly 
visible.  But you extrapolate from your experience, you recognize 
things you’ve never actually seen—things that simply weren’t 
visible.  (Photographs often portray things unseen or unseeable in a 
simple sense.  Like things that occur too slowly or too quickly.)  You 
recognize things you’ve never actually seen—even though you may 
have watched them as you may have watched this river for hours at 
a time.  But you know it’s a river, water moving from here to there.  
You feel like you’ve seen it before.  But you haven’t, what you’ve 
actually seen is a slur: the form a river often takes in real time.

125  When you photograph water you strip it of its form: of its 
restless liquid reality.
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126  When you photograph water you give it an image that in 
essential ways bears no likeness to water.

127  When you photograph water you speak in graphic terms about 
something that has no graphic aspect.

128  As is often said of photographs, this photograph is a frozen 
moment.  But a frozen moment is no moment at all, it’s an 
oxymoron.  So here among a collection of oxymorons, we approach 
other oxymorons.

What “other oxymorons”?  These:

111  Black water is both an oxymoron and redundant.  This is 
a paradox that excludes everything.  Black water is not water.  
Black water is the opposite of water.  It is mostly agreeable 
with expectations, but in our insistence, in our holding on, it 
compromises us.  Little by little we lessen, we dilute ourselves—we 
tolerate, we accept water that is no longer water, we allow this 
unnamed substance as water.

And:

219  If this paper was water it would be black.  Maybe it looks white, 
but it’s definitely not clear.

And finally:

270  This is an image of water.  When you look at it, as you are 
probably doing now, you are looking at paper, and there is no 
necessary relationship between the two.  Yet the paper floats the 
image of water or facilitates it, and you see before you a water 
without wetness.  As with images, you imagine what you’re looking 
at and in doing so grasp it.

271  When you look at this image (and others) do you imagine 
jumping in?

272  When you look at this image do you see how smooth the paper 
is?  How soft and sensual?  (But you can’t jump in.)

She builds these sequences around the matter of her photographic tran-
scriptions, calling more than enough attention to their misfit, both in this case 
(the example of the River Thames) and in general (when is looking at a pho-
tograph not looking at paper or some other “support”?).  Whereas note 285 
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referred to a photograph to cultivate the right doubts (doubt that it’s water 
that you see) and quash the wrong ones (don’t doubt the photograph), notes 
124-128 refer to “this photograph” only to ruin its view, and notes 219 and 
270-272 ruin even the clarity of the paper itself.  Note 9 established a gambit 
that these play out: if you get to the idea of water looking at images like this, 
then you’ll have to wonder what water really is.  Horn would have me so won-
der at my not having wondered before.

I cite these sequences here to hold up my end of a previous bargain: Horn 
doesn’t simply photograph the Thames, she shows me that the Thames is a 
photograph, the Thames is a photograph of water rather than water.  Both 
sides of this predication are thus up for grabs.  If I am to answer the ques-
tion, what is a photograph for Horn? I must follow her treatment of water.  If 
I am to answer the question, what is water for Horn? I must follow her pho-
tographic productions.  In the first series of notes the liquid reality of the 
slur goes under, in the second, the transparency of the medium.  In the first, 
photography destroys water and so conveys nothing essential; in the second 
Horn foregrounds the relationship between paper and the image it “floats.”  
But strangely, in the first she doesn’t argue that I’m lost at sea, that all goes 
unrecognized, but that I’m at home even though I shouldn’t be, that before a 
photograph of water I act as though all were familiar.  Hence her intervention 
becomes necessary: without her aid, without this framing I might see water 
rather than a “frozen moment,” I might see water rather than this ice, I might 
see water rather than an oxymoron.  And most importantly, I might miss the 
force of the demonstration: the photographs are to support the becoming-
oxymoronic of this river.  Just as the photographs might reward our expecta-
tions, so too does this river, and thus would we tolerate and accept the going-
under of water.  A photograph of water blackens water, a photograph of water 
is not a representation of black water, but its acceptance, its insistence.

Something terrible keeps happening here, in the book and on the River, 
because Horn sees and tells of the book and the River as though they were 
immanent, each on and in the other.  The evidentiary swerve requires that I 
learn to see the river as evidence and the book as this river.  But how am I to 
separate the water of the book from the other water of which it tells?  Is she 
telling of something terrible to inoculate the reader against another water?  
Or does she proliferate the very terror of which she warns?  By speaking of 
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it and showing it, does she insist that it happen?  Both.  “Water” may be her 
name for communion and communicability but it’s not clear that there is any, 
that there is any such water—and yet she would communicate black water.  It 
must be presupposed in order to be—and not only that: for another water to 
appear, water must cut its figure.  Horn articulates this paradox, though indi-
rectly; she writes:

159  The opacity of the world dissipates in water.

160  Black water cannot dissipate the opacity of the world.

161  This water confuses me.  When I’m by the river I find myself 
wondering: Who am I?  Where am I?  What is this?

I cited note 159 above: it instanced Horn’s appetite for declarative propo-
sitions that alone say almost nothing.  Now I’ll nurture this “almost” by not 
leaving well enough alone.  Note 160 restates 159’s logical opposition, and 
note 161 gives definition to an errant term: for Horn “opacity” means confu-
sion.  Opacity throws certainties into doubt.  Transparency is to opacity as un-
derstanding is to misunderstanding, confusion, mere fascination.  Accordingly, 
in or near water I know who I am, I know where I am, I know what this, what 
water, is.  These are her definitions, definitions of water and transparency 
and world.  And thus the questions sustained by another water, “Who am I?  
Where am I?  What is this?” aren’t discrete, aren’t to be taken one at a time, 
but are rather metonymies for estrangement as such.  Near water I can be 
at home.  Near this water I am not at home.  Near this water confusion pro-
liferates.  The opacity of the world dissipates in water and proliferates near 
another water.  What’s the difference?  Being near water is being in it as well, 
while being near another water isn’t quite being in it.  Being in another water 
obliterates.  So how does she come to know and see the opacity of this other 
water?  How does she come to tell of the opacity of this other water?  If the 
opacity of the world dissipates in water, then it is water, what she calls water, 
that grants her a clear view of this opacity, of black water.  Being near an-
other water is still being in water: another water must yield just enough, just 
enough to her for her to tell of it, for her to demonstrate it, for her to move 
me.  Even the opacity of another water dissipates in water; i.e. she can see it 
as the black water that it is.  She sees opacity, and she thus opens this critical 
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difference when she names this other water “another water.”124  
So, though the book seeks to establish the difference that another water 

threatens, the difference between water and another water, it also must pre-
suppose this difference in order to convey it, in order to communicate it.  I 
want to establish Horn’s broader claims for water in order to show how water 
facilitates these very claims.  I also want to measure the distinction between 
opaque and clear against her photographic appropriation of water: if water 
dissipates the opacity of the world, then am I to see this opacity clearly in the 
photographs?  Or is even this opacity opaque.  She writes,

134  Water is a lubricant to other places.  It dilutes gravity when 
you’re in it; it reduces friction when you’re around it.  Almost any 
form of water: rivers, lakes, oceans, even sinks will do.  My mind 
roams freely, breezily near it.  My thoughts take me backward and 
forward; time has no direction near water.

135  Water is a lubricant to other places; it catalyzes memory and 
aspiration.  (Time has no direction near water.)

136  Water is a lubricant to other places; I use my baths to travel.

137  Is water sexy?

138  Water is sexy.

And:

144  Water is sexy.  (I want to dip myself in it.  I want to feel its liquid 
form slipping over my skin.  I want to feel its liquidness washing 
me all over, washing all over me.  I want to feel the fluid mass of it 
rushing among the parts of me: my hairs, my fingers, my toes, my 
eyes, my ears.  I want to be near it.  I want to immerse myself in it.  
I want to feel it cooling the heat of me.  I want to go deep into it; I 
want to go deeper still into it.  I want to feel the weight of it lighten 
me, ease me, release me.  I want it.)

124 Can she positively sustain this opening to the negative?  Or will the effort founder—per-
haps I choose this metaphor too carefully—will the effort founder to the degree that her 
own productions (the notes, the photographs, the structures that bind and situate their 
relations) remain too near another water?  She sustains the difference between water 
and another water from within and by assuming water’s survival, and yet it’s the latter 
that falls into doubt as soon she comes close to another water.  How close it too close?  
Or rather, is there an artifactual residue to which I could here point that would show this 
foundering?
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145  Black water isn’t sexy (That goes to the heart of it.)

146  Black water isn’t sexy.  That’s the difference between water and 
this other water: one is sexy and the other isn’t.

147  Black water isn’t sexy.  (When I’m looking at it I often wish I was 
looking at something else.)

148 Black water isn’t sexy.  (I just don’t want to touch it.  I can’t 
even imagine the feel of it—never mind the possibility of entering 
it.)

149 Black water isn’t sexy.  (I’ve had frequent malodorous encounters 
around it.)

This sequence puts together a contrastive declaration: water is sexy, black 
water is not.  But the difference between “sexy” and “not sexy,” while logi-
cally coherent, begs the question: is this difference one I understand and thus 
can rigorously apply to separate water from another water?  In order to un-
derstand it, must I have already understood it?  Further, notes 134, 135, and 
144 explicate the “dissipation” of opacity in terms other than visual, mention-
ing the “eyes” only as parts around which water would somehow flow.  Only 
in note 147 does she put the visual aspect on the line, and negatively: black 
water ruins the view.  Being in water is precisely not looking at it.  Being near 
water doesn’t solicit a look so much as views elsewhere: “My mind roams 
freely, breezily near it.  My thoughts take me backward and forward; time has 
no direction near water.”

She begins with a few claims that hit up the literal for qualities to amplify 
by way of metaphor: water “dilutes gravity when you’re in it, it reduces fric-
tion when you’re around it.”  These reminders of buoyancy, the simple physics 
of displacement and slip, support a claim like “water is a lubricant to other 
places…” But the word “lubricant” is itself quickly lubricated; it slides from 
the surface of entire bodies to “parts of me” and then to the body of a mind.  
“Water” is her name for what comes between and facilitates the difference 
between her and her world, her and her body, her and her desire, desire she 
calls hers to the degree that it gives her to herself.   “Wet” isn’t one property 
among others, but the agency of water, its action; “wet” is for her the name 
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for relation.125  To feel the fluid mass of it among the parts of her is to have 
those parts separated and articulated as parts, including “my eyes,” “my 
ears,” in this case not so much parts as other channels of transmission.126  By 
water she feels and sees and hears.  Lubricated, she is open and opened to 
the world, and the world is open and opened to her.127

Horn concludes the long parenthesis in note 144, “I want it.”  But she 
doesn’t just want “it.”  In wanting it, she must already have it.  She tells me 
what it is, “a lubricant to other places,” and that she wants it, but the only 
way to have it is to have it already.  Water is not an object of desire; it’s the 
immaterial substance of her desire; “water” is the name for its articulation 
and language.  Black water, another water, isn’t some thing she doesn’t want, 
some thing she doesn’t want to see, but the interruption of her desire, the in-
terruption of her openness.  

125 I’m tempted to write that for Horn, wet is to dry as light is to dark as life is death as, 
finally, water is to another water—but without water she could articulate neither these 
differences nor the desires that so urgently prey upon them.  Whether there is any such 
water beyond these very pleas remains an open question, one that Another Water sus-
tains and to which the photographs respond.

126 What difference separates the good body-in-pieces from the bad?  What separates 
the dismembered corpses from the dismembered narrator?  Another water dissolves, 
dismembers, is the very memory and future of destruction.  Water separates to join, 
dismembers to remember.  And thus water is the medium by which water is even sepa-
rated from and joined to another water.  On the other hand, Anne Carson provides the 
following antidote in her contribution to Roni Horn’s book project, Wonderwater (Alice 
Offshore), four volumes wherein Carson, Hélène Cixous, Louise Bourgeois, and John Wa-
ters provide aphorisms under a collection of Horn’s titles: “There is a moment you are 
swimming along in the pool, stroking forward strongly and down across the fingers of 
your right hand as you press it through the water, comes a hair.  You feel this hair as a 
jolt of what should not happen.  Just a single hair, so slight a sensation you could think 
you imagined it except, pushed against your fingers by the pressure of the water as you 
continue to thrust, it clings an instant, it will not go its way, you may have to shake your 
fingers sideways in the water there, someone else’s hair, this little nightmare of a hair 
whose touch has suddenly startled you out of the sleep of self-containment that swim-
ming induces into the fact of dirt.  Other people’s dirt.  Other people.  Your own dirt, 
you.”  Carson alters the terms in a way I will avoid but wholly acknowledge: black water 
is in water because I am in water.  “Water” is the name for relation, but as soon as there 
is relation there is an end to water.  I am the dirt.  I am the blackness of water.  Add me 
to water and water invariably darkens.  See Roni Horn and Anne Carson, “Answer Scars: 
My Roni Horn Project, an Optional Comic, by Ac,” in Wonderwater (Alice Offshore) (Göt-
tingen: Steidl, 2004).

127 Someone must have said this already: when I am wet I don’t say I am touching water, 
though I literally am, though my skin touches and is touched by water.  Wet or dirty or 
oily or stained, my skin has changed.  My skin is wet does not mean I touch water.  My 
skin is dirty doesn’t mean I’m touching dirt.
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But then I read,  

150  Black water isn’t sexy.  (Sometimes I’m not even sure of what it 
is I’m looking at).

151  Black water isn’t sexy.  (But isn’t it common to find dark things 
sexy?)

152  Black water is only the idea of water.

And so, she takes it back; or rather, she capitulates to this other desire; or 
rather, she won’t rigorously sustain a discourse on the difference between 
black water and water, sexy and not sexy, wet and not wet, without discover-
ing the former term of the opposition at the limit of the opposition.128  If black 
water is only the idea of water then it’s only this idea of water that gets her to 
water.  If water is the name for desire’s circulation and productive articulation 
then it’s black water, its ubiquity and forceful insistence, that circulates and 
articulates her desire.

Significantly, though I expect notes 615 to 617 to exactly repeat 150 to 
152, given the structure of repetition that governs the book, I find instead 
these telling alterations:

615  Black water isn’t sexy.  (Sometimes I don’t even know what it is 
I’m looking at).

616  Black water isn’t sexy.  (But doesn’t the toxic look remind you of 
normal beauty?)

617  Black water isn’t sexy.  (But isn’t it common to find toxic things 
attractive?)

618  Have you ever looked at the river and had the idea that the 
water is sultry?

128 In her essay on Horn, “The Abyss of Surrender in Another Water,” bell hooks writes, 
“Horn offers us an interior glimpse of “another water” that beckons us into greater vis-
ibility, and therefore into the nirvana of being known in our brokenness.  Her images 
embrace the shadow.  Compelling us to move past the one-dimensional notion of black 
water as emblematic always and only of death, she offers us the opaque darkness that is 
living water, an abyss of surrender in whose depth the soul can merge and be restored.”  
Yes, black water does more than kill, but I see the life there in the confluence of rela-
tions that sustain the view and the deictics, “you,” “I,” and “me.” bell hooks, “The Abyss 
of Surrender in Another Water,” in If on a Winter’s Night... Roni Horn... ed. Urs Stahel 
(Göttingen: Fotomuseum Winterthur, Winterthur, and Steidl Verlag, 2003).
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Thus does she allegorize the dilemma of the book.  Black water is not sexy 
and yet is sexy, is not sexy and yet is sultry, i.e. humid, humidifying, wet, at-
tractive, beautiful, a reminder and not the end of reminiscence.  Even near 
black water she goes places: near black water she gets to the idea of water; 
near black water she has the idea that I might have the idea that black water 
is sexy.  Near black water I’m in water because the question of what I’m look-
ing at, as a question, sustains me: I’m not sure, I don’t know.  Being-in-water 
is what the book would demonstrate and encourage as the substance of an 
always already involved relation—though not as an origin and precondition, 
but rather as a naked and groundless presupposition, a presupposition that 
goes under if abandoned as unbelievable.  

Apropos this faith, she writes,

91  Black water agitates and unsettles.  The lack of transparence is 
frightening, even violent.  It is no longer water.  It is an unnamed 
liquid, another water—one as yet without identity that shares only 
its appearance and only part of that with water.  This surprises 
because where you expect to see water, for example, in a river, you 
see instead some colored fluid mimicking water; it is a surrogate 
water, petrified water.  You are fooled.  It is a willful and necessary 
foolishness.  It is water-by-faith only.  You hold on to the idea of 
water even though you must forsake all that water is.  You hold on 
to water; it is a raft at sea.  Your foolishness is an expression of 
hope.  Soon water will only be an image.

I confess, mostly I admire the metaphor that binds what she calls “hope” to 
an ongoing catastrophe: water is to be her raft at sea.  Not water, but the 
idea of water: you are to hold onto this.  To an idea.  To an image.  To water 
in its absence.  You are to hold on to nothing.  One water is to save you from 
another, from another water, from black water, this “unnamed liquid.”  Water 
is to save you from fright, violence, and drowning, from going under, from 
the destitution of shipwreck.  Like a raft, the idea of water is a makeshift; 
perhaps there isn’t any such water without this making, only sea.  Foolish 
though it is to see water here, to see absolute and primordial transparence 
where there isn’t any, to see this “colored fluid” as water, to see petrifaction 
and ice as though it were movement—foolish though it is to see water at all, it 
remains the very movement of hope: to err on the side of something unseen, 
perhaps impossible.  From “you are fooled” to “it is a willful and necessary 
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foolishness,” Horn switches the grammatical cut of culpability from “black wa-
ter”—which in the first lines exercised verbs like “agitates” and “unsettles”—to 
“you.”  The one that black water fools is now foolish.  I am foolish for having 
been fooled.  But the more I fall for it the less likely I am to fall for it: the one 
who looks to die in black water, the suicidal, either flees from it or flees into 
it, but neither flight holds onto the image of water, neither gets a grip on the 
life raft.  

Black water seduces—sultry, sexy and beautiful though toxic, wet because 
I am foolish.  To the degree that black water obscures even its mimicry, it 
maintains and preserves the allure, the force, and the reality of what it none-
theless supplants—if only as an image.  Black water is sexy; its sexiness is 
my persistence in water.  To see water as an image is to see it and touch it 
and swim in it as absent, in default, withdrawn—but it’s my foolishness, my 
having been fooled that allows me this vision and intercourse, this tight grip 
on the raft at sea, this access to what has disappeared.  I am seduced, i.e. I 
have water-by-faith, and faith is foolish.  I know very well that there’s no wa-
ter there.  I can’t see it.  I can’t find it.  I can’t touch it.  But nonetheless do I 
believe in water.  I am a fool to believe, and my belief is what?  Horn drama-
tizes this disjunction by including an ellipsis: between “it is a surrogate water, 
petrified water” and “you are fooled” she gives me nothing, no account, no 
reason for having been fooled.  I am fooled when I read through this ellipsis 
without noting the mimicry of the argument itself.  I hold onto her claims and 
conclusions as onto a raft at sea.

Yes, mostly I admire the metaphor of the raft at sea, not only because, 
here as elsewhere, she spills water on both sides of this figure (see the re-
marks above on “confluence”) but because it too helps me admire Horn’s 
work on the photograph.  The relation she here builds between black water 
and water too suits the relation between her photographs and their referen-
tial aims.  When she writes, “where you expect to see water, for example, in 
a river, you see instead some colored fluid mimicking water; it is a surrogate 
water, petrified water,” she names as well what I expect to see in the book, 
in the photographs; she names photographic surrogacy, not only the freeze 
frame and inky transcription, but the hope that photographic mimicry floats.  
The photographs don’t only provide evidence for her argument by showing 
me black water; they do so also by partaking in the phenomenon to be evi-
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denced.
For Horn photographic mimicry sustains the very transparency it oth-

erwise destroys.  I can’t see through them, and so I see that I can’t see 
through—and thereby do I discover this naïve, hopelessly outmoded hope in 
the proliferation of surrogates.  And now I turn back to the one who too floats 
this strange confluence of futility and manic perseverance.  I’ll have Barthes 
invent another punctum for me, one that hits me whenever I look upon the 
photographic mimicry Horn deploys in Another Water.
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 Golaud What is it shining so at the bottom of the water? 

 Mélisande Where?—Ah!  It is the crown he gave me.  It fell as I 
was weeping.... 

 Golaud A crown?—Who was it gave you a crown?—I will try to 
get it.... 

 Mélisande No, no; I will have no more of it!  I will have no more of 
it!... I had rather die... die at once...

 Golaud I could easily pull it out.  The water is not very deep. 

 Mélisande I will have no more of it!  If you take it out, I throw 
myself in its place! [Je n’en veux plus!  Si vous la 
retirez, je me jette à sa place!]... 

 Golaud No, no; I will leave it there.  It could be reached 
without difficulty, nevertheless.  It seems very 
beautiful… [PM, Act I, sc ii]129

I must therefore submit to this law: I cannot penetrate, can-
not reach into the Photograph.  I can only sweep it with my glance, 
like a calm, smooth surface [comme une surface étale].  The Pho-
tograph is flat, platitudinous in the true sense of the word, that is 
what I must acknowledge. [CL, 106; CC, 164: translation modified] 

129 From the libretto of Debussy’s opera, Péllèas et Mélisande, his treatment of the play of 
the same name by Maeterlink.  See http://www.gutenberg.org/files/13329/13329-8.txt.  
For the French text see http://www.intac.com/~rfrone/operas/sfo/libretti/pelleas.htm.

section 8 of 15
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 Golaud Oh, misery of my life!  I am here like a blind man 
searching for his treasure at the bottom of the ocean!  
I am here like a new-born child lost in the forest… 
[Ah! misère de ma vie!  Je suis ici comme un aveugle 
qui cherche son trésor au fond de l’océan!  Je suis ici 
comme un nouveau-né perdu dans la forêt…] [PM, Act 
III, sc v]

I’ll now restore a bit of the obscure to Camera Lucida because Barthes 
anticipates the interruption I find Horn both exercising and allegorizing in 
Another Water: the interruption of a certain opacity.  As mentioned above 
Barthes writes that a photograph “annihilate[s] itself as medium [S’annuler 
comme medium]”; it is “no longer the sign but the thing itself [n’être plus un 
signe, mais la chose même.].” [CL, 45; CC, 77]  But when he slips upon and 
off the smooth surface of the photograph, when this suicide remains incom-
plete and the medium thickens and clots and, instead of thereby fulfilling the 
photographic intention to go through and go under, it preserves this intent as 
frustrated, surviving as frustrated and futile—what then?  I want to articulate 
another punctum around this stubborn living-on of what was to have given up 
the ghost.  I will call it the punctum of surface.  And by surface I mean skin, 
but a skin that covers no flesh—no, a skin that covers that it covers no flesh, 
a surface that obscures that it obscures no depth; like the split husk of a cica-
da, it appears full though it sculpts a void and remains there.  But this brittle, 
dollish cadaver, just is a thickened, clotted surface become residue.  Barthes 
won’t simply fail to get through, he’ll get to not getting through. 

In calling this punctum a punctum of surface I deliberately hit upon an 
irony: Barthes defines the punctum as that which wounds him—and as itself 
a wound.  On the one hand he writes that the photographs that touch him, 
“…are in effect punctuated, sometimes even speckled with… sensitive points; 
precisely these marks, these wounds are so many points.”  And on the other 
hand and on the same page, “a photograph’s punctum is that accident which 
pricks me [me point] (but also bruises me, is poignant to me [me poigne]).” 
[CL, 26-27; CC, 49]  One surface meets another; one incision dictates an-
other, as though by sympathetic magic.  My “punctum of surface” would thus 
be redundant: according to Barthes every punctum creases, folds, and then 
punctures the surfaces that thereby come into contact: the body, the photo-
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graph, the surface of a body, the surface of a photograph—but I resort to the 
term to refer to occasions when the surface itself is the sensitive point, when 
the sympathetic magic fails to precisely fold and join one body to another but 
instead calls attention to the work of jointure itself, the brute and perhaps 
brutal thickness of the joint.  

Barthes metaphorizes the labor of self-annihilation yet another way: 

A sort of umbilical cord links the body [lien umbilical relie le 
corps] of the photographed thing to my gaze: light, though impal-
pable, is here a carnal milieu [milieu charnel], a skin I share with 
anyone who has been photographed. [CL, 81; CC, 126-127]  

Because this “umbilical cord” freights the claim of this passage with a fantasy 
of intrauterine plenitude, birth becomes for Barthes an injury that trumps all 
injuries.  That he shares a skin exposes him to the injury of the other, but 
separation exposes this very exposure to injury as well.  With the punctum of 
intensity, the “lacerating emphasis [emphase déchirante]” [CL, 96; CC, 148] 
of that-has-been, time becomes the carnal milieu: attachment to what-has-
been exposes him to loss; and were he to lose all relations to this loss—then 
what?  The punctum of surface bears upon these latter risks. 

I will here repurpose a language already in use to power the indexical 
relation of the photograph to its referent to describe here the relation of the 
photographic referent to the various material supports that aim to refer to it 
but also err.  When the surface of the photograph, the photograph as surface, 
becomes a problem for Barthes, I there and then see Barthes hit by the punc-
tum of surface.

The opening pages of Camera Lucida attend to a wrinkle Barthes tries to 
iron out.  He writes:

A specific photograph, in effect, is never distinguished [ne se 
distingue jamais] from its referent (from what it represents), or at 
least it is not immediately or generally [tout de suite ou pour tout 
le monde] distinguished from its referent (as is the case for every 
other image, encumbered—from the start, and because of its sta-
tus—by the way in which the object is simulated [simulé]): it is not 
impossible to perceive the photographic signifier (certain profes-
sionals do so), but it requires a secondary action of knowledge or 
of reflection [un acte second de savoir ou de réflexion]. [CL, 5; CC, 
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16-17: translation modified]

And a page later, as if by way of summary:

Whatever it gives to see [donne à voir] and whatever its man-
ner, a photograph is always [toujours] invisible: it is not it that one 
sees [ce n’est pas elle qu’on voit].

In short, the referent adheres.  And this singular adherence 
makes it very difficult to focus on Photography. [CL, 6; CC, 18]

In this second citation the second sentence re-qualifies the claim of the first 
sentence: if the photograph is “always” invisible, if it is not it that one sees, 
then it should not only be “very difficult” to focus on photography, it should 
be impossible.  Barthes’ equivocation frames the previous lack of qualification 
as hyperbole and the hyperbole as symptom.  In the first passage this hap-
pens as well: why tell me that a photograph is “never” distinguished from its 
referent only to subsequently and immediately and generally, tout de suite et 
pour tout le monde, qualify this claim?  Photography names an ideal and its 
fracture, or more prosaically, the lapsed and hyperbolic unqualified.  “Never” 
and “always” here fall prey to what he calls “secondary actions.”  In both 
cases any number of seconds, a few ticks and tocks, measure the difference 
between the primary and the secondary action; the delay of a secondary ac-
tion is primary to the extent that it has already provoked the overstatement 
as a defense, a defense of an ideal.  If the punctum of intensity measures and 
sustains the gap between “she is dead” and “she is going to die,” between 
“this-has-been” and “this-is,” then for me the punctum of surface will mea-
sure and sustain the difference between looking-at and looking-through, the 
difficult difference between that which gives and the gift given.130  The punc-
tum of surface hits when the belated and latent action, the secondary action 
rebounds upon the first, reconstituting the firstness of the first differently and 
anew.131  Barthes will, with difficulty, later come to focus on photography, but 

130 Out on the limb of this claim I could argue that Barthes enacts this punctum with his 
argumentative lapses.

131 I here too pick up what Barthes says about the latency of the punctum.  Writing of a 
photograph of James Van der Zee, he discovers a punctum of form coming late; having 
first located it one place, he subsequently finds it elsewhere and thus claims, “I had just 
realized that however immediate and incisive it was, the punctum could accommodate 
a certain latency (but never close examination [examen]).  ¶  Ultimately—or at the 
limit—in order to see a photograph well, it is best to look away or close your eyes.” [CL, 
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he will turn the difficulty around: the photograph will obtrude; the second-
ary action will act in spite of and not because of his desire.  In Section 41, 
entitled “To Scrutinize [Scruter],” he exemplifies the action of this other punc-
tum—without naming it as such.

Barthes ends this section with a conclusion that he purports to have dem-
onstrated: the photograph “doesn’t know (how) to say what it gives to see 
[elle ne sait dire ce qu’elle donne à voir].” [CL, 100; CC, 156: translation 
modified]132  Stripped of its argumentative context, I might simply locate a 
différend of image and word here: yes, photographs are literally mute, both 
soliciting and frustrating commentaries that ultimately miss and even multiply 
the mark.  But more important for me is that in this conclusion he personi-
fies photography and credits it with, or rather faults it—but does he really 
fault it?—for, not knowing (how) to say what it gives to see.  In a section de-
voted to what he would come to know, what he should but doesn’t learn by 
way of his scrutiny, the photograph and not Barthes will be said to bear the 
brunt and weight of ignorance.  Barthes’ personification makes enigmatic the 
photograph’s silence, but displaces the enigma of the view: the photograph 
gives (his mother) to see while remaining “blurred, faded [flou, pâli].”  Is the 
photograph blurred and faded?  Is her face?  What difference does this differ-
ence make?   

He begins it this way:

53; CC, 88: translation modified]  Examination undoes the punctum.  Here he doesn’t 
refer to the surface of the photographic image, to the gaping hole left by the absent 
photographic signifier, but the referent, the object.  The punctum isn’t in the object but 
in what comes by means of involuntary memory, this other time.  To look away allows 
for another time: “to say nothing, to shut my eyes, to allow the detail to rise of its own 
accord into affective consciousness.” [CL, 55]

132 Howard offers this translation: “Such is the photograph: it cannot say what it lets us 
see.”  Though idiomatically correct, I want to focus a little too closely on the savoir bur-
ied therein.  My “how” in parentheses bows to the idiom that links ability to know how, 
or Pouvoir to Savoir-faire.  How else might I translate the sentence?  If I were to offer, 
“she doesn’t know to say…” I would thereby imply that she could have spoken, that she 
didn’t know what was called for, what was appropriate to say, didn’t know that there was 
anything to say, doesn’t even know that there’s something to know.  Barthes appears to 
here gloss a line that preceded it, “elle ne parles pas,” and this could go either way.  She 
cannot, she does not, she doesn’t know how, she doesn’t know to say.  The limit upon 
her saying could be either external (not authorized to speak, not permitted to speak) or 
internal (not able speak, doesn’t know how to speak, or even doesn’t know to speak).  
Barthes’ formulation exploits the ambiguity: it’s precisely ambiguous how and where the 
constraint operates. 
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If I like a photograph, if it disturbs me [si elle me trouble], I 
linger over it [je m’y attarde].  What am I doing, during the whole 
time I remain with it [que je reste là devant elle]?  I look at it, I 
scrutinize it [je la regard, je la scrute], as if [comme si] I wanted 
to know more about the thing or the person it represents.  Lost in 
the depths of the Winter Garden [Perdu au fond du Jardin d’Hiver], 
my mother’s face is blurred, faded [flou, pâli].  In a first move 
[mouvement], I exclaimed, “It’s her!  It’s really her!  It’s finally 
her!” [«C’est elle¡  C’est bien elle!  C’est enfin elle!»]  Now, I claim 
to know—and to be able to say adequately—why, in what she con-
sists [Maintenant, je pretends savoir—et pouvoir dire parfaite-
ment—pourquoi, en quoi c’est elle].  I want to outline the loved face 
by thought, to make it the unique field of an intense observation; I 
want to enlarge this face in order to see it better, to understand it 
better, to know its truth (and sometimes, naively, I confide this task 
to a laboratory). [CL, 99; CC, 154-5: translations modified]

According to Barthes, to know is to able to say, to be able to say more 
than “C’est elle!” not only to say why and how this photograph troubles him, 
but to account for the wasted time of his fascinated scrutiny.  He doesn’t 
write that he scrutinizes a photograph because he wants to know more about 
the person it represents.  He scrutinizes as if he wants to know more.  In 
this passage the “as if” disturbs and pleases me as much as the photograph 
disturbs and pleases him.  The verb, “scruter,” taking over for “regarder,” 
implies something more than mere looking, something more than lingering.  
Mustn’t one profit from the look?  Mustn’t he find something worth keeping?133  
Mustn’t his looking be lively, more than a potentially dead stare?  He doesn’t 
claim to want to know more about her, he finds himself looking as if he want-
ed to know.  He then takes up this as-if-wanting-to-know with gusto and con-
cern, with seriousness, as though chastised for squandering precious time and 
attention on mere regard. 

So, if I scrutinize as if wanting to know, I must in fact want to know.  If I 
make her face the field of an intense observation—the field, this garden, her 
face, “her” as place and field—it must be because I want to see it better, to 

133 The French verb, “scruter,” “to scrutinize” in English, comes from the Latin scrutari “to 
search,” originally “to sort trash,” from scruta “trash.”  A metonymy links the trash to the 
sorting and to the perhaps lucky find.  Later I will discuss the becoming-refuse of the 
photograph as part and delicate parcel of its fate.  “Scrutiny” then is the right word: in-
specting a photograph will always amount to looking through trash, debris, refuse.
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understand it better, to know and recognize its truth.  Here his desire appro-
priates a quite literal means: if her face is blurred and faded, flou and pâli, 
perhaps it could be sharpened, perhaps a bit of contrast, a bit of added detail 
would help?134  Thus, when he writes, “I want to enlarge this face in order to 
see it better, to understand it better, to know its truth,” the photographic and 
cinematic lexicon to which a word like “flou” belongs, meaning as it does, 
blurred, out of focus, soft—this lexicon appears to be the right one.  “To know 
its truth” then amounts to seeing her revealed clearly and distinctly by the 
chemical-optical apparatus.  

But if there’s something naïve about confiding this task to the lab, there’s 
also something naïve about not taking this naiveté seriously: the second half 
of the sentence doesn’t translate the first.  This first half, “I want to outline 
the loved face by thought, to make it the unique field of an intense observa-
tion,” may give way to “I want to enlarge this face,” but its precisely naïve to 
think that outlining the face in thought could have this literal correlate.  It’s 
precisely naïve to accept the apposition that moves him from not knowing 
how to say pourquoi he sees her there or quoi he sees there to outlining her 
face in thought and then to a literal enlargement of the image.  Why would 
seeing more clearly what there is to see necessarily give him more to say?  
The beautiful and enigmatic “I want to outline the loved face by thought [j’ai 
envie cerner par la pensée le visage aimé]” collapses the linguistic and the vi-
sual and accounts for the elliptical transition: “thought” picks up and appears 
to repeat his “desire to say adequately,” and so here his words as thoughts 
are to sharpen and brighten what is flou and pâli.  But by the end of the 
sentence his thought has drifted into the optical-chemical.  I can’t see how 
thought could sharpen and brighten what is blurred and faded, I can’t see 
how thought is to supplement and repair the defaced face,135 but I can pre-
cisely see how a technical appropriation could do so.

134 After he declares, “Lost in the depths of the Winter Garden [Perdu au fond du Jardin 
d’Hiver], my mother’s face is blurred, faded [flou, pâli],” he could very well have written, 
“Is it really her?”  Flou and pâli would have justified such equivocation.  But the equivo-
cation that does come iterates a stutter, as though a doubt had been insinuated, inserted 
at this very point: you say it’s her, but how can you be sure, the photograph is blurred 
and faded?

135 The defacement arrives with the stuttered “as if”: he looks and lingers and pretends to 
plenitude.  The metonymy that forces scruter to follow regarder stains this face with a 
blur.   
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Driven by the hypothesis of the “as if…” he wants to know how to say, 
pouvoir dire, more than C’est elle!  And suddenly he finds himself hitting the 
lab: his look must have its reason, its telos, its profit, a method—otherwise…?  
Otherwise he’s wasting his time.  Otherwise his scrutiny is for nothing, use-
less.  Otherwise the intense observation stalls.  Otherwise he’s lost.  Oth-
erwise he’s as still, as photographed, as petrified, as the photograph itself.  
When I read, “Perdu au fond du Jardin d’Hiver,” I’m as likely to expect the 
next word to be “I,” as I am to expect what comes, “my mother’s face.”  Her 
face may be lost in the Winter Garden but so is he, and to work his way out 
of this peculiar perdition, he puts his scrutiny to work.  Being lost moved him 
to exclaim, but this move wasn’t a move within the knowledge game.  The 
exclamation points that litter “C’est elle!  C’est bien elle!  C’est enfin elle!” all 
but disqualify these sayings as knowledgeable sayings, and qualify them more 
as mechanical productions, as snap shots of the snap shot he doesn’t display, 
the Winter Garden Photograph itself.  The slight variations only emphasize the 
no-further of this trip.  He says “C’est enfin elle!” because he can’t say any-
thing else without saying the same thing.  He calls this move the “first move,” 
but it’s the last as well.  

Knowledge, being able to say and answer “why?” and “what?” fails him—
and so his “first impulse” gives way to a second: give the look, the scrutiny, a 
method of its own.  He heads to the lab.  Rather than not know as a machine, 
he would know by way of the machine.  He then cites the synthetic and ana-
lytic precisions of Etienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge and so puts 
their way with time on the agenda, their way of recomposing continuities by 
clock and shutter: “What Marey and Muybridge did as operators I myself want 
to do as spectator: I decompose, I enlarge, and, so to speak, I retard [ralen-
tis], in order to have time to know at last.”  The darkroom would take over, 
the relevant details would come and become complex; he would see more; 
his look and his attention would have more to see and so the extra time 
would yield knowledge.  One form of scrutiny supplants another—in order to 
make good on the “as if…”  From, “I, lost, linger and stare and so gain noth-
ing” to “I study and…”  What comes of this?  He continues, but only to aban-
don his profit motive for its irony: 

The photograph justifies this desire [JHM: the desire to know the 
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truth through the lab, the desire to make good on the scrutiny by 
its technical intensification], even if it does not satisfy it: I can have 
the mad hope [l’espoir fou] of discovering truth only because Pho-
tography’s noeme is precisely that-has-been, and because I live in 
the illusion that it suffices to clean the surface of the image in order 
to accede to what is behind: to scrutinize [scruter] means to turn 
[retourner] the photograph over, to enter into the paper’s depth 
[la profondeur du papier], to reach its other side [sa face inverse] 
(what is hidden is for us Westerners more “true” than what is vis-
ible).  Alas, I scrutinize in vain [Hélas, j’ai beau scruter]: if I enlarge 
I see nothing but the grain of the paper [le grain du papier]: I undo 
the image and only gain its matter [je défais l’image au profit de 
sa matière]; and if I do not enlarge, if I content myself with scruti-
nizing [si je me contente de scruter], I obtain this sole knowledge 
[savior], long since possessed at first glance: that this indeed has 
been: the turn [le tour] of the screw has given nothing [n’a rein 
donné]. [CL, 99-100; CC, 155-6: translation modified]

What began on the previous page as an effort to put his scrutiny to work, 
here founders on the matter of the image, the grain of the paper, the clumped 
silver—either fine or coarse, dark or darker still—of the photographic emul-
sion, the depth of the paper, the other side of the paper, the hands that, in 
turning to the other face, sa face inverse, turns away from her face, losing 
her face again in the very effort to find it, to sharpen it.  Previously, he and 
she were lost in the depths of the Winter Garden, au fond du Jardin d’Hiver; 
now they are lost in depths of the paper, à la profondeur du papier.  He does 
profit, but the profit is only worth the paper it’s written on, le profit de le 
matière du papier.  He should but doesn’t renounce an “illusion,” his desire to 
“accede to what is behind.”  He should renounce it—otherwise why call it “il-
lusion”?—but he prefers this it, the illusion of the self-annihilating medium.  
While he knows very well that there’s nothing more to see, nothing more to 
discover, nothing behind the paper or in the paper itself but its pulp and dumb 
silver—only this illusion supports the being-there of the referent.  Deluded, 
he here sees the photograph as a veil, as that which obscures her; if only 
this surface could be peeled away, removed, cleaned, then he could see her 
clearly and distinctly, and in seeing her clearly and distinctly he would have 
the power to say more, and he would thus know.  The one who would look 
behind the photograph to see the photographed is the dupe par excellence.  
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He doesn’t only see the paper and grain, he, disappointed and shocked, sees 
paper and grain where he expects to see her.  Paper and grain don’t put an 
end to reference; paper and grain refer him to his misery.

The veil falls: the photograph is not the veil he thought it was.  But the 
veil doesn’t exactly fall.  This scrutiny turns up something but something 
different.  So, he redefines “scruter” to maximize its futility and its reason: 
because “scruter” can’t mean looking without reason or profit, it comes to 
mean looking at the photograph, dumbly, naively.  But he abandons this defi-
nition and restores the difference that got him in trouble: “scrutiny” gets him 
to this-has-been: “if I content myself with scrutinizing [si je me contente 
de scruter], I obtain this sole knowledge [savoir], long since possessed at 
first glance: that this indeed has been.”  This knowledge doesn’t come from 
searching but from lingering without profit.  This scrutiny voids the others: 
the photograph can be seen as evident (as paper and grain) or as evidence 
(that-has-been) but not both at the same time.  The time of the paper, pres-
ent-all-too-present, eclipses the time of reference.  The time of the evident 
(the front-to-back “depth” of an obdurate surface) eclipses the time of pho-
tographic evidence.  But he only discovers these aspects because he isn’t 
satisfied (someone isn’t satisfied) with the latter.  The “as if…” put him up to 
this, and the savoir of that-has-been didn’t count as knowledge, didn’t give 
him the power even to say, “C’est elle!”  “C’est elle!” comes from elsewhere: 
neither the paper and grain nor that-has-been account for, extend, or repudi-
ate the exclamations.  That her face is flou and pâli doesn’t interfere with his 
“C’est elle!” and neither does the knowledge that this photograph, like every 
photograph, provokes him to say and to know, “this indeed has been.” 

While they don’t get him farther, the dawning of these spatial and tempo-
ral aspects, however, do concern him.  The gestalt switch precisely flips him 
out—and it’s here that I want to locate the punctum of surface.  His scrutiny 
wants more than that-has-been, but he also wants more than the paper.  
Frustrated, Barthes concludes this way:

In front of the Winter Garden Photograph I am a bad dreamer 
[un mauvais rêveur] who vainly holds out his arms toward the pos-
session of the image; I am Golaud exclaiming “Misery of Life!” be-
cause he will never know Mélisande’s truth [il ne saura jamais la 
vérité de Mélisande]. (Mélisande does not conceal, but she does not 
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speak [Mélisande ne cache pas, mais elle ne parle pas].  Such is the 
Photograph: it doesn’t know (how) to say what it gives to see [Telle 
est la Photo: elle ne sait dire ce qu’elle donne à voir]). [CL, 100; 
CC, 156: translation modified]136

The bad dreamer might have been the one who found himself saying, “C’est 
elle!” without good reason, the one who happily, distractedly wastes time and 
attention, leaving the “as if…” unremarked, unnoticed, unmentioned.  The bad 
dreamer might have been one who dreamt badly, too unskilled, too lazy even, 
for the dream work, the one who wouldn’t work and couldn’t profit from the 
dream, the one who didn’t want to work through anything; the bad dreamer 
would be more than content to sleep without dreaming, perpetually awak-
ing in and to the Winter Garden rather than dreaming of it.137  But this pas-
sage defines the bad dreamer as one caught in the middle of a bad dream, 
a nightmare.  He declares his misery—or rather, Barthes has Golaud declare 
his misery because he, Barthes, knows that he can’t know the truth, he can’t 
say more than “C’est enfin elle,” the “fin” of “enfin” hitting its ironic mark.  It 
is finally her and her, finally—full stop.  The turn of the screw does give him 
something: it gives him that it gives him nothing.

But the turn to Mélisande and Golaud, to Pélléas et Mélisande, a play by 

136 Whenever Barthes holds out his arms, separation arrives as that which has been de-
nied in the past and thus comes from the future, a future that threatens now.  This bad 
dreamer suffers, as though it, “a catastrophe which has already occurred” [CL, 96], 
were still to come.  He would possess the image: this involves him in paradox.  Let’s 
recall Barthes’ phenomenological bases, i.e. Sartre: “… to say ‘I have an image of Peter’ 
is equivalent to saying not only ‘I do not see Peter,’ but also ‘I see nothing at all.’  The 
characteristic of the intentional object of the imaginative consciousness is that the object 
is not present and is posited as such, or that it does not exist and is posited as not exist-
ing, or that it is not posited at all.” [PI, 17]  Between having and possessing an image 
there would have to be this difference: possession would render palpable what having 
leaves absent.  Possessing an image eliminates the imaginary.  Perhaps Barthes uses the 
word “image” here technically and not so technically: on the one hand, an image is the 
mode by which the intentional object is given to consciousness; on the other, it is the 
photograph as object.  On the one hand he sees his mother as an image; on the other 
he sees a photograph of his mother.

137 Barthes offers this in his lectures on the Neutral: “The idea of sleep-as-dream = caught 
up in the mythology of productivity, of work: ‘dream-work’: sleep is useful for some-
thing; not only does it restore, ‘regain,’ ‘recuperate,’ it also transforms, labors: it is pro-
ductive, rescued from the disgrace of the “good for nothing,’ (Psychoanalysis instituted 
the idea of the producing dream, material for analysis.  Ideology of work: one doesn’t 
dream for nothing ≠ utopian sleep (dreamless), falling asleep: unproductive: is even 
defined by the fact that it is a kind of unconditional expenditure (= the very essence of 
‘perversion’: all in all, it would be a perverse sleep…” [N, 39]
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Maeterlink and subsequent opera by Debussy, alarms me, and I’ll say why in 
a moment,138 but for now I want to make explicit its structure and use.  Ac-
cording to Barthes’ analogy, Golaud is to Mélisande as Barthes is to what?  His 
mother as a girl?  Or the photograph of his mother as a girl?  Given that the 
first run through the terms aligns Barthes’ possession of the image with Go-
laud’s possession of Mélisande’s truth, and that for Barthes “possession of the 
image” does not mean holding a photograph in his hands; “possession” aims 
to yield knowledge, something above and beyond his “C’est elle!” and more 
than the ubiquitous though disquieting “that-has-been”—given these posses-
sions, the analogy appears to put the girl in her place, Mélisande in the place 
of his mother as a child.  Barthes appeals to Golaud and Mélisande in order to 
clarify what happens to me when I fail to possess the image: I will never truly 
know this girl; I will only know that-has-been—and this isn’t the knowledge 
for which he’s looking and lingering.  

But then Barthes follows this first appeal to Golaud and Mélisande with a 
parenthetical variation that concludes, “such is the photograph…”  The stiles 
of the analogical engine turn once more.  The analogy purports to explain 

138 I’ll let one alarm go off and silence the one that here follows: in Pelleas and Mélisande 
Golaud, jealous, kills Pelleas, his much younger brother, and wounds the pregnant 
Mélisande, slightly but mortally.  He strikes them without precisely knowing whether 
they’ve “betrayed” him.  He asks Mélisande on her deathbed whether she loved him: 
“Je te demande si tu l’as aimé d’un amour défendu?” and she neither understands nor 
answers.  Golaud measures his suffering against hers: Mélisande, you’re killing me, and 
we must have the truth before we die.  If I were to let other tracks share the analogical 
circuit I would have to account for Barthes’ ambivalence here.  Why compare himself to 
Golaud and his mother and/or her photograph to this murdered girl?  Perhaps she, like 
Mélisande, is dead and going to die—though precisely sentenced to these deaths.  Also, 
Golaud is neither scholar nor a strong reader: Debussy/Maeterlink make him tragic and 
dumb, the only who doesn’t know what’s going on—though of course he does “know” 
enough to act.  Or rather, he knows, but won’t credit his violence unless she does.  She’s 
his truth, etc.  And Mélisande isn’t all that naïve: she says to Pelleas when he asks her 
whether she lies when she tells him she loves him, “Non, je ne mens jamais; je ne mens 
qu’à ton frère.”  Hardly a rigorous use of “ne… jamais.”  The passage to which Barthes 
refers here reads as follows: “Oh, misery of my life!  I am here like a blind man search-
ing for his treasure at the bottom of the ocean!  I am here like a new-born child lost in 
the forest… [Ah! misère de ma vie!  Je suis ici comme un aveugle qui cherche son trésor 
au fond de l’océan!  Je suis ici comme un nouveau-né perdu dans la forêt…]”  Golaud 
says this to no one in particular while his son, Yniold, spies upon Pelleas and Mélisande.  
The son can say what he sees but he doesn’t see what Golaud wants him to see, a cause 
for his jealousy.  Here’s the field report that directly precedes Golaud’s exclamation: 
“Golaud: what do they talk about? / Yniold: About me, always about me. / Golaud: And 
what do they say about you? / Yniold: They say I am going to be very big.”  Here it is 
Yniold who hides nothing and says nothing.  
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Barthes’ relation to the girl in the photograph, but then it turns to his relation 
to the photograph of the girl, or rather, it turns to its relation to itself.  The 
analogy that would clarify the obscurity that interferes with Barthes’ desire is 
itself obscure, as obscure as and like the very obscurity it would clarify.  He 
wants to elucidate the difference between the photographic stain and the pho-
tographic referent, but the elucidation crosses their purposes, and on both 
“sides,” the front (is Mélisande to be like the photograph or the referent?) and 
the back (it’s the photograph that doesn’t know, not Barthes).   

Here’s the back, and I’ll take it from the top: Golaud speaks; Barthes 
speaks.  Barthes cries, “C’est enfin elle!” but can go no further; Golaud can go 
no further and cries, “Misère de ma vie!”  Barthes will never know the truth, 
and Golaud will never know the truth.  And then I come to the open term of 
the analogy, to the relation that Barthes would have me understand through 
the appeal to Golaud and Mélisande.  Just as Mélisande conceals nothing from 
Golaud, apparently too naïve to discriminate, silent but not reticent, silent 
but not coy, silent but not timid, so too does the photograph conceal noth-
ing from Barthes: it’s all there to see, the paper, the grain; there is nothing 
behind, nothing hidden, nothing more than what can be seen.  The secret 
per se doesn’t pain Golaud; the secret’s absence does.  And so too: because 
the photograph conceals nothing, Barthes isn’t pained by a secret but by the 
secret’s absence.  The truth that yields to Barthes’ grasp, the truth of the 
photograph’s substance and surface, has nothing to do with the truth that 
he wants—and yet without this substance and surface, there would be noth-
ing.  The photograph gives, and yet he doesn’t want to see the photograph; 
he wants to see her clearly and distinctly.  The photograph floats the image, 
and yet he doesn’t want to see her as an image, i.e. absent; he wants to see 
her.  When he undoes the image, instead of getting to her, to this child, to the 
woman and mother in this child,139 he gets to the matter of paper and grain.

The analogy may vivify the relation between Barthes and the Winter Gar-
den Photograph, the relation his passions constitute and suffer in the losing, 
but the analogy also transposes his ignorance—and this transposition consti-
tutes a blank, what I’ll call an ignorance of the analogy.  Though he writes, 
“Such is the photograph, it doesn’t know how to say what it gives to see…” 

139 Is the child a photograph of the adult?  Or vice verse?
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I expect, given what has come before, to read, “Such is the photograph, I 
don’t know (how) to say what it gives to see.”140  Formerly, his “savoir-faire” 
took him only as far as the lab.  Because he doesn’t know (how) to say more 
than “C’est elle!” the analogy opens with Barthes’ lament and thus should 
close with it, with the ruin of Barthes’ “as if…”  But the lament of the personi-
fied photograph closes the passage.  Saying of a thing that it cannot speak 
and saying that it doesn’t know (how) to speak, that it doesn’t know (how) to 
say—the former stays literal and admits of little to any pathos (that a thing 
cannot speak doesn’t exactly alarm me—though perhaps it should), while the 
latter amounts to personification and to a mutilating interruption: Barthes’ 
cuts off his voice in attributing it to the photograph.  There’s a voice I could 
hear but don’t.  And in not hearing this voice, and in knowing that the speak-
er has words but is at a loss for words, for the right ones, Barthes invites me 
to breathe a certain life into this voice, into this speaker and these words.  
The analogy thus animates the photographic thing, stretches its surface over 
an extravagant narrative arc, Pelleas et Mélisande, and hence appears to mo-
tivate his attribution of savoir—as though the name, “Mélisande,” alone com-
pelled and justified the personification that follows its mention.  Thus does 
“elle ne parle pas” becomes “elle ne sait dire…”  

But Barthes here offers a gap that I can’t precisely fill: when he tells me 
that the photograph doesn’t know to say what it gives to see, how am I to 
understand this broken know-how, this voiceless voice, this resistance to 
speech?  I’m not to understand it at all.  Or rather, I can’t understand it.  Or 
rather, I don’t know (how) to understand it; I don’t know how to say what 

140 Though I should perhaps obey the law of idiom and translate “elle ne sait dire…” by 
“it cannot say,” the difference between “pouvoir” and “savoir” is crucial here.  Barthes 
writes, “elle ne sait dire…” and I will stick to the letter of this script because he above 
translates his savior by pouvoir dire, and the collapse of his claim to knowledge beto-
kens an end to speech.  Nominally, there’s little difference between saying that she can-
not speak of something in particular and saying she doesn’t know how to speak of this 
thing—though were I on the hunt for aphasia I would have to split the field of knowledge 
to account for other somatizations.  Ability might reasonably entail know-how, but know-
how doesn’t entail ability.  I would hope for Austin’s sensitivity here: my daughter often 
uses “I can’t” and “I don’t know how” indiscriminately.  Imagine someone injured or oth-
erwise constrained though, who says, “I can’t” when asked to perform some action.  In 
that case, “I can’t” doesn’t entail “I don’t know how.”  Not every “I can’t walk” entails an 
“I don’t know how to walk.”  But could someone say, “I don’t know how,” without entail-
ing “I can’t.”  Certainly: there’s room for someone to say, “I don’t know how I did that.”  
Or answering the question, “How could you?” with “I don’t know.”
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it, the analogy, gives me to see.  The analogy would illustrate, would vividly 
depict a relation that would otherwise evade exposure, and yet if, by the light 
of the claimed equivalence, I see Mélisande in the photograph, I can’t say 
why or how.  I can say, “C’est elle!” of her, but I can’t properly and logically 
account for the terms of the alignment.  Barthes’ parenthetical aside, which 
purports to repeat the analogy, extend it, explain it—the aside introduces 
what I’ll call a blur, an element that exceeds the terms available.  The aside 
confuses the characters and their actions: is it Barthes or the photograph 
that doesn’t know (how) to say?  Is it Mélisande, who in not speaking (elle 
ne parle pas), doesn’t know (how) to say (elle ne sait dire…)?  Or rather, 
does Golaud’s not knowing (il ne saura jamais la vérité…) migrate to the final 
clause, coupling with Mélisande once and for all: Golaud’s “ne saura pas” joins 
Mélisande’s “ne parle pas” and becomes “elle ne sait dire…”  Barthes’ verbs 
stray from their assigned places and install another logic.  Perhaps he just 
wanted to see them together, coupled and living on, if only as this phrase.

Barthes’ “pouvoir dire” thus fails him three times.  First, he can’t say and 
so doesn’t know her truth.  Second, his “pouvoir dire” isn’t even his to lose; it 
finally belongs to the photograph: it’s only for him to say that it’s for the pho-
tograph to say.  He had aligned his not-knowing-how-to-say, his ignorance, 
with the photographic stain, with the obscurity of a face and with the futility 
of paper and grain.  By the end his not-knowing-how-to-say goes under and is 
said to belong to the photograph itself.  And third, the analogy that he offers 
doesn’t allow me a clear view of the photograph but calls attention to itself 
as analogy, as means and thickened medium.  In a more than playful mood 
I would offer the following by now familiar rhetorical questions: is Barthes’ 
analogy properly analogical?  Is it clear?  Does it offer a good likeness?  Is it 
transparent?  Do I see through it to its sense?  No, this medium doesn’t an-
nihilate itself, but proliferates residues of its own.  I can scrutinize Barthes’ 
analogy, but rather than see through it even more clearly and possess its 
ostensible sense, I stumble over its terms and their relations.  The analogy 
doesn’t simply breakdown; rather, the analogy mimics and allegorizes the fail-
ure of Barthes’ scrutiny.141  Not only does the dual alignment of Barthes’ Mé-
lisande (now “like” the photograph, now “like” his mother as a girl) strain the 

141 And I will want this mimicry to sustain rather than ruin the ideal.
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analogical structure, so too does the personification that purports to complete 
it.  The ignorance of Golaud/Barthes (“il ne saura jamais la vérité…”) meets 
the ignorance of Mélisande/Photograph (elle ne sait dire ce qu’elle donne à 
voir), and this hyperbolic symmetry appears to avoid the obscurity that got 
him here, le visage flou et pâli de sa mere—but it doesn’t avoid this obscurity 
at all.  It repeats it, photographs it.  The analogy yields a formal, textual ana-
logue to a photographic obscurity.  

The Winter Garden Photograph provokes him to say, finally, “C’est elle!”  
But nothing he sees, nothing he can know, will account for this cry.  If Barthes 
doesn’t know (how) to say what it gives to see, then, more precisely, it 
doesn’t give him anything that matters to the eye—and still do the paper and 
grain conspire.  Or, even more precisely: he knows very well that the photo-
graph gives everything, that were there no Winter Garden Photograph, there 
would be no “C’est enfin elle!” to finally apportion his loses, but he nonethe-
less believes that it is she he intends—I use the latter word in its phenom-
enological sense—that it is she about whom he says, “C’est enfin elle!” even 
though she is absent.142  Earlier he had written, “Ultimately [au fond]—or at 
the limit—in order to see a photograph well, it is best to look away or close 
your eyes.” [CL, 53; CC, 88]  If he sees this photograph well he doesn’t see it, 
rather he finds himself saying, “C’est elle!”  Thus does he divide his scrutiny 

142 When he defines what he calls the air, l’air, of a photograph he explicitly disqualifies all 
matter and manner of qualification: “The air of a face is unanalyzable (once I decom-
pose, I prove or I reject, in short I doubt, I deviate from the Photograph, which is by 
nature totally evidence: evidence is what does not want to be decomposed).  The air is 
not a schematic, intellectual datum, the way a silhouette is.  Nor is the air a simple anal-
ogy—however extended—as is a “likeness.”  No, the air is that exorbitant thing [cette 
chose exhorbitante] which induces from body to soul—animula, little individual soul, 
good in one person, bad in another.  Hence I was leafing through the photographs of my 
mother according to an initiatic path which led me to that cry, the end of all language: 
‘There she is!’ [‘C’est ça!’]: first of all a few unworthy pictures which gave me only her 
crudest identity, her legal status; then certain more numerous photographs in which I 
could read her ‘individual expression’ (analogous photographs, ‘likenesses’); finally the 
Winter Garden Photograph, in which I do so much more than recognize her (clumsy 
word): in which I retrieve her [je le retrouve]: a sudden awakening, outside of ‘likeness,’ 
a satori in which words fail, the rare, perhaps unique evidence of the ‘So, yes, so much, 
and nothing more [Ainsi, oui, ainsi, et rien de plus].’ ¶ The air (I use this word, lacking 
anything better, for the expression of truth) is a kind of intractable supplement of iden-
tity…” [CL, 107-109; CC, 167-168; translation modified]  Barthes breathes the air of the 
Winter Garden, and like “air,” it is typically neither visible, presentable, nor palpable, but 
is the very medium of life and death.  He can share this air only in the mode of an “exor-
bitant” stipulation. 
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against itself: since she is absent, invisible, unpresentable, the “Ce” of this 
“C’est elle!” aims not at the photograph, and not through it, but around it, 
at nothing, to a phantom that he brings, that he adds—that this photograph 
nonetheless all but obscures, pales, fades, blurs.  And yet, ultimately, to see 
a photograph well, it is best to look at it as that which obscures, pales, fades, 
blurs all access.

Section 41 begins by falling for a naïve desire: would that the blurring 
and fading could be overcome; would that I could enlarge and so see and so 
understand and so speak and so know.  Barthes laments, volubly, that there 
is nothing more to say, not because there’s nothing more to see, but because 
these two visibilities are incommensurable: what he sees when he says “C’est 
elle!” isn’t and can never be what I see—thus does he withhold the image and 
say that he withholds it.143  Rather, he addresses “C’est elle!” to me, and it’s 
precisely in my not seeing anything there that I understand him.  Clowning 
around with Muybridge and Marey and their enlargers can’t be for his benefit 
because it could only be for mine: would that he could show me proof positive 
of his declaration as they show proof positive of theirs—and yet it only shows 
me that whatever he could show me can’t get me or him to the other side, to 
an ever so literal clarity.  He knows very well that there’s nothing there but 
a blurred and faded picture, nonetheless he finds himself saying “C’est elle!”  
His analytic trip doesn’t demystify his attachment; it amplifies and sustains 
it while also amplifying and sustaining its fragility.  He knows very well that 
the Winter Garden Photograph constitutes and preserves his relation to what 
disappears, but he nonetheless believes that it threatens this relation and so 
threatens her, exposes her to ruin.144

In Section 41 the base matter of the photograph makes an appearance 

143 “(I cannot show [Je ne puis montrer] the Winter Garden Photograph.  It exists only 
for me.  For you, it would be nothing but an indifferent picture, one of the thousand 
manifestations of the ‘ordinary’; it cannot in any way constitute the visible object of a 
science; it cannot establish an objectivity, in the positive sense of the term; at most it 
would interest your studium: period, clothes, photogeny; but in it, for you, no wound.)” 
[CL, 73; CC, 115; translation modified]  He cannot establish an objectivity—though he 
will try, and so, as I’ve shown, this “cannot” conditions the wound from within.  That’s 
the punctum of surface: the brutal insistence of the “cannot.”

144 These aren’t two moments but one moment divided against itself.  “First,” the photo-
graph annihilates itself and gives to see, and “second” the photograph obtrudes, lives 
on, and thus obscures, blurs, and pales.
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only to disappear, only to amplify the frustration that grows after the “as if…” 
reopens his eyes.  But I’ve argued that the base matter doesn’t disappear; 
Barthes gives it to me again in the obscurity of the analogy with which he 
concludes.  Even if he could get me past this formality, I could very well argue 
that for Barthes every photograph, no matter how clear, is faded and blurred, 
impenetrable, that there’s paper and grain at the bottom of every Winter Gar-
den, that there’s only so much there and that the one who loves always hits 
this bar, drunk but still thirsty.  Or I could argue that every photograph prom-
ises an access that it nonetheless bars, that every photograph promises an 
access to this very barring.  Or that every photograph invites, sustains, and 
yet ruins scrutiny.  Or that every photograph prompts the hypothetical turn of 
an “as if…,” one that comes from elsewhere and demands reasons and prof-
its that don’t come except in not coming.  But Barthes would measure these 
over-qualified claims against the groundless emergency of his “C’est elle!”  
Without the latter, without the stunned and expectant silence of the Intrac-
table, the former have no bite and no punctum of surface.  Barthes’ analogy 
urgently performs such a measure and sustains the emergency upon which it 
reports.  To the degree that I want to and must but cannot see through the 
analogy, the punctum of surface hits me.  To the degree that Barthes wants to 
and must but cannot see in the photograph what prompts his “C’est ellle!” the 
punctum of surface hits him.
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Suppose a man, having placed his hand and fixed his eyes upon 
the same object, alternatively believes it to be alive and not alive; 
the effect on his senses would be the same, but what a different 
impression!  Roundness, whiteness, firmness, pleasant warmth, 
springy resistance, and successive rising, would give him only a 
pleasant but insipid feeling if he did not believe he felt a heart full 
of life to palpitate and beat under it all. [EO, 60: translation modi-
fied]145

By way of this vivid illustration—more about this vividness in a moment—
Jean-Jacques Rousseau in An Essay on the Origin of Languages Which Treats 
of Melody and Musical Imitation argues for the priority of sentiment over mere 
sensation, of “moral and intellectual impressions” over “pure sense impres-
sions.” [EO, 60]  For Rousseau, the eye and hand alone don’t account for 
what we feel when we feel.  Rousseau’s man can touch a “heart full of life,” a 
heart that is neither directly visible nor immediately palpable, only because he 
is endowed with a sense for moral impressions.  Or rather, this man believes 
that he senses, il croit sentir, this heart and does so because he believes that 
this object is alive.  Without this belief to aid and supplement his senses from 
within, his senses would be confined to the surface of things, the outside of 
the outside.  This man can feel rising and falling as the breathing and beating 
of life, because he, aided by belief, senses something more than roundness, 
whiteness, firmness, pleasant warmth, springy resistance, etc.  He takes the 

145 “Qu’un homme, ayant la main posée et l’œil fixé sur le même objet, le croie successive-
ment animé et inanimé, quoique les sens soient frappés de même, quel changement 
dans l’impression!  La rondeur, la blancheur, la fermeté, la douce chaleur, la résistance 
élastique, le renflement successif, ne lui donnent plus qu’un toucher doux mais insipide, 
s’il ne croit sentir un cœur plein de vie palpiter et battre sous tout cela.”  See 

section 9 of 15
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latter for superficial effects of a deeper cause, and thus for signs that refer 
him to this depth.  

Two paragraphs later he explicitly takes up the latter terminology: 

If those who philosophize about the power of sensations would 
begin by distinguishing pure sense impressions from the intel-
lectual and moral impressions that we receive through the sense, 
but of which the senses are only the occasional causes, they would 
avoid the error of attributing to sensible objects a power they do 
not have, or that they have only in relation to affections of the soul 
which they represent to us.  Colors and sounds can do much as 
representatives and signs, very little simply as objects of sense. 
[EO, 60-61: translation modified]146 

Apparently, belief for Rousseau doesn’t stipulate blindly.  On the contrary, the 
man of Rousseau’s illustration reads.  He is not just a reader of signs, he sees 
things as signs.  As signs of what?  Signs of des affections de l’ame.  Whose 
affections?  His own or the object’s?  Rousseau’s previous example makes the 
latter half of this question relevant: his man believes he senses a heart full 
of life toiling below the surface of things, and so plausibly the surface signs 
are signs of the deep, soulful movement of the other’s heart.  But the first 
passage folds the subject upon this object: the man feels a heart because he 
has a heart.147  In feeling the other he feels himself; he feels his heart in the 

146 “Que celui donc qui veut philosopher sur la force des sensations commence par écarter, 
des impressions purement sensuelles, les impressions intellectuelles et morales que 
nous recevons par la voie des sens, mais dont ils ne sont que les causes occasionnelles 
; qu’il évite l’erreur de donner aux objets sensibles un pouvoir qu’ils n’ont pas, ou qu’ils 
tiennent des affections de l’ame qu’ils nous représentent.  Les couleurs et les sons peu-
vent beaucoup comme représentations et signes, peu de chose comme simples objets 
des sens.”

147 In “‘Lectio’: de Man’s Imperative”  Hamacher cites a passage from the “Second Pref-
ace” to the Nouvelle Héloîse: “If the force of feeling does not strike us, its truth touches 
us, and it is therefore what the heart knows how to say to the heart.”  Hamacher then 
writes: “The substantial figure of pathos, the figure of subjectivity itself, is also the fig-
ure of immediate communication—immediate because it excludes all figurative media-
tion.  The language of pathos would thus be the language of pure understanding in the 
medium of negativity.  In this language, no longer would a determinate intention be spo-
ken but rather intentionality itself; no longer would a determinate content be communi-
cated but rather pure communicability; no longer would an empirical subject articulate 
itself but rather its subjectivity.  Pathos does not restore the transparency of language 
with respect to representations or things; it speaks as the language of referentiality 
itself.”  The passage I cite embodies this latter paradox in a similar but veiled heart-to-
heart.  See Werner Hamacher, “‘Lectio’: De Man’s Imperative,” in Premises: Essays on 
Philosophy and Literature from Kant to Celan (Cambridge, Mass.; London: Harvard Uni-
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other.  Belief animates.  Belief is animated.  For Rousseau belief is a self-ani-
mating auto-affection; “belief” is the displaced name for the life I share as I 
share it.148

I will join Rousseau’s performance to Barthes’ and Horn’s because here, 
without raising the question of the simulacrum, of a nothing that might very 
well lurk underneath, that might lurk in not lurking, Rousseau nonethe-
less helps me frame the punctum of surface.  Using his terms I can say that 
Barthes and Horn too lay their hands and eyes upon the surface of things, 
but they believe they feel the heart that doesn’t beat there, they believe they 
feel it not beating, not flowing, not lubricating; and its having-been-there is 
fragile, mortal, but insistent.  Or rather, while in this passage Rousseau pho-
tographs a heart and has me feel along the soft and resilient umbilicus that 
binds the photographic surface to the depth of its reference, Barthes and 
Horn feel the umbilicus revert to dust, feel the photograph float its paper and 
ink and silver and nothing more besides.  But Barthes and Horn too would 
have me see what is nowhere visible: the basis for his exclamation, “C’est 
elle!” and her foolish raft at sea.  Rousseau shares his taste for the invisible, 
his photograph exposing his naked stipulation of belief nearly as much than 
theirs.

In other words, like those of Barthes and Horn I take Rousseau’s argu-
ment to allegorize the promise of photographic reference, both its making 
and constitutive breaking.  Rousseau states a claim (already an illustration 
of an even broader point) and then exemplifies it.  The first sentence speaks 
of an “object” and of effects upon the senses, the second vividly of a touch 
of warmth and a beating and palpitating heart.  Just as I’m to see through 
the opaque surface of this body to the invisible but living heart, I’m to see 
through this vivid example to what it exemplifies, I’m to see the difference 
that life obviously and vividly makes.  The example would thus allegorize the 
ostensible relation proposed between belief and sense, the relation and the 

versity Press, 1996), 194.

148 Given what Rousseau writes elsewhere in the Origin… I expect to find “imaginer” where 
I instead find “croire”: “We develop social feeling only as we become enlightened.  Al-
though pity is native to the human heart, it would remain eternally quiescent unless it 
were activated by imagination.  How are we moved to pity?  By getting outside of our-
selves and by identifying with a being who suffers.  We suffer only as much as we be-
lieve him to suffer.  It is not in ourselves, but in him that we suffer.” [EO, 32]  
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priority of the former over the latter.  Rousseau here can move me only by 
conveying something more than an image: I’m called upon to believe that 
the claim animates the image; I’m called upon to believe I sense Rousseau’s 
argument moving beneath the surface of the example.  He not only illustrates 
his claim, he illustrates the way his illustration is to relate to his claim.  But 
Rousseau’s second sentence neither illustrates nor vividly substitutes for his 
first; I sense another argument at work, and so not only is this example a 
blur, the relation it would secure falters too.  If the illustration introduces dis-
tortion and opacity, it thereby ruins the conceit of the example; this illustra-
tion would thus also show the primacy of illustration—complicating his claim, 
if not reversing it outright.  

So, on the one hand, I want to determine the status of Rousseau’s il-
lustration, to show whether and how it might interfere with his argument, 
and on the other, I want to relate this interference to the particular claim he 
makes for what he here calls “sense” and “belief.”  Then, on the shared bases 
of these demonstrations, I want to reopen and finally close the dossiers of 
Barthes and Horn. 

On this one hand, when I regard the structure of Rousseau’s argument I 
see that at the very moment he would deliver and name the otherwise hidden 
cause of vivid, palpable effects, he renders the latter all too vivid and all too 
palpable.  The phrase “heart full of life” names a principle and not an organ; 
“plein de vie” constitutes an ideal and a telling abstraction: precisely where 
is this life?  Inside the heart and thus further hidden?  Or is the life simply its 
beating, its palpitating?  If the former, then this life is deeper than any depth 
and so neither inside nor underneath, nor on the surface.  If the latter, then 
the beating heart is just as likely a simulacrum as a round, warm, springy, 
rising and falling body.  Thus “full of life” is appropriately inappropriate: con-
ceivable as a cause but strictly speaking imperceptible: I could only ever see 
its effects and never the cause itself as a cause.  As though to illustrate the 
latter, Rousseau’s “palpiter” and “batter” cite the merely sensual once more.  
Can I in turn see through these sensuous, palpable movements to an absent 
cause, to what he has already named, “vie”?  The sentence allegorizes a slid-
ing back into and over the merely sensuous, the surface, as though a cause 
could always in turn be understood as the effect of an even deeper cause, en 
abyme.  This would be the other movement of life, perhaps the true animat-
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ing principle: the metonymic slide that proffers as cause an effect without 
cause, that covers for the absence of origin in a groundless gesture of origina-
tion.  

Still on this one hand, in the second sentence when he begins to describe 
the “object” he does so as though about to leave it on the side of the inani-
mate.  But as the description proceeds, it firms up the claim to life—as though 
the reader, in order to believe, must ultimately find the claim-to-life plausible 
and not simply groundless.  “Roundness” might leave me unmoved.  Does this 
quality inhere in the object or is it brought to the object by the one who feels 
it?  Of “whiteness” I could ask the same question, and further, what body is 
ever literally round and white?  “Roundness” and “whiteness” appear to posit 
mathematical ideals—precisely suitable for an object.  “Pleasant warmth” 
though adds a quality to the quality; it is not simply warm, but pleasantly so, 
pleasant to whom?  To the one who lays eyes and hands upon it.  “Pleasant 
Warmth,” unlike “Roundness” and “Whiteness,” explicitly includes a measure 
of measure: pleasantly warm to me.  “Springy resistance” does the same.  
“Successive rising” introduces movement and time, a rhythm.  The first sen-
tence gave me an inanimate “object” animated only by the movement of my 
belief; the second paints this object with nouns and noun phrases that build 
its animation, piece-by-piece, quality-by-quality.  The first sentence makes 
the animation a gift of an otherwise absent life, the second makes the denial 
of life a denial of one’s own heart.  The heartless person feels only a “pleasant 
and insipid feeling,” as though the pleasant warmth had remained pleasant, 
while “insipid” says something about me.  This list of qualities not only illus-
trates the emptiness of abstract sensations, but also illustrates the weakness 
of naked belief, a belief unaided by sense.  Even before he implants this heart 
full of life Rousseau works to persuade me that un toucher doux mais insipide 
is inadequate to this object.  In order to believe in life I must already sense 
and see a believable life.  

Instead of illustrating the freedom and power of belief to bring home 
moral and intellectual impressions, Rousseau’s example finally constrains 
this power on the basis of metonymic signs: effects that are said to refer to 
causes.  Initially, belief, croire, and sense, sentir, were unmoored, the former 
ruling over the latter, discarding the latter’s registrations as entirely superfi-
cial, inhuman.  The concluding illustration, however, stipulates a relation on 
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the shared ground of the sensible: without a sign belief has no leverage, no 
effect.  But what is precisely sensible here?  While “the successive rising [le 
renflement successif]” may be sensible, the putative link between this rising 
and the heart full of life is not.  Rousseau registers his trouble with this ques-
tion: in the concluding clause he writes that this surface would make but little 
impression if he did not believe he sensed, s’il ne croit sentir, a heart full of 
life beneath it all.  Whereas the first sentence delivers an impression through 
belief regardless of sensation, this one, ostensibly an illustrative amplifica-
tion of the first, delivers an impression on the basis of a legible sensation.  
Moreover, Rousseau’s phrase “croit sentir” renders both words, “croire” and 
“sentir,” suddenly illegible.  I don’t know how to read these words.  I can’t see 
through them to the impression they’re to occasion.   I don’t know whether 
to align this new verb, “croire sentir,” with either belief or with sense.  I don’t 
know whether and how to believe in this believing or sense this sense.  Per-
haps “sentir” is his word for my exposure, my openness to the world and to 
others?  But the world is equally exposed to me and the touch of my belief.  
So, “sentir,” is as likely his name for the life that comes back to me as I be-
stow it?  

On the other hand then, the illustration doesn’t just interfere with the 
progress of the claim, it betrays the claim.  Rousseau vividly depicts the emp-
tiness of the vivid, of the sensual.  The sensual is empty without a principle 
of animation—but a principle that lies precisely nowhere and everywhere, in 
me, in the object, both necessarily.  Rousseau proves that what looked like a 
motivated sign remains the institution of belief—not because one can’t know 
whether life is indeed elsewhere, but because belief can’t account for its own 
institution, its own life.  The cut that would separate sense from belief, the 
exterior from the interior, surface from depths, the contingent from the sov-
ereign—this cut is itself insensible and thus only believable.  The more Rous-
seau would show it to me, the less believable it becomes as the stipulation of 
belief. 

With Barthes I imagine complicating the terms of Rousseau’s already 
complicated moral with another body.  If I lay my hands and eyes upon the 
same object, still, cold, stiff—consider a term-by-term reversal of Rousseau’s 
descriptive adjectives—and alternatively believe that it never lived and lived 
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once upon a time, then what?  The same impression upon my hands and 
eyes, but a different impression altogether.  The hand and eye of this behold-
er would feel no difference between the inanimate and the dead; he can be 
impressed by an absent heart, an absent warmth, an absent flutter of life, an 
absent attachment, only on the basis of a naïve stipulation.  I exchange a ca-
daver for Rousseau’s body and also one depth for another.  Rousseau’s reader 
puts his heart to work; the heart of this man sees a heart full of life, but as I 
argued above, this argument wears its heart on its sleeve, betraying the ab-
stract principle for the visibility of the instance.  Barthes sees the heart full of 
life that was there—no, Barthes can say, “C’est elle!” but it’s the surface that 
insists, and so rather than allow the medium to annihilate itself, the medium 
becomes engorged, thick with a life of its own.  

That is to say, Barthes treasures the photograph; he feels the life in the 
photograph, and thus makes of it something lively: it animates him to ani-
mate it, not a moving picture, but a picture that moves him beyond its bor-
ders.149  Whereas Rousseau has his homme see through the surface effects 
to the lively, deep, and ongoing cause, a present cause, whereas he seeks 
to leave the surface impressions for dead, for mere signs, Barthes would see 
through the surface effect to a now absent cause.  The look that looks for the 
absent cause looks elsewhere, or rather toward an else-when.  Barthes both 
denies this separation (C’est elle!) and consolidates its intractable limit (that-
has-been)—he will give up neither claim.  He also constitutes the surface as 
a relic, a live one, mortal rather than properly monumental.  This surface 
doesn’t yield a lively depth; the life is precisely on the surface; the life is the 
surface.  Rousseau sees through the dead letter to the mortal body; Barthes, 

149 Margaret Olin in her essay, “Touching Photographs: Roland Barthes’s ‘Mistaken’ Identifi-
cation,” writes, “A reading of Camera Lucida suggests that the most significant indexical 
power of the photograph may… lie not in the relation between the photograph and its 
subject but in the relation between the photograph and its beholder, or user, in what I 
would like to call a ‘performative index,’ or an ‘index of identification.’  Camera Lucida al-
lows us to see its narrator use photography to satisfy his desire to possess or commune 
with his mother, to absorb her into himself and preserve her there through his identifi-
cation with her.  Photography is a winter garden, like a chambre claire that lets in light 
in the winter and keeps alive artificially that which should otherwise have died.”  Olin’s 
lovely allegorical graft—the photograph is just such a garden—gives me the animating 
grip of Barthes’ desire.  But what I see is the pained communion with rays, with the dou-
bly vanquished trace.  See Margaret Olin, “Touching Photographs: Roland Barthes’ ‘Mis-
taken’ Identification,” Representations 80 (2002): 114-115.
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cut off from the dead, looks to enliven the letter.  He writes,

… [T]he Winter Garden Photograph, however pale [pâle], is for 
me the treasury of rays which emanated from my mother as a child, 
from her hair, her skin, her dress, her gaze [de son regard], on that 
day [ce jour-là].) [CL, 82; CC, 128]

And:

The only way I can transform the Photograph is into refuse 
[déchet]: either the drawer or the wastebasket.  Not only does it 
commonly have the fate of paper (perishable), but even if it is at-
tached to more lasting supports, it is still mortal: like a living or-
ganism [comme un organisme vivant], it is born on the level of the 
sprouting of silver grains, it flourishes a moment, then ages [elle 
naît à meme les grains d’argent qui germent, elle s’épanouit un mo-
ment, puis vieillit].  Attacked by light, by humidity, it fades, weak-
ens, vanishes [elle pâlit, s’exténue, disparaît]; there is nothing left 
to do but throw it away. [CL, 93; CC, 145-6]

Unable to have more than either “C’est elle!” or “that-has-been,” Barthes 
instead treasures the treasury.  He treasures the photograph as reliquary, less 
an image than shreds of broken light,150 but as he calls the latter mortal, he 
must too treasure the treasury.  Even with his care and feeding, and because 
care and feeding bespeak a life and yet another body, this body too will die.  
Following and extending the extended metaphor, what promises survival is 
itself but another mortal germ, a grain; and so this promise is broken in it its 

150 He might have offered this first passage as a final answer to the question provoked by 
his scrutiny in Section 41.  But “on that day” hardly tells me why he sees her here, fi-
nally.  Every photograph of his mother would likewise be a treasury of rays, and should 
thus prompt equally passionate appeals—and yet “on that day” for Barthes positively 
separates the Winter Garden Photograph from all others.  How?  Perhaps because of 
something he knows: as he writes when he first discovers this photograph, “The brother 
and sister, united, as I knew, by the discord of their parents, who were soon to divorce, 
had posed side by side, alone, under the palms of the Winter Garden (it was the house 
where my mother was born, in Chennevières-sur-Marne).” [CL, 69: emphasis added]  
The blind field of the photograph makes of this day a day before a divorce, a micro-ver-
sion of the catastrophe that has already occurred, a preparatory finale.  This passage 
also alerts me again to the brother as frame, as support and prosthetic limb: Barthes 
will not mention his mother’s brother again; the Winter Garden photograph becomes, 
through his various retrievals, a photograph of his mother and not one of them.  Com-
bine this elision with the note above that articulates Barthes’ ambivalent relation to his 
step-brother, Michel Salzedo, and suddenly Barthes has a problem with fraternity, with 
sharing.
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very articulation.  Light gives.  Light takes away.  Light bears it and births it: 
silver seeds, les grains d’argent, germinate, sprout, and flourish.  And light 
destroys it: this light sensitive plant is yet on the other side of nature: photo-
phobic and hydrophobic.  

The Winter Garden Photograph pales.  It is pale, and it pales; elle est pâle, 
and elle pâli.  On the one hand, it’s having faded interferes not at all with its 
intensity, its provocation; on the other, it’s fading is its depletion, its transfor-
mation into trash.  Even less than trash: seeing something as trash requires 
a certain context; likewise, residue is still residue of something, a remainder 
still bears the cut of its having been cast off, thrown away, dearly departed.  
The punctum of surface is the lacerating emphasis of this double separation: 
the cut that divides the second skin of which Barthes speaks so eloquently.  
The analogy to Goloud and Mélisande enacts this separation to the second de-
gree: the analogy takes from Barthes even his knowing-how-to-say, a power 
he might have tried to claim and might have tried to keep—were it not for the 
Winter Garden photograph.

In the above-cited passages Barthes sticks to the surface that stuck to 
him.  He reverses and literalizes Rousseau’s formula and sees the heart full 
of life dying on the photographic sleeve and not in its depths.  Or rather, be-
cause the depths served up the inaccessible withdrawn as inaccessible, un-
touchable, he seizes upon and recruits (through his flagrantly lively metaphor) 
this paper and silver as a palpable, living organism, un orgainisme vivant, a 
creature still dying and thus still open to his hand.  Thus do Barthes’ figures 
here do their best to compensate for the violence of the dump: I won’t throw 
her away without reason; I’m simply completing a transformation already un-
derway and completely out of my control.  The word “perishable” operates as 
though it were the echo of an absent call; held by the parenthesis, the word 
tells me the “fate of paper,” without telling me this fate explicitly.  “Perishable” 
doesn’t precisely say “mortal,” and thus does this latter word come to substi-
tute for the former, initiating the metaphor on the basis of this metonymy.  If 
he says, “she is dead and she is going to die,” of the girl in the Winter Gar-
den, he here says only, “she is going to die,” or “that she is dead and going to 
die is itself going to die.”  And though the latter can still concern him, his con-
cern can only rescue the painful fact that it can’t finally rescue anything.  But 
the metaphor that here sprouts, that here flourishes for a while, participates 
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in the other mortality, the mortal immorality of writing.  As he writes, 

…[W]hat I wanted—as Valéry wanted, after his mother’s death—
was “to write a compilation about her, just for myself” (perhaps I 
shall write it one day [peut-être l’écrirai-je un jour], so that, print-
ed, her memory [sa mémoire] will last at least the time of my own 
notoriety). [CL, 63; CC, 99]

If as so many philosophers have said, Death is the harsh victory 
of the race [l’espèce], if the particular dies for the satisfaction of the 
universal, if after having been reproduced as other than himself, the 
individual dies, having thereby denied and transcended himself, I 
who had not procreated, I had, in her very illness, engendered my 
mother.  Once she was dead I no longer had any reason to attune 
myself to the progress of the superior Life Force [Vivant] (the race, 
the species [l’espèce]).  My particularity could never again univer-
salize itself (unless, utopically, by writing, whose project would be-
come [devait devenir] the unique goal of my life [l’unique but de ma 
vie]).  From now on I could do no more than await my total, undia-
lectical death. [CL, 72; CC, 113]

Whether Camera Lucida constitutes a partial fulfillment of the “want” artic-
ulated in the first passage, what will here last as long as the time of Barthes’ 
notoriety is his wanting to write something for her for himself—for me.  The 
whole first passage stands to the parenthesis as narration (“What I wanted… 
was…”) stands to the assertion of a narrator’s place (“Perhaps I shall…”).  The 
“perhaps” tells me that the past tense declaration, “I wanted,” has already 
been abandoned, superceded, that it has been itself mourned as a touch of 
mania in the guise of mourning.  The parenthesis in the second passage per-
forms similarly, this time carving out an exception (“unless…”) to the unquali-
fied claims of “so many philosophers” (“My particularity could never again…”).  
In each case the parenthesis, a literal topos, a gap between marks of punc-
tuation, opens the utopia of writing so mentioned.  But grammatically, the 
space would be a time, a time that breaks from one tense into a future condi-
tional: “Perhaps I shall write it one day…” and “writing would become…”  One 
day.  But Barthes here even breaks into this utopia, reconditions the opening 
as allegory: perhaps… but only so long as the time of my notoriety; a utopia 
of writing… but only so long as the project of my life.

So, if the treasury of rays withers as it is planted, a metaphor having ex-
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posed it to destruction at the very moment it is exposed to the light of even 
the most loving eyes, Barthes exposes the utopia of writing to the time of his 
notoriety and to the time of his life.  For Barthes writing dies the same double 
death that photography dies.  The first death slips between the two tenses of 
photographic survival: sa mémoire is dead and sa mémoire is going to die.  
The second death repeats the disappearance of even these memories.151  With 
the phrase, “sa mémoires,” he gives me all the ambiguity I need for the for-
mer play: “her memories” refer to what he will write as well as to what has ir-
retrievably lost.  They remain hers (he, saying “sa,” says so), but only as they 
cease to be hers (he says so).  And even this double dispossession is subject 
to the same force: only for so long can he be said to say so—for which Roni 
Horn too does her part:

295  Another kind of suicide or even drowning in another river 
wouldn’t be the same.  In the Thames you die a double death; you 
die but you also disappear.

In this river I would die, but I would also disappear.  In the photograph 
she dies, but she also disappears.  In Barthes’ notorious writing of “sa mé-
moire” she dies, but she also disappears.  In each case this “also” is my 
formula for the punctum of surface, for the hit that the punctum itself neces-
sarily takes, the punctum of no more puncta, the cut to even the ostensibly 

151 Apropos of Freud’s mystic writing pad and the constitution of the psyche as archive, Der-
rida writes: “The trace is the erasure of selfhood, of one’s own presence, and is consti-
tuted by the threat or anguish of its irremediable disappearance, of the disappearance of 
its disappearance.  An unerasable trace is not a trace, it is a full presence, an immobile 
and uncorruptible substance, a son of God, a sign of parousia and not a seed, that is, 
a mortal germ.  ¶  This erasure is death itself, and it is within its horizon that we must 
conceive not only the ‘present,’ but also what Freud doubtless believed to be the indel-
ibility of certain traces in the unconscious, where ‘nothing ends, nothing happens, noth-
ing is forgotten.’  This erasure of the trace is not only an accident that can occur here or 
there, nor is it even the necessary structure of a determined censorship threatening a 
given presence; it is the very structure which makes possible, as the movement of tem-
poralization and pure auto-affection, something that can be called repression in general, 
the original synthesis of original repression and secondary repression, repression ‘itself.’  
¶  Such a radicalization of the thought of the trace (a thought because it escapes bina-
rism and makes binarism possible on the basis of nothing), would be fruitful not only in 
the deconstruction of logocentrism, but in a kind of reflection exercised more positively 
in different fields, at different levels of writing in general, at the point of articulation of 
writing in the current sense and of the trace in general.”  See Jacques Derrida, “Type-
writer Ribbon: Limited Ink (2) (“within Such Limits”),” in Material Events: Paul De Man 
and the Afterlife of Theory, ed. Tom Cohen, et al. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2001), 229-230.
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full cut of death.  The utopia of writing, the utopia of water, the utopia of the 
heart—these stand within and articulate the structure of this second death.  
The first death constitutes and so remains within the structure of the evident; 
the second shatters even this structure.  The first death is the trace as sign, 
the trace as belated and leading away, the second, the disappearance of the 
“as” that purports to deliver the trace as an instance, as an immortal germ.  
Without a trace.  I won’t always be able to see the photograph as a photo-
graph, for it will fades, become trash, will no longer even be a photograph.  

As Horn writes, “Disappearance: that’s why suicides are attracted to it… 
It’s a soft entrance to simply not being here.”  But to the degree that she 
continues to channel testimony, to the degree that I treat Another Water as 
testimony that I’m called upon to animate, lacking its own principle of anima-
tion, I tread her water.  To the degree that she addresses me and sentences 
me, extravagantly above (are there other ways to take, “you die… you die… 
you also disappear”?) and even when she tells me, “water is sexy… ” and asks 
me, “Have you ever looked at the river and had the idea that the water is sul-
try?”—in these ways does she try to keep me in water, even when she all but 
consigns me to another water with so many death sentences.  How might I 
learn to see Horn’s photographs as something other than evidence?  By learn-
ing to see that her photographs are always also something other than photo-
graphs.  As ink.  As ink on paper.  As black.  As photographs of photographs.  
As the Thames.  But don’t the photographs remain within a logic, don’t they 
have their place within the terms of her argument?  Don’t they move to the 
rhetorical life she would give them?

After the analysis of Rousseau and recapitulation of Barthes, Horn’s An-
other Water (The River Thames, for Example) looks just like the example she 
says it is; it looks just like an illustration—that is to say, it looks like a surface 
with a thickness of its own, a life of its own, a wet, dry thing.  It gives me 
something to look at and talk about rather than the nothing that it purports to 
exemplify.  Her work on dry water is itself wet only insofar as it sustains and 
tries to sustain, impossibly, this difference between wet and dry, water and 
another water.  The work is wet only insofar as it attempts to bring me into 
its water, solicits me continually, both directly (the second person pronoun, 
“you,” puts me on the spot in her spot) and indirectly (her appeals to logic, 
her arguments would move me).
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Or perhaps I can bring Barthes and Horn closer together by more firmly 
separating them: I can imagine no photograph, no group of photographs that 
would touch Barthes less than Horn’s.  Here there is no one to have loved, no 
open hand, no handsome boy preserved within the grip of pose, no girl to de-
liver (him to) the very letter of time, no one to rescue (him) from oblivion, no 
vanquished thing, no fulgurating detail to overwhelm the entirety of his read-
ing. [CL, 49]  At most he might be interested, he might condescend “to en-
counter [this] photographer’s intentions, to enter into harmony with them, to 
approve or disapprove of them.” [CL, 27-28]  In other words, studium but no 
punctum, neither of form, intensity, nor surface—in other words, he wouldn’t 
even get at not getting through, at the obliteration of every treasure, every 
investment, there being nothing particular in view.  

Horn’s photographs neither look Barthes “straight in the eye” [CL, 111] 
nor yield a body that might lead him beyond the frame and into the constel-
lations of his affects.  Could an uninhabited photograph ever move him?  Yes, 
but “[p]hotographs of landscape (urban or country),” to have a chance at his 
bliss, “must be habitable, not visitable. [CL, 39-40]  Horn’s landscapes, riv-
erscapes, waterscapes are offered as much, much less than habitable.  She 
sees them as the very end of habitation; the river for her is a mass grave; 
the visible river is merely its membrane, a damp sheet to cover a stiff; and 
the blind field of this grave, the surrounding life and light, doesn’t open onto 
shores and other places; rather, her river can be said to photograph London: 
London light, London bridges and rails, London weather, London walls, London 
swill and froth.  This London, though beyond the frame and a frame of sorts, 
isn’t a place either, but more like its liquefaction.

section 10 of 15
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Or perhaps Barthes would also say about Horn’s frozen moments of wa-
ter—“As is often said of photographs, this photograph is a frozen moment.  
But a frozen moment is no moment at all, it’s an oxymoron.” [AW, nm 128]—
perhaps he would say what he says about Harold Edgerton’s strobe-lit drop-
lets: 

 (little need to admit that this kind of photography neither 
touches [touche] nor even interests me: I am too much of a phe-
nomenologist to like anything but appearances cut to my own mea-
sure). [CL, 33; CC, 58-59]

Horn does cut these appearances to the measure of falling bodies and down-
cast eyes, Barthes’ included, but her crisply sculpted waves, rumples, and rip-
lets, as she tells us, don’t even look like water because water has “no graphic 
aspect.” [AW, nm 127]  For Horn, water is its movement, its transparency; a 
river its slur, its going-places.  Moreover, to the degree that this water does 
have a graphic aspect (or is said to or is seen to), it’s another water, an es-
sential black wrapped in a dirty candy-colored surface that hides that it hides 
no depth.  These photographs aren’t cut to his measure because waters, un-
like people and places, defeat the ritual of pose and intercourse: my measure 
is my time (never an instance) and my space (always a place).

For Barthes, failing this measure, Horn’s photographs of water could thus 
never be confused with their referents, and so these photographs would even 
stand against the photographic conditions of their production.  He writes,

A specific photograph, in effect, is never distinguished from its 
referent (from what it represents), or at least it is not immediately 
or generally [tout de suite or pour tout le monde] distinguished 
from its referent (as is the case for every other image, encum-
bered—from the start, and because of its status—by the way in 
which the object is simulated [simulé])… [CL, 5; CC, 16]

I cited this passage previously, when defining the punctum of surface.  Now 
I’ll use it to hit that button again: here, in Another Water, I am to see the 
way the photographs simulate their object, which is to be the way her object, 
the Thames, simulates water.  These photographs are encumbered: it’s only 
in trying to distinguish the photographs from their referents that I see the two 
referents that interest Horn: water and another water, neither of which show 
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themselves here, neither of which cut a particular figure: water is the possibil-
ity of figure and relation, another water is the sudden and crippling impossi-
bility of figure and relation.  It’s only in seeing the printed surface as opaque, 
as thick and sticky, as a trap, that her claim might have a go at me.

Finally, Horn’s photographs could hardly be expected to occasion puncta of 
intensity.  The pictures may be handsome, but could they provoke the excla-
mations “this is dead, this is going to die” or “this has been”?  Is there any-
thing or anyone to hold onto here?  Anything or anyone that needs me and 
animates my need?  Would these lines from the penultimate section of Cam-
era Lucida fit the bill?

I collected in a last thought the images which had “pricked” me 
(since this is the action of the punctum)… In each of them, inescap-
ably, I passed beyond the unreality of the thing represented, I en-
tered crazily [follement] into the spectacle, into the image, taking 
into my arms [entourant de mes bras] what is dead, what is going 
to die… [CL, 116-117; CC, 179]

Yes and no.  And thus do I discover how Horn’s photographs reframe Barthes’ 
allegories of separation: to jump, to enter crazily into Horn’s waters, to take 
this water into your arms, would be to die twice, would be to separate even 
from separation.  Or rather, Barthes’ leap invariably traces the limits of its 
paradox: the passage beyond unreality is no passage at all.  Horn breaks the 
promise of the photographic ecstasy (I’ll show you what you reach into when 
you reach for that) while sustaining the promise of a relation to this ecstasy 
(the difference between water and another water).  If Barthes’ discourses of 
love and pity play at denying the separations that constitute them, Another 
Water shows only the dust and dry water left when even the very difference 
between separation and attachment goes under.  In the context of Barthes’ 
mad plunge, his mad (he knows very well that it’s hopeless) denial of separa-
tion, which inscribes it anew as it seeks to repair it—in the context of this mad 
plunge, Horn’s photographs provide surfaces that quickly efface any and every 
point of entry.  He could only come to care about one of these photographs, 
about any one in its singularity, if he were he to see the way it drowns a 
punctum of intensity and so awakens the punctum of surface.  He could only 
come to care about these photographs, if he were to pair them with the pho-
tographs that articulate his cares: an animating and animated death matched 
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to even its eventual disappearance.  When he scrutinizes the Winter Garden 
photograph (and recall that for him, “to scrutinize means to turn the photo-
graph over, to enter into the paper’s depth [la profondeur du papier], to reach 
its other side” [CL, 100; CC 156]) he finds himself near another water.

In other words, whereas Barthes treats the Winter Garden photograph as 
a treasury of rays, she treats her photographs as their extinction.  Whereas 
he treats the surface of his photographs as a living and dying germ, as pale 
and paling grain entrusted to his care, she treats hers as mere color, as blush 
on a stone.  And thus do I distinguish them on the basis of their calendars: 
Barthes and Horn have the same thing in view but according to the light of 
different days.  Camera Lucida gives me this latter distinction:

I always feel (unimportant what actually occurs) that in some 
way, color is a coating applied later on to the original truth of the 
black–and-white photograph.  For me, color is an artifice and or-
nament, a cosmetic [postiche, un fard] (like that used to paint 
corpses).  What matters to me is not the photograph’s “life” (a 
purely ideological notion) but the certainty that the photographed 
body touches me with its own rays and not with a superadded light. 
[CL, 81; CC, 128: translation modified]

Barthes’ parenthetical hedge, “unimportant what actually occurs,” says that 
the original truth of the black-and-white photograph never “actually occurs,” 
but is a posited origin, an origin that, in its withdrawal, repeats the tempo-
ral predicament of photographic reference.  For Horn as for Barthes there is 
only this “later” and there is only the piling on of more time and more color: 
the “original truth of the black-and-white photograph,” the corpse, “alive, as 
corpse,” [CL, 78] is only ever in view ideally—which is to say that her photo-
graphs and his show me superadded light, color, cosmetic, and paint but only 
in order to constitute and address this ideal and its ruin, water and another 
water, to me.
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Haunted TV: the phantom of the Gulf War, bleeding through the 
body of King.  Haunted TV: showing by not showing what lay at our 
feet, the step out of line.  Haunted TV: focusing the limitless figure 
of the police, this “index of a phantom-like violence because they 
are everywhere.” [TV, 312-313; citation to Jacques Derrida’s “Force 
of Law…”152]

If it showed anything, television showed a television without im-
age, a site of trauma in which the experience of immediate proxim-
ity involved absolute distance. [TV, 317]

Avital Ronell, citing Cathy Caruth, asks, “What does it mean precisely for 
history to be the history of trauma?” [TV, 316]153  For Ronell it means that 
“meaning” no longer cuts us in or deals us out of anything truly historical, if 
it ever did.  We no longer, if we ever did, understand what happens; rather, 

152 The complete citation runs: “Let us take the example of the police, this index of a 
phantom-like violence because it mixes foundation with conservation and becomes all 
the more violent for this.  Well, the police that thus capitalize on violence aren’t simply 
the police.  They do not simply consist of policemen in uniform, occasionally helmeted, 
armed and organized in a civil structure on a military model to whom the right to strike 
is refused, and so forth.  By definition, the police are present or represented everywhere 
that there is force of law.  They are present, sometimes invisible but always effective, 
wherever there is preservation of the social order.  The police aren’t just the police (to-
day more or less than ever), they are there, the faceless figure (figure sans figure) of a 
Dasein coextensive with the Dasein of the polis.”  See Jacques Derrida, “Force of Law: 
The ‘Mystical Foundation of Authority’,” in Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice, 
ed. Drucilla Cornell, David Carlson, and Michel Rosenfeld (New York: Routledge, 1992), 
44. 

153 Caruth writes, “For history to be the history of trauma means that it is referential pre-
cisely to the extent that it is not fully perceived as it occurs; or to put it somewhat dif-
ferently, that a history can be grasped only in the very inaccessibility of its occurrence.” 
[TE, 8]

section 11 of 15
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our understanding serves up blanks and ellipses and not an account—but 
even these wounds don’t hold our attention.  This hurts too: that we still don’t 
know what hurts us, that what hurts us doesn’t appear as something deter-
minable, that our world of hurt just is our world.  We don’t have this world or 
our history; this history has us; this history holds us, fascinated, in arrested 
development.  Or as Michael Herr writes in Dispatches, a book that Ronell 
cites and which I will treat by way of a near conclusion—Herr writes, “I went 
there to cover the war, but the war covered me, an old story, unless of course 
you’ve never heard it.”  Of course, not-having-heard-it just is our condition, 
the one of which Ronell would tell.

For her what has happened to us has yet to be framed as having hap-
pened, has yet to be seen or held as having happened at all—and so, hello, 
it comes again and again.  Our survival doesn’t appear to us as survival, as a 
life in the very midst of a legacy.  The calendar clocks the wrong times.  I am 
haunted.  My unfinished business makes its own demands, compels me to get 
to work; I find myself saying, voici de nouveau.  Like the Winter Garden Pho-
tograph writ everywhere and at all times, what has happened is all too pres-
ent, all too literal, but, paradoxically, invisible, indigestible, inaccessible, at an 
“absolute distance,” as she says.  Like the Thames flowing everywhere and 
staring me down into what I can’t see, what has happened continues to hap-
pen, disappearance is all too apparent, all too literal, but paradoxically only 
transmissible via the very water it otherwise ruins.  “Literal” would mean here 
allowing for neither displacement nor forgetting.  As Barthes would say, no 
culture will have put these events in a proper time and place.  No words will 
have fit these pictures into a life.  No mourning will have tallied and affirmed 
these losses as belonging to me, as mine to maintain and pass on, as in me 
and for me to give and give again—to the survival of others.  Roland Barthes 
reads photography as an event for consciousness per se, an event that alters 
his relation to the happening of the evident and thus to the evident as such.  
Horn aligns her photographs with opacity and disappearance, not transparen-
cy and manifestation.  Ronell reads the scene of testimonial video not only as 
the site of phantom eruptions à la Barthes, but also, like him, as an offering: 
here there is to be an ethical phrasing, a mutually animating passion: nothing 
to see but this bind, nothing to see here but that I see by way of this bind, 
am blind without it.  
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For Ronell the case of California vs. Powell et al summoned contexts pre-
sumably off this record and out of play (but all too in play because unassimi-
lated and thus—to borrow the metonymic resources she borrows from televi-
sion—syndicated for rerun): the 1991 Gulf War, the war on drugs, the institu-
tions of state violence, our white supremacy.  Only a reading—and what con-
stitutes a reading is here very much at issue—only a reading can tune-in to 
this other show and tell.  Only a reading can properly frame the Holliday tape 
because only a reader knows that in the appearance of something illegible 
and unintelligible there is the eruption of a foreign body, some uncanny and 
improper remainder.154  This reader too has a third eye and sees what is not 
there in what is there to see; she reads the illegible, confused, and formless 
as transmissions in need of careful tuning.  Conrad frames the excessive force 
of the L.A.P.D. as in need of nothing but good faith.  He renders the one pic-
ture judged worth zero and, as I showed above, gives it hyperbolic contours 
of his own: only the blind would here see justice served, but just in case, I’ll 
provide the Braille.  Ronell would challenge the analytic efficacy of such re-
iteration: this image blinds.  This image blinds not because it continues to 
explicitly terrorize, and not because it’s out of gas, having worn down and out 
all but the most sensitive souls—this image blinds because to see it as self-
evident is not to see the crisis of the evident that it comes to perform.155

Ronell would have her reader see—and I deliberately err by doubling and 
confusing her appeals to perceptual registration—that something other than 
some thing appears in and through the video tape.  She writes:

The trial has produced a number of maps, photographs, and 
flowcharts of chronological time sequences; yet these common de-
vices for capturing empirical parameters of events have failed to 

154 Lacan’s Freud invented this reading protocol: “Impediment, failure, split.  In a spoken or 
written sentence something stumbles.  Freud is attracted by these phenomena, and it is 
there that he seeks the unconscious.  There, something other demands to be realized—
which appears as intentional, of course, but of a strange temporality.”  See Jacques 
Lacan, “The Freudian Unconscious and Ours,” in The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psy-
cho-Analysis (New York: Norton, 1981), 25.

155 The phrase, “crisis of evidence” comes to Ronell from Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub: 
“The legal mode of the trial ‘dramatizes… a constrained and culturally channeled, in-
stitutionalized crisis of truth.  The trial both derives from and proceeds by a crisis of 
evidence, which the verdict must resolve.’ As a sentence, the verdict is a force of law 
performatively enacted as a defensive gesture for not knowing.” [TV; 325]  See Felman, 
Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in Literature, Psychoanalysis, and History, 18.
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prove much of anything.  Except, possibly, that we are dealing here 
with a type of experience that eludes temporal and spatial deter-
minations altogether—something that can bust into a scene at any 
time, any place, miming the experience of the police.  If the Rodney 
King beating figures the survival of the effaced Persian Gulf War, 
then its principle “object” of projection would involve the phantom 
text of a trauma.  

Before continuing with this passage let me hesitate over the technical difficul-
ties experienced by the trial, over the stated relation of King et al to the war, 
and over the “police” as both object of the experience and literalization of my 
structuring relation to law and order.  The common devices mentioned attune 
to what there is and try to make out the blows and steps, the bodies and se-
quences of acts.  As I’ve demonstrated above these devices can only ever be 
“said” to act on their own or speak for themselves; i.e. proxies speak for and 
represent them according to more or less salient interpretative grids.  The 
contests don’t just use but constitute the “maps, photographs, and flowcharts 
of chronological time sequences” as more or less real, more or less authorita-
tive, more or less credible.  But Ronell doesn’t exactly argue for the rhetorical 
life of the evidence at hand; she’s conducting a campaign of her own because 
the evidence that counts for her is neither at hand nor precisely evident.  She 
does so for the sake of what I will call, not the rhetorical life, but the rhetori-
cal afterlife of injury: these pains are also phantom pains; they refer to other 
times and places.  In her own text what has been elusive will come to appear-
ance as elusive, she will so name it that (the name will do that, will partially 
constitute her saving grace); and yet it will remain elusive while achieving 
some kind of visibility; the elusive will be legible, readable, without being 
visible, tangible.  How so?  She posits a transmission system that plugs the 
Rodney King beating into, for example, the Persian Gulf War and calls it, af-
ter Freud, “projection.”  As she writes, “The Rodney King beating figures the 
survival of the effaced Persian Gulf War.”  That is to say, the police take-down 
of King gives contour and figure, shape and letter, to what has heretofore re-
mained invisible and illegible: the warfare of the war.  The war, though “over” 
by March 3rd 1991, though over by April of 1992, survives here and there as 
a phantom, as precisely not over, unresolved, through the circulation of the 
Holliday tape—and through the authoritative word of Ronell’s text.  Video, no 
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less and no more than her reading, captures the dark light of this projection, 
which casts up, in order to repeat, the unassimilated image of this war; as 
trauma the image hasn’t been seen, hasn’t registered, hasn’t found its figure, 
hence she calls for a reading of the appearance of this having-not-yet-regis-
tered in King et al.

She continues:

If the Rodney King beating figures the survival of the effaced 
Persian Gulf War, then its principle ‘object’ of projection would in-
volve the phantom text of a trauma.  Precisely because the trauma 
is hidden from televised view—the Rodney King beating is a meton-
ymy of a hidden atrocity, be this the unshown war or the atrocities 
to which African-Americans are routinely subjected—it is accessible 
only by reading.  The spectral trauma remains hidden even to the 
hidden camera that blindly captures it.  Yet, capturing the hidden 
trauma—and not the suspect called Rodney King or even the po-
lice out of line—is the way that video has participated in focusing 
the disruption of experience and comprehension that TraumaTV in-
volves.  Under nocturnal cover, nomadic, guerrilla video captures no 
more than the debilitating discrepancy, always screened by televi-
sion, between experience and meaning which Freud associates with 
trauma.  This is why it could prove nothing but this discrepancy in a 
court of law.  [TV; 324]

Rites of proper exegesis require that I articulate Ronell’s distinction be-
tween television and video, between on the one hand what she calls, citing 
Heidegger’s analytic of Dasein, television’s serialized Gerede, its “idle talk” 
or chatter, and on the other—retrofitting Heidegger to imperatives from both 
Levinas and Freud—video’s Gewissensruf, its call-of-conscience, which she 
styles as an “ethical scream.”156  I should also take the time to run Ronell’s 

156 Here, and most strikingly in The Telephone Book, Ronell jams the “origin” of Heidegger’s 
call of conscience with the capital A Autre of the Lacanian Über-Ich and with Levinas’ 
infinite Other, the one who holds me hostage, the one who obligates me to others asym-
metrically, always more than anyone could ever be obligated to me.  I opt for “jam” 
because Ronell’s neither settling scores nor making nice with everyone; rather, she inter-
rupts each of these melodic lines with notes from the other for the sake of a renewed 
inscription.  She even interrupts “late” Heidegger with early.  For example, she reads Be-
ing and Time through the “later” text, Die Frage nach Technik and thus makes this long-
distance call of the self to the self a synecdoche of an internalized Gestell: the question 
concerning Dasein’s relation to itself and others is already a question concerning tech-
nology.  She both challenges Heidegger’s description of the experience of conscience and 
challenges the phenomenological grounds of his account.  In this regard she takes the 
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other psychoanalytic bases: the technological implants of projection, phan-
tasy, and screen; but these distinctions and bases will return to obtain later.  
For now, however, let me suggest how Ronell leads from King to Barthes and 
back again.  This preliminary encounter will deliver yet another context to the 
Holliday tape, and more importantly a consideration of context itself as that 
which is lacking and not just in this case but in general.  

That the Holliday tape did prove something one day and more than once, 
that it continues to bear up under burdens of proof and continues to be made 
into what-it-is by arguments that succeed or fail, support or dispute or set 
aside the verdicts157—sure, but Ronell’s claim runs on other tracks than these.  
On the one hand she remarks that the tape doesn’t speak for itself and so 
proves nothing itself and on its own because, for example, even though the 
technological prostheses and the wounded human-all-too-human memory are 

call of conscience as fundamentally ethical, as implicating Heidegger’s Dasein in Levinas’ 
scene of appellation: Dasein doesn’t answer to itself when it finds itself on the line but 
answers to the other.  One can ask whether and how Heidegger might resist the ethical 
graft.  Isn’t the other in Heidegger only ever a member of the others, the “they,” das 
man, the always-plural public world?  Christopher Fynsk asks these questions in “The 
Self and its Witness.”  See Christopher Fynsk, “The Self and Its Witness,” in Heidegger, 
Thought and Historicity (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986), 31.  See also Martin 
Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology, and Other Essays (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1977).  Finally, the scream of the “ethical scream” repeats Heidegger’s interpreta-
tion of Nietzsche’s remark, “die Wüste wächst,” to which Ronell attends in the Telephone 
Book.  In “What is Called Thinking” Heidegger writes, “Learning, then, cannot be brought 
about by scolding.  Even so, a man who teaches at times grows noisy.  In fact, he may 
have to scream and scream, although the aim is to make his students learn so quiet 
a thing as thinking.”  See Martin Heidegger, What Is Called Thinking?, ed. Ruth Nanda 
Anshen, trans. J. Glen Gray and Fred D. Wieck, vol. 21, Religious Perspectives (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1968), 48.  For Ronell’s reading of this teaching machine see Avital 
Ronell, The Telephone Book: Technology—Schizophrenia—Electric Speech (Lincoln: Uni-
versity of Nebraska Press, 1989), 20-22.

157 People of California v. Powell et al. went to Powell in 1992; The United States v. Koon 
et al. for the United States in 1993; and King sued for $9.6 million in damages and won 
$3.8 million from a Los Angeles jury in 1993.  As early as 1992 Koon published a book.  
See Stacey C. Koon and Robert Deitz, Presumed Guilty: The Tragedy of the Rodney 
King Affair (Washington, D.C.; Lanham, MD: Regnery Gateway; distributed to the trade 
by National Book Network, 1992).  Several collections of essays have been published, 
including Reading Rodney King / Reading Urban Uprising, edited by Robert Gooding-Wil-
liams.  See Robert Gooding-Williams, ed., Reading Rodney King/Reading Urban Uprising 
(New York: Routledge, 1993).  In 1992 Artist Adrian Piper created an installation work 
called Black Box / White Box, which prominently features the Holliday footage.  See El-
eanor Heartney, “Blacks, Whites and Other Mythic Beings,” Art in America, November 
2001.  The 1993 Whitney Biennial included the Holliday tape as a work, giving it a full 
page in the catalogue, and treating Holliday as an author, an authoritative name.  Spike 
Lee’s film, Malcolm X, opens with a version of the tape under the lead credits.
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made for each other, each supporting the other’s limping along—live human 
memory trumps the dead mechanical inhuman.  What Koon and company say 
and “think” they were doing takes a certain precedence over what they are 
seen to do, over what the camera blindly records.158  Holliday’s tape isn’t at 
the center of the legal dispute at all, and so to treat it as a claim in search of 
its truth, its ground, is to deny that the locus of truth belongs to human inten-
tion, the tape a mere supplement.  Ronell undoes the mere-ness of the mere 
without in turn resuscitating the truth of something.  What the tape does say 
or show vis-à-vis the trial matters less to her than the failures to speak and 
show, which the tape both performs—for example (an example to which I’ll 
return) does King attempt to flee, taking a step around Powell, or does he 
charge directly at Powell?—and to which it refers: the effaced Gulf War given 
face here and there.  Accordingly, she cites then Chief of Police Darryl Gates 
remarking, “You made it [the Rodney King beating] bigger than the Gulf War.” 
[TV, 318]  This inordinate “size” signals a problem: a failure of transmission 
and reception of the paired events—and furthermore, the comparison frames 
the pair as the same, “the Rodney King beating” successfully feeding its un-
dernourished twin, the War.

So, while Ronell acknowledges that the tape could indeed be made to seal 
either conviction or acquittal, and while “the type of experience” could be 
located temporally and spatially for the sake of argument, this seal and this 
argument, to the degree that they settle something, efface the trauma she 
hopes to reframe and retrieve.  Precisely what light goes out when effacement 
sets in?  By the latter half of the passage the trauma has grown to include 
both the Persian Gulf War and the “atrocities to which African-Americans are 
routinely subjected”—and could further include the death of god, castration, 
the birth to language: all metonymies for an originary dereliction, a primal 
and primary insufficiency.  Thus does she literally take nothing for granted:

In an era of constitutive opaqueness—there is no transcenden-
tal light shining upon us; we dwell in the shadows of mediation and 
withdrawal; there will be no revelation, can be no manifestation as 

158 She writes: “What the video cannot in any case show, states the court, concerns an 
interiority which it cannot inscribe; the view is pure surface without depth, running a 
mystifying release precisely because it fails to record inner perceptions.  Unfueled by 
metaphysics, video is running on empty.”  [TV; 322]
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such—things have to be tuned in, adjusted, subjected to double 
takes and are dominated by amnesia.  Without recourse to any dia-
lectic of incarnation, something however beams through, as though 
the interruption itself were the thing to watch. [TV, 308]

Or rather, there is for us only black water.  Reciting Ronell to the tune of 
Horn’s idiom, I could say, “our era is another era, another time.”  Thus, the 
end of light is the thing to watch.  

Tracking the turns of oxymoron in this passage take the measure of her 
previous recourse to “capture,” “focus,” and “access,” and will show just how 
I am to renounce “the dialectic of incarnation.”  The something that “beams 
through” is not to be some thing at all, not a thing, but an interruption.  An 
interruption of what?  Of our “constitutive opaqueness,” which is all there is 
anyway—so, “it” may beam through but it’s hardly a light, more like the ab-
sence of the faux light, the momentary collapse of the sham clarity that com-
forts and conditions our amnesia—i.e. our memory.  Back in the day, that is 
to say, a time so long ago as to have never been in time at all,159 there was a 
transcendental light, there was transparency, there was water, water every-
where: there was immediacy and self-evidence without the evident needing 
even a single day in court, without witnesses, without testimony—the latter 
acts unthinkable because the proof of a certain need for proof.  I am, without 
a doubt.  Grace, the free and unmerited favor of the gods, would never do, 
seeing as every heart overflows with super abundance and self-sufficiency, 
utter sovereignty.  Gifts have no place since every heart would too be com-
pletely available: yours and mine and hers weren’t two or three or any plu-
rality whatsoever but one, neither beneath the surface nor upon it, since the 
very difference between surface and depth separates before it joins.  In this 
era before our era, an era before eras, a time before time, letters would arrive 
before being sent and so would be superfluous; words would be unequivocal, 

159 In an early essay Paul de Man writes apropos the relation of poetic language to our 
time: “The [poetic] image is inspired by a nostalgia for the natural object, expanding to 
become nostalgia for the origin of this object.  Such a nostalgia can only exist when the 
transcendental presence is forgotten, as in the ‘dürftiger Zeit’ of Hölderlin’s poem which 
we are all too eager to circumscribe as if it were a specific historical ‘time’ and not Time 
in general.  The existence of the poetic image is itself a sign of divine absence, and the 
conscious use of poetic imagery an admission of this absence.”  This admission is neither 
willful nor avoidable.  See Paul de Man, “Intentional Structure of the Romantic Image,” in 
The Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984), 6.
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even unnecessary, even impossible; every action would be governed by inten-
tions so unerring, so fit and hearty that invoking intentions at all would mark 
a suspicion completely out of place.  Before the unconscious, before language, 
before death, before the death of god—which I suppose are the same thing—
there was a day without sunset and so a day without sun, moon, or stars.  
Somehow that day ended, never having begun.  We forget this, not just occa-
sionally, but all the time.  

And so, here we are.  Something however beams through.  The inter-
ruption itself is the thing to watch.  We all get this other channel.  In fact it’s 
on whenever anything’s on, but for the most part we don’t tune in and can’t 
tune in so long as we simply look for this something or other.  Though Ronell 
appeals to perception, to the promise of “something,” of “beams,” of “the 
thing to watch,” she does so in order to affirm the relation to the blind field 
of trauma, a relation that insists and persists above and beyond every other.  
She lends nominal reality, not to what typically counts as real by way of a 
broadcast medium, e.g. to what makes it “on” the prime time and live waves 
of more or less referential, more or less indexical, more or less documentary 
television—rather, she lends her reality to what the latter fails to cover and 
fails to silence.  If she preserves and repeats this case, this body, this on-go-
ing harm to one man with this singular name (an oxymoron, but nonethe-
less…), this name of sovereignty, Rodney King and does so in her name and 
my name—she preserves and repeats him, not because he is the thing to 
watch, but because there is an interruption of watching, of the evident in and 
around him.

On the other hand—recall that the first hand held that the tape doesn’t 
speak for itself, is treated as supplement to living memory and living speech—
and so on this other hand, the tape does testify to its own being-unable to 
testify; for Ronell it reveals an abyss in revelation itself, the impossibility of 
clear and present revelation in those cases (every case) where other scenes 
haunt the stage.  I bind up this other hand in reflective paradox—it reveals 
the impossibility of revelation—because only paradox captures the turn of her 
argument.  She claims that though this “it” could prove nothing in a court of 
law it nonetheless can do something: it can focus “the disruption of experi-
ence and comprehension,” it can capture “the debilitating discrepancy… be-
tween experience and meaning.”  The trauma is both imperceptible and yet 
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visible through a certain focus, vulnerable to a certain capture.  Thus, Holli-
day’s video doesn’t present injustice to the eye as though it were an object 
ready and available for use, understood because already understood against 
a shared background of everyday practice, routine, and ends.  Discrepan-
cies and disruptions are to come into view as the very effect of the trauma 
to which they in turn refer—which means that one shared background gives 
way and another takes its place.  Another what?  I can call it a “shared back-
ground” but what we share is that we don’t yet share, don’t yet have a place 
to share what has happened to us.160  In other words, on the basis of what do 
I see a discrepancy if I don’t have this basis?  On the basis of what do I see a 
disruption?  This other eye, this reading eye, sees because it sees things that 
aren’t things at all: discrepancies and disruptions in the fabric of the mani-
fest.161

For Ronell only reading can bring something other than visible light, the 
truth, meaning, into view, and it’s this other something of which she would 
show and tell—and here do I begin to settle into an analysis of her version of 
the inevident, the strange light by which and for which she reads something 
that isn’t precisely there.  She writes:

The abyssal inclusion of video as call of conscience offers no 
easy transparency but requires a reading; it calls for a discourse.  
As we have been shown with singular clarity in the Rodney King 
case, and, in particular, with the trial, what is called for when video 
acts as the call of conscience is not so much a viewing of a specta-
cle, but a reading, and, instead of voyeurism, an exegesis. [TV, 312]

I can go on looking, and the view may be fine indeed, or the view may pain 
me, interest me, upset me, thrill me, move me this way or that—but in this 
case my view runs up against two supplemental blocks: “abyssal inclusion” 
and a “call of conscience,” which Ronell tags as a team: “the abyssal inclusion 
of video as a call of conscience.”  Easy transparency, the spectacle, my voy-
eurism, i.e. my amorous preference for such knowledge à la Barthes—these 
would have come were she willing and able to remain blind to this abyss and 

160 We aren’t even a we.  But you and I can say, there is as yet no community, and so insti-
tute the community of those for whom community remains a problem and a promise.

161 Or rather is the manifest only ever presumed—the enabling prejudice—while the breaks 
and impediments are neither apparent nor invisible but simply a priori differences? 
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deaf to this call.  These two are to be the interruptions that get through, 
somehow; just so does she translate a video image into an audio track and an 
audio track into a text—but just so does she put on a show: “we have been 
shown with singular clarity…”  What have we been shown?  What has been 
made clear?  That simply looking at what is shown and seeing through what 
is clear or transparent will not cut it, will not do the right thing; that the look 
that takes in only the already legible and coherent doesn’t see; that the eye 
that reads the already read, the already meaningful—this eye doesn’t read.162  
“Abyssal inclusion” and “the call of conscience” aren’t to name perceptible 
somethings; rather they name not what interrupts but that something inter-
rupts “easy transparency,” the spectacular occurrence of an image; or indeed, 
“abyssal inclusion” and the “call of conscience” happen—or not.  She says so 
and must say so for the happening to be sustained as the event that it is and 
will have been and as a summons: she is called to say so; she performs and 
exemplifies both the appeal and the answer.  To the degree that she works up 
her own rhetoric of exhibition (the words “shown” and “clarity” obtrude) she 
promises testimony, no more and no less assured of its ultimate reference 
than any other.  For her the Holliday’s video “is the place of the testimonial 
that cannot speak with referential assurance but does assert the truth of what 
it says” [TV, 316].  So too does she assert the truth of what she says without 
having anything to present but the claim itself; so too does she have recourse 
to the tropes of presentation, but so too does she interrupt the coherence of 
these tropes, their legitimacy.  She doesn’t simply write about interruption; 
she stages an interrupted discourse.

And if I follow out the call of this particular interruption, of her text, I find 

162 As mentioned above Barthes writes in S/Z: “Rereading, an operation contrary to the 
commercial and ideological habits of our society, which would have us ‘throw away’ the 
story once it has been consumed (‘devoured’), so that we can then move on to another 
story, buy another book, and which is tolerated only in certain marginal categories of 
readers (children, old people, and professors); rereading is here suggested at the out-
set, for it alone saves the text from repetition (those who fail to reread are obliged to 
read the same story everywhere).”  See Barthes and Balzac, S/Z.  Barbara Johnson cites 
this passage in her 1978 review of S/Z and remarks that this “paradoxical statement… 
implies that a single reading is composed of the already-read, that what we can see in 
a text the first time is already in us, not in it; in us insofar as we ourselves are a ste-
reotype, an already-read text; and in the text only to the extent that the already-read 
is that aspect of a text which it must have in common with its reader in order for it to 
be readable at all…”  See Barbara Johnson, “The Critical Difference,” diacritics 8, no. 2 
(1978): 2.
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a citation, another text; I find Ronell writing under dictation.163  Not only does 
she ruin the sense of what it might mean to show something clearly (she 
doesn’t count on the Holliday tape to show what it shows, to show injustice, 
to prove something), and not only does she ruin the difference between giv-
ing an account of the call and answering it, she also responds here to another 
text through the abyss of a hidden citation.  The passage cited above appeals 
to and repeats, at times word for word, one from Derrida’s lecture on Marie-
Françoise Plissart’s photographic work, Droit de regards, and the permission 
slips that attend her regard for others.164  There, Derrida writes:

… [t]his abyssal inclusion of photographs within photographs 
takes something away from looking, it calls for discourse, demands 

163 Ronell’s Dictations: on Haunted Writing gifts me this term and the relations that come 
with it: “What haunts existence, now, in our time, is linked to the ‘domestic’ dimen-
sion that can never be domesticated.  This is the definition of hauntedness, whether we 
are speaking of the categorical imperative or of Goethean command systems: it does 
not belong to the economy which it haunts.  Hauntedness allows for visitations without 
making itself at home.  Nonetheless I am talking about a visit, which is to say: a rela-
tion has been opened to another text which manifests itself without presence yet with 
infinite nearness.  Henceforth, one is on assignment, somnambulizing, taking dictation 
from a text of the Other.” [xiv]  Ronell, another “one,” is on assignment here too, tak-
ing dictation from this other text, Derrida’s.  The question is not, is TraumaTV haunted?  
The answer is, yes, always already—just as is every other text, every other word and 
act, by definition.  The question is, how and how well does it treat its ghosts?  Just how 
much hospitality can the host muster?  In Dictations she seeks to welcome Goethe: “If 
the texts of Freud and Eckermann are to be understood here as exemplary of a certain 
writing under dictation, this is because the voice which traverses them without belong-
ing to them is, as the voice of an author par excellence, a particularly strong one.  The 
ambiguity of Goethe’s position for those who write in his shadow is no doubt discernible 
in a good many other similar cases.  Often, however, the ambiguous effects of Goethe in 
themselves prove to be traumatizing.  The ghost-writer of Freud and Eckermann’s texts, 
Goethe is constantly reinvented by them; while his roles change with high frequency, 
he nonetheless continues to send them orders through more or less conscious channels 
of transmission and by means of a remote control system.” [xxvii-xxviii]  In Freud and 
Eckermann Ronell discovers the creative pathology of what she here calls “ambiguous 
effects.”  If writing is by definition writing under the influence and under dictation, I want 
to establish the particular and peculiar difference she makes in her reinvention of Der-
rida.  See Avital Ronell, Dictations: On Haunted Writing (Lincoln and London: University 
of Nebraska Press, 1993). 

164 Derrida’s essay bears no title in the 1985, Editions de Minuit version, though the cover 
includes, “avec une lecture par Jacques Derrida.”  Ronell cites this lecture in an earlier 
version of “TruamaTV…” and there titles it “Interview.”  The Montecelli Press version 
heads the essay with the phrase, “Right of Inspection,” thus sharing the Plissart’s title 
with Derrida.  Can one have title to a title?  Or rather, is there a droit du regards that 
oversees the place and function of this very phrase?  The Montecelli Press embedded 
facsimiles of the original French pages in their own pages, so my French citations require 
no additional reference.
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a reading [elle appelle au disours, elle requiert la lecture].  These 
tableaux, scenes, or stills provoke a deciphering beyond any simple 
perception.  Instead of a spectacle they institute a reader, of either 
gender, [un lecteur ou une lectrice] and instead of voyeurism, ex-
egesis.  But the interpreters can read and demonstrate their com-
petence only by telling stories, whence the trap of stupidity laid for 
us [Et les interprètes ne peuvent lire, ils ne deviennent compètents, 
d’où la piège et la niaiserie qui nous guettent, qu’à se raconter des 
histoire].  You must, you owe it to yourself to invent these stories 
[Tu dois, tu te dois d’inventer ces histoires] [L, v]

I won’t read every repetition, nor will I register every difference, in particu-
lar the fate of sexual-difference as it helps Derrida articulate his readers’ 
genders and as it too helps to establish his voyeur’s compensatory thrills.165  
And I won’t revive this other context—the body of Plissart’s photographic 
work—except to allegorize my own version of Ronell’s abyssal inclusion: Der-
rida in Ronell on Derrida, one text on another and in another, a text within a 
text.  I will however get to another point: Ronell reconstitutes Derrida’s inven-
tor—Derrida’s invention of the inventor must be the very first story, exposing 
him to la piège et la niaiserie already and before any other histoire—Ronell 
reconstitutes Derrida’s inventor as too on the receiving end of a story that can 
be told only by way of her supplemental writing.  I find “Derrida” interrupting 
Ronell’s text, but then Ronell both stages and alters Derrida’s version of the 
call: she amplifies an assertion that had barely registered the institution of an 
ethical relation.  Rather than author Derrida’s effacement she accepts his call 
and performs his unwritten address; the latter would be her gift in excess of 
the debt.  The latter too would be her way of obliquely staging an afterlife of 
the evident.

165 Does the voyeur ever have anything but sexual difference in view?  Or rather, the voyeur 
is the one who, against the law of the father, looks for it so as to establish that it isn’t, 
that sexual difference doesn’t amount to my being castrated, but is simply over there.  
I thereby rehearse and sustain an imaginary plenitude.  Why does Derrida establish 
a chain that leads from “simple perception” to “spectacle” to the “voyeur”—as though 
there could be something other than a pathology of relation—while not giving the substi-
tution of “exegesis” for  “deciphering” and the “reader” the same load of pain and plea-
sure?  On his account the “call” and the “demand” are there to interrupt temptations.  
How else could I spin the pair, “exegesis” and “voyeurism”?  Beyond good and evil, 
wouldn’t there have to be two voyeurs and two exegetes?  “Voyeurism” keeps company 
with transgression—a little out of fashion, sure, but fear of frivolity or aimless pleasure 
should always alarm.
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And what of Derrida’s photography?  What happens to the still as Ronell’s 
citation moves it along the power lines of video and television?  I will suspend 
this question for the moment but will return to it once I’ve more fully articu-
lated the relation of the two passages.  Suffice to say, when Derrida formu-
lates the differences between “spectacle” and “reading,” on the one hand, and 
“voyeurism” and “exegesis,” on the other, he puts the still into motion and 
thus into time.  For Derrida the spectacle that attracts the voyeur is precisely 
a freeze frame, a freeze frame on both sides of the look; the exegete, the 
reader, must tell stories, must keep (it) moving—and this means putting the 
photograph into motion.  No photograph need remain a freeze frame—though 
it could always be so consigned and so obliterated.  And whatever remains so 
frozen, whatever settles into the grip of going nowhere, in that way becomes 
a photograph.  Ronell will put the unremarked repetition of Holliday’s tape, 
the unanswered call of conscience, into that category, and from that category 
she seeks to free me.  

Side by side Ronell and Derrida read this way: Ronell writes, “the abyssal 
inclusion of video as call of conscience offers no easy transparency but re-
quires a reading; it calls for a discourse.”  This repeats and subtly alters this 
sentence of Derrida’s: “[t]his abyssal inclusion of photographs within photo-
graphs takes something away from looking, it calls for discourse, demands 
a reading [elle appelle au disours, elle requiert la lecture].”166  She flips the 
channel on him: his “call” to reading comes first in the sequence of verbs 
and hers second.  Her emphasis falls on the call and away from the demand, 
his “requiert.”  And because she has rewritten the subject of the sentence to 
include the noun phrase, “call of conscience,” the subsequent verb, “call,” im-
plicates her own writing in the difference articulated.  Is the call she places 
an instance of the call she reports?  Yes and no.  When Derrida writes that 
“abyssal inclusion… takes something away from looking,” I might go on read-
ing without taking something away from my reading; i.e., reading doesn’t ap-
pear threatened or at risk, at least not yet: by the end, by the time the trap 
of stupidity is named, I’m constitutively and irrevocably stupid because I will 
have been signed on to the inventor’s project whenever and however I say 

166 I should know better that to count on this order of things.  Who’s to say that Derrida’s 
sentences come first?  Why not say that only with Ronell’s does it find its completion?
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what there is to see.  Strictly speaking, Derrida’s reader can’t appeal to the 
letter but must invent it, substitute the letter for the picture, lose again the 
already lost photographic referent in having the word do the work of transla-
tion.  Ronell falls for and stages another such trap when she twice forwards 
the call from noun phrase to verb (from the “call of conscience” to “it calls…” 
and “what is called for” from the subsequent “call of conscience”); thus does 
she repeat, but in her own way, Derrida’s final claim, “you must, you owe it 
to yourself to invent these stories…”  Derrida addresses the reader and sends 
the reader to himself, while Ronell abandons the reader and herself to the 
predicament of the ongoing emergency.  In Ronell Derrida’s “you must” finds 
its other voice, an ethical imperative to answer to the inventions of the other: 
I owe it to myself to owe it to everyone else first.  I owe it to you, Derrida, to 
owe it to myself, but in owing the latter to you I am debtor first and foremost.  
What comes back to me goes through you first.

On a thematic level the rewrite too casts the occasion as less than formal 
and less than ordinary.  The paired passages offer the following analogy: for 
Ronell television is to testimonial video as a photograph is to the photograph 
within it.  Through the Holliday tape—and the subsequent Court TV broadcast 
of “Cops on Trial” that put the police on video on TV yet again—Ronell sees 
that television is on television, abyssally included, as she says, citing Derrida.  
“Television on television,” means that broadcast television focused its atten-
tion spans on this aberrant video, hit repeat, and kept hitting us with him be-
ing hit.  Just as Plissart’s photo-novella features photographs of photographs, 
the Holliday tape circulated as an object within the frame of broadcast televi-
sion.  But for Ronell “television on television” means too that the televised 
trial and the televised beating were about television; as she writes, “the trial… 
showed how television, forced by video, was hearing out arguments orga-
nized around its own essence.  This essence was shown to be critically linked 
to questions concerning trauma control and the administration of force.” [TV, 
319]  Holliday’s tape becomes meta-televisual as it is meta-disciplinary: just 
as television guards the neighborhoods of my shock and ultimately blinds me 
to the violence of this very work, so too do these police officers, these me-
tonymies of the law that hold me before the law—these metonymies turn me 
away from my founding subjection by turning me toward compensatory plea-
sures.  Reward me, let me see the others punished for trying to get away with 
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it, for doing what I would do but for my super-duper self-restraint, or as she 
writes, “the other becomes the place which failed jouissance targets.” [306]  
That is to say, neither the police nor television are out to traumatize me when 
they traumatize him; rather, they and it seek to keep the peace by displacing 
the shocks that come from my having already been hurt.  They seek to secure 
me against the rerun of my subjection by compensating me with a little bit of 
pleasure to call my own.  For Ronell the abyssal inclusion is abyssal because 
this frame is both on television and the condition of possibility of television, its 
frame: the police act in my name and for my pleasure (at the pleasure of the 
King, one would have said before they beat this one)—but so does the broad-
cast.  If I pledge another allegiance or see how my pledges amount to trauma 
control then I am, citing Ronell citing Derrida, called away from my voyeurism 
and into another relation: I am to regard these frames as frames, account for 
their power, and renounce my pound of flesh.

Now, what does Ronell add to Derrida here?  What she calls, after Hei-
degger, the call of conscience.  But is this an addition?  Ronell puts all due 
weight on the name she gives to this interruption—“when video acts as the 
call of conscience”—whereas Derrida hears his call in the formal complication 
of the abyss: “this abyssal inclusion of photographs within photographs takes 
something away from looking, it calls for discourse…”  Whereas the inclusion 
of the photograph in the frame puts through a call, she implies that video 
could act otherwise than as a call, could disappear into the thicket of the 
tube: just another show on TV—but then it wouldn’t be video.  Derrida’s pho-
tography spells out the complication that interests her: he offers an example 
that folds back on its ostensible generality.167  For Derrida if photography is 
on both sides of the frame then the frame—photography as a medium—can’t 
be taken for granted, can’t have an essence that remains unaffected by its 

167 Derrida comments: “And finally, this being a new element, there is the climactic scene 
with the photograph such as occurs in a coup de théâtre, the only one of its kind in 
the while work.  One of the heavily made-up little girls, Marie, raises the framed pho-
tograph—it is the opening credits or trailer for their sequence—over her head.  For a 
moment she resembles Moses in a tableau concerning the law or rights of inspection, 
holding it above her head before dashing it to the ground.  The glass shatters like the 
stone tablets (81), like the Decalogue.  But what the photograph shows is more or less 
indescribable within the normal system of objective representation (as if one had trans-
gressed the Judaic prohibition against iconic representation). ¶ ...One can always project 
the totality of a larger photograph and inscribe the artifact within it.  Try to see that [Es-
sayez de voir cela].” [L, xxxiii-xxxiv]
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particular deployments.  Thus am I called upon to perform an exegesis, that 
is to say, to interpret, to paraphrase and translate, to say what there is to see 
since seeing doesn’t comprehend the frame nor can it capture the inability of 
“simple perception” to comprehend the frame.  I don’t see the frame; I see 
by way of the frame.  When a frame appears, I am asked—he asks me—to 
remark my blindness, to speak of the visual trace over and above, before and 
ahead of its perception.  

Derrida doesn’t lend this tongue to the photograph within the photo-
graph, but he does insist that these photographs of photographs—and every 
photograph is always already “inside” another insofar as the very possibil-
ity of this abyssal framing haunts every photograph168—he insists that these 
photographs of photographs do things: they take something away from look-
ing…  call for discourse, demand a reading… provoke a deciphering beyond 
any simple perception… institute a reader.  Ronell’s version of the “same” 
doing burdens the reader and thereby constitutes the reader as one so bur-
dened: “what is called for when video acts as the call of conscience is not so 
much a viewing of a spectacle, but a reading, and, instead of voyeurism, an 
exegesis.”  Though video is said to “act,” no reader gets instituted; rather, 
when video acts a reading is called for.  Whereas Derrida’s abyssal inclusion 
institutes a reader, Ronell’s solicits one, hopes that one might answer.  Her 
own text stands as the slim exemplar of this urgent appeal and one such an-
swer: would that there were a reader; here I am; here is a reading; here is 
me reading.  I am doing nothing but this here, for example, offering no ac-
count of Holliday’s tape as I might see it or have seen it for myself.  I look 
away from what it may or may not show me and towards the interruptions 
engendered by its plaint.  This inclusion counts for trouble, signals a trouble 
to be recovered and reconstituted as the inevident remainder of something 
traumatic.  Something is wrong, something doesn’t work, and thus do I know 
that something compelled this inclusion.  I must go there.  I must go there 
because I am already there (it haunts me)—I am already there but not there 
yet (I would resolve it without effacing it, without denying its force).

Ronell doesn’t exactly treat Holliday’s tape as bearing a force, an agency 

168 I’m thinking of the logic of Derrida’s Austin: citation is the positive condition of possibil-
ity of every speech act.  See Jacques Derrida, “Signature Event Context,” in Limited Inc. 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988).
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of its own; rather, it channels more fundamental disturbances—and not only 
because of the abyssal inclusion of this medium within the media per se.  As 
a call of conscience Holliday’s tape was found to briefly but intensely interfere 
with the seriousness of what went with and without saying, the seriousness of 
ordinary language and the seriousness of what was kept off the air, the Gulf 
War for example.  But on her account the tape cuts in because it also cuts a 
confusing figure, a figure made less and less perceptible by the very attempts 
to make it speak clearly and show completely.  That’s why she focuses and re-
focuses King’s step, on what she calls “the step out of line” [TV, 312]: 

The empirical gesture through which the violence erupted on 3 
March 1991 was linked to Rodney King’s legs.  Did he take a step or 
was he charging the police?  The footage seemed unclear. [TV, 307]

Haunted TV: showing by not showing what lay at our feet, the 
step out of line. [TV, 312]

What, then, were the charges made in the Rodney King trial?  
The defense has tried to show that, following the car chase, King 
took a step which in fact was a charged—he was said to be charging 
the LAPD.  The countercharges, made by the defense in this case, 
pivot on the difference between a subject who is taking a step and 
one who is charging.  If King was charging, then the force used to 
subdue him would have been justified.  The distinction between 
taking a step and charging could not be determined with certainty 
by the footage provided in the George Holliday videotape. [TV, 321]

Did Rodney King charge or step?  The video that records this 
moment does not tell.  The phenomenal instability of the image is 
staggering; there is no assured way to read the syntax of the move 
on a literal level.  This step, which is out of line with all the certi-
tudes we think we have about documenting the real, is in sync with 
Lacan’s assertion that our encounter with the real is a missed ap-
pointment.  [TV, 322]

Compelled, she returns to this scene and to its irresolution.169  She could have 
settled this, could have weighed a particular truth of the matter against the 
defensive framing; but she’s after the confusion itself, the stumbled presenta-

169 Just as compulsively does she attach these steps to the compulsive per se, to the trau-
mas that induce such pointless and persecutory returns.
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tion, the ways by which the trial supplemented and supplanted this picture-
imperfect witness.  Barthes’ assurances meet up with hers: “no assured way” 
is the calling card of a gapped medium, an injury and affective relation that 
exceeds the studium.  “Staggering” measures my footing and King’s, mea-
sures the degree of this other certitude: when assurance fails she assuredly 
hear another voice.  That’s why she turns on and tunes in the call of con-
science.  As she writes, “the call of conscience [Gewissensruf] is the aphonic 
call discussed in Heidegger’s Being and Time.” [TV, 312; emphasis added]  
For Ronell this slice out of King’s life is to television as Heidegger’s call of con-
science is to Gerede, the regularly scheduled programming of public discourse 
and public feeling.  If the Holliday tape has an aphonic track, then in order to 
“read” it the tape has to be treated as manifest content, as the surface bely-
ing this other depth, or as the apparently literal which traffics displaced fig-
ures, an army of dead, dying, and deadly metaphors.  Through strict account-
ing the manifest content yields legible traces of the latent: for example, she 
doesn’t want to know whether the cops had good reasons to worry that King 
was “dusted,” i.e. whether he was on PCP, whether the visible and pharmaco-
logical evidence supported this jump to a conclusion; rather, she wants to set 
up the hesitation itself, the question of this question as what calls for analysis.  
From this “what” she lights upon the latent content: “the Rodney King event 
was articulated as a metonymy of the war on drugs; this war, ever displacing 
its target zones, licenses acts of ethnocide by hallucinating mainstreamers.” 
[TV, 397]  This war “ever displac[es] its target zones” because for her, it aims 
at something, “drugs,” that is here yet another metonymy, a metonymy for 
the jouissance of the other.170  For Ronell, the hesitation, the public rehearsal 

170 In this text she explicitly links television and drugs: “Alternately stimulating and tran-
quilizing, ever anxiety producing, television belongs to the domain of the internalized 
Ge-Stell or ‘posure’ of drugs, which is why, once again, the Rodney King event has to 
start its narrative engine with a false start acknowledged by all—everyone involved in 
the chase had to start by assuming that they were pursuing a PCP suspect.  Without 
technology’s relation to the asserted effects of drugs, hallucination and supernatural 
force, there would be no act of television reading itself, which is to say reading images 
of a phenomenal ‘self’ pumped up on the supposition of drugs but without any sub-
stance behind it.”  Ronell’s reasoning here follows the form I’m sculpting: her “which is 
why” links metonymic fields rather than a mechanical cause to an effect.  Or rather; the 
“cause” is the effacement of originary dereliction; “internalized Ge-Stell” is but one name 
for the constitutive injury (which precedes all health) that delegates compensatory sub-
stitutions.  Some splurge while others suffer the consequences.  For another invention of 
this line of argument see Avital Ronell, Crack Wars: Literature, Addiction, Mania, Texts 
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of the question, was-he-or-wasn’t-he on drugs? shows, makes explicit, clari-
fies, announces, that the war on drugs continues to wound, and not only 
those on the receiving end.

Her recourse to the call of conscience too follows this logic.  Indeed, the 
“call of conscience” becomes her name for all such phenomena to the extent 
that the latter announce something in addition to themselves, in addition 
to the manifest.  She obligates her reader to read.  This is a definition.  The 
reader is one struck by an obligation to read.  To read what?  The interrup-
tions.  What she above calls disruptions and discrepancies.  These are the 
evidence of an obligation heretofore ignored, and I can’t discover the obliga-
tion without in turn being obligated.  This complication positively infects her 
writing—and is to likewise infect her reader.  I want to review Heidegger’s half 
of her analogy in order to clarify these ligatures and vectors.  I will then re-
turn to the ethical implant discovered through her interruptive citation of Der-
rida.  Finally, and in order to join Barthes’ program to her own, I will rerun the 
gross features of her address.

In the sections of Being and Time devoted to the Gewissensruf Heidegger 
aims to show that there is already given to Dasein a way to seize its throw-
ness as a possibility rather than simply suffer it as pure imposition: the expe-
rience of conscience.  Thus does he analyze the phenomenological conditions 
for any possible experience of conscience:

… Dasein, as a Being-with that understands, can listen to Oth-
ers.  Losing itself in the publicness of the “they” [die Öffentlichkeit 
des Man] and its idle talk [Gerede], it fails to hear [uberhört] its 
own Self in listening to the they-self.  If Dasein is to be able to get 
brought back from this lostness of failing to hear itself, and if this is 
to be done through itself, then it must first be able to find itself—to 
find itself as something which has failed to hear itself, and which 
fails to hear in that it listens away to das Man [im Hinhören auf das 
Man].  This listening-away must get broken off [muß unterbrochen]; 
in other words, the possibility of another kind of hearing that breaks 
it [unterbricht], must be given by Dasein itself.  The possibility of 
such a break [Bruchs] lies in its being appealed to without media-
tion.…  That which, by calling in this manner, gives us to under-

and Contexts V. 2 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992).
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stand, is the conscience [Gewissen]. [BT, 315-316; SZ, 270-271: 
translation modified]171 

The call of conscience provides Heidegger with a breakdown case: when con-
science calls, someone or something other than the others speaks, someone 
or something other than Gerede speaks.  When conscience calls, das Man, 
which is me to the degree that I say and feel and think and do what one says 
and feels and thinks and does—das Man doesn’t only rule, because, however 
briefly, I see that it rules; I see that it programs the airwaves and my recep-
tion, and so I find myself on another channel, a channel called “Dasein itself.”  
When conscience calls, the other “Dasein itself,” my they-self falls “away”—
hin—my publicly constituted identity, my roles and skills, or in Heidegger’s 
words, “what Dasein counts for, can do, or concerns itself with in being with 
one another publicly” [BT, 317]—suddenly these don’t appear to me as ways 
of being at home, but as ways of being lost.  For Heidegger, I am most thor-
oughly lost when I feel most at home.  And when I truly find myself, I am 
not-at-home; rather, I am estranged, out of joint.  Just as the experience of 
the broken or missing tool illuminates what he calls “the equipmental total-
ity” and thus the being of equipment as Zuhandenheit, readiness-to-hand, so 
too does the phenomenon of conscience, because it assails the coherence of 
my public life for and with others, it lights up the groundlessness of the lat-
ter.172  When conscience calls, doing-what-one-does, having a morality, a code 

171 Macquarrie and Robinson do their best with Heidegger’s variations on the German verb, 
“hören,” which here comes at us in two additional variations: “überhören” and “hin-
hören.”  In a note they suggest that “überhören” could as easily be translated as “to ig-
nore,” or “to merely hear without listening,” as a teacher might hear a recitation.  And as 
well, Heidegger wants the “hin-” of “hinhören” to put the audition at a distance, though 
in everyday German “hinhören” simply means, “to listen.”

172 Heidegger writes of what happens when “equipment cannot be used”: “when an assign-
ment to some particular ‘towards-this’ has been thus circumpectively aroused, we catch 
sight of the ‘towards-this’ itself, and along with it everything connected with the work—
the whole ‘work shop’—as that wherein concern always dwells.  The context of equip-
ment is lit up [Der Zeugzusammenhang leuchtet], not as something never seen before 
[als noch nie gesehenes], but as a totality constantly sighted beforehand in circumspec-
tion.  With this totality, however, the world announces itself.  ¶  Similarly, when some-
thing ready-to-hand is found missing, though its everyday presence [Zugegensein] has 
been so obvious that we have never taken any notice of it, this makes a break in those 
referential contexts which circumspection discovers [ein Bruch der in der Umsicht en-
deckten Verweisungszusammenhänge].  Our circumspection [Umsicht] comes up against 
emptiness, and now sees for the first time what the missing article was ready-to-hand 
with, and what it was ready-to-hand for. [BT, 105; SZ, 74-75]  Heidegger treats the 
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of ethics, or an etiquette—these no longer cut it.  Doing-what-one-does, going 
with the flow, counting on already circulating norms, upholding ritual practices 
to orient me to the current situation, or even questioning authority just as ev-
eryone else does—when I find myself called by conscience, when conscience 
happens in and through me, these modes of being-myself become modes of 
being just anyone and everyone; they appear groundless, inadequate, su-
perficial.  Conscience reframes my life as their life; conscience reframes my 
life as anything but mine.  This reframing clouds the heretofore-transparent 
frame of being-in-the-world with others.  As Heidegger says, when conscience 
calls, “das Man collapses.” [BT, 317]

The call of conscience matters to Heidegger because it reveals that the 
answer to the “existential question of the ‘Who’ of Dasein” is not only das 
Man [BT, 150]; Dasein is not only what it counts for and what it does with 
and for others.  But what else is there?  That what Dasein counts for has no 
foundation or proper place, that Dasein is fundamentally homeless, uncanny, 
unheimlich.  For Heidegger, at bottom I am this lack of foundation, and so 
his phenomenological analysis of conscience—“we have merely tried to trace 
back conscience as a phenomenon of Dasein to the ontological constitution of 
that entity” [BT, 324]—his analysis of conscience seeks to display the naked 
and empty kernel of Dasein.  “Conscience” is Heidegger’s name for the per-
manent possibility of a disturbing hiatus that gives me phenomenal access 
to this abyss.  The call splits the difference between, on the one hand, hav-
ing a place, being-in-the-world, being-with Others, having possibilities, and, 
on the other, being homeless, uncanny, belonging nowhere, having nothing 
but mere possibilities, possibilities which are internally riven by finitude.  For 
Heidegger Dasein is the ongoing articulation of this difference.173  But on the 

occasion of the missing or broken tool as both revelatory of being-in-the-world as the 
“object” of Dasein’s Umsicht and as the origin of the theoretical disposition: breakdowns 
tempt me to stare at the tools themselves, rendering them mere objects.  And so, rather 
than keep the work, the telos, in view, this mode of circumspection collapses and anoth-
er mode takes over.  I begin to believe that by looking at what there is I can understand 
what there is.  Practical understanding gives way to theoretical understanding—thus 
does he seek to account for the reign of theory as the ongoing reign of metaphysics and 
the forgetting of being.  The analogy with the case of the Gewissensruf would likewise 
situate psychological accounts of conscience as theoretical.

173 Like Heidegger Ronell sets up the call of conscience as a breakdown, and like Heidegger 
the call interests her because it delivers something other than cold comfort to the one 
who endures it.  However, in his analysis Heidegger doesn’t simply give me my onto-
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basis of what does the call of conscience still count as an experience?  If das 
Man grounds my experience of being-in-the-world, then how am I to experi-
ence something precisely ungrounded by das Man?  The phenomenological 
key above is the “as” that joins as it separates the Dasein of das Man to the 
Dasein that, in listening to das Man, experiences a failure to hear itself: “to 
find itself as something which has failed to hear itself.”  Yes, the breakdown 
shows up as a breakdown against the background of a certain everyday get-
ting-along, but getting-along doesn’t fail.  Rather, when I get the call, when I 
take the call and it takes me, I experience getting-along itself as an evasion, 
as a shirking of Schuld, my guilt, my responsibility, my debt.174  

Ronell casts these roles and directs these scenes differently.  Whereas 
Heidegger tells us that “Dasein itself” places and receives the call, she opts 
for video as the caller and places television on its receiving end.  And whereas 
Heidegger puts the call and response on the stage of Dasein’s “there,” the 
da of Da-sein, Ronell appears to leave the latter out of the picture entirely; 
wouldn’t “television” and “video” name technical media and not Dasein’s be-
ing-in-the-world?  How does Ronell’s mention and use of Heidegger’s lan-
guage alter its force and function?  What in Heidegger’s account prompts 
Ronell’s offering, her rehearsal of his call and response in the technical garb 
of video and television?  Or rather, do either Heidegger or Ronell speak meta-
phorically in any obvious sense?  Firstly, how does Heidegger himself charac-
terize the difference between the caller and the receiver?

The caller is Dasein in its uncanniness: primordial, thrown Be-
ing-in-the-world as the “not-at-home”—the bare ‘that-it-is’ in the 

logical structure; at the same time he urges me to adopt a particular rapport to this 
structure.  I not only discover the difference between my fully not being-at-home-in-
the-world and my they-self—I am more or less persuaded to remain open to an alien 
dicta that opens me whether I like it or not, whether it’s convenient or not, whether 
my answer (which according to him is always, “guilty!” [BT, 326]) comes when I want 
it to.  Would that I could be the site of this welcome interruption.  So too does Ronell 
simultaneously tell me what happened: there was a cry, a scream, I “saw” it—and what 
could happen: I see it, and in seeing it I experience my wasted absorption in the “they,” 
my dereliction.  And this taught me how attached I’ve become to my prosthetic shock 
absorbers, to the warm bath of chatter that drowns out the address of our traumatic his-
tory.  And this taught me how to read: as a reader I am obligated to renounce one at-
tachment for the sake of another).  

174 Ronell characterizes the call as an “ethical scream” in order to cast ontological Schuld as 
a mode of relation and not a personal debt or savings.
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“nothing” of the world.  The caller is unfamiliar to the everyday 
they-self; it is something like an alien voice.  What could be more 
alien to the “they,” lost in the manifold ‘world’ of its concern, than 
the Self which has been individuated down to its uncanniness and 
been thrown into the “nothing”?  ‘It’ calls, even though it gives the 
concernfully curious ear nothing to hear which might be passed 
along in further retelling and talked about in public. [BT, 321-322; 
SZ, 276-277.]

The call doesn’t presume the difference between “Dasein in its uncanniness” 
and Dasein in “its everyday they-self,” and this difference doesn’t precede 
the call.  Because the call promises to make this difference phenomenal, 
the call attests to the very possibility of this difference.  Or rather, crediting 
conscience with a “voice” of its own Heidegger not only stages Dasein itself 
as both party to and site of an interlocution but rhetorically constitutes the 
formal difference between my being-at-home and my not being-at-home as 
temporal and spatial.  I want to note the labor of the figure, the installation of 
these various traits and capacities, in order to track their transport over the 
lines of “TraumaTV.”

This passage and the preceding one promise me access to my uncanny 
remainders, and they proceed to do so by thoroughly uncanny means, means 
that Ronell will deploy as well for the sake of her own show and tell.  Hei-
degger not only frames the bizarre event of a Bruch through an apparently 
dramatic, thoroughly figural depiction of a call and response—he also allows 
that the caller is “like an alien voice” while at the same time asserting that 
the call is not a perceptible something: “it gives the concernfully curious ear 
nothing to hear which might be passed along”—and in the next paragraph: 
“[t]he call does not report events; it calls without uttering anything.  The call 
discourses in the uncanny mode of keeping silent.” [BT, 322]175  The call in-
terrupts everyday sense, and yet says nothing, has no positive content.  On 
the one hand, the alien voice is inaudible; it “speaks” only to recast audible 
and sensible speaking, writing, what have you, as effacements of this basic 

175 Heidegger prepared the reader for this moment in the sections devoted to Discourse and 
Idle Talk, Rede and Gerede.  There too it turns out that while Gerede makes and funda-
mentally is a noise of words, Discourse keeps silent, is first and foremost a listening that 
is prior to any and every utterance.  Rede is a prior openness that speech always ruins.  
For more on this thesis see Froment-Meurice, “The Eye of the Word.”
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nothing.  This alien voice has the power to make the absolutely manifest and 
palpable look like a veil covering something that “matters” more; it has the 
power to reveal both getting-along and transgression as simple conformity.  
Further, to have an ear for this other something, to sense it, hear it, requires, 
as he says, “another kind of hearing” than the hearing that, in listening to the 
manifest and palpable, “listens away.”  On the other hand, the call is audible 
as inaudible, as keeping silent, (die Gewissensruf schweigt), as reticent, (die 
Gewissensruf ist verschiegen)—which doesn’t mean that getting-along actu-
ally falls into silence, that every other “voice” falters.  The silence is the silent 
companion of every other voice and reason, and I can only hear this silence 
if I hear it as a “keeping silent,” as reticence.  I can hear this reticence only 
if I expect, demand, long for, hope for something other than silence.  Thus, 
I can’t hear reticence with my ears.  Heidegger will go on to write of hearing 
and listening so as if to say, what I call hearing is first and foremost hearing; 
the ear itself is deaf.176  He writes, “Dasein hears, because it understands” 
[BT, 206] and not vice verse.  

Thus Heidegger wouldn’t and doesn’t concede that he speaks figuratively 
when he writes of hearing and of the call:  

We take calling as a mode of discourse [Rede].  Discourse ar-
ticulates intelligibility.  Characterizing conscience as a call is not just 
giving a ‘picture’ [Bild] like the Kantian representation of the con-
science as a court of justice.  Vocal utterance, however, is not es-
sential for discourse, and therefore not for the call either; this must 
not be overlooked…  If the everyday interpretation knows a ‘voice’ 
of conscience, then one is not so much thinking of an utterance 
(for this is something which factically one never comes across); the 
‘voice’ is taken rather as a giving-to-understand.  In the tendency 
to disclosure which belongs to the call, lies the momentum of a 
blow [das Moment des Stoßes]—of an abrupt arousal [abgesetzten 
Aufrüttlens].  The call is from afar unto afar.  It reaches him who 
wants to be brought back. [BT, 316; SZ, 271]

Defending against the reader who would take his account for a Bild, this para-
graph struggles to intelligibly articulate a set of other qualifications: from the 

176 Likewise, as I write above, to see a tool as missing or broken is to have a vision which 
does more than simply see with the eyes; and yet Heidegger will keep writing of vision 
and light, of Umsicht and die Lichtung, so as if to say, what I call seeing, what I call 
light, is first and foremost seeing; the eye itself is blind.
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error of “vocal utterance” to the solution of “a push… an abrupt arousal,” from 
the audible to the haptic.  But Heidegger no more means to refer to physical 
forces than to an acoustic blast.  These would all be pictures that purport to 
set aside the picture.  “Ruf” and “Stoß” are for him the right words, but not 
because they’re good metaphors.  They’re the right words because there just 
are no other words for the ontological structures to which he refers and for 
which he means to invent a mode of relation.  Catachresis then—but his use 
of the old words, “Rede” and “Ruf,” aims to retrain the everyday uses.  Rede 
doesn’t mean present-at-hand speech or talk or writing; rather he would have 
this word “Rede” name the ontological precondition of the former, the condi-
tion by which any giving-to-understand would be possible.  The “call” is a 
mode of discourse in that it too establishes the conditions by which something 
can be given-to-understand; it establishes the very distance and difference 
the call is said to traverse, the “from afar unto afar.“  In all of the above pas-
sages Heidegger seeks to bind his language to another literality, and he does 
so in an idiom that threatens to proliferate pictures he must then try to con-
tain.  With one hand he draws them, with the other he tries to erase them.  
The careful reader remains in between these old and new idioms, between 
being-at-home in his language (not his at all but a philosophical Gerede) 
and being estranged from and by it—the latter being, for Heidegger, the only 
mode by which I can truly find my way back to myself.

Ronell too works these catachreses when she cites the Gewissensruf, and 
she too cites Heidegger’s rhetorical dramaturgy: she calls the aphonic call an 
“ethical scream” only to then insist on the “strategy of its silence and con-
cealment.” [TV, 311]  She hears the call when she notes the strategy; and 
she can only note the strategy as a strategy, can only refer to it, by insisting 
upon the legibility of something that appears—but appears to be illegible.  To 
see something as illegible is to have the vigilant expectation of a legibility 
to come; reading, if it is possible, gambles on the coming to future term of 
legibility.  The reader, like the one listening to and for silence, is one who ex-
pects, someday and somehow, to follow the reference of the otherwise illeg-
ible.  The one who simply makes sense of the already legible isn’t a reader at 
all but a voyeur of Gerede, of the already read.177  When Ronell writes that the 

177 See Barthes and Balzac, S/Z, 15-16.  Cited above.
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tape focused this “disruption of experience and comprehension” and captured 
“the debilitating discrepancy… between experience and meaning” [TV, 324], 
she does aim to give legible contour to these disruptions and discrepancies 
but doesn’t seek to undo them, to simply render such experiences meaning-
ful and coherent.178  She wants the disruptions and discrepancies to show up 
and perform.  For example, she duly repeats “the step out of line” [TV, 312], 
which for her is out-of-line because its phenomenal contour is drawn outside 
the lines and against the grain of sense; it’s resolutely neither a step nor a 
charge, both a step and a charge.  To make the step out of line legible isn’t 
to decide which it is but to inscribe the confusion itself as a legible trace, to 
constitute this trace as a missive.179  Just as Heidegger would orient me to a 

178 I read the following passage in this light: “The question remains as to whether we can 
read the trace of interruption that is put into some sort of shape by a series or net, 
without having it be dominated by the logic of the cut but rather by tracking the intrica-
cies of destricturation; that is, the interruptions which constitute a network where knots 
never land or tie up but cause traces of intervals to be indicated.  Precisely such fugitive 
intervals—as elusive slip or trace of interruption—bind us ethically.  Through its singular 
mode of persistence, the hiatus announces nothing other than the necessity of enhanc-
ing the moments, particularly the moments of rupture, albeit in a nondialectical fashion: 
it would be absurd to make claims for producing a dialectical summation of all the series, 
that is, interruptions, that tie up TV at its breaks.” [TV, 310]  She cites “destricturation” 
from Derrida’s essay on Levinas: “One sole interruption in a discourse does not do its 
work and thus allows itself to be immediately reappropriated.  The hiatus must insist, 
whence the necessity of the series, of the series of knots.  The absolute paradox (of the 
ab-solute) is that this series, incommensurable with any other, series out-of-series, does 
not tie up threads but the interruptions between threads, traces of intervals which the 
knot should only remark, give to be remarked... This interruption is not a cut (coupure) 
nor does it fall under a logic of the cut, but rather that of ab-solute de-stricturation.  This 
is why the opening of interruption is never pure.”  See Jacques Derrida, “At This Very 
Moment in This Work Here I Am,” in Re-Reading Levinas, ed. Robert Bernasconi and Si-
mon Critchley (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1991), 28-29.

179 Stepping without stepping, her entire text seeks, at the level of its formal principle and 
its thematic resources, to follows the injunctions her title: “TraumaTV: 12 Steps Beyond 
the Pleasure Principle.”  The steps organize sections of her text: a “channel” marks out 
each section headings, one channel for every step: channel twelve is the first channel, 
channel one the last.  The steps on the dial turn back into steps ostensibly leading be-
yond but actually leading back.  Television, addiction, and the death drive are thereby 
entwined.  Her subtitle, melding as it does The Program and Freudian query, manages to 
keep finality on the line and at bay.  For example, I can Work the Program, work each of 
the twelve steps, but, according to the literature of Alcoholics Anonymous, once an ad-
dict, always an addict, once an alcoholic, always an alcoholic.  See http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/12_step.  These twelve steps aren’t really going anywhere, but they nonethe-
less aim for health within but not beyond the horizon of addiction.  Freud’s steps are 
as difficult to follow; Derrida makes this clear—and difficult, but in his own way: “The 
authority of the PP [JHM: Pleasure Principle] is still uncontested.  The PP remains the 
author of everything that appears to escape it (him) or oppose it (him).”  See Jacques 
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reticence that harbors an abyss and thereby reframes my being-in-the-world 
as the difference between being-at-home and being adrift, so too does Ronell 
orient me to the illegible, to the eruption of stupidity, non-understanding, and 
failure.  For a reader these are to scream; they scream and so attest to what 
she considers the ongoing rule of trauma.

Further, her names “television” and “video” correspond to names Hei-
degger offers in his account of conscience: video is to “television” as the 
Gewissensruf is to Gerede, but I want to more precisely align the sites which 
correspond to each.  Why?  Because while Heidegger disorients his reader 
with catachreses of audition, of listening and hearing, Ronell does the same 
with the visibly evident.  For her “television” doesn’t (only) name a particular 
technical apparatus among others, otherwise she couldn’t write a sentence 
like this: “TV is irremissible; it is always on, even when it is off.”  Heidegger’s 
Gerede too is always on, even when it’s off: insofar as Dasein counts on and 
circulates what-goes-without-saying, Gerede too speaks even when no one 
says anything.180  For example, she writes:

Refusing in its discourse and values to record, but preferring 
instead to play out the myths of liveness, living color, and being 
there, television will have produced a counterphobic perspective to 
an interrupted history.  I hope to scan the way TV acts as a shock 
absorber to the incomprehensibility of survival, and views being 
‘live’ or outliving as the critical enigma of our time. [TV, 308]

Derrida, The Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1987), 348.  In his Beyond the Pleasure Principle Freud attempts to take 
steps further, weiter, perhaps eventually beyond, jenseits, the pleasure principle.  As he 
writes several times, “gehen wir einen Schritt weiter.”  According to Derrida and Ronell, 
Freud rhetorically performs one of the phenomena he hopes to present as tapping into 
the beyond, repetition compulsion: he returns to the question of the beyond again and 
again.  But just as he finds that repetition compulsion too is ultimately in the service of 
the pleasure principle, he too makes no progress.  His efforts therefore can’t “succeed”; 
or rather, he is always already succeeding.  It turns out in the end—and this is the be-
ginning—that what he calls the death drive isn’t beyond the pleasure principle at all 
but is before it and internal to it very operation.  Ronell’s subtitle frames her inquiry as 
therapeutic as well as speculative: would that there could be a health within the broken 
horizon of our history. 

180 But Ronell here too uses “television” as a synecdoche for what Heidegger in “The Ques-
tion Concerning Technology” calls the technological understanding of being.  She’s less 
interested in either a formal or a thematic consideration of the medium—though she 
does provide for their necessity—and more interested in how this Gerede styles our be-
ing-in-the-world with others.  Or rather, she wants to recover the latter’s effaced impera-
tive.
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To see that television “acts as a shock absorber” is to make of our Gerede 
the ongoing refusal to see that we are shocked, “shock” being another name 
for our condition.  Unacknowledged though our shock may be, we still suffer 
it, still hang on its strings.181  The passage too implies what will only come 
through something else, through what she calls “video”: whereas television 
refuses to record, video is to be that which affirms recording; whereas televi-
sion plays out the ultimately assuring myths182 of liveness, living color, and 
being there, video is to be that which duly mourns the death of the live which 
just is life, actively forgets and affirms what happened, and establishes illimit-
able distance.  Whereas television goes mythic and “counterphobic”—which 
here means that television turns me away from my anxiety—video will put me 
through to the worst.  Whereas television acts as shock absorber, video is to 
transmit the shock; video is to allow the shocks to finally register, if only tem-
porarily, if only briefly; video is to allow these shocks to register as the shocks 
they have always been.

But is there any video?  Is “video” the name I am to use to designate an-
other mode of Rede that can, at any time, during any particular broadcast, 
interrupt televisual Gerede?  Does video happen to me and through me?  Or 
does “video” designate a generic difference: “video” rather than a sit-com, 
rather than a made-for-TV-movie, rather than eyewitness news, rather than 
reality TV, rather than a talk show?  Can one make a video?  Or does one ex-
perience video in the chatter of what’s always already on?

To put meat on these analytic bones, Ronell certainly attends to what’s 
on TV.  On the one hand, she remarks its serial proliferation of criminality, 
legal conceits, cops and robbers and judges and lawyers, emergency rooms, 
the bites of extreme weather, extreme make-overs, extreme sports, and 24-
7 sound bite news—but she does so only to stress the way these shows both 
suppress and yet allegorize our not-being-at-home with law and order and 

181 She writes, “We now encounter the fact of fundamental disruption in traditional modes 
of consciousness and understanding, a disruption that occurs traumatically in the very 
experience of our history.  This invasion of consciousness, a type of break in the pos-
sibilities traditionally allowed for experiencing experience, is what Benjamin called the 
Chockerlebnis—a jolt which occurs when an event is dissociated from the understanding 
that might attach itself to it; shock produces a split of memory from consciousness, of-
ten triggering technologically morphed mechanisms on the order of flashback or halluci-
nation.” [TV, 324]

182 “Myth,” Barthes’ word, puts the counterphobic on the side of assurance.
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catastrophe.  And on the other hand she singles out the Holliday tape as an 
instance of video.  Though she writes, “When video acts as the call of con-
science,” the context of citation suggests that what she calls “video” can only 
so act.  She in turn plays both sides of this figure: the Holliday tape is and 
was formally a videotape and nothing besides, and yet it becomes video only 
so often as it interrupts the cruise control of Gerede.  Just as Heidegger uses 
the all too sonorous and interlocutory word “call” to designate the breakdown 
of my audio-visual totality, the breakdown of my being-at-home, so too does 
Ronell unplug the words “video” and “television” from the evident-literal in 
order to designate her inevident relation to trauma.  But whereas Heidegger 
claims to conduct a formal analysis of conscience and not a substantial one, 
Ronell goes substantial to the degree that what she calls “video” does have 
traits that fit if for service.  Some tapes, some feeds, some documents are 
more likely to perform as video than others.  To this double effect, she writes:

 At the core of the hiatus that pulses television, I am placing 
the mutism of video, the strategy of its silence and concealment.  
Though I recognize the radically different usages to which they have 
been empirically and the divergent syntaxes that govern their be-
havior, I am more interested in the interpellation that takes place 
between television and video, the way one calls the other to order, 
which is one way of calling the other to itself.  In fact, where no-
madic or testimonial video practices a strategy of silence, conceal-
ment and unrehearsed semantics, installed as it is in television as 
bug or parasite, watching (out) (for) television, it at times produces 
the Ethical Scream which television has massively interrupted.

This ethical scream that interrupts a discourse of effacement 
(even if that effacement should indeed thematize crime and its le-
gal, moral, or police resolutions), this ethical scream—and video 
means for us ‘I saw it’—perforates television from an inner periph-
ery, instituting a break in the compulsive effacement to which tele-
vision is in fact seriously committed. [TV, 311-312]

“Video” may be the present tense conjugation of the Latin verb, “videre,” and 
so “video” may literally mean “I see,” but for us and for her it means “I saw” 
and moreover “I saw it.”  It.  Something.  Something happening.  In other 
words, I see by the light of testimony, by this other tense, and so am exposed 
to what happens in the mode of my responsibility for it and to it.  Whatever I 
see, video, isn’t for me at all but for an “us” to whom I owe my being able to 
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see and from whom I draw my permission slips, my droit de regards, as Der-
rida would have it.  Video makes a claim on seeing as such, just as conscience 
makes a claim on all audition.  To put this another way, when she writes that 
“video practices a strategy of silence, concealment and unrehearsed seman-
tics,” she considers the uptake of video and not its so-called substance: it 
may be loud, but, as no one understands it, it remains silent; it may be vis-
ible, but as it appears to be merely manifest content, there is a hidden con-
tent, and thus “it” remains invisible; it may be meaningful, but as it is novel, 
semantic habits are not yet habitual.  So, the words “silence” “concealment,” 
and “unrehearsed” try to account for this blast of non-understanding, which 
in this case television’s compulsive effacement has failed to efface.  If I am to 
see the “ethical scream” I must hear this silence and see it as something ad-
dressed to me, as something I am obliged to understand.  It must hit me as 
of me and to me and thus of my concern.

Video means “I saw it” just as conscience means “I heard it.”  So, in other 
words, I saw nothing, and I heard nothing.  But these attestations have a 
positive content; each requires a phenomenological grip.  I heard nothing, 
and in hearing this particular nothing I hear a reticence; what goes without 
saying doesn’t answer for me.  I saw nothing, and in seeing nothing I see 
that something is concealed from view.  What I saw counts for next to noth-
ing because I can only share that I can share it with no one, but that I saw 
the it that had otherwise withdrawn from all views, and that I must say that I 
saw it without being able to present what I saw, that I am called to testify to 
something incomprehensible—these count for the nothing without adding up 
to anything.  

For example, when she tells me that the Rodney King event “opened the 
dossier on the effaced Gulf War,” and when she says of the L.A.P.D. that “in 
the first place, before the first place, they were watching the phantom of rac-
ist footage,” and concludes that “Rodney King could not be merely by himself 
or who he was that night” [TV, 307]—when she names these other contexts 
and other figures, they appear nowhere but in the argument itself; nowhere 
does the “effaced Gulf War” show itself; nowhere does the phantom appear, 
every phantom being absolutely insubstantial; and though he couldn’t be 
himself he was only and empirically himself.  And yet, when I see that what I 
see is “the compulsive effacement to which television is in fact seriously com-
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mitted,” I see otherwise and have an experience of what exceeds experience.  
When she writes that the Holliday tape “split television from its willed blind-
ness and forced it to see what it would not show” [TV, 317], she seeks to give 
me this experience; only here and only by way of her equally forceful reading 
can I see that it saw what it would not show.
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To Derrida’s “abyssal inclusion” Ronell adds Heidegger’s conscience, spe-
cifically her projections of the latter’s analytic, what she calls “television” and 
“video”—and thus am I asked by this very addition to treat her repetitions of 
Derrida and Heidegger as eruptions of alien voices, of video by other means, 
and to treat her text as more than a guilty answer to theirs.  “TraumaTV…” al-
legorizes the call of conscience as it names this call as the difference between 
two texts: in writing, “instead of voyeurism, an exegesis,” she writes what he 
has written, and in doing so she has done something else; she has suffered 
the compulsion to repeat the other’s language.  I could as easily have written, 
she has met her obligation to repeat the other’s language, but when she in-
cludes the call of conscience in her revision, she meets and then exceeds this 
obligation, having invented and supplied a surplus.  And this surplus—the ex-
plicit turn to Heidegger, the reinstallation of his troubling gap between being-
at-home and being-estranged—this surplus in turn reframes the gesture of 
the citation itself.  The citation allegorizes abyssal inclusion as well as the call 
of conscience.  The abyssal inclusion of a citation as call of conscience offers 
no easy transparency but requires a discourse; it too calls for a reading.183

183 A text of Blanchot’s, “The Essential Solitude” in The Space of Literature, also awakens 
around the edges of Ronell’s and thus also calls for a reading.  Ronell cites Blanchot 
directly: “Yet ‘blindness is vision still,’ ‘a vision which is no longer the possibility of see-
ing.’”  And then in the next paragraph she writes, , “Television showed precisely a tele-
vision, that is, a vision which is no longer the possibility of seeing what is at hand, and 
if it taught us anything, it was this: What fascinates us robs us of our power to give 
sense; drawing back from the world at the moment of contact, it draws us along, fas-
cinated, blinded, exploded.  Despite the propaganda contracts which it had taken out, 
television produced a neutral gleam that told us the relation between fascination and not 
seeing.  If it showed anything, television showed a television without image, a site of 
trauma in which the experience of immediate proximity involved absolute distance.” [TV, 
317]  On the same page as the above-cited passage, Blanchot writes: “What fascinates 

section 12 of 15
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To the extent that I can show what isn’t there in what has been there, that 
is to say, Derrida’s text in Ronell’s, and that is to say, the latter’s rewrite of 
the latter’s call as the call of conscience—to the extent that I try to refer to 
what emerges from this gap, I am, on her terms, reading.  I am reading when 
I motivate the cryptic relation between what there is to see and what can only 
be seen by way of the breakdown of the former.  I read only and so often as 
I power-up the illegible and occluded as transmissions in need of fine-tuning 
and double take, and only and so often as I can show how, as she writes, cur-
rent events are more often than not recurrent events.184  I read when I bring 
the other contexts to bear on the context at hand, when I show that the con-
text at hand hides more than it reveals, when I show that the other contexts 
are prior in every sense.  But since a context is no thing but the way by which 
a thing finds its wholly contingent and finite intelligibility, I necessarily count 
on and thus remain blind to other grounds as I try to explicate the cryptic 
force of this one.  This complaint remains formal, a sophistic toy, to the ex-
tent that I don’t register the urgency, the plaint of the complaint.  I read only 
when I suffer reading as an obligation; I only meet this obligation when I sus-
tain the illegibility of what I nonetheless read; I only sustain this illegibility by 
in turn performing it, by replacing one illegibility with another, by obliterating 
“a discourse of effacement” and inventing an opening to the latter’s hidden 
ruin.

What relation will I have established then between the ethical prostheses 

us robs us of our power to give sense.  It abandons its ‘sensory’ nature, abandons the 
world, draws back from the world, and draws us along.  It no longer reveals itself to us, 
and yet it affirms itself in a presence foreign to the temporal present and to presence 
in space.  Separation, which was the possibility of seeing, coagulates at the very center 
of the gaze into impossibility.  The look thus finds, in what makes it possible, the power 
that neutralizes it, neither suspending nor arresting it, but on the contrary preventing it 
from ever finishing, cutting it off from any beginning, making of it a neutral, direction-
less gleam which will not go out, yet does not clarify.”  Were I to trace the liniments that 
flow through this graft I would have to show how Ronell adds the trauma that is already 
there in Blanchot’s phenomenological reduction.  See Maurice Blanchot, The Space of 
Literature, trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln, London: The University of Nebraska Press, 1982), 
32.  

184 “Running through psychoanalysis, we learn that vectorizing our thoughts toward ‘current 
events’ means that we are in fact looking at recurrent events whose eventuation cannot 
as such be easily located.  Trauma reduces us to scanning external stimuli whose signals 
beam out a density of materials for historical reconstitution.” [TV, 322-323]  
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Ronell brings to television and the photography that she all but leaves to Der-
rida?  At the outset she shows how the trial obliterated the technical support 
of Holliday’s tape.  She writes: 

The defense team takedown involved approaching George Hol-
liday’s videotape by replicating the violence that had been done to 
Mr. Rodney King.  The unquestioned premise upon which the team 
of lawyers based its defense of the police called for an interpretation 
of video in terms of a “frame by frame” procedure...  Thus, the chill-
ing effects of warping video into freeze-frame photography cannot 
be overlooked—even where overlooking can be said to characterize 
the predicament in which testimonial video places the law.  For the 
duration of the trial, the temporization that reading video customar-
ily entails was halted by spatial determinations that were bound to 
refigure the violence to which King was submitted.  No one needs 
to read Derrida’s work on framing in order to know that justice was 
not served in Simi Valley, California.  But, possibly, if one had con-
cerned oneself with the entire problematic of the frame, its instal-
lation and effects of violence—indeed with the excessive force that 
acts of framing always risk—then it would have been something of 
an imperative to understand what it means to convert in a court of 
law a videotape into a photograph.  For the photograph, according 
to the works of Walter Benjamin, Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, 
and a number of others, draws upon phantomal anxieties as well as 
the subject’s inexorable arrest.  I need not stress to what extent the 
black body in the history of racist phantasms has been associated 
with the ghost or zombie. [TV, 305-306]

To stress what she need not stress she brings Barthes to her text, and the 
theses of Camera Lucida in particular: here it is again, voici de nouveau:

Here again is the Winter Garden Photograph [Voici de nouveau 
La Photo du Jardin d’Hiver].  I am alone before it/her, with it/her 
[avec elle].  The loop [boucle] is closed, there is no escape.  I suf-
fer, motionless. [CL, 90; CC, 140: translation modified]

“The subject’s inexorable arrest” refers me to the fate of the voyeur who fails 
the exegetical imperative (Barthes speaks of the “arrest of interpretation” 
[CL, 107]) as well as to the black body that on this basis has been conjured 
as the phantom of phantoms.185  “Arrest” is not only her name for murder, 

185 Barthes loads Camera Lucida with black bodies, and I load up on them as well: King, the 
cover of Paris-Match, Horn’s so-called “black” water, her citation of Joseph Conrad: “’And 
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death, and the stiff arm of the law but for the remainders produced by these 
crime scenes.  Her point in the passage above is that reconstituting the video 
as a series of photographs argues for the defense.  How so?  She introduces 
her reason with the clause that begins, “For the photograph…”: the imperative 
to understand the photographic effect will have no authority for those who 
see in King only a threatened and threatening return.  In a photograph rather 
than see what’s happening to him, I see him happening to me.  For her these 
stills become allegories of photography per se, of the haunted scene as theo-
rized by Barthes, though flipped to the flip-side of grief: Sergeant Stacy Koon 
and Officers Powell, Wild, and Bersiano are to keep the peace by arresting 
this dangerous revenant, but because they do so in a photograph they’re per-
petually doing so and thus failing to do so once and for all—so proceed these 
“phantomal anxieties.”  Subjected to the syntax of the frame-by-frame, King 
just keeps coming.186

this also,’ said Marlowe suddenly, ‘has been one of the dark places of the earth.’” [AW, 
209]  Fred Moten calls for an account of what he calls the “black example” in Camera 
Lucida and in other works of Barthes.  See Fred Moten, “Black Mo’nin’.”

186 By studying Holliday’s tape Sergeant Koon, acquitted by the first trial, prepares for the 
second, which will ultimately convict him.  Here’s what he tells Seth Mydans of the New 
York Times who visits him in January of 1993: “There’s 82 seconds of use of force on 
this tape, and there’s thirty frames per second…  There’s like 2500 frames on this tape 
and I’ve looked at every single one of them not once but a buzillion times, and the more 
I look at the tape the more I see in it... When I started playing this tape, and I started 
blowing it up to ten inches, like I’d blow it up on the wall right behind you here, fill up 
the whole wall over the stairwell, and all of a sudden, this thing comes to life!…  You 
blow it up to full size for people, or even half size, if you see Rodney King four feet tall 
in that picture as opposed to three inches, boy, you see a whole bunch of stuff.”  This 
“thing” comes to life, indeed.  Koon only has eyes for King and none to see his whole 
bunch of stuff: himself and his officers.  Mydans concludes: “And then, slipping the tape 
into his video machine, he offered his visitor a fast-paced, 82-second narrative, living 
through the beating one more time, laying out his defense.  ‘He’s like a bobo doll,’ he 
said, pointing to the blurry figure of Mr. King. ‘Ever hit one? Comes back and forth, back 
and forth.  That’s exactly what he’s doing.  Get him down on the ground.  Prone is safe.  
Up is not.  That is what we’re trying to do is keep him on the ground, because if he gets 
up it’s going to be a deadly-force situation.’”  Koon talks here as if he were in the pres-
ent tense of an image that doesn’t include him but does address him and in an endless 
present tense: “Get him down on the ground.  Prone is safe.  Up is not.”  These sentenc-
es address whom and in what time?  Is he issuing orders again or citing himself as he 
sees himself issuing orders?  Further, I can’t read but can’t help noticing Koon’s strange, 
“Comes back and forth, back and forth” for the actions of the doll.  Should it be “comes 
back and goes forth”?  It’s a sleepy way to dress this scene.  The bobo doll claimed 
fame during a battery of tests conducted in the 1960’s by psychologist, Albert Bandura.  
Bandura showed films of adult “models” punching this doll to children; the latter would 
happily mimic this behavior without reinforcement, thus calling into question the behav-
iorist thesis.  Koon’s metaphoric casting of King includes them both in the field of that 
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Another name for an anxious relation to the apparition is punctum—
though “anxiety,” as I showed above when articulating Heidegger’s call of con-
science, names a formal as well as a substantial toll.  Yes, Barthes floats other 
affections over the abyss of the ethical scream: grief, pity, and love—these 
being modulations of a discursive adventure that rehearse untimely proximity 
as well as separation.  So Ronell develops these others: an anxiety that opens 
and sustains an imperative to read what is not yet written.  Via the punctum 
Barthes retires to his losses and sees his way to what he can see no longer, 
something lovely.  Ronell looks for what stays too close, unmourned, unfor-
gettable because not yet re-membered.  That is to say, video is to television 
as the punctum is to the studium, but while Barthes is struck by the apparent 
disappearance of a sustaining relation, Ronell is struck by the reconstitution of 
a relation that appeared not to obtain at all.  Because it does obtain, I am re-
sponsible.  That’s a definition: I can take responsibility only because responsi-
bility has taken me first.

And so, rather than a difference between media, Ronell delivers a differ-
ence within any and every medium.  While the photograph may draw her at-
tention to phantomal anxieties, it’s precisely these anxieties that draw her to 
the difference between video and television:

What video teaches, something that television knows but can-
not as such articulate, is that every medium is related in some 
way to specters.  This ghostly relationship that the image produces 
between phenomenal and referential effects of language is what 
makes ethical phrasing as precarious as it is necessary.  Because of 
its transmission of ghostly figures, interruptions, and seriature, it 
would be hardly sufficient to assimilate television to the Frankfurt 
School’s subsumption of it under the regime of the visual, which is 
associated with mass media and the threat of a culture of fascism.  
This threat always exists, but I would like to consider the way tele-
vision in its couple with video offers a picture of numbed resistance 
to the unlacerated regimes of fascist media as it mutates into forms 
of video and cybernetic technology, electronic reproduction, and cy-

research.  See Seth Mydans, “Their Lives Consumed, Officers Await 2nd Trial,” New York 
Times, Feb 2 1993.  Dorothea Ross Albert Bandura, and Sheila A. Ross, “Transmission of 
Aggression through Imitation of Aggressive Models,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy-
chology 63 (1961).
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bervisual technologies. [TV, 313]187

Whether the punctum in its couple with the studium can offer another such 
picture is more than up to the reader; it’s an imperative.  Ronell doesn’t ban-
ish the arrested development of photography in the name of more lively arts; 
rather, she discovers and performs interruptions of the latter with the spec-
ters of the former.  To the degree that a medium pretends not to be one, she 
shows how this pretense promulgates “a discourse of effacement.” [TV, 312]  
And to the degree that a medium is a medium, it can’t help but transmit 
ghostly figures, interruptions, and seriature—or rather, installing the breaks 
that are already there is a reader’s vocation, i.e. it’s up to a reader to see the 
difference between a medium’s phenomenal effects (the something given to 
see, hear, touch, etc.) and its referential effects (the arbitrary and never fully 
arbitrated links that lead me elsewhere).  To the degree I remain anxious to 
see my way into this elsewhere, I am bound; I am bound by and to this gap.  
She deals in this phantomal anxiety and won’t spare me the same trouble.  
She preserves the difference between photography and videotape but only in 
order to distinguish one specter from another, not to banish the specter out-
right.  

I’ve tried to capture the ghostly relationship that Ronell here sustains: 
having written Derrida under dictation, she obligates me to see precisely 
how her text has happened to his, how his photography has happened to the 
couple, television and video.  Obligated means, I find myself responding.  She 
doesn’t set aside the photographic invention; she sees the difference between 
video and television in photographic terms, and she offers these photographic 
terms in ethical terms.  When Derrida writes that the “abyssal inclusion of 
photographs within photographs takes something away from looking, it calls 
for discourse, demands a reading,” he establishes a crisis of the evident.  She 
puts this crisis into motion, responds to it, takes something away from cita-
tion, and not only reads the hiatus engendered by Holliday’s tape, but also 

187 In his lecture accompanying “Droit de Regards” Derrida remarks occult dimensions as 
well, though he doesn’t obviously generalize from medium to media: “I like the word 
‘medium’ here.  It speaks to me [il me parle] of specters, of ghosts and phantoms, like 
these images themselves.  From the first ‘apparition,’ it’s all about the return of the de-
parted.  It is there in black and white, it can be verified after the fact.  The spectral is 
the essence of photography.” [L, vi]  The word speaks to him, and thus is language also 
touched by the occult.
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reads the one that Derrida necessarily opens within her discursive field.  She 
interrogates an evident crisis and performs it without leaving it, without leav-
ing it unchanged.
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I want to begin to close with a look at how Ronell opens “TraumaTV…”  She 
starts the essay by repeating what goes without saying: ethical inquiry typi-
cally concerns itself with doing, with acting.  She asks, “Now what about the 
wasted, condemned bodies that crumble before a television?” [TV, 305]  She 
answers, in the key of the former remark, “There is perhaps little that is more 
innocent, or more neutral, than the passivity of the telespectator.”  Then, after 
a qualifying “and yet” she cites (most of) the following passage:

I went there behind the crude but serious belief that you had to 
be able to look at anything, serious because I acted on it and went, 
crude because I didn’t know, it took the war to teach it, that you 
were as responsible for everything you saw as you were for every-
thing you did.  The problem was that you didn’t always know what 
you were seeing until later, maybe years later, that a lot of it never 
made it in at all, it just stayed stored there in your eyes. [D, 20]188

So writes Michael Herr in Dispatches, his perpetually on-location report from 
the Vietnam War, circa 1967, circa “years later,” circa “never.”  Ronell com-
ments:

What might interest us here is the fact that responsibility no lon-
ger pivots on a notion of interiority.  Seeing itself, without the assis-
tance of cognition or memory, suffices to make the subject respon-

188 Ronell cites Herr via Cathy Caruth.  Caruth uses this passage as an epigraph to her es-
say “Unclaimed Experience: Trauma and the Possibility of History (Freud, Moses and 
Monotheism).  See Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 10-24.  I include here a fragment 
cited by neither Ronell nor Caruth: “I went there behind the crude but serious belief that 
you had to be able to look at anything, serious because I acted on it and went, crude 
because I didn’t know…”

section 13 of 15
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sible.  It is a responsibility that is neither alert, vigilant, particularly 
present, nor in-formed. [TV, 305]

Herr’s allegory of the traumatic implant gives me a body at odds with itself, a 
body that, in dividing an “in” from a “there,” an “interiority” from the non-site 
of an archive, a live memory from the dead repetition of trauma—Herr’s al-
legory installs what Ronell would call a discrepancy between experience and 
meaning.  Though Herr’s eyes appear to bear the corporeal as such in its tra-
ditional position as counter-weight to the weightless psyche, his articulation 
of this difference remains internal to the psyche.  Not-making-it-in is a mode 
of making-it-in otherwise; not knowing remains a mode of being-concerned, 
aroused, affected, hit.  Something in me knows even if I don’t know or know 
that something in me knows.  Ronell attributes a certain psychoanalytic pres-
tige to Herr’s testimony, and so I’ll resort to the vulgate: something hits me 
(in the unconscious) without hitting me (in the ego).  These eyes, terminals 
on the circuits of the unconscious, in no way remain on the outside, they’re 
more inside than “in”; or rather, just as my being-in-the-world is prior to any 
distinction between an inside and outside (whether conceived as subject and 
object or body and environment), so too do my eyes see (register, record, 
inscribe) everything first and only later see (cognize, understand, remember) 
that something got in.  Something happened, and just because I don’t know 
what or when or whether and how I may be implicated, doesn’t mean that I’m 
not.  Precisely because I don’t understand what happened, precisely because 
I’m not particularly “informed,” I’m obligated to understand, to learn this oth-
er lesson.  

The implicit plaint of Herr’s remark leads me and lends me to this other 
lesson, to what he calls “the problem,” and to what I’ve called the rhetorical 
afterlife of the evident.  Herr all but says, would that I could have, through 
my steel-eyed voyeurism, tested only myself and not my relation to others 
and to the “anything” that hit me.  Would that I could have merely looked at 
this anything without thereby having obligated myself.  I didn’t do anything 
except go—“I was there to watch,” he writes on the same page—and yet I’m 
still on the hook.  But that’s not all: would that I could now accurately mea-
sure the depths of this obligation.  I can’t.  Though a good student of the war, 
it didn’t teach me how to see what I saw, which means, it did not teach me 
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how to understand it, how to prepare for it and attend to it responsibly.  I 
may in fact never know what I saw.  I might see what I saw again and again, 
but my eyes still aren’t telling, aren’t yielding to the contextual menus of 
my understanding.  Herr wants to have learned.  He wants to not only ac-
knowledge his responsibility to the “anything”—lesson one—he also wants 
to know how and when to discharge this debt (in writing, in telling, in acting 
the journalist’s role of witness, in confessing to his crudities).  He wants to 
do and have done (with) the right thing.  But If I try to discharge my debt, to 
measure out the limits of my obligation—this much and no more—am I (ever) 
doing the right thing?  What he calls “the problem” sets the terms of a prob-
lematic, a mode of life, a way of being-in-the-world with ontological debt and 
not an interest free loan.  He writes, “the problem was…” but then he writes, 
“years later” and “a lot of it never made it in”; this open future undermines 
the simple past-ness of this past tense and of every other past tense verb in 
the passage.  Herr’s grammar enacts the temporal predicament on which he, 
ever the good journalist, seeks to dutifully report.  There will be no settling of 
accounts, no getting out from under this responsibility, no learning this other 
lesson—except to say that I can indeed learn that the war, having taught one 
lesson, withholds others.  And yet, this I can share.

For example, a few pages later Herr writes of his first day on the job:

Day one, if anything could have penetrated that first innocence I 
might have taken the next plane out.  Out absolutely.  It was like a 
walk through a colony of stroke victims, a thousand men on a cold 
rainy airfield after too much of something I’d never really know, 
“a way you’ll never be,” dirt and blood and torn fatigues, eyes that 
poured out a steady charge of wasted horror.  I’d just missed the 
biggest battle of the war so far, I was telling myself that I was sorry, 
but it was right there all around me and I didn’t even know it. [D, 
22]

This passage, like much of Dispatches, frames the framing, accounts not only 
for what there is to see, but also for the seeing itself, for the inadequacy and 
belatedness of the witness to the horror.  This inadequacy is part of the hor-
ror, contributes to its proliferation, its living on: the eyes of these soldiers 
pour “out a steady charge of wasted horror.”  On whom is it wasted?  On Herr.  
He doesn’t know how to see it or what to do with it or how to understand it.  
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His metaphor amplifies the horror rather than contains it: the horror pours 
out, spills out, weeps out, un-recollected, uncollectible, a liquid and liquefying 
waste.  Black water.  Like Horn he imagines this horror and its deadly effica-
cy—it’s both a wound (it pours) and a weapon (it too horrifies)—and yet finds 
it unimaginable, the effective trace of something he’d never know.  He can’t 
even know that he doesn’t know for himself; he allows an interrupting voice 
from nowhere to tell him: “too much of something I’d never really know, ‘ a 
way you’ll never be’…”  “A way you’ll never be,” comes at him and from within 
him and from nowhere; it’s a rejoinder that internally divides him, and so 
here it takes the war to teach him that his experience continues to come from 
without.

The passage too allegorizes the very structure of this always and already 
late-breaking news; it formally registers the effect it describes.  The sentence 
beginning, “I’d just missed the biggest battle of the war so far…” comes after 
the simile, “It was like a walk through a colony of stroke victims…”  I posit the 
antecedent of this “it” only after Herr complains of the missed appointment.  
Indeed, he writes this paragraph backwards, offering the details—for exam-
ple, when he yields up a yawning, metonymic ekphrasis, “dirt and blood and 
torn fatigues, eyes pouring…”—before giving the frame within which the de-
tails might count for something.  But that’s just it; the details don’t count for 
anything until the very end, until years later, maybe never: while the details 
might have said to Herr, “you’re too late, you missed the battle,” they actu-
ally say that the battle is not over; or rather, they say that I don’t know how 
to see the battle that is everywhere.  He writes, “it was right there all around 
me and I didn’t even know it.”  These two pronouns, the one at the beginning 
and the one at the end of this sentence, just like the “it” mentioned before, 
tell me how the event will be stored.  He’s seen it but doesn’t know it.  His 
eyes retain something that he doesn’t: “dirt and blood and torn fatigues, eyes 
pouring…”  These words refer me to the absence of his understanding.

Had anything gotten in, had anything penetrated his innocence, he would 
have gotten out, “taken the next plane out.  Out absolutely.”  Nothing did get 
in (and I would like to write that precisely the Nothing did get in); it stays 
there, stored in the eyes.  But where exactly?  I see it in the other “out”: the 
eyes that poured out the steady charge of wasted horror.  I see this repetition 
of the abandoned word, the word of his abandonment, and read across it the 
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articulation of a new difference, one that shows me Herr’s at work on a cata-
chresis.  At the end of the paragraph that began, “Day one…” he writes:

The man lit a cigarette and then sort of slobbered it out, I 
couldn’t imagine what I was seeing.  He tried again with a fresh cig-
arette.  I gave him the light for that one, there was flicker of focus, 
acknowledgement, but after a few puffs it went out too, and he let 
it drop to the ground.  “I couldn’t spit for a week up there,” he said, 
“and now I can’t fucking stop.” [D, 23]

Out and out: “slobbered it out” and “it went out too.”  A lot of it never made 
it in at all, a lot of it just stayed stored there in his eyes because he couldn’t 
imagine what he was seeing.  Here he can see it but can’t imagine it—couldn’t 
have imagined it and can’t image it, can’t get a fix, a lock, focus.  What Herr 
sees falls out of focus, falls to the ground, slobbered and poured out.  His 
prose asserts the metaphoric equivalence between “the light for that one” and 
“the flicker of focus, acknowledgement”—I’m weak with envy for such writ-
ing—and so, when “it” went out too, the “it” spreads its reference between 
the flicker of focus and the lit cigarette.  “It” also spreads between Herr and 
the soldier: the acknowledgement goes out.  The one who says, I couldn’t 
imagine what I was seeing, nonetheless can say that he couldn’t imagine it, 
can put out the flicker of focus without precisely falling silent.  The one who 
couldn’t’ take it in and who hadn’t the sense to get out and who notes the 
pouring out and the slobbering out and the putting out of focus—the one who 
couldn’t’ take it in invents a discourse of the outside.  It precisely doesn’t stay 
stored there in the eyes; it pours out and slobbers out as the unimaginable 
but visible sign that refers to nothing.  Herr records the difference between 
not spitting and spitting and frames this difference as a sign, as a sign un-
imaginable as it is out of focus, finally unintelligible; it’s to be read; it’s visible 
but as yet illegible.  Herr invents this sign but doesn’t read it; or rather, he 
leaves it to me.  Yes, something is left over, an inassimilable remainder—but 
that this something is a left-over, this can only be seen by way of the audio-
visual supplement.  Herr writes after day one of the horror; in this way does 
every day show him showing me the rhetorical afterlife of a horror.  Day one 
becomes the day of days: this day and the next days will be too late. 

Ronell takes Herr’s war, the Vietnam War, which in the context of another 
essay in Finitude’s Score she poses as one of the many open accounts that 
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haunts the conduct of the First Gulf War189—she too takes this other war to 
have taught a lesson that King still bears to repeat: though I am responsible 
for what I see, I don’t see (understand) that I have already seen (without 
understanding) this before.  I don’t see that I was already responsible; here 
I’m suddenly reminded of a prior debt but am given no way to settle up.  Be-
yond Herr, who performs the admirable work of imaging the unimaginable and 
who learns that he doesn’t quite learn the lessons of an ever belated horror, 
Ronell wants to teach me how to recover the other time and place of recur-
rent events, the other relation.  For example, to the extent that I see myself 
challenged to decide only whether King did or did not take a step, challenged 
only to render the right judgment, I remain blind to this other scene.  This is 
the problem and the problematic.  Ronell will take Herr’s problem as hers and 
mine, and she will take his eyes to be synecdoches for the media supplement, 
for the storage media of television and video that she won’t separate from the 
media’s media: language and the unconscious.  Extending the terms of Herr’s 
figure, she sees what stays “stored there in your eyes” everywhere she looks.  
Everywhere she looks she sees discrepancy pouring out, failure pouring out, 
latency, dull-witted non-comprehension, shock, pouring out.  With Herr’s help 
she comes to see the as yet illegible difference, and thus everywhere she 
looks there is something to read, some thing to show me.

189 “Now, the war in the Persian Gulf was supposed to be a ‘healing’ war, if such a mon-
strous misuse of language can be admitted.  As a nation, with a psyche—and the na-
tional psyche has to be deconstructed—we were suffering from an unmournable loss, or 
so the story goes.  We were to cured of the Vietnam syndrome…  [But] one reason the 
Vietnam syndrome can’t be cured is because it is not an illness.  Rather, the illness re-
sides in the drive to cure our mature resistance to war.”  See Avital Ronell, “Activist Sup-
plement: Papers on the Gulf War,” in Finitude’s Score (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1994), 296.
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Stanley Fish doesn’t want the sentence, “anything goes,” to go.  He 
doesn’t want “anything goes” to stand as the proper rejoinder to his claim 
that ours is a thoroughly rhetorical world.  The latter claim he does want to 
go—that’s why he says “no” to “anything goes” and then offers this cheeky 
revision: “anything that can be made to go goes.”  In this passage, cited far 
above as my epigraph, Fish makes a distinction and thus enacts the distinc-
tion he wants to make; he gives an example of “making go.”  If I ask, what 
does “making go” look like or amount to, at the very least I have to answer 
according to his example.  Apparently, making go means finding your lan-
guage in the other’s, which means arguing and ultimately persuading by 
means of the words at hand: “anything goes,” a reductio ad absurdum of 
sophomoric proportions, becomes “anything that can be made to go goes.”  
Fish seizes and reinterprets the abusive rejoinder as correct, but if he can’t 
make his rewrite go, then is it the case that his rewrite’s wrong?  No, just that 
he hasn’t persuaded anyone to go along.  For Fish there can be no difference 
between being wrong and having failed to persuade, having failed to recruit 
allies, seduce enemies, alter the grounds.190  

190 I dose Fish’s proposition with a few from Bruno Latour’s “Irreductions”: “2.3.4 Nothing is 
by itself either logical or illogical, but not everything is equally convincing.  There is only 
one rule: ‘Anything goes’; say anything as long as those being talked to are convinced.  
You say that to get from B to C, you have to pass through D and E?  If no others raise 
their voice to suggest other ways, then you have been convincing.  They go from B to C 
along the suggested path even though no one wants to leave B for C and there are lots 
of different routes that could be taken.  Those you sought to convince have acquiesced.  
For them, there is no more ‘Anything goes.’  That will have to do, for you will never do 
any better.”  And: “2.3.5  We can say anything we please, and yet we cannot.  As soon 
as we have spoken and rallied words, other alliances become easier or more difficult.  
Asymmetry grows with the flood of words; as meaning flows, slopes and plateaus are 
soon eroded.  Alliances are formed among words on the field of battle.  We are believed, 
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Neither can there be a difference between being right and having per-
suaded.  Particular ways of living or arguing or holding my hands appear 
right and proper only because they have been made to go, most of all when 
these ways appear to go all by themselves and so go without saying.191  Or to 
prick the canonical worry, the worry to which the reductio, “anything goes,” 
is addressed: if might isn’t to make right then someone has to forcefully and 
mightily exemplify, institute, and prove this “not”; proving it means get-
ting others to go along and to act as though force doesn’t contaminate right; 
proving it means getting others to act as if beyond strength and weakness, 
pleasure and pain, there is the good and only the good.  That’s how making 
go might be made to go away.  An ethic emerges: Fish makes this argument 
because he thinks it better to live according to its dicta than according to oth-
ers.  But would he bind me to the following imperative?  Affirm rather than 
deny the rhetorical life of the evident, even when denying it might be more 
persuasive.

If in turn I argue that visual media can only and must be made to go this 
way or that, that visual media live and die, are themselves either intelligible 
or unintelligible, only in the light of strong arguments, uses, expectations, and 
visibilities, then I too have drawn up the contours of a Rhetorical world.  To 
review: no photograph or stream of videotape speaks or shows for itself; it 

we are detested, we are helped, we are betrayed.  We are no longer in control of the 
game.  Some meanings are suggested, while others are taken away; we commented 
upon, deduced, understood, or ignored.  That’s it: we can no longer say whatever we 
please.”  See Bruno Latour, “Irreductions,” in The Pasteurization of France (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1988), 182.

191 I fall for Fish’s play upon the verbs “made” (fashioned and forced, fashioned by force) 
and mine upon “go”: “go away,” “go without saying,” “go under,” being my favorites.  
This intransitive verb spares me the object and thus the content of any practice.  But I 
must indulge the irony of outing the creditor of Fish’s affirmation, a creditor who invent-
ed suspicion of origins and aims.  In the Gay Science Nietzsche writes, “ …[W]hat things 
are called is incomparably more important than what they are.  The reputation, name, 
and appearance, the usual measure and weight of a thing, what it counts for—originally 
almost always wrong and arbitrary, thrown over things like a dress and altogether for-
eign to their nature and even to their skin—all this grows from generation unto genera-
tion, merely because people believe in it, until it gradually grows to be part of the thing 
and turns into its very body.  What at first was appearance becomes in the end, almost 
invariably, the essence and is effective as such.  How foolish it would be to suppose that 
one only needs to point out this origin and misty shroud of delusion in order to destroy 
the world that counts for real, so-called ‘reality.’  We can destroy only as creators.  But 
let us not forget this either: it is enough to create new names and estimations and prob-
abilities in order to create in the long run new ‘things.’” [GS, nm 58, 121-2]
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shows nothing on its own, because “on its own” just never happens: syntax 
and context keep good company, even as they withdraw for the sake of what’s 
not to, for the sake of what apparently stands—but only apparently—on its 
own.  Conrad’s political cartoon tries to make go an on-its-own and, as I 
showed above, exemplifies the following dilemma: if I want an image to speak 
for itself then I have to supply this autonomy, erect it—and thus do I ruin the 
very autonomy I seek to establish.  If I argue that an image speaks for itself, 
then it precisely doesn’t.  But perhaps more importantly, if the self-sufficiency 
of the image appears ruined then I just haven’t been very persuasive.192  
Thus, as indicated above, if Fish’s claim goes then even autonomy and total 
abstraction can be made to go, perhaps even permanently.  Even the insight, 
“anything that can be made to go goes,” may die; further, it may disappear, 
without a trace.  Hence the following paradox: if anything that can be made 
to go goes, then even this “truth” can be stilled by more powerful forces.  And 
so if it’s true then it can be made false, false so as never to have been true.  
Anything that can be made to go can be made to go or go away for good.  Vi-
sual media might be made to appear entirely self-evident, might live and die 
by a light entirely its own.  But further, it might appear without being intel-
ligible at all, without life or light.  The sun may go down once and for all.  We 
might have gone and might go too far.

Barthes, Horn, and Ronell risk this run to the bitter end and dramatize the 
risk of doing so.  And yes, I set them up to go this way.  Above I wondered 
about the “that” and posed the following: that there is evidence vs. what it is 
and how it is and how it counts.  I wanted to and want to refer to this “that,” 
and I rehearse and affirm the contradiction that it withdraws, isn’t available, 
except as withdrawn and unavailable.  With Fish I can measure this versus 
another way: nothing survives without the support of gifted, begged, bor-
rowed, and stolen forces.  Things pass away because these forces do.  That 
anything that can be made to go goes—this testifies to this a priori aban-
donment.  And what if no one or nothing forces this issue and hears this 
abandonment?  It too might go under.  When I write that Barthes, Horn, and 
Ronell argue for something other than the rhetorical life of the evident, for 

192 Did I side with a side of this latter claim?  Did I argue that Conrad’s argument ruined the 
potential self-sufficiency of the Holliday tape?  Or did I leave its self-sufficiency as a fu-
ture possibility?  Neither. 
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something other than argument, I force them to treat this “what if…?” as an 
internal risk and an internal limit.  I force them to argue over the ontologi-
cal conditions of possibility of the evident.  Or rather, they force me to force 
them.  They address their doing to me, and it’s only in “me,” in a reader, that 
their doing has a future and a life.  They deliver a rhetorical life to this some-
thing that is other than evident and other than visible, palpable, audible, etc.  
I want them to worry about the dominion of the rhetorical, about the limit to 
the force of making go, and I want them to worry too that making go might 
go away.  I want them to sustain—and not dissolve—the paradox of writing 
the rhetorical life of the rhetorical life of the evident.

Barthes does this when he sees that photographs only ever say, “this-has-
been,” but also finds that his testimony, his mad tele-empathy, his solitude 
addressed as it is to me, sustains the dearly departed as dear, departed, but 
somehow still exposed to ruin, surviving and imperiled still.  As he writes 
about the girl in the Winter Garden, Lewis Thornton Powell, Robert Mappletho-
rpe, himself and me: “he is dead and he is going to die.”  This “at the same 
time” concerns me and makes of me a witness.  Horn does this when she ad-
dresses the survival of water to me as both the condition of address and what 
is in view when there is nothing but black water in view.  And Ronell does it 
too when she constitutes effacement as the effect of trauma but then invents 
a legible illegible (King’s steps, for example) that allows her to read the ef-
faced as effaced, that allows her to invent the obligated reader.  Ronell, Horn, 
and Barthes would subscribe to Fish’s hypothesis, but each registers the af-
terlife of what goes under, and in so doing each embodies, gives a phantom 
body to, something otherwise effaced by the force of making.  Those who dis-
parage the rhetorical life as “anything goes” reason that if anything goes then 
nothing matters; those who counter, “anything that can be made to go goes,” 
claim that because anything can be made to matter, everything is at stake, 
most of all the power to make and unmake what matters.  The ones who af-
firm the rhetorical life of the evident not only suffer when their beloveds are 
debased, they suffer too when deprived of the rhetorical means to either ef-
fectively protect them or even credibly speak to this debasement and depriva-
tion.

In this way Barthes, Horn, and Ronell teach me to live through the follow-
ing two debasements: a., that what now goes will soon pass away, i.e. the 
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crush of finitude, and b., that making go could too pass away, i.e. the arrest 
of permanence.  Finitude and permanence, these twinned oblivions, hit them 
in the eyes without ever being visible.  They want these ways of not going, to 
go (to show up as a fine risk), because they don’t want them to go away (the 
risk is one and should be recalled, not forgotten).  They want to recall the 
horror of these oblivions and so visit them again and again as limits set and 
set upon by Fish’s thoroughly rhetorical world.  And because I want to recall 
what they do, I’ll provide instances wherein they each state and enact these 
oblivions.

In her preface to Finitude’s Score, the collection of essays that includes 
“TraumaTV…” Ronell writes,

One last word.  It is possible that we have gone too far.  This 
possibility needs to be considered if we, as a species, as a history, 
are going to get anywhere at all.  It is not as if I can draw the line 
beyond which going too far takes place, though one could try to do 
so without succumbing to simple linearizations.  Sometimes it is 
clearer to me than at other times: it is possible that this time we 
have gone too far.  So far, in fact, that the forceful distinction be-
tween destruction and devastation can no longer be maintained.  
Destruction implies the work of clearing away, of decisively doing 
away with that which, already destroyed, is destructive in its con-
tinuance.  To the extent that it is possible only on the basis of a new 
and more radical affirmation, destruction, moreover, has pledged 
itself to the future.  Devastation holds no such contract with futurity 
but, on the contrary, has to do with fundamental shutdown, even if 
things should keep on replicating themselves with regional improve-
ments. [P, xiii]

For her, even if this “we” has gone too far nothing has ended and nothing is 
certain; even if this time is the time, there is still time for what she calls “con-
sideration.”  There is still time to consider that we may have gone too far.  In 
Fish’s terms the difference between making go and making go away might 
itself go away, but, because she, on the basis of this threat, can address this 
difference and address it to me, there’s still time.  Time for what?  Time to 
destroy what is already destroyed, or, looking back to this looking forward, 
time to read effacement (the living-on of what is already destroyed) as de-
structive, time to see that what she calls “television” turns me away from my 
ongoing dereliction, time to read the discrepancy between experience and 
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meaning focused by what she here calls video.  She doesn’t want this “too 
far” to have gone too far but only far enough; she wants to acknowledge the 
“too far” not only as a risk but as an enabling constraint.  This is where and 
how we live, in the possibility of the too far, the too far being our horizon.193

But her text facilitates a ruin both at odds with and in excess of the dis-
tinction she offers between destruction and devastation.  For one, her dis-
tinction undergoes the vicissitudes of the address.  She writes, “So far, in 
fact, that the forceful distinction between destruction and devastation can 
no longer be maintained.”  This sentence—a grammatical fragment and thus 
a bit of a ruin, a “last word” as last gasp—very nearly puts into the impos-
sible a distinction that the previous sentence had allowed its shred of pos-
sibility.  Though the logic of the two sentences requires that I understand her 
distinction between destruction and devastation to be at risk of devastation, 
her syntax invites me to read the sentence, “the forceful distinction between 
destruction and devastation can no longer be maintained,” as unqualified by 
the “it is possible” of the previous sentence.  Perhaps devastation has already 
come, and it is thus here and now that she speaks beyond the too far and too 
late, from a time that is beyond “this time.”  

193 Ronell also writes of the distinction between destruction and devastation in “The Rhetoric 
of Testing”: “Destruction in Heidegger as well as Benjamin involves the force of a criti-
cal clearing and does not imply the shell-shock stoppage of devastation.”  Heidegger 
and Benjamin are there explicitly and Freud’s there by way of the traumatic arrest. [RT, 
122]  This Heidegger destroys one version of destruction and puts another in its place: 
“If the question of Being is to have its own history made transparent, then this hardened 
tradition must be loosened up, and the concealments which it has brought about must 
be dissolved.  We understand this task as one in which by taking the question of Being 
as our clue, we are to destroy the traditional content of ancient ontology until we arrive 
at those primordial experiences in which we achieved our first ways of determining the 
nature of Being—the ways which have guided us ever since.” [BT, 44; SZ, 22]  “Devasta-
tion” appears elsewhere.  In What is Called Thinking Heidegger cites this oxymoron from 
Nietzsche, “The wasteland grows…[Die Wüste wächst],”—oxymoronic because “growth” 
and “devastation” are typically seen as opposing forces—and then explicates devastation 
this way: “Devastation is more than destruction.  Devastation is more unearthly than de-
struction.  Destruction only sweeps aside all that has grown up or been built so far; but 
devastation blocks all future growth and prevents all building… [D]evastation establishes 
and spreads everything that blocks and prevents.  The African Sahara is only one kind of 
wasteland.  The devastation of the earth can easily go hand in hand with a guaranteed 
supreme living standard for man, and just as easily with the organized establishment of 
a uniform state of happiness for all men.  Devastation can be the same as both, and can 
haunt us everywhere in the most unearthly way—by keeping itself hidden.  Devastation 
does not just mean a slow sinking into the sand.  Devastation is the high-velocity expul-
sion of Mnemosyne.”  See Heidegger, What Is Called Thinking? 29-30.
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For another, she launches in this one paragraph four versions of her warn-
ing, two of which have already been cited.  All four, granting a few intermedi-
ary ellipses and first persons, read this way:

It is possible that we have gone too far… Sometimes it is clearer 
to me than at other times: it is possible that this time we have gone 
too far… It is possible, this time, that we terrestrials have gone too 
far… I have to call it as I see it: it may be that this time we have 
gone too far.

It may be that being able to say that this time we have gone too far shows 
that we have not, or it may be that saying so over and over again, replicat-
ing the claim with only what she might want to call, “regional improvements,” 
evidences a devastation already at work.  This is what she sees and this is 
how she calls it, the way she calls it.  Her “one last word” is only one as it is 
four, and is only “last” because it isn’t ever the last, the last being unspeak-
able and only available to the other.  I never have the first or the last word; 
the others do.  Someone else will sign for me, and so her repetition thema-
tizes the silence of the other voice and voids the performative force of the 
warning by leaving behind all measure and punctuality, as though something 
horrendous had compelled this survivor to utter the repeated infelicitous 
warning, “be careful! watch out!” a warning addressed to nothing but the total 
lack of warning, the lack of preparatory fear.  She’s alone with her last word 
and she’s alone with her judgment.  And precisely because she borrows her 
idiom from the umpire, her authority is in doubt when she resorts to “I have 
to call it as I see it.”  This utterance registers the fragility of sense certainty as 
it undergirds the judgment with an “I” whose only authority derives from the 
game at hand and not from the eye.  “I call it as I see it” typically responds to 
something like, “What?  Are you blind?”  Well, yes.  And so what?  Ronell puts 
visual acuity in second place so as if to say, whether I’m blind or not doesn’t 
matter: I’m called upon to say what I see though lacking all tangible, present-
able, evidence.

The text that would open the visual field to the otherwise effaced doesn’t 
report from some high and mighty perspective but shares and performs the 
darkening circumstance: “ours is an era of constitutive opaqueness” [TV, 
308], she writes, and so here too she tells me what she sees, though at wits 
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end and though wits, hers or mine, are precisely useless.  “I have to call it as 
I see it…”  “Sometimes it is clearer to me than at other times…”  And having 
seen “it” clearly—recall Michael Herr’s symptomatic stumble around the “it”—
she pleads credible and incredible at the same time.  Or as Barthes would 
write, she declares herself to be “a witness of the Inactual.” [CL, 94]  She tes-
tifies both to what she sees and to the compulsion to call it, to share her hav-
ing been called to so testify.

Clearly, she has to call it as she sees it, and then so too must I.  Ronell 
leaves me to decide if I can decide.  In other words, I can’t decide and yet 
must decide whether I’m reading a destructive text or a devastated and dev-
astating one.  Is it an argument or is it an example?  It’s undecidable too be-
cause for her the difference between destruction and devastation depends on 
a “contract with futurity”: no contract writes, signs, seals itself; no contract, 
or any other performative act, is over when it’s over but remains open to in-
felicity as long as there’s anything open, as long as there’s anyone to read, to 
answer, or even cancel the subscription.  So, just as the difference between 
television and video appears both radically formal (ontological) and singu-
larly substantial (does he step or does he charge?), and just as she addresses 
those differences to me, as my responsibility, so too does she here send me 
the difference between destruction and devastation in a text that affirms the 
finite limits on her own making, her own testimony.  She calls it as she sees 
it, and she must because what she has to call—the incommunicable—suffers 
translation.  She must but can’t make the distinction between destruction and 
devastation without in turn exposing the distinction to ruin.  Does she step or 
does she charge?  The text is clearly unclear, and that’s what calls for reading.

Horn explicitly addressed these twinned oblivions to me: in the Thames 
“you die but you also disappear.” [AW, 295]  I’ve argued and insisted that 
Horn stages an argument, that the book wants to make another water go, 
and that because for her the Thames is murderous and corrosive and an able 
and swift annihilator, “another water” will be her name for going nowhere 
fast.  But Horn’s fable offers an antidote to this nowhere in the very contours 
of its argument.  Hers is a talking cure: to the extent that she talks me into 
another water, she elaborates the lubricious confluence of water, a conflu-
ence that already involves me.  That’s her definition.  Of water.  To the extent 
that I see a water that is nowhere visible in the pictures on view, I see the 
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twinned oblivions of death and disappearance, but then I, foolish, see the raft 
at sea.  Like Ronell she keeps me afloat even as she refers to devastation; 
and like Ronell, to the degree I can’t with certainty say whether her own text 
is wet or black, sexy or deadly, whether the difference between water and an-
other water doesn’t contaminate the effort to separate them—like Ronell she 
implicates the reader in the risks.  She must but can’t make the distinction 
between water and another water without in turn exposing the distinction to 
ruin.  

In a note like the following, I can get it and get that I get it:

346  The water is black and maybe the river, too.  The river is colorful 
though—but it’s not the water.  Can’t be.  It’s just the surface, like 
wrapping that covers what’s inside.  But it doesn’t make a difference 
because past the wrapping you know it’s black in there.  And you 
know that there’s an inside in there.  Even though the color is beige 
or ochre, or green or dirty yellow or yellow-grey, or milky brown—or 
even silver.  It doesn’t matter.  Because you know once you’re in 
there—it’s black.  You just know it.

She insists that “you” know what she knows: that beyond the visible, grasp-
able surface there lies an invisible, black depth.  The wrapping, the colors on 
the surface, the color as mere surface—this neither matters nor makes a dif-
ference.  Which is just the difference that her photographs hope to make and 
make go.  The photographs dwell entirely and exclusively on what doesn’t 
matter, on the handsome and subtle textures and variations of what doesn’t 
matter, on surface appearances.  All lure, nothing but allure.  And yet her 
photographs are to evidence that in the Thames “there is some colored fluid 
mimicking water.”  How?  They evidence this mimicry through their own mim-
icry, their own failure to pass as water.  Because the referent, another water, 
doesn’t adhere, because she resolutely distinguishes between the photo-
graphs and their referents, she follows the reference elsewhere: not to the 
eminently visible surfaces but to black water and to water.  Her photographs 
destroy the principle of their transcription, transparency, and in this way re-
mark the promise of transparency (water) and its clotted suicide (another wa-
ter).

She concludes note 346 with, “Because you know once you’re in there—
it’s black.  You just know it.”  But I never know how to take Horn’s “you”: is it 
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addressed to me?  Or is she talking to no one?  Or to herself, the way I might 
if I were to say, for example about black water, “after awhile, you get used to 
it”; meaning that, yes, I’ve gotten used to it, I don’t see it.  One gets used to 
it.  I got used to it.  You’ll get used to it.  It’s black in there.  You just know 
it.  It’s inarguable but unpresentable.  It’s certain but only on the basis of 
this word and this disappearance to come.  No contest.  She would have this 
go, and having it go means having more light to shed on their being none, a 
“you” to offer to “me.”  But the discrepancy in the address (to me or beyond 
me or to no one but her?) implicates the text in the phenomenon for which it 
seeks to account.  I see her text darken, and so I see the possibility of mak-
ing go darken as well.

And apropos Fish’s hypothesis and mine, Barthes in his late essay, “The 
Image,” stages a contest over the priority of contest, which I will here map to 
the force of Fish’s ambitious rhetor and to Ronell’s and Horn’s devastations.  
Barthes writes:

…[I]n my eyes there is [il y a à mes yeux] a cowardice, a trivi-
ality in conflicts, and even, I often feel, a kind of “Gallic asininity” 
in these wills-to-conflict, the puerile craving to “start something.”  
This impression of mediocrity takes the form of an aphorism: Who 
wants to be violent has a paltry notion of violence.  For me, the real 
violence is that of “Everything passes,” of ruin, of oblivion, of the 
monumental impossible.

The violence of effacement is stronger that that of fracture; 
death is violent; not so much the death one inflicts, that one wants 
to inflict, as the death that comes all by itself (a violence which per-
haps cannot be understood before middle age). [I, 354; O2, 873: 
translation modified]

Barthes here names two forces, two kinds of violence: on the one hand, the 
violence wielded by those cowards, idiots, and children who press to have 
their anything go farther and faster than anyone else’s, and on the other, the 
force of finitude, which to Barthes sets an absolute limit on former.  “Death 
is violent” means that life is violent, not because it is a will-to-power defined 
by contest, but because it succumbs to itself, to its own ruin, ruin being its 
internal condition of impossibility.  Barthes invents the punctum to unhinge 
the cultural turn, the domain of good grounds and good reasons and good, 
though asinine, arguments.  With the punctum I have a go at his relation to 
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what he claims doesn’t, to what remains obdurate in the face of his most stu-
dious, most Gallic, and most amorous preferences: ruin, oblivion, the monu-
mental impossible, the death that comes all by itself.  

But of course, Barthes can only give it to me this way because he has it 
both ways: he stages a contest over the value of contest per se.194  Here he 
doesn’t so much tell me to grow up, get smart, and be brave as reward my 
already middle-aged self-estimation.  He assures me that my understand-
ing matures—along with and not in spite of death.  And so, the one who calls 
the others “babies” doesn’t exactly abandon polemic or the will-to-conflict; 
he indulges the paltry in order to articulate the real.  But the paltry can’t be 
avoided: if he wants the real to go, if he wants to show me this real violence, 
if he wants to refer to the “death that comes all by itself” and impress this 
reference upon me, he’s got to make his argument, he’s got to make this 
anything go; thus, and as before, does Barthes indulge the paradox of an 
argument that looks forward to and away from the end of argument.195  Fish 
gives me an argument for force that puts force itself at risk, Barthes a forceful 
argument that seeks to go beyond this force to one that makes everything go 
away.  Either way, oblivion threatens and is seen to threaten.  I see it because 
it appears à mes yeux and in the light of conflict.

194 In his course on the Neutral he explicitly remarks this paradox: “The desire for the 
Neutral continually stages a paradox: as an object, the Neutral means suspension of 
violence; as a desire, it means violence.  Throughout the length of the course, it will be 
necessary to understand that there is a passion of the Neutral but that this passion is 
not that of a will-to-possess.” [N, 13]

195 Ronell for her part finds the rhetor on TV.  Television is for her the discourse of efface-
ment, which means, inverting Barthes’ usage of the term, that television doesn’t let the 
light of dereliction shine through, video does, the call of conscience does.  To her eyes 
too what passes for conflict appears paltry—precisely because it isn’t the conflict that 
counts.  The “violence of effacement,” having been effaced, doesn’t get through the 
more or less paltry efforts of prime time, which, unless interrupted by the nothing of 
video, only circulates the counterphobic “myths of liveness, living color, and being there.”  
Ronell would destroy these myths in order to forestall the devastation they might have 
already secured against all reparation.  Just as Barthes gets to the real from within and 
only from within the paltry, video is nothing other than television and yet made to be 
something other, and destruction can only be made to go from within the too far of a 
devastation already at work.
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Yes, I do argue that visual media live and die in the light of strong ar-
guments, uses, expectations, and previously constituted visibilities—but I 
also show how Barthes, Horn, and Ronell contest the essential priority and 
grounds of these very contests.  Their pictures slip from one eye (the one that 
struggles to understand and situate, the one that joins the contest if only in 
the mode of go-with-the-flow abdication) to another (the one that occasion-
ally can’t make do with good sense and so instead stares, fascinated, trau-
matized to the point of blindness, to the point of impotence and failure, going 
nowhere) to another (the one that sees something that isn’t precisely there, 
a discrepancy, failure, impediment, etc).  In that they each make arguments 
and have their claims make claims upon me, each falls into sense, each as-
sures me and turns me on to their turns away from the culture turn.  I am 
pledged to become either an ally or an enemy in their struggle against such 
struggles.  For them and through them, even fascination, trauma, shock, and 
other so-called extra-rhetorical hammers only come to blows through practical 
and rhetorical labors: these labors must, as Ronell will say, focus and capture 
“the debilitating discrepancy… between experience and meaning.” [TV, 324]  
But in that their arguments and works exemplify the going awry, the falling 
out of focus, of reference and evidence—to which they each refer and about 
which they each have their doubts—I am unable to follow them.  I am unable 
to treat their texts and pictures as media through which I am to see the point 
and handle the evidence.  The reader is not an ally but a witness, a witness of 
the inevident, as Barthes will write, “a witness of the Inactual.” [CL, 94]  I am 
the one left behind, the one who shares and sows confusion—I just know it’s 
black in there—in the wake and as the wake of writing.

section 15 of 15
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Ronell comes to terms with these terms.  She installs an ethics of reading 
and breaks with the normative distinctions between the legible and the illeg-
ible, the visible and the invisible.  Rather than simply see King and opine upon 
his arrest, she is summoned to account for discrepancies, failures and impedi-
ments.  The latter refer her to an elsewhere and other times.  And go she 
must.  Or rather, she says so.  I have to take her at her word that her word 
and say so are belated and aimed at something that isn’t there.  As she writes 
in the preface to Finitude’s Score, “Much of the time I was exploring a his-
tory of atopicality or of that which resists presentation: those things that are 
nonsubstantial…” [P, xiii]  Using only her reference, her pointed and pointing 
remarks, she meets this resistance and makes something substantial of this 
nothing.  Her text, as but one history among others, too occupies this atopical 
place of the testimonial; her text too “cannot speak with referential assurance 
but does assert the truth of what it says.” [TV, 316]  Doubling Derrida, she 
makes substantial and legible her ethical rapport to this fundamentally unas-
sured assertion: I don’t only see one text in another or one image in another, 
I am shown how to read the relation; I am shown how one text is called to re-
peat another.196  In the light of this irremissible haunting I can remain alert to 
the shadows, to my own and those of others, but not eliminate them with yet 
more light.  I am the blind spot; or rather, there is always one reader more, 

196 I must also look to what I’ve done here and admit that at least one other scene governs 
the dramaturgy.  For example, I ask myself, why these two Powells, Lewis Thornton 
Powell and Laurence Michael Powell?  Why these common initials, LP and LP?  I note 
these other accidents: each sides with racist authorities and projects.  Each “botches” 
his assignment.  Lewis fails to assassinate Seward and so fails Booth’s conspiracy, and 
Lawrence fails to “subdue” King, fails to follow procedure, fails to persuade King to sub-
mit to his authority.  Queasy though I may be to say that Laurence Powell failed at any-
thing, the conventional wisdom of Lou Cannon does put the screws to Powell for his run-
of-the-mill racism: in the squad car computer Powell famously referred to his beating of 
King as something out of “Gorillas in the Mist.”  But for Cannon Powell is the worst of the 
bad cops because he is simply a poor craftsman.  He writes, “What appalled Sergeant 
Duke, who testified for the defense in the trials of the police officers, was not the brutal-
ity of the beating but its ineffectiveness.  If the officers [Wind and Powell] who hit King 
‘knew what they were doing with the baton,’ Duke said, they would have broken his arm 
or his leg with the first four or five blows and immobilized him.” [ON, 45-46]  So, each 
arguably fails his vocation’s ostensible aim.  Each is then arrested.  Each is tried.  Each 
is (eventually) convicted.  These resemblances are just that, resemblances.  I have to 
make them go; I have to make this other strata visible and have to assemble the terms 
of its legibility.  I am obligated to do so by the insistence of these names.  The uncanny 
agency of these names and letters in my case—but it would never be my case alone as 
I am never been and can never be alone—this uncanny agency calls me away from the 
contexts I’ve sought here to constitute.
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oblique to my angle, a reader who whispers, “you are still not reading.”
Horn remains alert to another light, neither shadow nor light, but on the 

one hand the obliteration of this difference (another water) and its mainte-
nance (water).  Looking at an image like this, I am to see the default of water, 
it’s departure and drift.  The pictures are handsome as were the men, women, 
and children who died and drowned and were here and there dismembered.  
But what lacerates me is the discrepancy between the former and the latter 
and the blunt trauma that is nowhere and everywhere (black water) at the 
same time.  The discrepancy is nowhere visible, nowhere apparent.  Another 
Water (the River Thames for Example) seeks to establish this discrepancy 
and put it to me, put me through to its place.  The book, the texts and photo-
graphs, their relation, on the same page, but never on the same page, never 
referring to the same thing—the book alerts me to my different eyes.  That 
there is evidence of the river’s default refers me to the possibility of its re-
trieval, of water; and the articulation of this possibility as possibility is already 
wet, already the retrieval underway.  It’s my foolish eye that is to see past the 
evidence at hand to the fact that there is evidence and so water.

And Barthes sets his music to these terms as well.  His studium measures 
my passion for understanding, my passion for the code, for what goes with 
or without saying and goes because I see that it goes and write that it goes.  
Because I know my way around, I see my way around.  While my being-in-
the-world provides the light, my studium shows that my vision has affective 
grounds as well as phenomenological ones.  The punctum interferes with the 
serenity of such vision and with my being assured by this world.  My punctum 
measures the intensity and corporeal grip of a breakdown: my fascination, my 
too total involvement with what he calls the visual supplement, rips me from 
my place and delivers me to another’s.  He writes of the punctum: “it is what 
I add to the photograph and what is nonetheless already there.” [CL, 55]  I 
here offer an addition of my own: the punctum is what adds me to the monu-
mental impossible.  The punctum is what shows me that I am only invested 
in what there is to see because I am already invested in what lies beyond 
investment: the oblivion that comes all by itself, to myself and to others.  Or 
rather: because oblivion comes to everything I care about, it comes to this 
care first and last.

And finally, Barthes reads: he doesn’t just invent the studium and the 
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punctum for the sake of analytic precision; he invents and then reads the dis-
crepancy between them.  Between “the picture is handsome, as is the boy” 
and “he is dead and he is going to die” [CL, 96] he discovers an as yet illeg-
ible difference.  He tells me what this difference says—Pity—and he tells me 
that by reading this difference, I make the difference between this-is (and 
always will be) and this-has-been (and is not) substantial and irreducible.  
And thus do he and I sustain, paradoxically, two oblivions, permanence and 
ruin.  I sustain him dead and make him dead; I sustain him going to die and 
have him die yet again.  He becomes my Lewis Thornton Powell, the occasion 
for my ongoing horror over catastrophes that have already occurred.  Read-
ing after Barthes does this.  After Barthes I look to my photographs and see 
that they also call me to read.  With his hundred thousand words I find my 
pictures.  But something’s wrong.  Something’s always wrong.  To read my 
pictures I, like him, must look away—but to look away from them I must also 
look to and through them: the photograph of Powell can’t be reduced to what 
it shows, but nor can “he is dead and he is going to die” matter without the 
seduction of permanent arrest, without the temptation of permanence culti-
vated by the photographic ecstasy.  This rhythm beats a path from visible to 
the invisible and back again; it takes time and takes me back and forth, from 
studium to punctum to studium, along the broken record of his reference.

Near the beginning of Camera Lucida Barthes establishes the tempo to 
which I here refer, but he spatializes the constitutive delay: he treats his own 
claim as simultaneously generative and obsolete.  I discover in Barthes’ prose 
a photographic effect.  I see there—between what he says and what he says 
about what he says—I see there the trace of and care for oblivion.  He will 
have taught me to see that this difference conditions my vision in an argu-
ment that enacts this conditioning.  He writes:

One could say that the Photograph always carries its referent 
with it—both struck by the same amorous or funereal immobility—to 
the very heart of the world in motion [la Photographie emporte 
toujours son référent avec elle, tous deux frappés de la même im-
mobilité amoureuse ou funèbre, au sein même du monde en mou-
vement]: they are glued together, limb by limb, as the condemned 
man chained to the corpse in certain tortures; or even like those 
pairs of fish… which navigate together, as though united by an 
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eternal coitus.  The Photograph belongs to that class of laminated 
objects [d’objets feuilletés] whose leaves [feuillets] cannot be sepa-
rated without destroying them both: the windowpane and the land-
scape, and why not: Good and Evil, desire and its object: dualities 
we can conceive but not perceive (I didn’t yet know [je ne savais 
pas encore] that this stubbornness of the Referent in always being 
there would produce the essence I was looking for [l’essence que je 
recherchais]). [CL, 5-6; CC, 17-18]

“One could say…,” and he has so said.  But by the end of this passage he 
has reconstituted his saying as both naïve (“I didn’t yet know…”) and ahead of 
its time (“[it] would produce the essence I was looking for”).  Barthes writes 
that he doesn’t yet know that he here already knows what he only came to 
know later.  Only later does he know that he knew it; at the time—when?—he 
knows but doesn’t know.  He thereby theorizes the photographic laminate 
while delaminating the theory from its present tense clarity and authority: the 
photograph and referent are to be indissoluble, but the text that puts forward 
this claim can’t get its writers on the same page at the same time.  Barthes’ 
parenthesis pricks the surface of his ever so studious remark and thus makes 
the ostensibly present tense demonstration (“la Photographie emporte…”) 
remote, ever so ostensible, ever so belated.  The parenthetical aside strains 
to refer me to the time of the writing and to the time of the writer, but in so 
doing it defers its final authority.  He opens the time of the text to revision, to 
interruption and fracture.  His parenthesis reveals the blind field of the text, 
not only a place but also a time.  Just as the punctum comes all by itself and 
from the future, so too here, by this performance of latency, I am referred 
to the double time of the writing, to this absent hand, this singular hand, the 
hand that is dead and is going to die.

The above passage is handsome, as is the argument.  And while Barthes’ 
analogy, “the condemned man chained to the corpse,” may be vivid, may be 
handsome, and may look forward to Lewis Powell, to the handsome picture 
and handsome boy suffering the strict tenses of “he is dead” he is “going to 
die,” and while this man may be Man, or Nietzsche, or Casanova, and while 
Barthes and I may be entwined with these dead and dying men as the very 
condition of our life and limb—the one who writes, “I didn’t know…” suspends 
these references at the very moment he seeks to make them go.  I follow this 
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movement as I read; this difference strikes me and not just the ostensible 
argument.  In the non-space of his parenthesis I write and sustain the differ-
ence between the text and its referent.  “Photography” is the displaced name 
for my being concerned with this difference.
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